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INTRODUCTION

A nervous plane flight from Boston to Now Orleans early in

December of I96I may be said to mark the beginning of this thesis.

Suspended "between heaven and earth," where one's thoughts tend

to become "other-worldly" in more than one sense, I opened a

just-purohased paperbound edition of a collection of letters and

litorary fragments written in prison by a martyred German theo¬

logian whose name seemed to be on everyone's lips. I found there

not only the rioh humanity of a man who was a cultured, liberally-

educated, life-loving product of Western civilisation at it3 best5

even more excitedly, I came across fragments of a vision of a re¬

interpreted Christianity for the world in which we live—a "reli-

gionles3 Christianity" for a world "cone of age." The more I

read, the less I was able to decide whether my agitation resulted

from the "other-worldliness" of the air journey or from the ro¬

bust "this-worldliness" of the Christianity about which I was

reading.

The book, of course, was Letters and Papers from Prisons

the man was Dietrich Bonhoeffor. That same paperbound edition

is now torn and heavily underlined from many re-readings. My

knowledge of the full 3cope of Bonhoeffer's thought has increased

considerably (and, I hope, accurately) during the past five

1
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years. Yet to this day, after repeated and detailed examinations

of virtually every word, every nuance of phrase, in Letters and

Papers, I can never fail to read it again as something fresh, to

discover something new in it which I had not seen before, and to

be profoundly moved by the poignanoy of this warmly human and

vigorously Christian nan living almost daily with death.

Amidst the dispersion of energies which nark a final year in

theological college, I managed to find time to read one or two

more of Dietrioh Bonhoeffer's works. A Fulbright Scholarship for

a year's study at the University of St. Andrews gave me the oppor¬

tunity to give his thought my undivided attention. In the autumn

of 1962 I began research designed to trace the background in Bon¬

hoeffer's own thought of the elements which went to make up the

religionless Christianity project of the prison writings. The

more deeply I probed into his thou^it as a whole, the more I came

to admire both the man and what he had to say. A two-year inter¬

ruption of my work on Bonhoeffer's theology was followed by an¬

other year in which I wa3 able to oontinue and to bring the re¬

search to its present form.

What I chiefly discovered, from a technical theological

point of view, was the inaccuracy and superficiality of much of

the great mass of occasional literature which has been produced

on Bonhoeffer, especially in the Knglish-speaking world. More

important still, I oame to realise that a gap still exists in
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the interpretation of Bonhoeffer's thou^it, and in particular of

his "relieionless" proposals. The attempt in some way to help

fill that gap constitutes ray apologia for undertaking to write

about a subject which in one form or another is the most written-

about theological topic of the present day.

What, then, is the gap which needs to be filled? Eberhard

Bethge has made available to the world virtually everything Bon-

hoeffer ever wrote. We have good scholarly essays on various

aspects of Bonhoeffer's "Christianity without religion" proposals,
ft

such as those which comprise the multi-volume Die raundige Welt,

and on aspects of his thought as a whole, as in The Place of Bon-

hoeffer. Furthermore, there are at least two comprehensive stud¬

ies of Bonhoeffer's life and thought, John D. Oodsey'3 Tho 'Theo¬

logy of Dietrich Bonhoeffor and Eberhard Bethge's lectures, The

Challenge of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Life and Theology. The whole

concept of the secular—of the "come-of-age" world—is beginning

to receive careful analysis by such theologians as Arend Th. van

Leeuwen in Christianity in World History, Cornelius A. van Peur-

sen in "Man and Reality—the History of Human Thought," and Har¬

vey E. Cox in The Secular City. Serious attempts to take up

where Bonhoeffer left off in the task of non-religious theological

interpretation have appeared, notably some of the essays in Ger¬

hard Ebeling's Word and Faith, Paul M. Van Buren's The Secular

[leaning of the Gospel, and Ronald Gregor Smith's Secular
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Christianity.^"

Despite this plethora of writing on Bonhoeffer•s thought,

what we still laok i3 something quite fundamental: simply a "basic

"text-book"-—an exhaustively detailed, thematic, interpretative

presentation of Bonhoeffer's religionleso Christianity in the

light of his whole theologioal development. That is precisely

what this thesis intends to be. I have divided the work into two

parts. Part One deals with the background of the religionless

Christianity proposals in Bonhoeffor's theology as a whole. It

is divided in turn into tiro chapters. Chapter One covers major

influences on Bonhoeffer»s theology and Chapter Two major themes

around which his theology was oriented. Throughout nart One I

have subordinated both the topics considered and the discussion

of each to their contributory relevance to the "Christianity with¬

out religion" scheme. Part Two is a detailed "exegesis" of Bon-

hoeffer's "religionless" reflections, based primarily on the

prison writings and secondarily on the writings which comprise

I-thios. Here I have devoted chapters to what I believe to be

the basic elements in his fragmentary theological reinterpreta-

tion: the ooncept of religion, the notion of a world "come of

age," the "non-religious interpretation of biblical concepts"

(including biblical foundations, the concept of divine transcen¬

dence, and chri3tology), the mature or "religionless" Christian,

These works will appear with appropriate references to place and
date of publication in the text of the thesis.
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the problem of the church in a secular world, and traditional

theological themes in Bonhoeffer's prison reflections.

The sort of thing I have tried to do in the work which fol¬

lows has simply not been done, at least to my satisfaction. We

are now at the stage of Bonhoeffer interpretation where excellent

and meticulous essays are being written on this or that aspect of

his thought$ the theological world might be thought to have moved

beyond the elementary groundwork and "come of age" with regard to

a basic grasp of his presuppositions and method. Unfortunately,

such is not the case. Side by side with scholarly articles of

high quality, which reasonably assume a fundamental background

on the part of the reader, there continue to appear writings—

both "popular" and serious—which are ignorant of very rudimentary

aspects of Bonhoeffer*s theology in some oases, and in others are

quite misled as to what he was about.

Such is the situation especially in the English-speaking

theological milieu. With the advantage of common nationality,

church, and language, not to mention their native thoroughness,

German-speaking theologians and churchmen may by and large be

assumed to have a fairly comprehensive basic grasp of Bonhoeffer's

thought—although even among German interpreters there are cases

of both involuntary and willful distortion. But a special need

exists, it seems to me, in the English-speaking world for the

kind of "basic manual" or "text-book" of the religionless Chris¬

tianity project such as I have tried to write in the pages that
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follow.

I "began research on this thesis as one seeking simply to

understand the background and fundamentals of Borihoeffer's pro¬

ject. The difficulties I enoountered in piecing it all together

from various partial sources, interpreting it, and arranging it

in some systematic form made me realize how large a task confronts

the person who wants a thorough knowledge of Bonhooffer's thought,

either simply for the sake of information or as the basi3 of

further reflection.

Bonhoeffer's non-religious interpretation is a seminal and

formative element in Christian thought and life today. How that

the attention of British and American theology is focussed ex¬

citedly and oreatively on Bonhoeffer, it is vitally important that

we stop and take our "bearings before we continue declaiming on

his project. Otherwise we shall create a theological "Bonhoeffer

myth"—a Bonhoeffer who is made to say all sorts of things he

never said, things which he would in fact have opposed. This

"theological mythicization" is already under way to some degree.

The "text-book" approach which I have attempted, in some form or

other, may "be the sort of thing which Anglo-Saxon theology needs

at this point for the work of "demythologizing."

Perhaps a special word is necessary by way of distinguishing

what I have tried to do from the comprehensive studies of Bonhoef¬

fer by Godsey and Bethge to whioh I have alluded. Godsey's book

The Theology of Dietrich Bonhoeffer is essentially a chronological
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presentation of Bonhoeffer's life and thought. % far the great¬

er part of the book is given over simply to detailed synopses of

Bonhoeffer's writings. Godsey's work is invaluable in providing

both a biographical sketch and summaries of some of Bonhoeffer's

writings whioh are still not available in English.

Godsey remains one of the soundest interpreters of Bonhoef-

fer. Hie chief difficulty with The Theology of Dietrich Bonhoof¬

fer, however, is that- it is far too easy for the reader to miss

the forest for the trees. The exclusively ohronological arrange¬

ment, while extremely useful in some ways, fails adequately to

highlight the basic themes and to gather up all of Bonhoeffer's

thoughts on these themes. What we have instead is a continuum

of his theological development on whioh it is all too easy to miss

important elements whioh go into the religionless Christianity

project. Furthermore, Godsey's detailed synopses of Bonhoeffer's

books are tedious, painstakingly "literal" reproductions of their

arguments which in some oases are more confusing and daunting than

helpful. With certain of the writings summarised by Godsey, the

reader would do better—and spend little more time—reading the

original book. (An example is Bonhoeffer's Creation and Fall, a

ninety-eight-page book whioh Godsoy spends twenty-four pages sum¬

marizing. ) In all of this there is not enough guidance to help

the reader pick his way through the Bonhoeffer material with some

knowledge of what to look for. Finally, since The 'Theology of

Dietrioh Bonhoeffor is simply a chronological presentation of his
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theology as a whole, Godsey does not go into sufficient detail

concerning the religionless Christianity proposals, Ry the same

token, he does not clearly and consistently relate the rest of

Bohhoeffer'a thought to the proposals. In sum, the reader is

not given enough thematic guidance and the final project is not

presented in adequate detail.

Eberhard Bethge's Chicago lectures are probably the be3t

succinct account of Bonhoeffer*s life and the development of his

theology available. As hi3 best friend and the editor of all of

hi3 posthumous publications, 3ethge is a very important and—it

seems to me—very reliable guide to Bonhoeffer. An amazing amount

of detail on Bonhoeffer*s life and thou^it is packed ti^itly into

the few pages of The Challenge of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Life and

Theology. Like Godsey's account, however, the organizing prin¬

ciple of Bethge's lccturos is chronological rather than thematic,

with both the advantages and the disadvantages which this ap¬

proach involves. Furthermore, the very demand for brevity imposed

upon a short lecture series means that Bethge is prevented from

developing important topios to any degree at all5 he is forced to

content himself with assertion rather than argument. There is

also the fact that the very density of details, which Bethge has

admirably squeezed into short compass, presents the reader with

a formidable and somewhat impenetrable bloc of material which

needs considerable sorting out. Readers who are not specialists

in systematic theology and philosophy tend to find the lectures
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difficult to get through. Finally, although he devotes more in¬

terpretative attention to the "Christianity without religion"

proposals than does Godsey, the limitations of space do not al¬

low him to devote the detailed examination to Bonhoeffer's final

thoughts which they urgently deserve. More than anyone else in

the world, Bethge is the person to undertake ouch a detailed ana¬

lysis, since he was the reoipient of the relevant correspondence

and engaged in epistolary theological discussion with Bonhoeffer.

It is very much to he hoped that at some time Bethge will write

such a study.

In constructing the account of Bonhoeffer's theology which

follows, I have not included a biography per se. Biographical

details appear insofar as they are relevant to the theological

topics being treated. Taken all together, they present the main

points in Bonhoeffer's lifej but I have assumed that the general

outlines of his biography are well known. The "biographical ma¬

terial in the books by Godsey and Bethge is quite adequate, and

any account I might give oould merely reproduce theirs.

A basic principle of ray work on Bonhoeffer's theology has

been to rely fundamentally upon a direct confrontation with and

analysis of his writings themselves. I have naturally familiar¬

ised myself with almost all of the relevant secondary sources

on Bonhoeffer, but I have preferred in most oases to let my

"exegesis" be determined insofar as possible by the text itself—

to try to keep my own presuppositions and the presuppositions of
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others in the background.

I have preferred whenever possible to follow the official

English translations of the writings of Borihoeffer which appear

in English. Wherever I have altered the official translation or

used ray ovm translation, I have indicated it in the footnote and

given the page number in the German edition. In most oases where

I have used my own translation, I have added the significant Ger¬

man words in parentheses following their English equivalents.

All translations from writings of Bohhoeffer which have not been

translated are my own, unless otherwise indicated. All biblical

quotations, except those which appear as part of another quota¬

tion, are from the Revised Standard Version of tho Bible.

Among my acknowledgments I wish above all to thank my re¬

search supervisor, the Reverend Professor Edgar P. Dickie. He

has borne with patience the many basic alterations in structure

whioh this thesis has undergone since it3 inception, as well as

my own fluctuating and vacillating state of mind in weighing up

the significance of the material. He has gracefully allowed me

throughout to pursue my characteristically introspective approach

to research. Very importantly, his wide range of reading and

knowledge in nineteenth- and twentieth-century theology—both

Anglo-Saxon and German—has gently but insistently kept me re¬

minded of the larger perspective which easily escapes one engaged

in working on such a circumscribed topic. If in 3pite of his

influence the thesis manifests a narrowness of outlook, the fault
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will have "been entirely ray own.

My thanks are also due to Mrs. Antje Lawry, who assisted me

in the translation of some passages from the German. The trans¬

lations as they appear in the thesis, however, are my own? I am

responsible for whatever errors or infelicities they may contain.

I wish also to acknowledge the help of the Reverend William J.

Wolf, Professor of Theology in the Episcopal Theological School,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, who read the manuscript at a very early

stage and made valuable suggestions. The many colleagues who have

shown genuine interest in my research and entered into profitable

discussions on Bonhoeffer*s thought with me also deserve a word of

thanks. It is not out of place, I think, also to express my grati¬

tude simply for the opportunity to carry out my research in St.

Andrews, Scotland. There are surely few places on earth more

ideally pleasant for living and researching. Finally, I wish to

thank my wife, who eagerly typed as much of the thesis as I would

allow her to type, and who kept the children out of the way dur¬

ing the last frantic stages of my work.
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PART ONE

'TEE BACKGROUND OP BONHOEFPER'3 QUEST

FOR A HELIGIONLESS CHRISTIANITY

During the last years of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's life his theo¬

logy took on a radioal form of expression. What 3eems to have

been a primary interest in the inner life of the church in his

earlier writings^" gave way to an absorbing concern for the world
2

in which the church finds itself in the twentieth century. Yet

Bonhoeffer's last reflections are thoroughly grounded in and

The major earlier works are Sanctorum Conaunio, trans, by R.
Gregor Smith from the German Sane torum Communio: Eine dogaati3Che
Unterouchung zur Soziologie der Kirche (Berlin u. Frankfort/Oder,
1930; third ed., Munich, i960), London, 1963 (American ed. entitled
The Communion of Saints, New York, 1963); Act and Being, trans, by
Bernard Noble from the Germ;m Akt und Seinj Pranszendentalohilo-
sophie und Ontologie in dor systematischen Theologie (Outersloh,
1931; second ed., Munich, 195")> London, 1961 (American ed., New
York, 1961)5 The Co3t of Disoipleship, trans, by R. H. Puller from
the German Uaohfolge (Munich, 1937? fifth ed., 1955)» London,
1959 (American abridged ed., New York, 1948J unabridged and re¬
vised, 1959)J an& Life Together, trans, by John W. Doberstein from
the German Gemeinsames Lebon (Munich, 1939; eighth ed., 1955)>
London, 1955 (American ed., New York, 1954)*
2
The two chief collections of writings from Bonhoeffer's last

years are Ethics, trans, by II. Norton Smith from the German Ethik
(zusanmengestellt und herausgegeben von Eberhard Bethge, Munich,
1949), London, 1955 (American ed., New York, 1955); and Letters
and Papers from Prison, trans. by R. H. Puller from the German
Widor3t-and und ] rgebung: Briefe und Aufzeichnungen aus der Haft
(herausgegeben von E. Bethge, Munich, 1951; sixth expanded ed.,
1955)> London, 1953 (American ed. entitled Prisoner for God, New
York, 1954)•

13
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continuous with his earlier thought, as the chapters which fol¬

low will show. The object of Part One is to trace the background

and development of the themes in Bonhoeffer•3 theology which con¬

tributed integrally to his final projection of a "Christianity

without religion" for a "world come of age."



CHAPTER OUT:

CHIEF INFLUENCES OH BCJTHOEFFER'S THEOLOGY

There are at least five chief influences in Bonhoeffer's

life and thought which coalesce in his later preoccupation with

a Christian faith for a religionless or secular world.

1. Existentialism

Bonhooffer 3?ent hi3 first year at university (1923-24) in
ft

Tubingen. There he was introduced to the personali3t-

existentialist revolution in philosophy and theology. Personal-

ism,"*" also called dialog!oal philosophy or the philosophy of I

and Thou, was one dimension of the larger movement generally

called existentialism, whioh centers in the phenonenological ana¬

lysis of human existence and an ontology based on such analysis.

The influence of personalist-existentialist thought on

Dietrich Bonhoeffer's theology has not been given the attention

it deserves by his interpreters. The philosophical framework of

his theology is a personalism which understands reality in terms

of the concrete social encounter of I and Thou, of self and

^I-Thou or existentialist personalism, largely German in origin,
is to be distinguished from the British and American schools of
idealist personalism.

15
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neighbor. It is centrally important to an understanding of Bon-

hooffer's theology as a whole, and his later theology in partic¬

ular, to keep in mind the influence of the existentialist philo¬

sophical and theological revolution on his thought.

Karl Heim, the leading Christian exponent of dialogical phil¬

osophy and the phenomenological analysis of human existence, was
It

one of Bonhoeffer's teachers in Tubingen. In the introductory

notes to the English volume of selections from Bonhoeffer's col¬

lected miscellaneous writings, Edwin H. Robertson comments that

Bonhoeffer listened to Heim "and for a time was influenced. But

Ileim did not please him, neither as a student, nor in later
X

years." It is true that both theologically and temperamentally

Bonhoeffer found himself in disagreement with Heim until the end

of his life. Yet such a statement neglects the all-important fact

that it was Heim who in large part introduced the young Bonhoeffer

to the new world of philosophical and theological existentialism

which was opening up. Heim symbolises Bonhoeffer's lifelong in¬

debtedness to personalism. Equally important, Heim focusses our

attention on Bonhoeffer's early and positive involvement in phil¬

osophical issues. Although Bonhoeffer, under the influence of

Karl Barth, oaae very soon to an exclusive preoccupation with

questions of dogmatics and exegesis, neither ho nor Barth himself

^Ho Rusty Swords, trans, by Edwin H. Robertson and John Bowden
from portions of the German Gesammelte Gchriften (herausgegeben
von Eberhard Bethge, four volumes, Munich, 1958-61)» London,
1965» P» 31.
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ever really escaped, the existentialist philosophical framework

in which the Neo-Reformation theological revolution had begun.

Ileira sought, as the sub-title of the first volume of his

six-volume Per T-vangelisohe Glaube und da3 Penken der Gegenwart

indicates, to construct a "philosophical foundation for a Chris¬

tian view of life"^" on the "basis of existentialist phenomenologi-

cal analysis of reality in terms of the dimensions of "I,"

"Thou," and "It." His work paralleled, and was indebted in vary¬

ing degrees to, that of such seminal thinkers as the Jewish phil-

2
osopher Martin Buber, whose I_ and Thou is the charter document

of dialogical philosophy? Martin Heidegger, whose Being and Tinep
holds a similar place in the area of technical phenomenological

ontology? and iberhard Grisebach, who approached analysis and dia¬

logue from a rigorously ethical, metaphysioally skeptioal point

of view in his book Gegenwart

During his early years as a theologian, Bonhoeffer engaged

in vigorous dialogue with existentialist philosophy and theology,

and in particular with Heim, Heidegger, and Grisebach. The fruits

^"God Transcendent: Foundation for a Christian Metaphysic, trans.
by Edgar P. Dickie from the third German edition of Glaube und
Denken: Phi1osophische Grundlegung einer christlichen Lobens-
anschauung (Berlin, 1934), London, 1935*
2
Trans, by Ronald Gregor Smith from the German Ich und Du (Leip¬
zig, 1923), New York, 1953.
^Trans. by John MaoQuarrie and Edward Robinson from the eighth
German edition of Sein und Seit (Tubingen, 1957)> London, 1962.
^Gegenwart: Eine Kriti -ohe Ethik, Halle, 1928.



of this philosophical-theological conversation are embodied pri¬

marily in Act and Being* for Bonhoeffer the key issue was the

relationship between philosophy and theology. He took the posi¬

tion, following Barth, that the revelation of God in Jesus Christ,

coming to man as it does wholly from without, necessarily shatters

the entire structure of philosophy. Since philosophy never reckons

seriously with revelation as an actuality in human existence, its

boldest efforts to transcend the individual human ego fail. It

succeeds only in erecting tho rational ego into the final arbiter

of reality and therefore into an idol. The reason is simples when

philosophy attempts to define the limits, the boundaries (Grensen),

of the ego, it is always the rational ego itself which (more or

less arbitrarily) sets those limits. ThU3 the human knower always

remains sovereign and fails to transcend himself. This is true not

only of idealism, which absorbs reality into the ego from the out¬

set, but also of realism, which begins by recognizing the indepen¬

dence of the "world" but ends by letting the ego construct the very

system which establishes its independence.

Theology, on the other hand, if it is to be true to its ob¬

ject and it3 method, must insist before philosophy that a wholly

different intellectual starting point has been given to us extra

nos. If the data of revelation are taken with full seriousness,

then a basis has been laid for an entirely new approach to the key

philosophical questions of epistemology and ontology.
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The self-disclosure of God in Jesus Christ is now seen to

establish the true epistemological order of things. It is only

revelation which lays down the real boundaries of human knowing,

both on the I-Thou and the I-It levels. The Thou of God in the

concrete person of Jesus Christ is the foundation for an authentic

understanding of our knowledge of one another, because it alone

insures that neither the I of the self nor the Thou of the neigh¬

bor becomes an absolute, as in purely immanental and self-contained

attempts to establish the nature and limits of interpersonal know¬

ledge. Likewise it is the disclosure of God the Creator in Christ

which is the sole ground of true I-It knowledge. The boundaries

between ego and entity vacillate confusedly on a purely philosoph¬

ical basis, because reason, however chaste its claims before "ob¬

jective reality," is inevitably and of course quite variously the

arbiter of the boundaries. Only in the revelation of the Creator

are we solidly guaranteed a "world," and with it a truly finite

and unpretentious ego in concrete correlation with it.

Ontologically, revelation shatters all philosophical attempts

to establish the nature of "being," of the "really real." With

the event of Christ there is seen to be no "being-itaelf," no

ousia or essentia which all entities, including God, share. There

i3 only the being of God in the person of Jesus,^ and the wholly

"*"See Bonhoeffer, Christology, trans, by John Bowden from the Ger-
man Christologie (in Gesamraelte Schriften, vol. Ill, pp. 166-
242), London, I966: "the ontological question has...been put as
the question of the being of a person, the person Jesus Christ."
(P. 33)
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derived boing of all other entities. Above all, revelation dis¬

closes that this being of God is person. "Ultimate reality" is

person—"I"—and through his word the divine person creates other

persons—"Thous"—to share in his life. Hence the true "ontology"

is simply the obedient theological witness to the divine—human

"personaliora" attested in the Holy Scriptures, and not the vain

According to Bonhoeffer and Barth, to speak of God as a person is
not analogical. God himself in his revelation discloses that what
he is is "person," and that human "personhood" i3 a finite and sin¬
ful reflection of the person of God. Revelation itself defines the
meaning of person; we do not bring the concept to the interpreta¬
tion of revelation.

The rise and predominance of existentialism in philosophy and
neo-orthodoxy in theology have tended, however, to obscure the faot
that the inversion of the divine-human analogy comes to us original¬
ly from what is usually called "personal idealism." The modem
father of the idea that it is divine personality which is the stan¬
dard and human personality the analogue was the German philosopher
Hermann Lotze. He .argued this view against the prevailing "abso¬
lute idealism" of the nineteenth century, which took its norm from
finite personality and therefore could not ascribe personhood to
the Infinite. See his Miorooosnrus (trans, by Elizabeth Hamilton
and E. E. Constance Jones, Edinburgh, 1888), vol. II, pp. 672-
688. Lotze summarized his conclusion in the following ways "Per¬
fect personality is in God only, to all finite minds there is al¬
lotted but a pale copy thereof; the finiteness of the finite is
not a producing condition of this personality bat a limit and a
hindrance of its development." (P. 688) Lotze's view of divine
personality exerted perhaps its greatest influence on British
philosophical theology, the real milieu of personal idealism.
Lotze's argument, of course, was philosophical, not theological.
He nowhere brought the Christian revelation into the picture. The
British personal idealists, however, found in his position a phil¬
osophical support for the Christian understanding of God and man
which could wibhstand the embarrassingly plausible argument of ab¬
solute idealism.

Lotze*s contribution to the strikingly independent British
philosophical-theological discovery of the I-Thou world was quite
explicitly recognized, and his inversion of the divine-human
analogy may have contributed, howevex- unconsciously, to the Ger¬
manic theological climate in which the Barthian revolution arose.
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search for independent definitions of "being" which never really

escape the human ego.

Bonhoeffer found much in the existentialists which was not

only very congenial but downright vital to his own thought as a

theologian. Along with most Ueo-Reformation theologians, he re¬

cognized that personalist-existentialist thought had come remark¬

ably close to the biblical outlook, with its emphases on such

thene3 as the psycho-physical concreteness, temporality, and fini-

tude of human existence and the centrality of the I-Thou relation¬

ship.^" As I have suggested, neither Bonhoeffer nor Barth over

really escaped this existentialist conceptual framework out of

which what we call "neo-orthodoxy" was born. For this reason it

is important to point out that the relations between existential¬

ist philosophical concepts and biblical-theological interpretation

are exceedingly complex. It is probably true to say that the in¬

fluences of one upon the othor have been reciprocal, and that

what we have come to think of theologically as "the biblical out¬

look" is a partly unconscious and highly subtle amalgam of exis-
2

tentialist and biblical understandings.

■^For a recent recognition of this similarity by a Barthian, see
Roger Mehl, The Condition of the Christian Philosopher, trans, by
Eva Kushner, London, 1963, p. 205. Mehl recognizes, as Bonhoeffer
must have, that existentialism is itself the product of a "Chris¬
tian mental outlook," and can be classed in a number of its mani¬
festations as "unconscious Christianity" or fides directa in the
sphere of intellectual inquiry. Of course, the explicitly Chris¬
tian roots of existentialism in the thought of Kierkegaard are
fundamental to an understanding of the Christian fabric of the
movement.
2
I hasten to underline the word "theologically." Historical-



Yet Bonhoeffer was committed to the Barthian understanding

of theological science. Theology is determined solely by its

object, and that object is the extraordinary self-disclosure of

God in Jesu3 Christ, an act which is in all its parts the gracious

work of God alone. From the standpoint of theology so conceived,

even existentialist analysis and dialogical personalism, when un¬

dertaken on their own purely as philosophical enterprises, are

trapped in the egocentricity of all philosophy.

Heidegger, whose analysis of being in terms of Dasein (the

uniquely human mode of existence) takes philosophy a considerable

distanoe in the right direction, nevertheless ends up perilously

close to idealism: "Being is essentially Dasein, but Dasein is
1

mind in its historicity." "It is the basic thesis of this onto-

logical metaphysics," Bonhoeffor states, "that Dasein in tempor¬

ality already possesses, at all times, understanding of being,

that it is (so to speak) 'open1 to itself, and that Dasein in this

critical study of the Bible has genuinely enabled us to understand
with a fair degree of accuracy the thought-forms and outlooks of
the biblical world. But historical study is insufficient, how¬
ever foundational, for faith. It is the theologian who must
bridge the gap between the ancient world of the Bible and the
world of today, for he must interpret it as a living word to his
contemporaries. In doing so he is inescapably involved in using
the thought-forms of his own time to convey more concretely the
biblioal message. lie cannot avoid the task, and therefore his job
is the very delicate and risky one of "being contemporary without
losing the message. There is no danger in the appropriation of
existentialist categories as long as they do not distort or sub¬
merge the biblical proclamation of reconciliation through Christ.
Bonhoeffer*s own "non-re1igious interpretation of biblical con¬
cepts" in the prison writings, as we shall see, is simply the
attempt to be a responsible theologian in the twentieth century.

^"Bonhoeffer, Aot and Being, p. 63.
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way becomes insight into being."^" Thus for Bonhoeffer, Heidegger

fails to transcend the egocentricity of previous philosophy.

Heidegger's version of the loclced-up ego is reinforced by his

interpretation of being in radically finite terras:

Heidegger's philosophy is a consciously athe¬
istic philosophy of finitude. It relates every¬
thing to the self-incapsulation, in Basein, of
the finite....In its essence the philosophical
concept of finitude is that of inoapsulated fi¬
nitude. Here, then, no room has been left for
the idea of revelation, and with the knowledge
in revelation that finiteness is creatureliness,
i.e. is open to God, all concepts of being must
be forraed anew. It follows that Heidegger's
concept of being, despite its powerful expansion
of philosophy through discovery of the Txisten-
tial sphere, cannot be adapted for the purposes
of theology. (2)

In his inaugural lecture at the University of Berlin, which formed

the basis of Act and Being (hi3 inaugural dissertation, required

for admission to the faculty), Bonhoeffer stated his criticism

Ibid., p. 65. See Heidegger, op. oit.t p. 251: "Only because
Being is 'in the consciousness*—that is to say, only because it
is understandable in Basein—can Basein also understand and con¬

ceptualise such characteristics of Being as independence, the
•in-itself', and Reality in general. Only because of this are
•independent• entities, as encountered within the world, acces¬
sible to ciroum3section."
2
Ibid., pp. 65—66. Italics mine. The last sentence stands in
direct contradiction to the tfhole method of Rudolf Bultraann's
theology, which interprets the Gospel in terras of Heidegger's ex¬
istentialism. See Bultraann's programmatic essay on existentialist
interpretation of the Hew Testament, "Ilex? Testament and Mythology,"
in Hans W. Bartsch, ed., Kerygma and Myth, trans, by R. H. Puller,
second ed., London, 1964, HP* 1-44. For Bultmann's use of Heideg¬
ger, see especially pp. 24-33. An analysis of similarities and
differences between Bultraann's "existentialist" interpretation and
Bonhoeffer's "religionless" interpretation of Christianity appears
in chapter three, section two, of this thesis.
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of Heidegger even more explicitly by characterizing his thought

in the following way:

Man is made master of the world in that he
soars above himself to tragic solitude. Man
alone remains, he understands himself from him¬
self, being in the world has no significance for
his 3elf-understanding....precisely because man
grasps his existence wholly in this world, he is
eventually able to overpower the world. (1)

Bonhoeffer heartily welcomed the philosophical "discovery of the

Existential sphere," but he rejected the continued insistence by

the existentialists that the basis of ontology is finite self-
t»

unders tanding (Selbstverstandnis).

Of all the I-Thou existentialist philosophers, Bonhoeffer

found Eberhard Gri3ebach the most oongenial because of his two

basic presuppositions: (1) man can only understand his existence

from outside himself and contingently; and (2) this understanding

is ethical, not theoretical.

Grisebach...will no longer fix even the limits
of man by thought, but declares the concrete
"Thou" as the limit of man. Existence is in re¬

ality only in encounter with a Thou. Here is a
real limit, no longer an imagined one, and
therefore one which is no longer involved in re¬
flection, here is the "present" (die „Ger;en-
wart"). Human exi3tenoe is only in the pres¬
ent .... (2)

"Man in Contemporary Philosophy and Theology," delivered on
31st July, 1930. Published in Ho Rusty Swords, pp. 50-69; above
quotation, p. 57• The way Bonhoeffer expresses his interpretation
of Heidegger here is prophetic in the light of Heidegger*3 later
decision that his existentialism was consistent with loyalty to
Hitler.
p
Ibid., p. 59. Grisebach*3 use of the word Gegenwart as the
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Bonhoeffer acknowledges that "Grisebach is right, and comes

a long way to meet Christian thought, when he says that man can

be shown the way to reality only from outside."^" But although

"Grisohach's intentions certainly deserve serious consideration,
2

...he is unable to carry them through with his own means."

Those means are purely philosophical, and therefore they are en¬

cased finally in egooentricity. Even a philosophy which begins,

not from man's possibilities but from his limits, ends up by more

or less arbitrarily drawing those limits itself. "But that means

it is a limitation which man has always already gone beyond in

principle, beyond which he must first have 3tood in order to draw

it.""^ Thus Grisebach merely transfers the I's claim to absolute¬

ness to the Thoui

if...the I is called into reality by the Thou,
if the Thou shows it the way to its existence,
this certainly appears to open to Thou and I a
possibility of being and understanding themselves
in reality, of reciprocally "placing" each other
"into truth", without God and revelation....it
therefore follows that such a "critical" phil¬
osophy is useless as a theological hypothesis,
for the one hypothesis of theology is that re¬
velation is man's only possibility of entering
truth. (4)

title of his definitive work intends to convey two meanings of
"present," the "over-against-nes3" of the neighbor's Thou and the
pure "now-ness" of existence.

Act and Being, p. 88.
2
"Man in Contemporary Philosophy and Theology," p. 59*
^Ibid., pp. 59-60•
^Act and Being, p. 88. Italics mine.
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Grisebach, like Heidegger, is tried and found theologically want¬

ing. For Bonhoeffer the sane criticism applies to the thought of

the Heo-Reformation theologian Friedrich Gogarten, who attempted

to make Grisebach's insights into a basis for theological inter¬

pretation, as Bultnann did with Heidegger. By applying this phil¬

osophical a priori or "pre-understanding" to theological interpre¬

tation, Gogarten fell short of genuine theological reflection as

Bonhoeffer conceived it. Again we are led back to the insistence

that only a truly theological existentialism, an understanding of

existence based fron beginning to end on revelation, enables

thought to transcend its egocentrioity.

Bonhoeffer's fundamental criticism of his teacher, Karl Ileim,

seems to have been that Heim never makes it clear whether he is

doing philosophy or theology, and what the relation in between the

two disciplines. In a trenchant review of the first edition of

Heim's book Glaube und Denken the young Bonhoeffer had this to say

of Heim's distinctive contribution to philosophical and theologi¬

cal thought, the concept of dimensionality!

Heio already speaks of God in the framework
of the ontology of dimension and to do just this
is impossible. The category of revelation cannot
be spoken of apart from revelation in Christ....
"The ontological scheme of dimensions as a frame¬
work for revelation means speaking of revelation,
of God and of man within this scheme impossible.
Because an uncritical ontology underlies the

^See "Man in Contemporary Philosophy and Theology," p. 635 and
Act and Being, pp. 86-87* See also Gogarten, loh Glaube an den
Dreieinigen Gott, Jena, 1926.
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whole of Heira's sketch, an ontology which pro¬
vides the basis for speaking about nan and hi3
relationship to God, what is said about man in
revelation must cone to grief, (l)

Here we have the persistent Barthian demand that in the light of

revelation theology simply cannot begin from an independent phil-
2

osophical scheme of reality.

Significantly, Heim's rather thoroughgoing revision of Qlaube

und Denken for the third edition was partly in response to crit¬

icisms such as Bonhoeffer's. In the Dotes at the end of the third

edition, where Heim addresses himself to various criticisms of

the first two editions, he states the follo\*ing in the course of

his reply to Bonhoeffer*3 review:

In order to meet this objection, which arose
from the impression conveyed by previous edi¬
tions, I decided to build my argument in this
edition without the help of ontological consid¬
erations. I wished to employ all the means at
my disposal to encourage the reader to look on
the actual facto, not through the spectacles of
any philosophy, but with a desire to see, as it
were for the first time, the significance of these
relationships of "I," "Thou," and "It"....I
therefore expunged from this edition all phrases
which might distract the attention of the read¬
ers from the phenomenological structure of the
"I"-"Thou"—"It" world as it lies open to our

eyes. I make only the modest demand that we

"Zu Karl Heims: Glaube und Denken," Christenturn und Wissen-
achaft, vol. viii, no. 12, Deo., 1932; translated and reprintod
in Ho i lusty Swords. pp. 347-359* Italics mine.
2
See Bonhoeffer'3 article "Concerning the Christian Idea of God,"

The Journal of Religion, vol. xii, no. 2, April, 1932, pp. 177—
l85: "as long as theology does not see its essential difference
from all philosophical thinking, it does not begin with a state¬
ment concerning God's reality but tries rather to build a sup¬
port for suoh a statement." (P. 177)
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should define the meaning of the word3 which we

all constantly employ, and that we have a clear
understanding of distinctions which are drawn "by
all of us. (1)

In the quotation above we have the issue in a nutshell. Heira, like

Bonhoeffer, believed that the knowledge of God is wholly the gift

of faith in the biblically-witnessed revelation. "When we ask

about the Creator, we have in so doing passed beyond all the pos¬

sibilities of human knowledge. The question could never even arise

in our mind by our own evocation; it come3 by the act of the Creator
2

Himself." Unlike Bonhoeffer, however, Heim believed that it was

both possible and urgently desirable to engage in objective ana¬

lysis of the phenomenological structures of human existence quite

apart from revelation and theology. Hein devoted his life to show¬

ing that a dispassionate existentialist analysis of man and the

world was the firmest sort of oraeoaratio fidei et theologiae. He

believed that he had demonstrated satisfactorily that the phenomen¬

ological analysis of existence revealed man's inability to answer

the fundamental question "Why?" (der Warum-Rrage) in terms of his

own or the world's existence.^ When man is confronted with a clear

delineation of the inexorably intramundane dimensions or "spaces"

which make up his apprehension of the universe, he can at least

know what the alternative answers to the great existential question

^"God Transcendent, p. 236. Italics mine.
2
Ibid., p. 195. See also pp. 203-204: "We cannot form any con¬
cept of Him"; and p. 213: "we are by nature God-blind."
"^See ibid., p. 202.
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are. All the answers apart from revelation resolve themselves

into two alternatives: idolatry, the divinization of one aspect

of the intramundane sphere; or pantheism, the divinization of the

whole. Since both these answers are patently unsatisfactory, the

way is at least cleared for a consideration of revelation, which

is the appearance within the intramundane or an unframable supra-

mundane reality.

As a theologian, Heim was deeply and thoughtfully concerned

about the unexamined manner in which his neo-orthodox contempor¬

aries used spatial metaphors to talk about God's revelation of him¬

self. Hence his insistence, in the passage quoted above, "that we

should define the meaning of the words which we all constantly em¬

ploy". Heim speaks of how "Dialectical Theology, in order to il¬

lustrate the divine Transcendence, ha3 constantly made U3e of the

spatial metaphor of a plane, which is intersected by a ray from

another direction 'plumb down from above' /senkrecht von oben, one

of liarth's characteristic expressions/.At the heart of his own

work is the attempt to get clear what ve can possibly mean by the

transcendence of God in a post-Coperniean world dominated by sci¬

ence, and hoxj divine transcendence differs from intramundane re¬

lations of transcendence. Heim tried to do ju3t this xfith his

phenomenological analysis of existence in terras of dimensions or

spaces.

^"Ibid., p. 45*
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Clearly, Borihoeffer and Heim were talking right past each

other. Bonhoeffer refused to acknowledge the valid possibility

of existentialist analysis apart from revelation. Heim believed

such analysis both possible and necessary."*-
Bonhoeffer *s own understanding of I-Thou existentiality is

spelled out the most fully in his doctoral dissertation, Sanctorum
2

Communio: A Dogmatic Inquiry into the Sociology of the Church,

written at the time when he was quite consciously involved in the

personalist-existentialist framework. The heart of the matter is

chapter two, "The Christian Concept of the Person and the Concepts

of Basic Social Relation."3
"For Christian philosophy," Bonhoeffer says, "the human per¬

son comes into being only in relation to the divine person which

transcends it, opposing and subjugating it." The person is not

the autonomous mind of idealism, but the concretely-existing

creature of God. The true limit of personhood is neither the

self-limitation of the I nor the other-limitation of the Thou,

but solely "the absolute distinction between God and man".^

"*"See a letter of 4th February, 1933, from Barth to Bonhoeffer,
in which Barth acknowledges Bonhoeffer's review of Heim's book:
"Many thanks...for sending me your Heim article, and not least
for your having taken up my cause so boldly and skilfully in
it." (Ho Rusty Swords, p. 20p)
2
Barth rightly calls this work "a theological miracle." Bonhoef¬
fer submitted it for the degree in 1927, at the age of twenty-one.

3Pp. 22-37.
^Ibid., p. 31. The phrase, of course, is Kierkegaard's and
Barth's.
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Bonhoeffer thus begins by asserting that the boundary of

human existence is solely the difference between Creator and crea¬

ture. He interprets personhood so conceived in thoroughly ethical

terms, which is a matter of central significance for his thought

as a whole and for the religionless project in particular. "It

is a Christian recognition," Bonhoeffer maintains, "that the per¬

son, as a conscious person, is created in the moment when a man is

moved, when he is faced with responsibility, when he is passionate¬

ly involved in a moral struggle, and confronted by a claim which

overwhelms him.""'' The only claim whioh is ultimately docisive in

the creation of the moral person is the claim of the boundary-—

i.e., the claim of God who encounters man and calls him into re—

2
sponsible existence.

But nov the reality of social existence must be dealt with,

1Ibid., p. 31.
2
The term "boundary" (Grenze) is one-half of a crucial dialectio
in Bonhoeffer*3 thought; the other half is the word "center" (ilit-
te). God in Christ is the limit or boundary of man's existence,
but he reveals himself as the boundary in the center of that exis¬
tence. It i3 in the midst of human life that the true limit of our
life encounters us. Hence the paradox that the real boundary is at
the center. We shall see, in discussing Bonhoeffer•s christology
(chapter two, section one) and above all in examining his "Chris¬
tianity without religion" project (especially chapter five), that
a fundamental element in his interpretation of Christ is that he
is the center of life. In the prison writings Bonhoeffer stren¬
uously resists the common assumption that God meets us simply at
the "boundaries" of life (i.e., in sin, emergency, suffering, and
death); God in Christ meets us at the center, in the midst of
life's fullness a3 well as in its crosses. Here, of course, Bon¬
hoeffer uses "boundary" to mean the purely "horizontal" extremi¬
ties of human life, not the confrontation with the "vertical" ex¬
tremity (limit) of God.
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for the isolated individual is an idealist abstraction. The chief

concern of ethical understanding is man's responsibility for other

men: "the individual cannot be spoken of without the 'other' also

being thought who has set the individual in the ethical sphere."

Bonhoeffer now proceeds to elaborate his own analysis of the human

I-Thou or social relationship. If we set aside his theological

framework, his analysis of interpersonal existence follows that of

Grisebach almost exactly. Thus "the individual exists only through

the 'other' /the concrete Thou/7"."^" In the ethical sphere "the

Thou-form is fundamentally different from the I-form... .It is a

barrier to the subject, it activates a will for which the other

will comes into conflict, as an I for a Thou."

Of basic importance is Bonhoeffer's agreement with Grisebach,

albeit on theological grounds, that

The transcendence of the Thou has nothing to do
with epistemological transcendence. This is a_
purely moral transcendence, which is experienced
only by the man who makes a decision, which can
never be demonstrated to someone standing out¬
side. (2)

It is impossible to overestimate the significance of the above

passage. Here, in Bonhoeffer's earliest writing, we find a clear

rejection of any sort of epistemological (and, by obvious implica-

^Ganotorum Communio, p. 32.
p
Ibid., p. 33. Italics mine. See also p. 36: "On the episteno-
logical and metaphysical path one never reaches the reality of the
other. Reality cannot be derived, it is simply given, to be ac¬
knowledged, to be rejected, but never to be established by proofs,
and it is given only to the moral person as a whole."
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tion, metaphysical) understanding of transcendence in favor of a

thoroughly ethical interpretation. The interpretation of theo¬

logical transcendence in ethical terms helps to explain why Bon-

hoeffer could never get excited about Heira's painstaking attempts

to clarify the theological vocabulary of transcendence in phen-

omenological and metaphysical terms of dimensionality. To Bon-

hoeffer such efforts were beside the points the biblical and theo¬

logical understanding of transoendence has nothing to do with

epistemological and metaphysical concepts of transcendence.

In his 1933 lectures on christology in the University of

Berlin, Bonhoeffer approached the matter of theological versus

epistemological-netaphysioal transcendence from another interest¬

ing angle. Here he poses the issue as the difference between the

questions "Who?" and "How?" "The question 'Who?,he says, "is

the question of transcendence. The question •now?* is the ques¬

tion of immanence."*1 In other words, the problem of transcendence

is properly a question of personal ethical encounter, not of

epistemological or metaphysical explanation. ''The question 'Who? *

....is the question about the other man and his claim, about the

other being, tho other authority. It is the question about love

for one's neighbour. The questions of transcendence and existence

become a personal question."

For Bonhoeffer, of course, the question "Who?" is at bottom

*Christology, p. 30.
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a theological question, and therefore not even the Thou of the

neighbor in itself "but the Thou of God confronting rae in the ethi¬

cal claim of the neighbor is authentic transcendencet

The question "Who?" expresses the strangeness
and otherness of the encounter and at the same

time reveals itself as the question of the very
existence of the enquirer himself. lie enquix*es
about the being which is alien to his own being,
about the boundaries of his own existence.
Transcendence puts his own being in question.
With the answer that his Logos has found its
limit man comes up against the boundaries of his
existence. So the question of transcendence is
the question of existence and the question of
existence is the question of transcendence. In
theologioal terras* man only knows who he is in
the light of God. (l)

The question "How?" can never deal with existence but only with

phenomenal it can never deal with transcendence but only with

immanence. Hence Heira*s efforts are misdirected.

Throughout his life Donhoeffer understood Christian theology

fundamentally in terms of ethical personalism. When wc come to

deal specifically with his non-religious concept of divine trans¬

cendence, we shall find nothing more than a radicaliaation of this

early and lifelong insight. Bonhoeffer*s insistence that existen¬

tial or ethical transcendence—the "over-against-ness" of a

concrete Thou—i3 experienced by the person only insofar as he

is a moral participant, and not "objectively," takes its place

within the theological affirmation that the transcendence of God—

1Ibid., p. 31.
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the "over—against—neos" of the divine Thou—is experienced only

in faith and not from outside, /aid, as we shall see, the trans¬

cendence of my nei^hor's Thou is itself grounded in the basic

transcendence of the divine Thou.

Because the divine Thou creates the human Thou, but for

no other reason,

this human Thou is real, absolute and holy, like the
divine Thou....it is not his person as an I that is
holy, but the Thou of God, the absolute will, here
visible in the concrete Thou of social life. The
other man is Thou only in so far as God makes him this.
It is only in God that the claim of the other residesj
but for this very reason it is the claim of the other.

With this grounding of the analysis of interpersonal existence in

the divine Thou of Christian revelation, we are able to view

Bonhoeffer^ personalism in its proper perspective. The Thou of

the other man calls me into ethical existence as the boundary

of my own existence. But

the Thou of the other man is the divine Thou. So the

way to the other man i3 also the way to the divine
Thou, a way of recognition or rejection....The other
man presents vis with the same problem of cognition
as does God himself. (1)

Thus the real limit is the divine Thou; the meaning of transcen¬

dence is tho "over—against-ness" of God. But it is precisely in

the concrete Thou of my neighbor that I encounter the divine

limit} in responsible experience of ray neighbor's "over-against-

ness" I experience the transcendence of God. The idea that the

1Ibid., p. 37.
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concrete ethical encounter v.ith my neighbor is at the sane time

the concrete encounter with God is absolutely central to Bon-

hoeffer's thought. It is impossible adequately to understand

the "Christianity without religion" project of his last years

apart from this theological personalism, in which God establishes

I-Thou existence and discloses himself to me in the Thou of my

neighbor in the living ethical situation.

Like Grisebach, Bonhoeffer considered the question whether

my neighbor's Thou .is also an I to be unanswerable on the ethical-

existential plane:

I and Thou are not just interchangeable con¬
cepts, but they comprise specifically different
contents of experience....It is perfectly pos¬
sible for another man to become for me an ob¬

ject for the contemplation of his life as an I5
but I can oonfront him only as a Thou....My I as
a form of Thou can only be experienced by the
other I; my I as a form of I can only be exper¬
ienced by myself. Thus in the experience of a
Thou the I-form of the other is never immediately
given....So the Thou—form is to be defined as
the other who places me before a moral decision
....Whether the other is also an I in the sense

of the I-Thou relation is something I can never
discover. (1)

Borihoeffer's criticism of Karl Heim's analysis of I—Thou reality

focussed on Heim's assumption that the I experiences the Thou at

2
least in part analogously, as an "other I."

1Ibid., pp. 33-34.
2
See Bonhoeffer, "Zu Karl Heims: Glaube und Benken," p. 3515 and
Heim, God Transcendent, pp. 236-239. See also Bonhoeffer's "Con¬
cerning the Christian Idoa of God": "For Christian thought, per¬
sonality is the last limit of thinking and the ultimate reality.
Only personality can limit me, because the other personality has
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In Bonhoeffer's thought, however, unlike Grisebach's, the

ultimate explanation of the impenetrability of the Thou is theo¬

logical; even more specifically, it is christological. nowhere

does Bonhoeffer spell this out more clearly than in Life Together,

written in 1939• Christ is the Mediator between self and neigh¬

bor as well as between God and man: "without Christ we...would

not know our brother, nor could we come to him. The way i3 blocked

by our own ego. Christ opened up the way to God and to our broth¬

er."^ The objeotive reality of Jesus Christ establishes both the

possibility and the limits of I-Thou knowledge. On the one hand,

he alone breaks through the mutual impenetrability of I and Thou.

On the other hand, since he i3 the foundation of I-Thou knowledge,

he comes between I and Thou. As Mediator Christ renders I-Thou

knowledge mediate; he prevents it from being immediate. Authentic

encounter is not the merging of I and Thou, nor is it absorption

of one by the other; that is immediacy. It is rather a relation¬

ship of free persons which preserves and enhances the integrity of

each, a relationship whioh is is secured by the mediation of

Christ between self and neighbor:

Beoause Christ stands between me and others,
I dare not desire direct fellowship with them....
This means that I must release the other person

its own demands and claims, its own law and will, which are dif¬
ferent from me and which I cannot overcome as such. Personality
is free and does not enter the general laws of my thinking."
(P. 180)
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from every attempt of mine to regulate, coerce,
and dominate him with my love. The other person
needs to retain his independence of me....Because
Christ has long since acted decisively for my
brother, before I could begin to act, I must
leave him his freedom to be Christ's? I must meet
him only as the person that he already is in
Christ's eyes. This is the meaning of the prop¬
osition that we can meet others only through the
mediation of Christ. (1)

The contrast between mediate or christocentrio I-Thou en¬

counter and immediate or egocentric relationships is the contrast

between the church and the world: "Within the spiritual community

there is never, nor in any way, any 'immediate' relationship of

one to another, whereas human community expresses a profound,

elemental, human desire for community, for immediate contact with

other human souls....Such desire of the human soul seeks a com-

2
plete fusion of I and Thou". Bonhoeffer also expresses the con¬

trast in terms of "spiritual love" and "human love." Hunan love

is directed to the other person for his own sake,
spiritual love loves him for Christ's sake.
Therefore, human love seeks direct contact with
the other person? it loves him not as a free per¬
son but as one whom it binds to itself. It wants
to gain, to capture by every means? it U3es foroe.
It desires to be irresistible, to rule. (3)

Spiritual love, on the other hand, "comes from Jesus Christ, it

selves him alone? it knows that it has no immediate access to

other persons."^

^Ibid., p. 26.
2Ibid., pp. 22-23.

3Ibid., p. 24.
^Ibid., p. 25.
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spiritual love....will not seek to move others
"by all too personal, direct influence, by impure
interference in the life of another. It will not
take pleasure in pious, human fervour and excite¬
ment. It will rather meet the other person with
the clear Word of God and be ready to leave him
alone with this Word for a long time, willing to
release him again in order that Christ may deal
with him. It will respect the line that has been
drawn between him and us by Christ, and it will
find full fellowship with him in the Christ who
alone binds us together. Thus this spiritual
love will speak to Christ about a brother more
than to a brother about Christ, (l)

Bonhoeffer summarizes the distinction by saying: "Human love pro¬

duces human subjeotion, dependence, constraint; spiritual love ore-

2
ates freedom of the brethren under the Word."

Bonhoeffer's underlining of the word freedom points to a

fundamental element in his theological anthropology. He sought

in his analysis of the radical "otherness" of the Thou to eluci¬

date the concrete integrity and freedom of both self and neighbor

which he believed a christological understanding of persons to de¬

mand. This conception of sociality was embodied in his lifelong

insistence on respect for personal integrity and a healthy reserve

between self and neighbor. In Life Together Bonhoeffer speaks of

the basic importance to Christian life of allowing others to be

free:

It is...the freedom of the other person...
that is a burden to the Christian. The other's

Ibid., p. 26. Note Bonhoeffer's contrast between "pious, human
fervour" and "the clear Word of God," a manifestation of his dis¬
tinction between religion and the Gospel which took on radical form
in the "Christianity without religion" project.
2Ibid.« p. 27.
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freedom collides with his own autonomy, yet he
must recognise it. He oould get rid of this bur¬
den by refusing the other person his freedom, by
constraining him and thus doing violence to his
personality, by stamping hi3 own image upon him.
But if he lets God create His image in him, he
by this token gives him his freedom and himself
bears the burden of thi3 freedom of another crea¬

ture of God. (1)

He goes on to speak of the sacrednes3 of the integrity of the Thou:

The other person...has his own right, his own
responsibility, and even his own duty, to defend
himself against unauthorized interference. The
other person has his own secret which dare not
be invaded without great injury, and which he
cannot surrender without destroying himself. It
is not a secret dependent on knowledge or feel¬
ing, but rather the secret of his freedom, his
salvation, his being. (2)

In the prison writings Bonhoeffer was to condemn with an almost

uncharacteristic ferocity what he regarded as the vicious delight

which "psychotherapists," "existentialists," and far too many

Christian pastors take in ruthlessly laying bare people *s inner

lives. This attitude, which has pervaded Western society, repre¬

sented to Bonhoeffer an unchristian and pruriently vulgar cheapen¬

ing of human relationships in the name of "absolute honesty." It

attempted to make the Thou "immediately" open to the I, whereas

the Thou is an impenetrable limit to the I which must therefore

be respected in its freedom and can be known as an I-form only

mediately (in Christ) and not in direct encounter. "Unless we

1Ibid.» p. 91

2Ibid., p. 95
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have the courage to fight for a revival of a wholesome reserve

between man and man," Bonhoeffer urged, "we shall perish in an

anarchy of human values."^" We shall examine Bonhoeffor's further

analysis of human relationships in terns of healthy reserve when

we come to consider the prison writings. It plays a role both

in his analysis of modern secular man and in his many-faceted por¬

trait of the religionless Christian (chapters four and six).

In the writings which make up Bonhoeffer*s Ethics, dating

from the last years of his life before he was imprisoned (1940-

43)» he reaffirmed his early ethical-personalist interpretation

of Christianity in a more explicitly christocentric manner than

in Sanctorum Conraunio, but in complete continuity with the argu¬

ment which we find there. Arguing for a ohristological under¬

standing of reality as a whole, Bonhoeffer states that "Life is

not a thing, an entity or conoept; it is a person, a particular

and unique person, not in respect of what this person has in com¬

mon with other persons, but in the I of this person; it is the
2

I of Jesus." Jesus Christ is the foundation and the meeting-

point of the fact that I encounter the divine Thou precisely and

conoretely in the Thou of qy neighbor:

There is no relation to men without a relation
to God, and no relation to God without a relation
to men, and it is only our relation to Jesus
Christ which provides the basis for our relation

^Letters and Papers, p. 22.

^Ethics, p. 108.
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to men and to God. Jesus Christ is our life,
and so now, from the standpoint of Jesus Christ,
we may say that our fellow-man is our life and
that God is our life. (1)

Commenting on the strict subordination of the "It" world to the

"I-Thou" world because of the person of Christ, Bonhoeffer affirms

that "The world of things attains to its full liberty and depth

only when it is grasped in its original, essential and purposive
2

relevance to the world of persons". And in a footnote he reiter¬

ates the ontological groundwork of his thought, again with

1Ibid., p. 192.
2
Ibid., p. 197• See also Life Together: "the 'it'-world is only

an instrument in the hand of God for the purification of Chris¬
tians from all self-centeredness and self-seeking. The work of
the world can be done only where a person forgets himself, where
he loses himself in a cause, in reality, the task, the •it1....
But this can happen only where the Christian breaks through the
•it* to the 'Thou,' which is God, who bids him work and makes
that work a means of liberation from himself." (P. 60) It is
significant, however, that Bonhoeffer never allows the "I-Thou"
world to be detached from the "It" world. In one of the essays
which make up his Ethics, he criticises a false kind of personal-
ism, exemplified by Otto Dilschneider's book Die : vangelisohe
Tat (Bertelsmann, I94O), which severs the realm of persons from
the realm of things and maintains that Christianity is concerned
exclusively with persons in isolation from things. "The isolation
of the person from the world of things," says Bonhoeffer, "is
idealistic and not Christian. Christ does not detach the person
from the world of things but from the world of sin; there is a
great difference. There are no things 'in themselves', which are
not related to the person. There is no realm of things whioh, on
principle, stand outside the realm of persons and therefore out¬
side the range of the divine commandments." (Pp. 291-292) On
this point existentialism and authentic biblical thought, both of
whioh are prominent in Bonhoeffer's theology, are at one. For
phenonenologioal thinkers such .as Buber, Heidegger, and lieim, the
"It" world is given together with the "I-Phou" world, and can never
be separated from it. At the same time, the world of things is
subordinate and instrumental to the world of persons. See Ileim,
God Transcendent, pp. 46-49*
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reference to Christ as the prototypical person, that "reality

consists ultimately in the personal.""''
Bonhoeffer's dialogical interpretation of reality, which

found its focus and justification in the person of Jesus Christ,

issued in two of the major themes of his thought. On the one

hand it produced an intense lifelong preoccupation with the

church, that I-Thou sooial reality in which Christ "exists as

community," encountering me in a conscious way in the Thou of my

fellow Christian. ¥e shall examine Bonhoeffer's ecclesiology as

a separate topic in chapter two, section two.

On the other hand, the encounter with the divine Thou con¬

cretely in the Thou of my neighbor was the existentialist-

theologioal articulation of what might be called Bonhoeffer's

Christian humanism. We have already touched on the deep respect

ho had for the freedom and integrity of the Thou, which led to a

concern for a healthy reserve among people. His love for man as

man—not in the abstract, but as concrete persons—shines through

all his writings. In The Cost of Discinleship, for example, pub¬

lished in 1937} Bonhoeffer said that "God trill not be separated

from our brothers he wants no honour for himself so long as our

2
brother is dishonoured." If rich theological humanism is impor¬

tant throughout hi3 writings, it dominates the prison writings,

1Ibid., p. 198.
2P. 117.
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where Bonhoeffer affirms with compassion and confidence the coming

to maturity of mankind in the rise of modern secularity. Yet

to the very end his humanism was a fully Christian humanism.

He firmly believed that only the revelation of God in Christ

establishes true and complete appreciation of the dignity of

man. In one of his prison letters to his dear friend Eberhard

Bethge, he affirmed the centrality of I-Thou existence while

criticising some of its pitfallst

personal relationshios count for more than anything
else....Of course it is possible to cultivate personal
relationships and to try to mean something to other
people in all too conscious a way....It can lead to
the cult of the "human," which is a gross exaggera¬
tion. What I mean, however, is the simple fact that
people are more important in life than anything el3e»...
For many to-day man is just a part of the world of
things 5 the experience of the human simply eludes
them. Fortunately for us, we have enjoyed this ex¬
perience abundantly, (l)

In a very brief essay among the prison writings entitled

"Contempt for Humanity," Bonhoeffer set forth his fully

Christian humanism succinctly:

There is a very real d mger of our drifting into
an attitude of contempt for humanity....We must form
our estimate of men less from their achievements than
from their sufferings. The only profitable relation¬
ship to others—and especially to our weaker brethren-
is one of love, and that is the will to hold fellow¬
ship with them. Kven God did not despise humanity,
but became Man for man's sake. (2)

1
Letters and facers from . 'rison, pp. 182—183.

?
Ibid., p. 20. These essays, with the general title 'After Ten
Years,' were not written in prison. Bonhoeffer wrote them
around Christmas time of 1942 and 3ent them to a few friends as
a Christmas gift. See Bethge's Foreword to Letters and Papers,
p. 11.
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The last sentence of the above quotation reminds us that Bonhoef—

fer's humanism was rooted from beginning to end in the God-iaanhood

of Jesus Christ. The religionless implications of this "Christo-

centric humanism" will be explored in chapter six. We shall

examine, in chapters four and six, Bonhoeffer*s non-religiously

theological interpretation of modern secular man and his

Christian counterpart, the religionles3 Christian. These

chapters will bring to light the full extent of Bonhoeffer!s

rich humanism grounded in his early grasp of I-Thou existence.

I have dwelt at some length on the influence of personalist-

existentialist thought on Bonhoeffor for two reasons, (l) As I

pointed out at the beginning, it is an influence which has been

strangely neglected by interpreters of Bonhocffer, and therefore

there was a purely substantive as well as an interpretative

gap to be filled. (2) In the early involvement with existen¬

tialism the central themes of Bonhoeffer*s theology and the

fundamental matter of his theological method emerge quite

distinctly. Crucial to the former is his ethical personalism,

with its purely ethical-existential understanding of transcendence.

/is for the latter, we have seen in examining Bonhoeffer's

critical relationship to philosophy his Barthian conception

of theological method. The early dialogue between Bonhoeffer*s

"Barthian-theological" existentialism and the philosophically-
oriented existentialisms was absolutely formative. It was
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also symbolic of the fact that it is only the theology of Karl

Barth which ranks as a more important influence on I3onhoeffer*s

religionless Christianity.



2. Karl Barth

The major theological influence on the emergence of Bon-

hoeffer's religionless Christianity was the theology of Karl

Barth. Bonhoeffer was a theological student during the period

when Barth was shaking continental theology to its foundations,

and he remained a lifelong friend of Barth*3. Although Bonhoeffer

very early became keenly aware of what he considered to be inade¬

quacies in Barth's theology,^" he nevertheless remained dominated

by Barth *3 understanding of the nature and method of theology.

Bonhoeffer's notion of a religionless Christianity would never

have occurred to him in the form it did if it had not been for

his thorough grounding in Barth and the modern interpretation

of Reformation theology in Europe. His experience of utter

secularity would not of itself have produced his distinctive

vision of a "Christianity without religion."

Bonhoeffer*s only regret about his otherwise superlative

formal theological education was that he had never studied

under Karl Barth, although he had been propounding Barth's

theology, as we saw in section one, almost from the beginning.

During the summer between his return from a year in America

^"Chiefly in the area of chris tology, which will be examined in
detail in chapter two, section one. The "religionless"
Bonhoeffer came to sec an even more fundamental deficiency in
Barth's theology: his failure to carry through the theological
revolution he had sogun by interpreting it in contemporary terms.
Bonhoeffer's criticisms on this oint will be dealt with in
chapter three, section five.

47
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as Sloane Fellow at Union Theological Seminary in New York

(1930-31) and his assumption of duties as a lecturer in systematic

theology at the University of Berlin, Bonhoeffer 3pent a short

time in Bonn, where Barth was lecturing, just to hear the master

for the first time. In a letter to hi3 friend Irwin Sutz,

written from Bonn on 24th July, 1931, Bonhoeffer remarked, "I

don*t think I have ever regretted anything that I have failed to

do in my theological past as much as the faot that I did not

oome here earlier.""'"
Bonhoeffer made up for the lack by reading and above all by

personal friendship with Barth, friendship which lasted to the

end of Bonhoeffer*s life. In his introductory notes to the first

section of Bonhoeffer's miscellaneous writings, Edwin R. Robertson

accurately and very significantly observes that "none of Barth*s
2

actual students absorbed more of his teaching" than Bonhoeffer.

To this statement I would add that neither did any of Barth's

actual students develop his theological insights more creatively

than Bonhoeffer. Bonhoeffer*s profound indebtedness to Barth and

his revolutionary development of Barth's themes lie at the heart

of the religionless Christianity project.

Bonhoeffer had been reading and expounding Earth's theology

1IIo Rusty Swords, p. 120.

2Ibid., p. 27.
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for several years when he first met him in 1931• Bonhoeffer's

first impression of Barth a3 a person has been that of countless

theological students since that time who have studied Tinder

Barth»

it is important and surprising in the best way to see
how Barth stands over and beyond his books. There is with
him an openness, a readiness for any objection which
should hit the nark, and along with this such concen¬
tration and impetuous insistence on the point, whether
it is made arrogantly or modestly, dogmatically or
completely uncertainly, and not only when it serves
his own theology.••.1 have been impressed even more
by discussions with him than by his writings and his
lectures. For he is really all there. I have never seen
anything like it before and wouldn't have believed it
possible. (1)

The first exchange of letters between Bonhooffer and Barth took

place in 1932—33. Bonhoeffer's deep admiration for Barth, and

particularly for the Tightness of his approach to theology, is

apparent:

I feel with you, it is hard to say why, in a strange
way quite certain that the way in whioh you 3ee things
is somehow right. When I am talking with you, I .am
brought right up against the thing itself, whereas
before I was only continually circling round it in
the distance, and that is for me a quite unmistakable
sign that here I've somehow got to the point.

Significantly, Bonhoeffer apologizes to Barth for burdening

him with "my perhaps too obstinate and—as you once said—

Ibid., p. 121.
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•godless' („gottl03e3") questions" This statement symbolizes

two aspects of Bonhoeffer's theological relationship to Barth.

In the first place, the younger man was continually questioning

Earth*s theology, and he continued to question it with increasing

boldness until the end of his life. Bonhoeffer was too independent

a thinker ever to be slavish and purely imitative in his U3e of

Barth*s thought. In the second place, Barth—perhaps half-

jestingly but pointedly—described Bonhoeffer'o questions .as "god¬

less." It is difficult to imagine what the questions were or why

Barth oalled them "godless"} but his choice of adjective waa pro¬

phetically pertinent in the light of Bonhoeffer's prison writings,

where Bonhoeffer raised questions which Barth regarded, upon their
2

posthumous publication in 1951» a3 in some sense "godless."

Of course Barth, the great critic of religiosity, did not

use the word "godless" to mean "irreligious" or "impious." He

meant by the terra "godless," "unbelieving" or "secular." Beoause

all of reality is ontologically constituted by the Incarnation,

it is impossible, from a fully Christian theological perspective,

1Ibid., p. 204.
2
See Barth's letter of 21st December, 1952, to Landessuperintendent
P. H. Herrenbruck, Die mundige Welt: Dem Andenken Dietrich Bon-
hoeffers, Munich, 1955» vol. I. Barth insists that Bonhoeffer's
final characterization of his (Barth's) theology is a misunder¬
standing, and that Bonhoeffer's religionless development of
Barth's themes is a puzzling departure from the real task of theo¬
logy. Rriends of Barth report that he was angered, hurt, and be¬
wildered by some of what he found in Letters and Papers from Pris¬
on. The bitterness of a wounded friend emerges in Barth's brief
criticisms of the "religionless" Bonhoeffer in The Humanity of
God. London, 1961, pp. 58-59* See also ohapter three, section
five of this the3i3.
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to recognize as ultimately significant questions which assume

that one can stand outside the revelation in Christ. Such ques¬

tions assume that there is a "religious" and a "profane," a

"saored" and a "secular," sphere of reality side hy side, whereas

there is only one reality, the reconciliation of all "being in

Christ.

Barth has always insisted that since the Christian "believer

is the per se godless and unbelieving person to whom the impos¬

sible (faith) has happened, unbelief ("godlessness") has already

found a proper hearing in the self-understanding of faith, and

therefore cannot be taken seriously in itself. To treat godless-

noss as ultimately serious is to act a3 if Christ has not cone

and objectively overcome unbelief on behalf of all men. When he

understands existence in terms of the revelation in Jesus Christ,

bhe Christian knows himself to be a godless person like everyone

else. But he also knows that Christ has judgod, forgiven, and

triumphed over the unbelief of all men, although in the mystery

of his grace he has opened the eyes only of some to behold in

faith what is true for all. Hence god-lessness—the attempt to

exist without God—i3 a "possible impossibility," to vise a

Barthian-type paradox. People imagine that to be without God is

a genuine possibility; but if revelation is an actuality, then

godlessness per se is an impossibility, since it has already been

^"Barth, Church Dogmatics, vol. I, part I, trans, by G. T. Thomson,
Edinburgh, 1936, pp. 30-33, 176-177•



objectively "placed" within the reconciliation of all men in

Christ. Faith, on the other hand, is an "impossible possibility."

It is impossible that godless man can believe, and yet by the

miraole of the Holy Spirit some persons do believe.

Bonhoeffer may have been raising "possible but impossible"

questions which assumed that one could stand outside the reality

of revelation and take unbelief seriously. If 3uch is the case,

we have evidence here that even the early Bonhoeffer wa3 compelled

to ask the questions which secular man asks about Christianity,

and not only those which are demanded by obedient theological ex¬

egesis within the church. He did not fail to see the dangers im¬

plicit in Barth's revelational umbrella. Bonhoeffer, like many

others then and since, could not believe that the question of com¬

municating the Gospel to the world was to be solved so handily.

By \anderstanding the working of God's grace wholly on the divine

and miraculous side, Barth ha3 tended, in his Church Dogmatics, to

play down the responsibility of the church to interpret its mes¬

sage to the world. Hence his theology has a markedly intra¬

mural, ecclesiastical outlook, in which the world's questions are

already assumed to have been dealt with satisfactorily within the

church'3 own confession.

One of the most striking features of Bonhoeffer's creative

advance on Barth is the fact that beginning exactly where Barth

began, with the understanding of all reality solely in terms of
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revelation, he aaw the urgent necessity of interpreting that

vision of reality in radically contemporary terms—something -which

Barth has never felt to "be either urgent or necessary. "Godless"

questions plagued Bonhoeffer increasingly towards the end of his

life, because, standing Barth on his head, as it were, he believed

that the reconciliation of all men in Christ demanded that the

"godless" world—the secular "world come of age"—be taken more

seriously than ever before. We shall look again at Bonhoeffer's

"godless" advance on Barth when we cone to examine Bonhoeffer's

criticisms of Barth's critique of religion in chapter three, sec¬

tion five.

The truly olose personal relationship between Bonhoeffer and

Barth como3 to light dramatically in their correspondence shortly

after Bonhoeffer had gone to Britain to be pastor of a German-

speaking congregation in London for a year. It was 1933, and the

political situation in Germany had become ominous. Both Bonhoef¬

fer and Barth had seen the handwriting on the wall almost from

the first, and were extremely anxious for the fate of churoh and

country. Bonhoeffer did not ask Barth's advice before he went to

London, beoause he knew that Barth would urge him in the strongest

possible terms not to leave the ohurch in Germany in its time of

crisis. The young pastor waited until he arrived in London be¬

fore he wrote. His penitence over deliberately failing to con¬

sult Barth reveals how deeply attached Bonhoeffer was to the
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older man, and how 3trongly he valued his counsels

I knew that I would have to do what you told
me and I wanted to remain free....I know now

that that was wrong, and that I must ask you to
forgive me. For I have now made up my mind
"freely" without being free in respect of you. (1)

Earth1s reply was as Bonhoeffer had expected: he chastised

him rather vigorously for "abandoning his post." Yet the very

frankness and ferocity of Earth's letter reveal how deeply the

older man cared for his young friends "If I were not so attached
2

to you, I would not let fly at you in this way." The evangelical¬

ly persuasive fervor of Barth's reply also indicates the high re¬

gard in which he held Bonhoeffer as a Christian theologian and

church leaders "you are a German...the house of your churoh is on

fire...you know enough and can say what you know well enough to

bo able to help...you must return to your post by the next 3hip."3
Barth's esteem for Bonhooffer's ability was to grow with the years.

As we shall see when we come to disouss Bonhoeffer's interpretation

of Christian ethics (chapter two, section three), Barth has paid

high tribute to Bonhoeffer*s treatment of this important theme.

Bonhoeffer did not return to Germany immediately as Barth had

urged. He worked in London for a year. Characteristically, how¬

ever, he 3pent the year in Britain working tirelessly to publicise

•^Letter of 24th October, 1933, in Ho Busty Swords, p. 234«
^Letter of 20th Hovember, 1933» ibid., p. 240.

3Ibid., p. 239.
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and gain support for the plight of the ohuroh in Germany, lie

became a friend of the distinguished ecumenical leader, the Right

Reverend G. K. A. Bell, Bishop of Chichester, and the two men did

all in their power to inspire informed ecumenical concern and ao-

tion on "behalf of the beleaguered Confessing Church.

In dealing with Earth*3 theological influence on Bonhoeffer,

we must keep in mind two things. Firstly, the writings which

helped mould Bonhoeffer's own outlook aro those which Barth pro¬

duced before about 1935* This means that Bonhoeffor was familiar

with Earth's explicitly dogmatic work only in its formative stages

(ca. 1924-35)• Bonhoeffer read enthusiastically Barth•3 book on

Anselra, which Barth himself regards as the turning-point in hi3
2

transition from "dialectical" to "dogmatic" theology. But of the

definitive Church Dogmatics Bonhoeffer had read only the first

volume (Prolegomena) and perhaps the second volume (the doctrine

of Cod) by the end of hi3 life.^ It is clear from Bonhoeffer's

See some of Bonhoeffer's extensive correspondence with Dr. Bell
*n 12. R"aat.y Swords, pp. 254-260, 265-278. Bell labored unsparing¬
ly on behalf of both the Gorman Church and the German Resistance
prior to and throughout the war; he last saw Bonhoeffer in Stock¬
holm in 1942. For an account of Dr. Bell's work see his The Church
and Humanity. 1939-1946, London, 1946.
2
Anselra: Fides Quaerens Intelleotun, trans, by Ian W. Robertson,
London, i960. Bonhooffer mentions reading it in a letter of 25th
December, 1931> to his friend Erwin Sutz: "Barth's book about
Ansolm is a great delimit to me; you must read it when you have
time. He shows the countless academic cripples, once and for all,
that he really does know how to interpret and still remain sover¬
eign." (Ho Rusty Swords, pp. 140-141)
•j

In one of the prison letters Bonhoeffer asks Bethge if he can
send him volume two of the Do/Tnatics. In a footnote Bethge says,
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early writings, however, that he had a firm grasp of the funda¬

mental theological conception and methodology which have under-

girded Barth's whole dogmatic enterprise, and olaimed them formal¬

ly as his own."*"
It is no less clear, however, —and this is the second point

which needs to "be made—that from "beginning to end Bonhoeffer was

a quite independent theologian who even as a very young man freely

criticized the material developments within Barth's theology and
2

offered a distinctive alternative of his own. Bonhoeffer's orig¬

inality, which we shall discuss in detail in ohapter two, is as

marked as is his indebtedness to Barth. He took over Barth's

understanding of the nature and method of theology, "but he developed

it in his own way, attempting to correct Barth on the basis of the

latter's own method.^

Bonhoeffer, then, must be seen as a "Barthian," if by that

we mean simply that he was directly indebted to Barth for his

understanding of theology and its method—which, let it be em-

"These /i.e., the two half-volumes, II, 1 and II, 2"J were banned
in Germany at the time, and had to be sent from Switzerland with¬
out title or cover." (Letters and Papers, p. 89) The matter is
not mentioned again, however, so it is difficult to know whether
Bonhoeffer actually received and read volume two or not.

"*"See, e.g., "The Theology of Crisis," in Ho Rusty Swords, pp.
361-372? "Conoeming the Christian Idea of God" 5 and the review
of Heim's Glaube und Denken.
p
See, e.g., "Iian in Contemporary Philosophy and Theology}" Act
and Being} and of course the important criticisms of Barth in
Letters and Papers from Prison, which we shall examine in chap¬
ter three, section five.
^Prime examples are Bonhoeffer's christology, his ecclesiology,
his ethics, his critique of religion, and his conception of
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phasized, i3 a crucially important form of indebtedness. He is

not a "Barthian," if by that is meant a slavish imitator of the

content of Berth's theology. In tracing the background and de¬

velopment of the theraes in Bonhoeffer's theology which culminated

in the "Christianity without religion" project, we must bear in

mind both his deep indebtedness to and his independence of Barth.

Bonhoeffer's independence of Barth oan be seen biographically.

Their theological paths always seemed to cross going in opposite

directions.^" The early Barth was the "worldly" theologian of The

Epistle to the Romans, while the young Bonhoeffer of Sanctorum

Communio and Act and Being was very "ohurohly." Barth began with

preaching and biblical exegesis and moved into dogmatics} Bonhoef¬

fer began with a predominant interest in dogmatics and moved into

ethics, exegesis, and sermon. Birth started with the general prob¬

lem of revelation and moved towards chri3tology and ecclesiology;

Bonhoeffor started with an ecclesiologioal approach to christology

and came to a "secular" interpretation of revelation.

Vocationally the beginnings and endings of the two men were

theologioal reconstruction, all of whioh will be discussed in
succeeding seotion3.

^Eberhard Bethge describes it this tray in "The Challenge of Die¬
trich Bonhooffer's Life and Theology," The Alden-Tuthill Lectures
for 1961, Chicago Theologioal Seminary Register, vol. LI, no. 2,
February, I96Ij "Usually the one was just busy with a topic which
the other had left behind or had not yet arrived at. Bonhoeffer,
being much younger, did not get his answers from Barth when he
asked for them and did not get the praise he might have liked in
time." (P. 7)
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different, and this also contributed to their exchange of posi¬

tions on the matter of church and world. Barth was a pastor who

became a theologian? Bonhoeffer, a theologian who became a pas¬

tor. Barth has tended to move from the role of participant to

that of spectator? Bonhoeffer's life took the opposite direction.

Hence Barth began as the prophet of judgment on religion and be¬

came preoccupied with the church ? Bonhoeffer began with an intense

interest in the church and ended with a radical concern for the

world.^
The focus of Earth's basic impact on Bonhoeffer's thought,

as I have indicated already, is his conception of the nature and

method of theology. There are threo divisions of theology, ac¬

cording to Barth, of which dogmatic theology forms the center:

we might quite justifiably speak of theology
as such and as a whole, that is, of the unity of
biblical, dogmatic and practical theology. And
in this unity there is oertainly no question of
precedence. Yet there is in it, ...and not as a
sum of the whole, a concrete centre which is con¬
stituted by dogmatics. In biblical theology it
is a question of the foundation, in practical
theology a question of the form, but in dogma¬
tic theology—in the transition from the one to
the other—a question of the content of Church
preaching, its agreement with the revelation
attested in Scripture. (2)

Thus dogmatics is theology's "midway position between the Bible

It goes without saying, of course, that these contrasts are not
mutually exolu3ive? they represent dominant tendencies in the
thought of the two men.
p
Barth, Church Dogmatics, vol. 1, part 2, trans, by G. T. Thom¬
son and Ilarold Knight, Edinbur^i, 1956, p. 766.
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and the Church".^"
Barth defines dogmatics as follows: "Dogmatics is the self-

test to whioh the Christian Church puts herself in respeot of tho

content of her peculiar language about God. Our object, the
2

proper concern of this language, we call •dogma*1" Dogma is

"the agreement of Church proclamation with the revelation attest¬

ed in Holy Scripture."^ The aim of dogmatic theology, then, is

constantly to test the present-day language of the church by the

source, norm, and object of all the church's language, the reve¬

lation of God to which the Bible witnesses.

What is this source, norm, and object by whioh everything

the ohurch says and does is to be measured? "The criterion of

Christian language," aay3 Barth, "in past and future as well as

at the present time, is...the essence of the Church, whioh is

Jesus Christ, God in His graoious approach to man in revelation

and reconciliation."^ The all-oontrolling object of dogmatic

reflection is simply and totally the nan whom the Scriptures de¬

clare to be the word of God made flesh. Henoe dogmatics nay

quite accurately be said to be ohristology:

in the aocount which Church proclamation and

1Ihid., p. 772.
2
Church Dofffnatios Ii 1, p. 11.

^Ibid., p. 304.

4Ibid., p. 3.
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dogmatics have to give of the work and activity
of God their "business is wholly with the work and
activity of God in His Son Jesus Christ. It is
in Him and Him alone that the Father i3 revealed.
It is He and He alone whom the Holy Spirit re¬
veals* Therefore dogmatics must actually "be
Christology and only Christology.*.• (l)

As a reflective enterprise with a specific task and object,

dogmatic theology takes its place as a distinctive human intel¬

lectual discipline. It is, in fact, a sciencet

If theology lets itself bo oalled and calls
itsolf a "science," it thereby declares that—
1. Like all other so-called soiences, it is a
human effort after a definite object of know¬
ledge. 2. Like all other soiences, it follows
a definite, self-consistent path of knowledge.
3» Like all other sciences, it is in the posi¬
tion of being accountable for this path and to
every one—every one who is capable of effort
after this object and therefore of following
this path* (2)

The fact that it deals with the very word of God to man does not

make dogmatics "divine" in contrast to all other sciences con¬

ceived as merely "human" or "mundane." Theology is simply and

modestly a human inquiry, alongside but not above all other human

inquiries. It is peculiarly theological science beoause of the

object of its inquiry! Jesus Christ as the self-disclosure of

God to man. Like any science worth its salt, dogmatics strives

to let its inquiry be wholly determined by its object. Dogmatic

Churoh Dogmatics I* 2, p. Q^2.
2
Churoh Dogmatics I, 1, p. 7*
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method, is not a priori but a posteriori} it arises out of this

total determination by its object.

At the same time, the fact of its determination by the act

of God in Jesus Christ as attested by the Scriptures means that

dogmatic science is peculiarly a function of the church! "The

Church tests herself by essaying dogmatics. To the Church is

given the promise of the criterion for Christian faith, namely,

the revelation of God....dograatios is impossible outside the

Church.""'" Hence the title of Barth'3 great theological effort,

Church Dogmatics♦ Unlike Sohleieraaoher, Barth understands dog¬

matics to be, not a confessional or denominational, but an ecu¬

menical tasks "Where dogmatics exists at all, it exists only

with the will to be a Churoh dogmatics, a dogmatics of the ecu-

2
menical Church." As a function of the church, dogmatics is

furthermore intrinsically a function of faith: "dogmatics is only

possible as an aot of faith, in the determination of human action

by listening, and as obedience towards Jesus Christ."^
A3 we have seen, the task of dogmatics is not simply to re¬

port what the church believes (Schleiermaoher), but to hold up

its belief to the norm of the revelation of God attested in

Soriuture. Dogmatics, with its "midway position between the

1Ibid.. p. 18.
^Church Dogmatics I, 2, p. 823.
^Church Dogmatics I, 1, p. 18.
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Bible and the Church," has what Barth calls a "biblical attitude"

as well as a "church attitude," and its biblical outlook is ab¬

solutely fundamental. Explaining the meaning of a "prolegomena"

to dogmatics (volume ono of the Church Dogmatics, of course, com¬

prises Barth's prolegomena) as "an account of the path to know¬

ledge trodden by dogmatics,"^" Barth states:

Thus understood the theme of the prolegomena
to dogmatics is clearly in essentials none other
than that which Old Protestant theology, in its
defence against Catholicism and also, soon after,
against the inroads of Modernism, dealt with un¬
der the title De soriptura sacra. In fact we

3hall see that the main proposition in the doc¬
trine of the Word of God, which we shall try to
evolve in what follows, will materially be none
other than that of the authority and nornativity
of Holy Writ, a3 the witness to aod'3 revelation
and as the presupposition of the Church's pro¬
clamation. (2)

The assumption that the sole matter of dogmatics is the Holy

Scriptures oannot be justified theoretically, but only praotio-

ally:

That dogmatics oannot be "dogmatics" in the
sense of the Roman Catholic Church, i.e. not an
unfolding of the revealed truths immanent in the
Churoh, and not Glaubens1ehre in the sense of
Protestant Modernism (the exposition of the faith
of the men united in the Churoh)—that we have
decided by our opposition, which, in view of the
Biblical sign, must be made good only factually
and not by proof. By this opposition we declare
that the possibility of visualising the Word of
God as an entity different from Churoh proclama¬
tion is given to us...in the faot that in the

1Ibid., p. 45
2Ibid., p. 47
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Church the Bible is read, and we relate ourselves
to this fact, when, not in a Catholic and not in
a Modernist, hut just in a Protestant way, i.e.
in opposition, we take practical account of this
possibility. By this opposition, which, of
course, we take for granted in every form, we as¬
sert that dogmatics, as the inquiry about the Word
of God in Church proclamation, must be the criti¬
cal inquiry as to the agreement of Church pro¬
clamation, not with any norm of human truth or
human value..., nor with a standard of divine
truth already known and proclaimed by the Church
herself...but with the revelation attested in
Holy Scripture. That is the concrete meaning of
the inquiry to be set up in dogmatics concerning
tho Word of God. (l)

In the early volumes of his Dogmatics Barth quite explicitly sets

forth his "evangelical" understanding of church dogmatics in clear

opposition to both Catholic and liberal Protestant ("Iloderni3t")

views of do^aatics. Of particular importance is hi3 sharp dis¬

agreement with the tradition of liberal theology out of which both

he and Bonhoeffer sprang. The rejection of the "religious exper¬

ience" approach of liberalism and tho reaffirmation of the Re¬

formers* concentration on Scripture as the witness to the objec¬

tive reality of God in Christ is a hallmark of the ITeo-Refornation

theology of Barth and Bonhoeffer. "Ultimately," Barth says,

2
"everything depends upon whether a dogmatics is scriptural."

Barth describes the "biblioal attitude" of dogmatics as

follows:

as from the absolute authority of Holy Scrip¬
ture as the Word of God there results the relative

XIbid.. p. 304

^Ibid., p. 330
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authority of the biblical Canon, so from the ab¬
solute requirement of the obedience of faith to
the prophetic and apostolic witness there results
the relative requirement of a basic mode of think¬
ing and speaking which corresponds with this obe¬
dience of faith. This is what we have to describe
and understand as the biblicism or biblical atti¬
tude of dogmatics. (1)

The task of dogmatics must be to institute "a kinship between the

outlook, approach and method of the biblical writers and those of

the Church preacher....The teaching Church cannot listen afresh

to the Word of God exoept in a fresh adoption of this biblical

Church ho,ratios I, 2, p. 8l6. Barth's mention of "the relative
authority of the biblical Canon" raises an important issue for any
biblicist position, and he deals with the problem of the canon in
some detail, ibid., pp. 473-481, 597-603. Barth takes the clas¬
sical Protestant position on the authority of the canon, viz. that
when the church of the fourth century declared what was canonical
Scripture, it was not conferring, but simply recognizing, the
already-existing authority of the canonical writings * "In no sense
of the concept could or can the Church give the Canon to itself.
The Church cannot •form* it, as historians have occasionally said
without being aware of the theological implications. The Church
can only confirm or establish it as something which has already
been formed and given." (P. 473) "When we adopt the Canon of the
Churoh we do not say that the Church itself, but that the revela¬
tion which underlies and controls the Church, attests these wit¬
nesses and not others as the witnesses of revelation and therefore
as canonical for the Church." (P. 474) The canon has "relative
authority," on the one hand with regard to the absolute authority
of the word of God to which it witnesses, and on the other hand
with regard to the faot that it cannot he really regarded as
closed in principle. "An absolute guarantee that the history of
the Canon is closed," says Barth, "cannot he given either by the
Churoh or by individuals in the Church according to the best and
most satisfactory answers to this question. In the past there
has already been more than one proposal to narrow or broaden the
human perception of what ought to count as canonical Scripture,
and if the proposals never oame to anything they were at least
seriously considered." (P. 476) nevertheless, we must consider
this possibility in fact simply as a deduction from theological
principle, and therefore largely academic for Barth.
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attitude".^"

Dogmatics must "be based solely upon the most thoroughgoing

biblical exegesis as its foundation and sine o,ua non; at the same

time, dogmatics is to be distinguished from exegesis:

Biblical exegesis is the deoisive presuppo¬
sition and source of dogmatics. Indeed, we can
and must go further and say that it is the task
of dogmatics, not to leave the teaching Church
to its own devices, but constantly to recall it
to the work of biblical exegesis. It is the ex¬
amination, criticism and correction of the pro¬
clamation to which the teaching Church addresses
itself on the basis of Holy Scripture, not merely
by reproducing and explaining it, but also by
applying and thus in some measure producing it.
What is really demanded of dogmatics is that this
examination, criticism and correction should be
carried out with the same biblical attitude of
thought and speech to which Church proclamation
i3 called. Self-evidently, it will have to keep
the text of the Bible continually and constantly
in view in its content. Therefore...it will be
continually and consistently occupied with its
exegesis. Often enough, it will have to hark
back to it directly, thus talcing up again the
immediate and detailed work of exegesis. Never¬
theless this is not its special and peculiar
funotion. (2)

As the medium between Scripture and church, dogmatics cannot be

simply biblical exegesis; but as the testing of the church*s mes¬

sage by the criterion of the Word of God attested in Soripture,

dogmatics crust be thoroughly and knowledgeably biblical before

all else:

What has to be said is that dogmatics has no

^ibid.. pp. 816-817*
2Ibid., pp. 820-821.
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freedom to be an autonomous branch of Churoh theo¬
logy in independence of the witness of Scripture.
It oannot give its own witness from its own
sources. In Church proclamation and the special
questions and concerns of the teaching Church in
every age, there can be no question of anything
other than the repetition and confirmation of the
biblical witness. Thus dogmatics has no freedom
to decline to allow its thought to be formed by
the prototype of the biblical witnesses. It has
no freedom to become a historical or psychological,
political or philosophical dogmatics. It may or
may not be directly conoerned in exegesis. It
may or may not make actual textual references.
But necessarily it takes the form of its thought
from its submission to the biblical Deus dixit.
And it can aoquire this necessary form of thought
only from confrontation with the biblical text. (1)

Dogmatics is the human science which is wholly determined in

its nature and method by the word of God revealed in Jesus Christ

as witnessed by the Scriptures. "It has no freedom," Barth main¬

tains, "to become a historical or psychological, politioal or

philosophical dogmatics." Barth accordingly rejects both the

natural or philosophical theology of Roman Catholicism and the at¬

tempt of both liberalism and some of his fellow neo-orthodox

theologians (especially Bultnann, Gogarten, and Tillioh) to begin

with an independent anthropology as the basis for theological re¬

flection. Both Catholic natural theology and Protestant "pre-

understanding" proceed from the mistaken premise that dogmatics

must or even can begin with the question of possibility. As re¬

flection entirely determined by the concrete, available data of

biblical testimony, however, dogmatics deals only with actuality.

1Ibid.t p. 822.
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The interest of dogmatic theology, oays Barth,

lies not in exhibiting a "point of connection"
with the divine message to man, but purely in
the divine message published and apprehended.
Moreover, hor epistemologioal question can not
runs How is human knowledge of revelation pos¬
sible? (as if it were a question whether revela¬
tion is known! as if it x?ere to be expected from
an investigation of human knowledge that we would
see into the possibility of knowing divine reve¬
lation!). But it runs, what is man's real know¬
ledge of divine revelation? (the presupposition
being that revelation creates the needful "point
of connection" in man, itself and on its own
initiative). (l)

Hence responsible dogmatic science, like the rest of the oontem¬

porary soienoes, will base itself 3quarely on the actual data

which determine its peculiar sphere of inquiry—revelation and

the knowledge of revelation in faith—and will simply refuse "to

discuss the basis of it3 ground, questions suoh as whether God is,
2

whether there is sxioh a thing as revelation, etc."

Barth's description of the approach of both liberal and

(chiefly) Bultm-annian theology to dogmatics in terms of possibil¬

ity is important to an understanding of the background to Bonhoof¬

fer 'a criticisms of his existentialist contemporaries, which we

examined in section one. For modernism—including its neo-orthodox

adherents suoh as Bultmann and Tillich—

the Church and faith are to be understood as part
of a larger essential oontext, and dogmatics as
part of a larger scientific problem-context, from

^"Church Dogmatics I, 1, p. 30.
2Ibid., p. 31•
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the general structural laws of which we are to
read off its special episteraological conditions,
and to reoognise its special scientific claims.
This problem-context is, however, that of an
ontologyj and ever sinoe Descartes that must mean
a comprehensively explicated self-interpretation
of man's existence, such as will, among other
things, also help at the right point to the pre¬
liminary understanding of an existence in the
Church, i.e. in faith, and so to a preliminary
understanding and criterion of theological know¬
ledge. (l)

Bultmann's Heideggerian existentialist "pre-understanding" and

Tillich's Schelling-inspired ontologism do precisely what Barth

here describes: they set up a conceptual and ontological frame¬

work within whioh to place the biblical revelation, faith, and

the dogmatic questions. Such a view recognises, Barth says, that

the Gospel is a certain determination of human reality. But be¬

cause it interprets this determination as a human possibility,

"it fails to see that such a determination of human reality only

proceeds, and is to be perceived as proceeding, from something
2

outside all human possibilities, i.e. from God acting".

Dogmatics, then, must sharply reject philosophy and meta-

physios insofar as they claim to be independent insights into

its own proper subject natter. Dogmatics is free, however, to

use philosophical and metaphysical concepts in its task, so long

as it clearly defines them and strictly subordinates them to its

own mode of reflection. The use of personalist-existentialist

^"Ibid.. p. 39*
2
Ibid., p. 41.
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conceptuality lay both Barth and Bonhoeffer is an important ex¬

ample of their own theological incorporation of philosophical

concepts. As Barth states, "concepts of a pure metaphysics may

become concepts of proclamation".*' "But by the context," he con¬

tinues—i.e., the sole determination of the dogmatic sphere by

Jesus Christ as proclaimed by the Scriptures—"is decided the

legitimacy of the occurrence of all concepts, even those that ap-
2

pear clearly to belong to proclamation."

The task of dogmatics i3 the criticism of church teaching by

the obedient elucidation of the revelation of God attested by

Scripture. We have seen that the other two forms of theology are

biblical theology, which engages in the foundational work of exe¬

gesis, and uractioal theology, which works out the concrete forms

which theology takes in the church. These three modes of theo¬

logical thought exhaust the church's theological task. Is there

any place, then, for apologetics or polemics? Not as separate

disciplines, replies Barth:

There is no dispute about the fact that dog¬
matics too, together with the Christian Church
generally, has to speak all along the line as
faith opposing unbelief, and that to that extent
all along the line her language must be apologetic,
polemical. But there has never been any other
effective apologetic and polemic of faith against
unbelief than the unintended one (impossible to
intend! purely experiential!) which took place

1Ibid., p. 321.

2Ibid., p. 322.
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when God Himself sided with the witness of faith, (l)

"Apologetics and polemics," Earth summarizes, "can only he an

2
event, they cannot he a programme." The obedient explanation

and elucidation of the actuality of God's self-disclosure in

Christ according to the Scriptures i3 all that is necessary in

theology. If this ta3k is performed faithfully and intelligent¬

ly, the theologian has done all he can to "build bridges" to or

argue with non-Chri3tian man. God himself will open the eyes of

some who hear the testimony.

In chapter two of this thesis we shall examine Bonhoeffer's

use and development of Barth's understanding of the nature and

method of dogmatic theology. Section one, on Bonhoeffer's chri3-

tology, will show how he came to discern even before Barth did

the centrality and all-stifficiency of Jesus Christ a3 the object

of theological reflection and to develop an independent and orig¬

inal christology on this basis. Bonhoeffer's ecclesiology will

be treated in section two, where we shall see that he took even

more seriously than Barth the material reality of the church as

the oontext of all thought about Christ. Section four, "The

Bible," will examine Bonhoeffer's own rigorous "biblical atti¬

tude," showing once again how he took Barth's bihlioi3m even more

seriously than the master himself.

Throughout the whole of his thought, as we began to see

•4bid.. p. 31.

2Ibid., p. 33.
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in section one of this chapter, Bonhooffer, following Barth,

grounds all his reflection solely upon the concrete actuality of

God in his revelation in Christ, over against philosophical theo¬

logy and existentialist "pre--understanding." From Sanctorum Cora-

aunio to Letters and Papers his thought is determined "as a whole

and in all its parts" (to use a phrase of Barth's to describe the

christologioal character of dogmatios)^ by the biblical witness to

Jesus Christ, whether he is vrriting on the doctrine of man, the

ecumenical movement, ethics, politics, or history.

Correspondingly, Bonhoeffer always rejected apologetics and

polemics as independent aspects of the theological task. Faithful

dogmatic reflection contains "built-in" apologetics and polemics,

a3 it were. This will emerge clearly when we come to discuss the

"religionless" Bonhoeffer's criticisms of both the sophisticated

apologetics of Tillich (chapter three, seotion three) and the pop¬

ular apologetics of modern Christianity (chapter four, section

three), is I shall point out there, the religionless Christianity

project was not apologetics. It was rather Bonhoeffer's attempt,

again, to be more faithful to Barth's theological task than he

believed Barth was himself; to expound the biblical witness to

Jesus Christ intelligibly to non-religious people in a secular

world.

^Church Dogmatics I, 2, p. 123.
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fl

After his year at Tubingen Bonhoeffer matriculated, in 1924

at the University of Berlin. Berlin was at that time the center

of liberal German culture. Nowhere was this more in evidence than

in the theological faculty of it3 university. The Berlin faculty

included among its distinguished members Adolf Harnack, Adolf

Deissmann, and Hans Lietzmann—all representatives of the German

liberal theology which flowered in the nineteenth and early twen¬

tieth centuries. The thought of Ernst Troeltsch, the relentless

pursuer of the full logic of liberalism who died just before Bon¬

hoeffer came to Berlin, continued to make a greit impact on the

students.

Bonhoeffcr *3 formal theological education took place largely

within this liberal milieu. At Berlin the young scholar imbibed

theological and secular humanism at its best. When we come to

consider the "Christianity without religion" of the mature Bon¬

hoeffer, we shall find this early liberal influence reappearing

in a profound appreciation of and respect for secularity, a con¬

cern for history reflected in the historical and cultural analy¬

sis of a world "come of age," a singularly this-worldly christo-

logy, and a passion for truth and integrity. Although Bonhoeffer

soon became associated with the Barthian revolt against liberalism,

72
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he never really neglected the influences of his Berlin mentors.^
During the Berlin period Bonhoeffer acquired some mastery of

sociology through reading the works of Troeltsch, the Wehcrs, and
«

Tonnies. His dissertation for the degree of licentiate of theo¬

logy at Berlin was, as we have 3een, a theological examination of
2

the church as a sociological entity." Sociological categories

influenced Bonhoeffer *s understanding of revelation as a concrete

occurrence within the ambiguities of historical institutions. The

non-religious interpretation of revelation in the writings from

prison has as part of its framework this early interest in and

knowledge of sociology as a key to comprehending revelation in

contemporary thought-forms.

The lasting influence of Adolf Ilarnack upon his young neigh¬

bor and student Bonhoeffer was his passion for truth and his in¬

tellectual integrity. In the memorial address which Borihoeffer

delivered on behalf of Harnack's students on the occasion of his

death, the young theologian paid this tribute to himi "it became

On the lasting impact of liberalism on Bonhoeffer, see Eberhard
Bethge, op. oit., p. 5? Jaroslav Pelikan, "Bonhoeffer's Christo-
logie of 1933," in Martin Marty, ed., The Place of Bonhoeffer,
Hew York, 1962, pp. 145-146; and Marty's Introduction, p. 12.
See also Gerhard Ebeling, Word and Faith, trans. by James W.
Leitoh, London, 1963, pp. 103-106.
2
Sanctorum Coamunio. The close tie between Bonhoeffer*s socio¬
logical interest and his I-Thou philosophioal interest in sociality
provides a basic theme of this book. For an excellent critical
study of Bonhoeffer's use of sociology in Sanctorum Communio, see
Peter Berger, "Sooiology and Eoclcsiology," in Marty, op. cit..
PP. 53-79*
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clear to us through him that truth is "born only of freedom. We

saw in him the ohampion of the free expression of a truth once

recognized, who formed his free judgment afresh time and time

again".^ Edwin H. Robertson, in his introductory notes to the

section of Bonhoeffer's miscellaneous writings having to do with

Haraack, mentions a letter of Bonhoeffer written in 1942 which

commented on Rudolf Bultmann's then-new "demythologizing" essay.

Bonhoeffer generally approved of Bultmann's essay» but qualified

his approval in terms of Barnacle's dedicated concern for histori¬

cal fact. "So far, I suppose," Bonhoeffer wrote, "I have remained
2

a pupil of Harnack." In an essay entitled "Bonhoeffer's Christo-

logie of 1933," Jaroslav Pelikan rightly observes that "Bonhoef¬

fer's eulogy for Harnack and his other statements about the mas¬

ter make it clear that Bonhoeffer could not join the company of

those whose quest for certainty has caused them to suppose that

they have outgrown Adolf Harnack.

The passion for truth and intellectual honesty which Bon¬

hoeffer learned from Harnack appears again and again in his writ¬

ings, especially in the essays and addresses written in connection

with his tireless work in the young ecumenical movement of the

"^Delivered on 15th June, 1930. Printed in Ho Rusty Swords, p. 30.
^ITo Rusty Swords, p. 27. Bonhoeffer's "qualified" approval of
Bultmann's demythologizing project should be kept in mind when we
come, in chapter three, to discuss Bonhoeffer's criticisms of
Bultraann in Letters and Papers from Prison.

^In Harty, o£. cit., p. 146.
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1930's. Bonhoeffer was perpetually dismayed by the Anglo-

American approach to church unity, which tended to regard "fellow¬

ship" as everything and Christian truth as relatively non¬

essential. In a report to his church authorities on the year he

spent at Union Theological Seminary in New York, Bonhoeffcr ob¬

served that American Christians (he had chiefly in mind the semi¬

nary community at Union) "do not see the radical claim of truth

on the shaping of their lives. Community is therefore founded

less on truth than on the spirit of 'fairness•."^ And in the

ecumenically constructive essay based on his American experience

and ironically entitled "Protestantism ifithout Reformation," Bon¬

hoeffer thought it very significant that preoisely in the United

States,

where the question of truth is not the criterion
of church communion and church division, /denom¬
inational^ disintegration is greater than anywhere
else....precisely where the struggle for the ri$it
creed (Bekenntnis) is not the factor which governs
everything, the unity of the church is a more
distant reality than where the creed alone unites
and divides the churches. (2)

At the Youth Peace Conference in Czechoslovakia on 26th July,

1932, Bonhoeffer gave an address entitled "A Theological Basis

for the World Alliance."^ He concluded by stating with solemn

Iilo Rusty Swords, p. 87*
2Ibid., pp. 96-97.
^The World Alliance for Promoting International friendship through
the Churches vas a predecessor °* World Council of Churches.
Bonhoeffer was elected youth co-secretary for Germany and Central
Europe in 1931.
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•urgency that

It is the question of truth, which threatens to
annul everything which has been said so far.
The churches included in the World Alliance do
not have a common perception of the truth (Rahr-
heitserkenntnis)... .That is at present our most
pressing problem in eoumenical work. (1)

All of Bonhoeffer*s i*ritings, discussing wide-ranging topics such

as church and state, war and peace, history and philosophy, as

well as purely theological and exegetical themes, display a pain¬

stakingly careful concern to clarify precisely the issues involved

and to offer ooncrete solutions based on explicit premises.

A statement on the Age of Reason from Bonhoeffer's last years

might well have been written by Harnack himself:

Intellectual honesty in all things, including
questions of belief, wa3 the great achievement of
emancipated reason and it has ever since been one
of the indispensable moral requirements of western
man. Contempt for the age of rationalism is a
suspicious sign of failure to feel the need for
truthfulness. If intellectual honesty is not the
last xrord that is to be said about things, and
if intellectual clarity is often achieved at the
expense of insight into reality, this can still
never again exempt us from the inner obligation
to make olean and honest use of reason. (2)

In his final vision of a religionless Christianity for a world

come of age Bonhoeffer displayed, as we shall see in Part Two, a

radical and soul-searching intellectual honesty from which many

would shrink.

"hlo Rusty Swords, p. 172. My translation. German ed., Gesaamelte
Schriften I, pp. 157-158•
2
Ethics, p. 34.
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Bonhoeffer was deeply attached to the whole German liberal

tradition in life and letters. The prison writings bear eloquent

testimony to his appreciation of "liberal culture." He states

that his real ambition while in prison has been "to become thor¬

oughly familiar with the nineteenth century in Germany.""'" Letters

and Papers is full of references to Bonhoeffer's reading, and it

is largely in nineteenth-century German authors 3uch as Gotthelf,

Stifter, Immermann, Itontane, and Keller. In one of his letters

to Bethge, he says:

In my reading I am now concentrating wholly
on the nineteenth century....There couldn't have
been much wrong with an age which could write
suoh simple and lucid German. They treat the
most delicate matters without the slightest trace
of flippancy, and can express their convictions
without pathos—no exaggerated simplifying or
complicating either in language or subject mat¬
ter; in short, I find them extremoly attractive. (2)

Bonhoeffer laments contemporary neglect of and lack of ap¬

preciation for the nineteenth century. He tends to describe this

neglect in filial terms, as the ungratefulness of a son or grand¬

son towards his forebears. "There are so few nowadays," he says,

who have any real interest or sympathy for the
nineteenth century. Contemporary music draws its
inspiration from the sixteenth and seventeenth
oenturios, theology from the Reformation, philo¬
sophy from St. Thomas Aquinas and Aristotle,
while the fashionable Weltanschauung seeks to
return to the Teutonic past. Hardly anyone has
the slightest idea what wa3 achieved during the

Letters and Papers, p. 100.
2
Ibid., p. 45•
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last century "by our own grandfathers. How much
of what they knew has already "been forgotten 1 I
"believe people will one day be utterly amaaed at
the fertility of that age, now so much despised
and so little known. (1)

It is not without significance that Bonhoeffer touches on self-

criticism here, when he mentions that theology draws its inspira¬

tion today from the Reformation. As part of the great neo-orthodox

revolt against liberalism, Bonhoeffer was nevertheless one who

could never in any sense despise the liberal heritage out of which

ho and his Neo-Reformation colleagues had cone. Thi3 abiding ap¬

preciation of liberal theology was a major factor in the kinds of

questions which Bonhoeffer raised in his religionless Christianity

project: such questions as the meaning of modern history, the

rights of the secular, and the urgent need to translate the Gospel

into contemporary language and action.

The dislocation and disintegration of life in Germany created

by the war caused Bonhoeffor to gase nostalgically at the nine¬

teenth century:

The longer we are uprooted from professional
aotivities and our private lives, the more it
brings home to us how fragmentary our lives are
compared with those of our parents. The por¬
traits of the great savants in Harnack's History
of the /Prussian/ Academy make me acutely aware
of that, and almost reduce me to melancholy.
What chance have any of us to-day of produoing
a real magnum opus? How can we do all the re¬

search, the assimilation and sorting out of
material which such a thing entails? Where

■^Ibid., p. 62
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to-day is that combination of fine carefreeness
and large-scale planning that goes with such a
life? (1)

Bonhoeffer goes on, however, to affirm his faith that even the

fragments contribute integrally to the whole, and are taken up by

God into his purpose. The martyred theologian's own writings are

poignantly fragmented, the result of a combination of factors in¬

cluding the very bent of his thought, his active participation in

the stormy events of the 1930's and '40's, and his untimely death.

At the same time, these theological fragments which are his legacy

have been seen by the post-war church to have been taken up by

God into his great purpose of Christian renewal in the twentieth

century.

A deep and familial sense of indebtedness to the liberal

education and culture which represented Germany at its finest

permeates Bonhoeffer's outlook. It is true to say, I think, that

a sensitive appreciation of one's own past is so important to

Bonhoeffer that he would very probably include it under the com¬

mandment, "Honor thy father and thy mother." Germany's liberal

culture infused the life of the country and especially of its

middle classes with the dimension of quality and nobility. Bon¬

hoeffer was in the best sense of the word an "aristocrat." We

shall see, in discussing his outlook on a world "oome of age,"

that one of his most urgent pleas on behalf of the modem world

^Ibid., pp. 105—106.
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is against the false egalitarian!sin of modern life which

believes that democracy means uniformity, mediocrity, and a

general levelling out of distinctions. He deplored wh?»t he

considered to be the cheapening and vulgarization of life which

resulted from modern notions of "mass culture." Great leadership,

which Bonhoeffer knew would be so sorely needed in all countries

after the war, could not ari ;e out of such superficial roots,

but only out of a sense of quality and life which cones from

awareness of the liberal past which is Europe*s highest achieve¬

ment.^

Very significantly, Bonhoeffer considered the liberally-

educated person to be the secular counterpart of the mature

Christian, and definitely saw them as allies in the modern

world. In the prison writings he affirms his belief that "A

liberal education which will not enable us to face danger and death
2

does not deserve the name." Classical liberal education is

not only the expansion of the mind but training and discipline

Bonhoeffer*s "aristocratic" outlook on society can be seen in
what might be called (from a nineteenth-century standpoint) the
"classical liberalism" or (from a twentieth-century perspective)
"enlightened conservatism" of his attitudes in social ethic3 and
politios. See Ethics, pp. 239-244 and 297-317* "The sense of
quality," which is in fact the title of one of the brief essays
xfhich Bonhoeffer wrote shortly before he was put in prison
(Letters and 'qpers, pp. 22-23), permeates the prison writings
throughout, emerging into clearer focus than in any of his
previous writings. Of particular interest, along with the
essay mentioned above, is his "Thoughts on the Baptism of B.W.R."
(pp. 134-141). Also see the discussion in this thesis of
Bonhoeffer's criticisms of the "revolt of inferiority" in the
modem world, chapter four, section three.
2
Letters and Papers, p. 95*
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for coping maturely with life, just an Christianity is intended

to "be. B\irthermore, like the mature Christian, the "liberal"

man approaches life with wholeness s "the Christian and the

man of liberal education cannot split up his life into water¬

tight compartments * The common denominator is to be sought both

in thoufjht and in practical living in an integrated attitude to

life."*1 One of Bonhooffer's favorite themes in describing the

"religionless Christian" wan this quality of wholeness, which

he characterized with the musical metaphor of "polyphony,"

We shall examine the oonoept of polyphony when we come to recon¬

struct Bonhoeffer's scattered portrayals in the prison vnritings

of the mature or non—religious Christian of a world come of age

(chapter six, section four).

Bonhoeffer was deeply impressed, during the war years, by

the way in which men who represented the German liberal tradition

at its best sought refuge and comradeship among those who suffered

in the name of Christ, ITazism was the supreme trial of both

the Christianity and tho liberal heritage of Europe. Liberal

culture, estranged from its Christian roots and thoroughly

secularized, ironically found sanctuary in the uncompromisingly

dogmatic Christianity of the Confessing Church-—yet without

surrendering its occularity or its suspicion of "religion" and

1Ibid., p. 97.
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the church. Bonhoeffer considered this alliance to have profound

ira lioations for a proper understanding of the meaning of

Christianity in a world come of age. He interpreted the alliance

between these "good men without God"——the secular forces which
t*

epitomized the humane ideals of the Aufklarung—not in terns of

a "return to religion," but as a manifestation of the power of

the name of Jesus Christ himself to draw to himself as their

true source all manifestations of goodness, truth, and justice.

The man of liberal education was for Bonhoeffcr the paradigm of

man come of age, and thus the brother of the religionless

Christian. We shall analyze in some detail Bonhoeffer's descrip¬

tion of come-of-age man—the healthy-minded nihilist, the bonus

vir, the ordinary citizen of decency and nobility—in the

chapter on "A World Come of Age."

It t*as because Bonhoeffer was himself so profoundly a man

imbued with liberal European culture that he could appreciate

the intimate kinship between mature Christianity and mature

liberality. His interests ranged widely beyond theology proper,

as almost every page of Letters and Papers from Prison attests.

He discoursed knowledgably about art, and (like his mentor

Barth) loved music with a passion second only to his love of

God. He began writing a novel while in prison, and we are

fortunate in having five B8eras which he OTote durin5 his con¬
finement.^" Bonhoeffer's urban, educated middle-class upbringing

"'"Ibid., pp. lpl-152, 165, 167-168, 170, and I87.
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and his broad education at the center of German liberal culture,

Berlin, laid the foundations of a Christian understanding of the

world which was large, integrated, and affirmative# Bonhoeffer

loved the world passionately, in part because he had seen and

experienced the heights and breadths to which the human spirit,

as the worh of God, could attain#

An essay by Alec R. Vidler entitled "Christianity, Liberalism,

and Liberality"^" provides us with a terminological distinction

which is very useful in assessing the influence of liberal

thought and culture on Bonhoeffer# Vidler distinguishes between

liberalism, the religious and political movement which flourished

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and liberality#

The word "liberal," he says, as the adjectival form of

"liberality,"

denotes not a creed or a set of philosophical assump¬
tions or any *isrn, but a frame of mind, a quality of
character, which it is easier no doubt to discern than
to define* A liberal-minded man is free from narrow

prejudice, generous in his judgment of others, open-
minded, especially to the reception of now ideas and
proposals for reform* Liberal is the opposite not
of conservative, but of fanatical or bigoted or
intransigent * It points to the esorit large and away
from the idee fixe«.«*The liberal frame of mind does
not appear to be more common among the adherents of
Liberalism, or other 'isms that are ostensibly pro¬
gressive, than among the adherents of systems that are
professedly conservative* (2)

Such a definition of "liberal" fits Bonhoeffer precisely* As

^"In his |ssay3 in Liberality, London, 1957» PP» 9-28*
Pp. 21-22.
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we saw in section one, he came very early in his theological

career to espouse the "new conservatism" or "neo-orthodoxy" of

Barth. Therefore he rejected the liberalism of his Berlin

teachers. But he never re jected—indeed, he affirmed with

his whole "being—the liberality of the great liberals like

Hamack. As we shall see in this chapter and in chapter two,

Bonhoeffer championed what most interpreters would regard as

conservative hypotheses and conclusions in the areas of biblical

exegesis and dogmatic theology. Yet through it all runs

Bonhoeffer*s esprit large, his open-mindedness, his affirmative

modernity; and it is precisely this liberality of outlook which

gives all his writings a freshness, an originality, and a

contemporaneity which are poles apart from "orthodoxy" in the

hackneyed sense.

It will become clear, in Part Two of this thesis, that

what seems to be the radical theological liberalism of Bonhoeffcr's

non-religious interpretation of Christianity is in fact a

radical theological liberality for the sake of a world come

of age. Vie shall find that conservative ITeo—Reformation themes

and language stand side by side with what looks on the surface

like an almost purely humanistic interpretation of the Gospel

in the Letters and Papers from Prison. What we have here is

not confused juxtaposition, but rather a theological dialectic

which is struggling for expression—a dialectic the roots of
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which -ire to "be found, in Bonhoeffer• s fruitful synthesis of or¬

thodox theology and true liberality throughout his theological

career.

An important statement from the prison writings incisively

illuminates Bonhoeffor's own appreciation of the liberal theo¬

logical tradition and his incorporation of the affirmative liber¬

ality of its encounter with the world into his own project for a

non-religious interpretation of Christianity. Discussing the

urgent need for the church to got back: into the "open air" of in¬

tellectual discussion with the world after its introspective re¬

trenchment during the Kirchenkampf and the war years, he says s

"I feel obliged to tackle this question myself as one who, though

a •modern* theologian, is still aware of the debt we owe to liber¬

al theology."'*' In another place he observes that it was liberal

theology which posed the central question of modem theological

interpretation: "Christ and the newly matured world." While it

Letters and Papers, p. 177• Interestingly, Bonhoeffer goes on to
prophesy that "There will not be many of the younger men who com¬
bine both trends in themselves." In this pessimistic forecast
Bonhoeffer would rejoice to know that he has been proved wrong by
the post-war trend of continental theology, a trend which his own
posthumous influenced helped to create. Current Protestant theo-
logy, both in Furope and America, can be aptly characterised as
an attempt, on various fronts, to synthesize the best insights of
the older liberalism and neo-orthodoxy. Prominent representatives
of thi3 trend are Gerhard Ebeling and the other "post-Bultmannians,"
and such predominantly Barthian theologians as Heinrich Ott. In
the United States, the influence of Paul Tillioh and Reinhold
Biebuhr has created a climate which has for some time been very
receptive to such a new synthesis. Britain also has a long¬
standing tradition of "mediating theology," especially in Scotland,
represented by such theologians as John and Donald Baillie, Fdgar
Dickie, and N. H. G. Robinson.
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was the "weak point" of liberalism "that it allowed the world

the right to assign Christ his place in that world," it was its

strong point "that it did not seek to put baok the clook, and

genuinely accepted the battle..., even though this came to an end
1

with its overthrow." The major ITeo-Reformation attempts to re¬

construct theology along new lines, Bonhoeffer goes on to say,

have rightly reasserted the oentrality of the biblical Christ,

but they have failed to come to grips with the problem which the

liberals faced squarely: the problem of interpreting the Christ

intelligibly to a mature secular world. In the religionless pro¬

ject Bonhoeffer set himself the task of doing justice to both

poles of the problem, Christ and the world, and thus of fulfilling

and correcting the one-sided approaches of both liberalism and

neo-orthodoxy. "Not until that is achieved," he says, "will...

liberal theology be overcome..., and, at the same time, the ques-

2
tion it raises be genuinely taken up and answered".

Of course, the genius of neo-orthodoxy at its best has al¬

ways been its attempt to achieve a "better liberalism" than the

older liberalism against whioh it reacted. The truly great Neo-

Eeformation theologians have been men who transoended the liber¬

alism of the older liberals for the sake of a truer interpretation

of the Gospel, but who have never lost their liberality, their

"*"Ibid., p. 147*

2Ibid., p. 149.
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open-nindedness and. contemporaneousness. Foremost in this re¬

gard, along with Bonhoeffer, are Reinhold Niebuhr, Rudolf Bult¬

mann, and Paul Pillich.^
Barth, too, i3 at bottom a man of genuine liberality (esprit

large is a particularly apt characterization of this theological

titan). Young scholars who go to Basel to study with or listen to

Barth have almost unanimously testified to his intellectual humil¬

ity and openness, his oonstant critioisms of his own position and

2
appreciation of other viewpoints.

Yet Barth has always been plagued, first of all, by the thund¬

er!ngly negative and exclusivistic impression left by his early

theologyj and secondly, by the inability of many of his followers

to hold together a vigorous orthodoxy and a liberality of outlook

^"It must be added, however, that Bonhoeffer considered even the
most "liberal" of the other Neo-Reformation theologians to have
failed to come to grips either with the all-sufficiency of Christ
or with the radical secularity of the world come of age. In a
diary entry for 22nd June, 1939* written during Bonhoeffer's brief
second visit to Araerioa, he records that he has been reading Rein-
hold Iliebuhr's Interpretation of Christian Ethics. He criticizes
IJiebuhr for describing the biblical faith simply as "myth" and for
his extremely free—wheeling use of the biblical material. By fail¬
ing to subject himself quite concretely to the objective reality
of revelation in Jesus Christ and the actual text of the Scriptures
which witness to him, IJiebuhr has not genuinely transcended liber¬
alism (Geaammelte Schriften I, pp. 305, 307). Yet perhaps more
than any other neo-orthodox theologian, Riebuhr takes with utter
seriousness the radical situation created for Christianity by the
secular world. In the case of Rudolf Bultmann and Paul Tillich,
on the other hand, Bonhoeffer selects for criticism their failure
to take seriously the non-religious character of the mature world.
We shall examine Bonhoeffer's criticisms of Bultmann and Billich
in ohapter three.
2
We have noted the young Bonhoeffer's own characterization of
Barth in section two.
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as Earth himself has done in his own person. Too many "Barthians"

have interpreted his dogmatic work with narrowness of spirit and

an uncharitable dogmatism which are not fundamentally character¬

istic of Barth himselfPerhaps Barth's greatest rebuke to the

"Barthians" is his brilliant ability to enter sympathetically and

accurately into the liberal philosophical and theological thought
2

of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Barth under¬

stands the great liberals with compassion and involvement, whereas

"Barthians" have tended to reject impatiently and scornfully the

whole liberal tradition.

Jaroslav Pelikan's remark, quoted earlier, that "Bonhoeffer

could not join the company of those whose quest for certainty has

oaused them to suppose that they have outgrown Adolf Harnaok,"

raises an important issue. Clearly Bonhoeffer stands in what we

See Bonhoeffer's own early awareness of the fateful difference
between Barth and his disciples in his correspondence with Erwin
Sutz from Bonn (where Barth was lecturing) in 1931s "They have a
sharp scent for thoroughbreds here. IJo negro passes •for white'j
they even examine his finger-nails and the soles of his feet. Up
till now they still haven't 3hown me hospitality as the unknown
stranger. Now with Karl Barth himself, of course, everything is
completely different. One breathes in an orderly way, one is no
longer afraid of dying of suffocation in the thin air." (No busty
Swords« p. 120)

During the Second World War, the period of Bonhoeffer's non-
religious reflections on the Gospel, he came to accuse the anti-
Nazi Confessing Church itself, of whioh he had been so vigorous
a member and which had been theologically moulded by Barth (the
chief symbol of whioh was the 3armen Declaration of 1934), of
being "Barthian" in a reactionary ecclesiastical way. See chapter
seven, section one of thi3 thesis.
2
See his Die Protestantische Theologie in 19. Jahrhundert, Zurich,
1952. Eleven chapters have been translated into English, by Brian
Cozens under the title Prom Rousseau to Ritsohl. London, 1959*
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mi^it call the "Barthian succession." Yet he is in no sense a

"Barthian," hut an original and independent theologian who out of

liberality of spirit and deep concern for intellectual honesty

did what Barth has repeatedly urged his disciples to dos he took

up where Barth left off and even corrected him sharply at certain

points, rather than slavishly repeating the master and creating a

new Protestant scholasticism based this time on the writings of

Barth rather than those of Luther and Calvin.

Until the relatively recent rise to prominence of theologians

such as Heinrich Ott, Helmut Gollwitzer, and Paul Van Buren,*
Bonhoeffer stood almost alone as a truly creative member of the

Barthian succession. The work of Rudolf Bultmann has produced a

gallery of currently significant "post-Bultmannians" and now oc-

2
cupies the center of the continental theological stage, while the

Barthian tradition of theological interpretation has languished.

It seems to me that Bonhoeffer has almost singlehandedly shown

See Ott, Theology and teaching, trans, by Harold Knight, London,
1965; Gollwitzer, The Existence of God a3 Confessed "by Faith, trans,
by J. W. Leitch, London, 19655 and Van Buren, The Secular Meaning
of the Gospel. London, 1963*
2
See, e.g., Ebeling, op. cit. and The Nature of Faith. tran3. "by
R. G. Smith, London, I96I? Ernst Puchs, Studies of the Historical
Jesus, trans, by A. Scobie, London, 1964? Ernst Kasemann, Essays
on Hew Testament Themes, trans, by H. J. Montague, London, 1964?
Gunter Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, trans, hy I. and P. McLuskley
with J. M. Robinson, London, I960; James M. Robinson, Hew truest
of the Historical Jesus, London, 1959» an<l ed. (with J. B. Cobb),
The Later Heidegger and Theology, Hew York, 1963, and The Ilew Her-
meneutic, New York, 1964? Ronald Gregor Smith, The New Man, London,
1956, and Secular Christianity, London, 19665 John MaoQuarrie, An
Existentialist Theology, London, i960, and Studies in Christian
Txistentialism, London, I966? and Schubert M. Ogden, Christ With¬
out Myth, London, 1962.
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that the eclipse of Barth'a theological method is not perhaps the

result of anything inherent in the method itself, "but rather of

the hidebound and repetitive use to which it has been put. By

facing the contemporary world with more honesty and daring than

Barth himself, Bonhoeffer has opened up exciting possibilities in

Barth's method. I suggest that it was Bonhoeffer's fearless liber¬

ality which enabled him to create what I think we can aptly describe

as a second Barthian revolution. If present trends in continental

theology, which is re-examining the whole liberal tradition with

new insight, are slowly proving able to carry on where Barth as

well as Bultmann has left off, it is in large part due to the

revolutionary "Barthian liberality" of Bonhoeffer.^ In the United

States, Bonhoeffer has been the fundamental inspiration for a

radically seoularized interpretation of Christianity whose expon¬

ents are sometimes spoken of (quite unfortunately and misleadingly)

as the "Death of God" school of theologians. These theologians

have in a real sense pushed the extreme chri3tocentricity of Barth

and Bonhoeffer to at least one important conclusion. It is pre¬

cisely the radical liberality of Bonhoeffer's religionless Chris-
2

tianity project which lies in part behind this "new thoology."

^Por a clear recognition of Bonhoeffer's contribution to the con¬
temporary discussion, see Gerhard Ebeling, op. oit., pp. 98-161.
2
See Van Buren, on. oit.i William Hamilton, The Hex? Isoenoe of
Christianity, Hew York, 1961; and Thomas J.J. Altiaer, Iliroea
Eliade and the Dialectic of the Sacred, Philadelphia, 1964.
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Another of Bonhoeffer*s intellectual pursuits during his

studies in Berlin was the "philosophies of life." Lebensphilo-

3Qphie was very much in vogue among German young people of the

first deoades of the twentieth century.^ The philosophies of

life, above all that of Nietzsche, left a permanent imprint on

Bonhoeffer's thought, primarily as an attitude towards the world

rather than as a conceptual scheme.

Nietzsche's bold affirmation of the earth and its creatures

made a vivid impression on Bonhoeffer's own attitude towards the

world. In an address of 2pth January, 1929» entitled "What is a

Christian Ethic?," Bonhoeffer reveals a profoundly perceptive ap¬

preciation of Nietzsche. Discussing the ethical freedom and spon¬

taneity of the Christian, Bonhoeffer boldly compares the genuinely

free Christian with Nietzsche's Superman:

The Christian creates new tables /of the Law/",
a new Decalogue, as Nietzsche said of the Super¬
man. Nietzsche's Superman is not really, as he
supposed, the opposite of the Christian; without
knowing it, Nietzsche has here introduced many
traits of the Christian made free, as Paul and
Luther describe him. (2)

See Paul Tillich, The Religious Situation, trans, by H. Richard
Niebuhr, New York, 1932, pp. 97-101* The whole book is an excel¬
lent pioture of the revolution in European life which was taking
place between 1900 and 1930. See also A. S. Duncan-Jones, The
Struggle for Religious Freedom in Germany, London, 1933, pp. 61-
62. 'This account of the youth movements notes the role of the
church in channeling these aspirations. It was Hitler, of course,
who succeeded to a high degree in channeling the romanticism of
the youth movements.
2
No Rusty Swords, p. 44* Naturally Nietzsche's own writings
should be consulted: his short work The Antichrist (The Complete
Works of Friedrich Nietzsche, ed. by Oscar Levy, vol. 16, trans.
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Lilce the Superman, the truly liberated Christian is a man of

strength who transvalues conventional values. The difference i3

that for the Christian, that which is "beyond good and evil" is

the Gospel of God in Jesus Christ which invades the human moral

scene and turns upside down our notions of good and evil. Common

to the Superman and the Christian, however, are freedom, strength,

maturity, spontaneity, and life-affirmativeness—all made possible

by a standing-point which is independent and transcendent of the

fearful, legalistic slavi3hne33 of moral custom.

Bonhoeffer refers to Nietzsche several times in the vritings

from his last years which comprise his Ethics. These references

show that to the end of his life Bonhoeffer was in dialogue and

debate with Nietzsche on the matter of ethics. It was Nietzsche

who called the ethics of Christianity a "slave morality," and Bon¬

hoeffer's own ethical writings can be seen as a creative inter¬

pretation of Christian ethics which attempts to refute that

charge.* But, as we have 3eon in the early writing "What is a

Christian Fthio?," Bonhoeffer does not merely refute Nietzsche's

accusation. Even more importantly, he claims Nietzsche's powerful

life-affirmation for the Christian who has been liberated by the

by Anthony M. Ludovici, London, 1911) is particularly instructive
in considering Bonhoeffer's world-affirmative Christianity. It is
a violent criticism of the prevailing Christianity of Nietzsche's
time as a destroyer of life, truth, and dignity. The difference
between Bonhoeffer's interpretation of Nietzsche and what the
Nazis made of him is worth calling attention to in passing.

*See Ethics, p. 193.
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Gospel of Christ.

Knowledge of good and evil belongs to man "in Adam":

In the knowledge of good and evil man does not
understand himself in the reality of the destiny
appointed in his origin, but rather in his own
possibilities, his possibility of being good or
evil. He knows himself now as something apart
from God, outside God, and this means that he now
knows only himself and no longer knows God at
all....The knowledge of good and evil is there¬
fore separation from God. (l)

The man "in Christ," however, is rooted in the "trans-moral,"

which is union with God:

The new knowledge of the reconciliation which
is accomplished in Jesus, the knowledge of the
voiding of the disunion /with God/", itself en¬
tirely voids man's own knowledge of his own good¬
ness. The knowledge of Jesus is entirely trans¬
formed into action, xfithout any reflection upon
a man's self....His deed has become entirely
unquestioning} he is entirely devoted to his
deed and filled with it} his deed is no longer
one possibility among many, but the one thing,
the important thing, the will of God.•..knowing
of Jesus a man can no longer know of his own
goodness, and knowing of his own goodness he can
no longer know Jesus..../Jesus' call isT" the
summons...to return to unity and the origin, to
the new life which is in Jesus alone. It is the
call of liberation, the call to simplicity and
to conversion.... (2)

The nature Christian is the world's real Superman, the man who

lives at unity with the origin of life and therefore with life

itself, the strong man of action. As Bonhoeffer says in an essay

of 1932 entitled "Thy Kingdom Come," Christ "does not lead man in

1Ibid., pp. 142-143.
2Ibid., pp. 158-159.
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a religious flight from this world to other worlds "beyond;

rather, he gives him "back to the earth as its loyal son. Be not

otherworldly, "but be strong!""*"
The classical life-affirmative symbol of the giant Antaeus,

who drew strength from repeated contact with the earth, fascin¬

ated Bonhoeffer throughout his life. In the 1929 address "What

is a Christian Ethic?," he recounted the Antaeus legend and "bap¬

tized" it for Christian ethicss

A glimpse of eternity is revealed only through
the depths of our earth, only through the storms
of a human conscience. The profound old saga
tells of the giant Antaeus, who was stronger than
any man on earth; no one could overcome him until
once in a fight someone lifted him from the
ground; then the giant lost all the strength
whioh had flowed into him through his contact
with the earth. The man who would leave the

earth, who would depart from the present dis¬
tress, loses the power which still holds him by
eternal, mysterious forces. The earth remains
our mother, just as God remains our Father, and
our mother will only lay in the Father's arms him
who remains true to her. That is the Christian's
song of the earth and her distress. (2)

The vigorous this-worldlinoss represented by the myth of Antaeus

wa3 to become a foundation-stone in Bonhoeffer's vision of a re-

ligionless Christianity. As Martin Marty has commented, "To Bon-
»f

hoeffer, Antaus represented earthiness, conoretoness, sanity,

In "reface to Bonhoeffer; The Man and Two of His Shorter Writings,
ed. and trans, by John D. Oodsey ("Thy Kingdom Come" trans, from
the German Dein Reich Komme!, ed. by Eberhard Bethge, Hamburg,
1957)» Philadelphia, 1965» P» 29. The whole essay is a robust
assertion of the church's "this-worldliness."
2
Ho Rusty Swords, p. 47•
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place, •ground under the feet* in the Christian theological and

ethical quest." Bonhoeffer early and daringly also claimed

Prometheus, usually a favorite myth of the humanist against the

Christian myth of Adam's fall. The Christian, Bonhoeffer implies,

is Prometheuss "It is the eternal right of Prometheus to love the

earth...it is thi3 right which allows him to draw near the Kingdom
2

of God, in a way that the coward fleeing to worlds beyond cannot."

In the active this-worldliness, the (to use a phrase of Al¬

bert Schweitzer's) "life- and world-affirmation" of Leben3philo¬

sophic . particularly that of Nietzsche, is to be found another

clue to the "religionless" Bonhoeffer of 1940-45* The passionate

assertion of the ri^its of earthly existence found in the philo¬

sophies of life reappears dramatically in Bonhoeffer's positive

evaluation of modern secularity (his concept of a world come of

age), and in his own portrait of the mature Christian of a reli¬

gionless world as a strong person who has been freed by a source

"beyond good and evil" to live creatively and actively in the

world.

^0p. oit., pp. 14-15*
2
Preface to Bonhoeffer, p. 34* The church fathers utilized Pro¬

metheus as a mythical type of Christ (Prometheus as the savior of
mankind), but not as a type even of reconciled Christian man. It
is interesting that Prometheus is a patron "saint and martyr" of
that most dogmatic form of humanism, Marxism, precisely because
Prometheus bravely defies the gods on behalf of the autonomy of
man. See Hans-Gerhard Koch, The Abolition of God: Materialistic
Atheism and Christian Religion, trans, by Robert W. Penh, London,
1963, pp. 23-24.



4* Luther

Another formative influence in Bonhoeffer's theological de¬

velopment was his adherence to Lutheran Christianity. He was

profoundly moulded by the personality and the thought of Luther

himself, as well as by the theological emphases and ethos of the

Lutheran tradition. Bonhoeffer must always be seen within this

context, for it gave to his religionless Christianity some of its

most distinctive, not to say paradoxical and puzzling, character¬

istics. Many of the riddles and antinomies in Bonhoeffer's prison

writings can be resolved only if he is seen to the very end as a

Lutheran churchman. In current attempts to adapt the "religion-

less" Bonhoeffer to the liberal-empirical, free-church, non-

liturgical tradition especially in American Christianity, there is

a constant danger of obscuring the original Lutheran setting of

"Christianity without religion," and therefore its full dialectical

character.

Two men on the Berlin faculty who were attempting to bridge

the gap between the prevailing liberalism and classioal orthodoxy,

Karl Holl and Reinhold Seeberg, were leaders of the Luther renais¬

sance in the German church of Bonhoeffer's student day3. Although

Bonhoeffer soon came to criticize Holl'3 interpretation of Luther,1

See "Man in Contemporary Philosophy and Theology," pp. 61-62.

96
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it was in his Luther seminar that he was introduced to and came

to love the "rediscovered" Reformer.

IIoll saw more deeply into Luther than the liberals did, but

he failed to break out of the liberal concentration on Luther's

religious subjectivity, to the neglect of his prior grasp of the

objectivity of God in revelation. Holl interpreted Luther's theo¬

logy as "the religion of conscience" (Gewissensreligion), and ne¬

glected the highly objective, christocentric focus of Luther's

thought.^"
Bonhoeffer elected to do his work for the degree of licen¬

tiate of theology under Reinhold Seeberg, Holl's partner in the

Luther revival. Seeberg's influence on the product of Bonhoeffer's

work, Sanctorum Communio, was extensive, especially his own books
2 3

on systematic theology and the history of Christian doctrine.

Bonhoeffer and Seeberg were good friends, and corresponded with

each other for a number of years

1 "
Roll's Luther studies comprise his Gesamnelte Aufsatae aur Kiroh-
engeschichte, Bd. Is Luther, "Tubingen, 1932. For his interpreta¬
tion of Luther as "the religion of conscience," 3ee the essay
"Was verstand Luther unter Religion?," pp. 1-110. Rather remark¬
ably, this detailed and exhaustive essay scarcely ever mentions
the name, much less the role, of Christ in Luther's thinking.
2
Christliche Dogmatik, Leipzig, 1925 *

^Text-book of the History of Doctrines, trans• by Charles E. Hay
from the German Lehrbuch der Dogaengoschiohte (two vols., Erlangen
and Leipzig, 1395-98), Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1956.
^See some of their early correspondence in No^ Rusty Swords, pp.
34-37. Of more than passing interest is Seeberg's life-
affirmativeness, which may have helped to draw the life—loving
Bonhoeffer to him. The following passage might easily have been
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By the tine he wrote Act and Being, Bonhoeffer had "become

critical of Seeberg's theology. Like Holl, Seeberg was a transi¬

tional figure between liberalism and the Ifeo-Reformation theology,

and hi3 basic premises remained those of liberalism. He inter¬

preted Luther in terras of the primacy of the wills "'Being in

Christ* means the possession of the new direction of will." "The

new I is the new will, which God has turned into the direction

whioh points to him, and which, being now in the right direction,

does good of its own accord.""*" Bonhoeffer admired the simplicity

and wholism of Seeberg's interpretation, but found it to be mired

in the psychologism from which liberalism was unable to shake it¬

self frees

written by Bonhoeffer} it reminds us startlingly of the very con¬
cerns we looked at in the latter part of section threes "The Chris¬
tian is no hermit and no cripple. Standing in the midst of this
world, in the full enjoyment of its powers and goods, full of
strong feelings for the real and the great in this world, the
Christian assorts that there is something greater and more mighty
than this world, and that this world is too small for the goal of
human aspiration. The Christian...will serve only the strongest
and go only the way that the strongest points him." (The Fundamen¬
tal Truths of the Christian Religion, trans, by George E. Thomson
and Clara Wallentin, ed. by W. D. Morrison, London, 1908, p. 73)

*"Act and Being, p. 105* See Seeberg, The Fundamental Truths of the
Christian Religion, p. 324a "One who knows what he wills and wills
what he knows is a moral character. The ideal of his life is his
firm possession, and he himself has become a conscious organ of
this ideal. One who consciously experiences and wills to experi¬
ence the sovereignty of God, and who consoiously subjects and wills
to subject himself to it in faith and love is a Christian charac¬
ter. The Christian character is the Christian life-ideal. The
Christian character i3 the highest form of a moral personality."
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the concept of direction /of the will/7" does
not guarantee the unity of the concept of the per¬
son....man must he conceived as a unity before we
can set him over against the oneness of God.
Thi3 unity, however, is something which a psycho¬
logical concept, as such, is unable to convey:
even according to Luther, man is self-impenetrable
in his psychology....the unity of man, of human
existence, is founded solely in the Word of God
....this is not an empirical datum, but is given
to faith as revelation. (1)

Holl and Seeberg had uncovered more of the richness in Luther's

thought than the earlier liberals, but they had failed to -uncover

the whole Luther of the Reformation, the Luther who from begin¬

ning to end had his sights fixed firmly on the objective revela¬

tion of God in his word, Jesus Christ. All the psychological

depth and introspection in Luther is misunderstood if it is de¬

tached from its rooting in the non-subjective word of God witnessed

in the Scriptures. This was the discovery of Barth, Bonhoeffer,

and the other ITeo-Refornation theologians. Only when Luther's

grounding in that which was outside himself, the word of God in

Jesus Christ, was fully recognised and incorporated, could the

Luther renaissance come to full fruition.

Ibid., pp. 106-107. See also Life 'Together, where Bonhoeffer
makes the same point within the context of the contrast between
authentically Christian oommunity and purely human communities:
"The basis of all spiritual reality is the clear, manifest Word
of God in Jesus Christ. The basis of all human reality is the
dark, turbid urges and desires of the human mind....The essence of
human community of spirit is darkness, 'for from within, out of
the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts' (Mark 7:21). It is the
deep night that hovers over the sources of all human action, even
over all noble and devout impulses." (P. 21)
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A brief look at Luther's christooentric, extra nos orienta¬

tion xfill show how he transcends the interpretations of Holl and

Seeberg and provides a basis for the "theology of the word" of

Barth and Bonhoeffer. I have chosen two representative writings
1 2of Luther, The Freedom of a Christian and his Lectures on Romans.

Luther's fundamental and revolutionary theme was the justification

of sinful man by faith in the word of God in Jesus Christ alone,

apart from works. The liberal theologians, including Holl and

Seeberg, 3imply could not fully grasp the highly objective, non-

psyohologistic character of this principle, because they were dom¬

inated by a theological method based on the religious conscious¬

ness and not on the biblical revelation which is the source and

prior correlative of the religious consciousness. Luther clearly

recognized the proper claims of subjectivity and religious experi¬

ence, but always with reference and in subordination to the exter¬

nal word of God: "A man must look into his own heart before every¬

thing else, and see how it may become godly. But the heart becomes

devout and is saved, not by commandments or works, but by the

xford of God, that is, by His promise of grace, and by faith.

^In Reformation Writings of Martin Luther, trans, by Bertram Lee
Woolf, vol. I, London, 1952, pp. 356-379*
2
Trans, and ed. by Wilheln Pauok, Library of Christian Classics,
vol. XV, London, 1961.
^The Freedom of a Christian, p. 373. See Bonhoeffer, Life Togeth¬
er: "The death and the life of the Christian is not determined by
his own resources; rather he finds both only in the Word that
comes to him from the outside, in God's Word to him. The Reformers
expressed it this way: Our righteousness is an 'alien
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In the Introduction to his commentary on Romans, Luther drew an

important lesson from St. Paul's order of dealing with things:

"But do you follow the order of this epistle? Worry first about

Christ and the Gospel, that you may recognise your sin and His

gracej then fight your sin"

Karl Holl almost entirely neglected Luther's christology.

Bonhoeffer, however, realised that christology is the whole key

to understanding Luther. Countless references out of Luther's

works could be given to show his concentration on the biblical

Christ, but the following methodological statement will put the

matter in a formal theological context. Commenting on Romans

1.3, 4, Luther says: "The substance, or the object, or (as some

2
say) the subject of the gospel is Jesus Christ, the Son of God".

In a passage which almost constitutes a direct reply to Holl's

interpretation of Luther's thought as "the religion of conscience

righteousness,• a righteousness that comes from outside of us
(extra nos). They were saying that the Christian is dependent
on the Word of God spoken to him. He is pointed outward, to the
Word that comes to him. The Christian lives wholly by the truth
of God's Word in Jesus Christ. If somebody asks him, Where is
your salvation, your righteousness? he can never point to himself
He points to the Word of God in Jesus Chri3t, which assures him
salvation and righteousness....it can come only from the outside.
In himself he is destitute and dead." (P. 12)

^"Prom Luther's "Introduction to the Commentary on the Epistle to
the Romans," in J. Theodore Mueller's abridged translation of
Luther'3 Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, 1954, p. xxii. This Introduction does not appear in
the Library of Christian Classics edition of Luther'3 lectures on
Romans.
2
Lectures on Romans, pp. 12-13.
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the Reformer shows how the function of conscience is purely nega¬

tive and is transcended hy turning from conscience to Christ:

Prom our conscience we have surely only accus¬
ing thoughts, because before God our works are
nothing (unless he himself works in us through
his grace)..*.Wherefrom, then, shall we take the
thought that excuses us? Only from Christ and
in Christ. For when his own heart reproaches a
Christian and accuses him by testifying against
him that he has done evil, he presently turns
away from it and turns to Christ and says: lie
made satisfaction, he is righteous, he is ray de¬
fense, he died for me, he made righteousness to
be mine, and made my sin his own. And if he
made my sin his own, then I have it no longer,
and I am free. And if he made his righteousness
mine, then I am righteous in the some righteous¬
ness as he. But my sin cannot swallow him up
but it is swallowed up in the infinite abyss of
his righteousness, for he is God himself to whom
be praise forever and ever. (1)

Bonhoeffer's analysis of conscience in his Ethics follows

that of Luther in subordinating it to the revelation in Christ,

over against the usual tendenoy to regard conscience as ultimate

and positive. According to Bonhoeffer, "oonscienoe is the sign

of man's disunion with himself....it presupposes disunion with

God and with man and marks only the disunion with himself of the
2

man who is already disunited from the origin." ' In section three,

comparing the trans-moral standing-point of the Christian with

Bietasche's Superman, we examined the material from Bonhoeffer's

Ethics where he argues that the knowledge of good and evil is the

1Ibid., pp. 53-54.
2}.thics, p. 148.
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result of man's fall from original unity with God, and "is there¬

fore separation from God." Conscience, along with shame, is a

product of the Rill; it depends upon the knowledge of good and

evil. It is a mark of mail's disunity, the peculiar sign of his

disunity with himself.

Conscience imagines that it is positive and ultimate:

Conscience....derives the relation to God and
to men from the relation of man to himself. Con¬
science pretends to be the voice of God and the
standard for the relation to other men. It is
therefore from his right relation to himself that
man is to reoover the right relation to God and
to other men. Thi3 reversal i3 the claim of the
man who has become like God in his knowledge of
good and evil. Man has become the origin of good
and evil....in conscience man summons himself,
who has become evil, back to his proper, better
self, to good. (1)

These comments show that Bonhoeffer regarded conscience as rooted

in subjectivity, in man's inner self. As long as one views con¬

science apart from revelation, the subjectivity of conscience is

not a defect. As long as the inner man is seen, as in classical

philosophical and religious thought, as an autonomous rational

nature (nous) or a part of the divine nature (a logos spermatikos),

then it follows that man's conscience is an ultimate court of

appeal—the voice of God.

But Bonhoeffer's point is that in the li^at of the self-

disclosure of God in Christ man*3 conscience is by no means ulti¬

mate and positive. On a biblical-theologioal reading, man is
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fallen away from unity with God and therefore from unity with

himself. Conscience is not the voice of unity with the divine

ground or of rational autonomy, "but rather the voice which reminds

man of his disunity with God and his conflicts with himself. 'Po

"be thrown back upon one's conscience is to be thrown back upon

one's own subjectivity and therefore upon a desert of violently

shifting sands. To have nothing but one's conscience is to be

terribly alone:

The nan with a conscience fights a lonely bat¬
tle against the overwhelming forces of inescapable
situations which demand decisions. But he is torn

apart by the extent of the conflicts in which he
has to make his choiee with no other aid or coun¬

sel than that which his own innermost conscience
can furnish....A man whose only support is his
conscience oan never understand that a bad con¬

science may be healthier and stronger than a con¬
science which is deceived. (1)

In a profound 3ense conscience deceives man, because it pretends to be

the voice of God, the final arbiter, when it is really the mark of

disunity and conflict. Bonhoeffer believed that far too many

Protestant theologians had been taken in by the pretended ultirnacy

of conscience.

Like Luther, Bonhoeffer insisted that nan's ethical existence

must be grounded in the objective word of God in Jesus Christ and

not in his own subjectivity. Only the revelation of God can trans¬

cend conscience, and it mu3t transcend conscience or nan is left

in his disintegration. As xre saw in discussing Bonhoeffer's

1Ibid.t p. 5-
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""baptism" of Nietzsche *s Superman, the Christian—the one whose

being is "in Christ"—is "beyond conscience." His life is rooted,

not in himself (i.e., not in conscience or in custom), but in the

word of God which is the true ontological reality and which comes

to him extra se. The person who understands his being only in
1

Christ "can no longer know of his own goodness." He has been re¬

turned to his origin, to unity with God, in whom the knowledge of

good and evil upon which conscience depends i3 transcended. The

Christian is therefore the free man, liberated not only from the

legalistic conformity which is the true "slave morality" but even

from the tragic and lonely grandeur of conscience. No longer torn

apart by the need to consider conscience his ultimate arbiter, the

Christian is unshackled for radical, simple obedience to God in

the world. Bonhoeffer's teaching on oonsoience follows directly

in the footsteps of Luther, for whom justification solely by the

gracious word of God stood human existence on its head and trans¬

valued man into freedom.

In his critioism of Seeberg's interpretation of Luther,

which I oited above, Bonhoeffer points out that Luther recognized

the opaqueness of the self in terms of psychological self-

understanding. In hio lectures on Romans, Luther addresses him¬

self specifically to the idea that a person can be fully conscious

of his will: "who knows or can know, though he imagines that ho

1Ibid., p. 159*
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means to do good and not evil, whether this is really so, since

only God will judge this....If some really imagine that they have

suoh an attitude of mind, they make a dangerous presumption, in

connection with which most are very cunningly deceived".^" See-

berg wanted to say that the direction of the will (towards or

against God) is for Luther the seat of the unity of the person

before God. But acoording to Luther the unity of the self before

God cannot be guaranteed psychologically, but only theologically.

Our psychological existence, including our will, is too oomplex

and elusive ever to provide firm ground on which to 3tand. The

cor curvun in se—'the old Adam—is too powerful even within the

Christian for him to place his trust in the achievement of a "new

direction of the will." In the light of the word of God revealed

in Christ, to speak of "being in Christ" in terms of the unity of

the Christian's will is another example of reliance on works

rather than on faith alone. The Christian understands himself

only on the basis of God in his revelation, which comes to him

from without. The only urnhakeable unity he knows is not the

vacillating "I-ness" of his own psychology, but his personal be¬

ing as revealed in the biblical word. As Barth and Bonhoeffer

would put its The only anthropology is "theo-anthropology."

Man is fully and properly understood only in the light of the

self-disclosure of God.

Lectures on Romans, p. .
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It was by tinderstanding the self theologically, from outside

itself, that Luther developed his famous dialectic of the Chris¬

tian before God:

we are sinners before ourselves and yet in the
reckoning of God we are righteous through faith....

^Fhe Christiax^ is at the sane time both a
sinner and righteous (siraul peocator ac .justus),
a sinner in fact but righteous by virtue of the
reckoning and the certain promise of God that he
will redeem him from sin in order, in the end,
to make him perfectly whole and sound. And,
therefore, he is perfectly whole in hope, while
he is in fact a sinner, but he has already begun
to be actually righteous, and he always seeks to
become more so, always knowing himself to be un¬
righteous. (1)

"Therefore, I myself with the mind serve the
law of God, but with the flesh, the law of sin."
(Rom. 7:25)

This is the most telling passage of all. no¬
tice that one and the same man serves both the
law of God and the lai* of sin, that he is right¬
eous and at the same time he sins. He doe3 not
3ay: "My mind serves the law of God," nor "My
flesh serves the law of sin," but he says, "I,
this whole nan, this person here, stand in this
double servitude." He therefore gives thanks
that he servos the law of God and he ask3 for
mercy that he serves the law of 3in.

...The saints in being righteous are at the
same time sinnersj they are righteous because
they believe in Christ whose righteousness covers
them and is imputed to then, but they are sinners
because they do not fulfill the law and are not
without 3inful desires. (2)

Here is a subtler and more profoundly theological interpretation

of the self than we find in the psychologism of the liberal

1Ibid., p. 127

^Ibid., p. 208
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interpretation of Luther. Man's unity is his forgiveness and

"right-wising" by God through the death and resurrection of

Christ. Man's conflicts result from the fact that on earth only

the first-fruits of Christ's triumph are visible; the old Adam and

the Devil still war fiercely against Christ until the Consummation.

To be sure, the highly dialectical character of Luther's in¬

terpretation of St. Paxil, precisely because of its profundity and

delicately-balanced tension, lends itself to dangers and abuses.

Bonhoeffer's best-known work, The Cost of Discipleship, is a vigor¬

ous attack on the abuse of Luther's oimul .justus et peccator by

Lutheranism. The now-familiar phrase "cheap grace" is Bonhoeffer's

characterization of what Lutheranism has tended to make of Luther's

doctrine of the justification of sinful man:

Cheap grace means the justification of sin
without the justification of the sinner. Grace
alone does everything, they say, and 30 everything
can remain as it was before....The world goes on
in the same old way> and we are 3till sinners
"even in the best life" as Luther said. (1)

Since we are inevitably sinners, runs the undialectical argument

of "cheap grace," let u3 not frustrate ourselves with the problems

of obedience, ridden as it is with the ambiguities of all human

works. Let us instead make our peaoe with the world and enjoy

our justification before God. But

It is a fatal misunderstanding of Luther's action
to suppose that his rediscovery of the gospel of

^The Cost of Pisoipleship, p. 35*
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pure grace offered a general dispensation from
obedience to the command of Jesus, or that it
was the great discovery of the Reformation that
God'3 forgiving grace automatically conferred
upon the vrorld both righteousness and holiness.
On the contrary, for Luther the Christian's
worldly calling is sanctified only in so far as
that calling registers the final, radical pro¬
test against the world....It was not the justi¬
fication of sin, but the justification of the
sinner that drove Luther from the cloister baok
into the world. (1)

The true understanding of the sirnul justus et pecoator dialectic

is in terms of "costly grace," not "cheap grace." The justifica¬

tion of 3inful man oost God the obedience, the suffering, and the

death of his Son. The proclamation of justification is therefore

the call to obedient, costly disoipleship, not to the passive

basking in the doctrine of justification, which is a cheap substi¬

tute. That is the difference, according to Bonhoeffer, between

Luther and pseudo-Lutheranism. "The only man who has the right

to say that he is justified by grace alone is the man who has loft

all to follow Christ."^
Hence Luther's dialectic of the justified sinner is not a

panacaea for comfortable quietism, but a call to bold action-—a

call to risk 3imple obedience. If God has boldly risked his Son

to justify sinful man, is not the justified sinner the brave man

who in gratitude for so great a gift takes the risk of concrete

decision and action in the world? For Bonhoeffer, justification

1Ibid., p. 40.
2
Ibid., p. 43* On the centrality of obedience see also E. T. Hams-
dell, The Christian Perspective, Nashville, 1950, pp. 191-200; and
E. P. Dickie, The Obedience of a Christian Man, London, 1944.
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is concrete, costly obedience. Throughout his writings he ur¬

gently oalls the church and the Christian to take the risk of

decisive words and actions on behalf of God's world, instead of

resting content with the usual vaguely general pronouncements and

worldly inaction. In this he was following in the footsteps of

the bold Reformer, Martin Luther.

It is in Bonhoeffer's ecumenical writings that we see with

especial clarity his passion that the church risk speaking a

concrete word to the world. His report on the Cambridge Conference

of the World Alliance for Promoting International Friendship

through the Churches, which met in September of 1931* conoludes

with a question which is a lament and a challenge: "When will the

time come that Christianity speaks the right word at the right

time?"^ 3ut perhaps his most sustained plea for a conorete Chris¬

tian message on specific issues was his address to the Youth Peace

Conference of 1932, "A Theological Basis for the World Alliance."

Here he laid down theologioal guidelines for the obedient proclam¬

ation of the divine commandments to the worlds

The church must be able to say the word of
God, the word of authority (Vollaacht), hero and
noxj, in the most concrete way possible, out of
knowledge of the situation; otherwise it says
something else, a purely human word (Mensoh-
liohes)t a word of impotence (Ohnmaoht).There¬
fore the church may not proclaim principles
(Prinzioien), which are always true, but only
commandments (Gebote)» which are true today.
For what i3 "always" true is precisely not true

~Slo Rusty Swords, p. 139. Ily translation. Gesamnelte Sohriften I,
P. 117-
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"today." God is "always" God to us "today." (1)

Bonhoeffer goes on to insist that "only as a concrete word to me

2
xs it the word of God." "A commandment must he concrete or it

is not a commandment." Addressing himself specifically to the

issue of war and peace, he maintains that the church "should he

able to say concretely: 'Engage in this war' or 'Do not engage in

this war'."^
The ioey to Bonhoeffer's argument for a particular word of the

church to worldly issues is Luther's central dialectic of the

justified sinner. To Bonhoeffer it is preoisely the forgiveness

of our sins—the justification of sinners hy the grace of God—

which is the stimulus to confident proclamation of the will of

God in explicit situations. By "daring to put the commandment

definitely, exclusively and radically,"

the church will recognise that it is blaspheming
the name of God, erring and sinning, but it may
speak thus in faith in the promise of the for¬
giveness of sins which applies also to the church.
Thus the preaching of the commandment is grounded
in the preaching of the forgiveness of 3ins. The
ohurch oannot command without itself standing in
faith in the forgiveness of sins and without in¬
dicating this in its preaching of the forgiveness
of sins to all those whom it commands. (4)

^Ibid., p. 162. My translation. Gesammelte Schriften I, p. 145«
The published English translation omits part of the German text.
2
Ibid., p. 162. My translation. Gesammelte Schriften I, p. 146.
^Ibid., p. 163. My translation. Gesammelte Sohriften I, p. 146.
^Ibid., pp. 163-164. Italics mine. See also a letter of Bonhoef-
fer's to his friend Helmut Bossier on 25th December, 1932, in
Geoamnelte Sohriften I, p. 63. Here Bonhoeffer describes the
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Luther's pecca fortiter—"sin boldly, but rejoice and believe in

Christ more boldly still"—finds expression in Bonhoeffer's un-

3hakeable confidence in the concrete, obedient word spoken with

boldness and penitence by those who know thenselves to be forgiven

sinners.

But not only must the church's words risk talcing on specific,

situational, contemporary form; even more important, its words

must be accompanied by and inseparably joined with bold actions.

In his actions as well as in his words, Bonhoeffer, like Luther,

possessed the strength and decisiveness of the justified sinner.

Bonhoeffer's bold anti-Nazi actions as a leader in the Confessing

Church during the 1930*8, including the oversight of a secret and

illegal seminary of the Confessing Church at Finkenwalde, early

won him the suspicion and later the hostility of the Third Reich.

The most dramatio step taken by Bonhoeffer, however, was his par¬

ticipation, as a matter of Christian vocation, in the German Re¬

sistance, living for three years (1940-43) in constant danger and

at the cost of a martyr*3 death. Bonhoeffer always reflected

thoroughly and theologically on every issue before he decided and

acted. But once he aoted, he acted decisively and with the free¬

dom and strength of one who in utter trust has placed hi3 action

church's authority as utterly unique (eine ganz andere Autoritat),
because it is an authority which takes the risk of speaking "con¬
crete commands" solely "in faith in the forgiveness of sins."
See also in this connection "Acht Thesen zum Vortrag in Ccmo-
horske Kupele," ibid., an ecumenioal document which Bonhoeffer
wrote in July of 1932. "Every one of the church's commandments,"
he declares, "is grounded solely in the faith of the church in the
forgiveness of sins." (P. 160)
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unreservedly in the hands of the God who in the costly action of
1

Jesus Christ has forgiven all his sins.

Bonhoeffer's interpretation of Luther's famous dialectic

crust be seen as an important aspect of hi3 religionless Christi¬

anity. It is the distinctively Lutheran expression of the christo-

centric basis of Bonhoeffer*3 life-affirmation, and is to be seen

together with the influence of llietasohe and Lebensphilososhie.

Bonhoeffer's portrait of the mature Christian of a world come of

age, which we shall piece together in chapter six, is above all a

portrait of the strong, free person rooted not in himself but in

the forgiving love of Jesus Christ.

Perhaps the most important implication of Luther's simul

.justus et oeccator for our study of Bonhoeffer, however, is its

legitimation of the revolutionary theological reconstruction which

we find in Bonhoeffer's prison writings. Contrary to a current

widespread impression, Bonhoeffer did not in any sense abandon

the traditional Christianity by which he had always lived during

those last years. On the contrary, his religionless Christianity

is the hold affirmation of one whose faith in the God who gives

himself to us in Jesus Christ remains unshakeahle. Bonhoeffer

questioned many things in the prison writings, but he nover doubt¬

ed that the man Jesus is the moaning of the universe.^ was

^"See Letters and Papers, p. 17: "free responsibility... .depends
upon a God who demands bold action as the free response of faith,
and who promises forgiveness and consolation to the man who be¬
comes a sinner in the process."

^See tbeling, op. cit.t p. 107-
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precisely Bonhoeffer's confident trust in the Christ who has

"right-wised" sinful man and who ha3 the victory which enabled hiia

to push forward with a radical interpretation of the Gospel for

modern secular nan. Because he was rooted and grounded in the

revelation of God in Christ and not in himself, Bonhoeffer was

theologically as well as existentially freed for the important

work of creative theological revision. Religionless Christianity

is not the vision of a man whose grasp is slipping, "but of one who

grasps with all his being "the faith once delivered to the saints"

and is thereby liberated and emboldened to participate creatively

in the ongoing task of interpreting that faith to the world. Bon¬

hoeffer pleaded in his last days for the churoh to "get out of her

stagnation, We must move out again into the open air of intellec¬

tual discussion with the world, and risk shocking people if we are

to cut any ice."^" In his embryonic projection of a "Christianity

without religion" for a world oome of age he was doing just that,

taking the risk with the strength and freedom of the forgiven sin¬

ner. Religionless Christianity is Bonhoeffer's final expression

of Luther's simul justus et peocator dialeotio.

Clearly, Bohhoeffer's interpretation of Luther on conscience

and justification has fundamental implications for the working out

of a Christian ethics. We shall examine Bonhoeffer*o ethical re¬

flections in chapter two, section three.

"^Letters and Papers, p. 177 •
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Pwo central influences of Luther and the Lutheran tradition

on Bonhooffor's theology are christology and ecclesiology, which

will "be discussed separately and in some detail in the two sec¬

tions of chapter two devoted entirely to those two topics "because

of the absolutely fundamental importance of Christ and the church

in Bonhoeffer's thought. Other aspects of Bonhoeffer^ Lutheran-

ism are interesting and important in their own right, but somewhat

peripheral to the main direction of this thesis.



5. Seoularity

The immediate influence on Bonhoeffer'a "Christianity with—

out religion" project was his experience as a Christian leader

in ITaai Germany during the Kirchenlcacipf of the 1930 's and as a

political conspirator during the Second World War. It was parti¬

cularly his participation in the political resistance to Hitler

and his subsequent incarceration in concentration camps which pro¬

vided the living raw material. In these activities Bonhoeffer

came face to face with utter secularity. In his political affairs
■4. d ^t..„

he worked side "by side and joined common cause with men and women

who had nothing to do either with organized religion or even with

religion in the general sense of "belief in a supreme "being. Indeed,

he encountered a type of human "being who seemed to laok even the

emotions and aspirations generally associated with religion.

Bonhoeffer's final days, spent in confinement in Tegel,
tl It

Prinz Albert Strasse, Buchenwald, Schonberg, and Plossenburg

Prisons, "brought him into daily contact with ordinary men-

prisoners and guards—who ordered their live3 totally without

reference to God or even to subjeotive religious feelings.

That these lives without faith were often fragmented and
i

disunited Bonhoeffer could plainly see. That they often

^"See Letters and Papers, pp. 102-103.
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2
manifested real strength impressed him even more. How did one

proclaim the Gospel to a world in which the traditional religious

contacts (the religious a priorit as Bonhoeffer*s teacher Seeberg

called it)-—piety, inwardness, fear of death, acknowledgment of

a transcendent deity—were totally lacking? What was the role of

the church, the Christian, and theology in a world which no

longer needed to refer its actions—whether noble or base—to a

divine author and judge? Out of this intimate encounter with

full-blown secularity and the questions it raised, Bonhoeffer

evolved his preliminary suggestions for a religionlcss

Christianity.

1Ibid.,pp. 106-108, 114-115. See also Ethics, pp. I8I-I84.



chapter two

main themes hi bobhoefher's tie.glogy

The influences discussed in chapter one ueve metamorphosed

by Bonhoeffor's own creative geniu3. It remains in this chapter

to examine areas in which his originality was particularly marked,

^ach of these areas contributed integrally to the later "Christi¬

anity without religion" project.

1. Christology

The one word which best 3ums up Bonhoeffer's entire theo¬

logical development is christology. It is the golden thread which

ties together his work3 from first to last. In an early article,

written while he was in the United States and sotting forth a

fairly straightforward Barthian approach to the doctrine of God,

Bonhoeffer spoke of Christ as "the personal revelation, the per¬

sonal presence of God in the world.In the exegetical work

Creation and Fall, first published in 1933, Bonhoeffer stated

that "'Jesus Christ' is the name of God. This is highly anthro-

^""Concerning the Christian Idea of God," p. 104. The strong em¬
phasis throughout the article on understanding God in terms of
personality reveals the vigorous strain of I-Thou existentialism
in Bonhoeffer's thought.
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pomorphio and highly objective at the sane time."'*' In the later,

transitional writings vhioh make up his Ethics, Bonhoeffer was to
o

affirm that "God is God beoorae nan (der Hensohgewordene) ♦" And

in the final, "religionless" Letters and Papers from Prison, Bon¬

hoeffer asked the question "Who is God?" and replied, "Encounter

x*ith Jesus Christ. Experience of a reversal of all human being in

the fact that Jesus exists only for others (..fur an&ere da iat")."^
Indeed, the absoluteness of Bonhoeffer's chri3tocontricity

parallels that of the later Barth as does no other modern christo-

logy. Jesus Christ as the objeot of all theology is the key to the

"Christianity without religion" of the prison writings no los3 than

to Bonhoeffer's earlier writings. The christology of the religion-

less project trill be seen, in fact, to bo a perfectly consistent

outcome of his whole ohristological development. "How intensely

Bonhoeffer•s theological outlook took its bearings fron Jesus

Christ," writes Gerhard Ebeling, one of his most astute interpre¬

ters, "requires no substantiation."

Bonhoeffer espoused the classical Reformation christology

which Barth rejuvenated, going on to give it expression as the

very bedrock and structure of all hi3 own theological works. Yet

tl

Trans. by John C. Fletcher from the German Schopfung una Falls
Theologisohe Aualegung von Genesis 1-3 (Munich, 1933)t London,
1959, P. 43.

2Ethics, p. 192.
^Letters and Papers, p. 179» My translation. German ed., p, 259.
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it is precisely on the matter of christology that Bonhoeffer dif¬

fered. most sharply from the early Barth. "Just "because they are

"both theologians whose foundations are so radioally Christologi-

cal," writes Ebeling, "the differences "between them nocessarily

stand out most clearly in Chris tology."^"
In discussing Bonhoeffer'a christology with referenoe to

Barth's, it is important to distinguish between the "early" and

the "later" Barth, for Bonhoeffer's quarrel was basically with the

"early" Barth. In the first part of Barth's revolutionary theo¬

logical career (1915-31) he was the dialectioal, existentialist

theologian who began xfith Kierkegaard's "infinite qualitative

distinction" between God and nan in exegoting the Scriptures.

During this early period, however, he cane increasingly to define

the task of theology in exclusively theological, classical-

dogmatic, christological terns. The publication of the first

part of the first volume of the Churoh Dogmatics in 1932 marked a

2
decisive "new beginning" in his theology. It must be remembered

that it was the "early" Barth with whom Bonhoeffer was thoroughly

conversant, as I pointed out in the section on the influence of

Barth (chapter one, section two). Although Bonhoeffer also knew

intimately the dogmatic-theological direction which Barth was

taking during the latter 'twenties and the 'thirties, the oircum-

Op. oit., p. 106.
2
Despite lingering traces of the early dialectioism, which we
shall note below.
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stances of the church struggle in Germany, the war, and his un¬

timely death prevented him from ever reading more than probably
1

the first volume of Barth's Dogmatics. In addition, of course,

most of Barth's theologioal system has been published only since

the end of the war. All this is relevant to a comparison of

the views of Bonhooffer and Barth on the matter of chri3tology.

Bonhoeffer's objections to Earth'3 early christology were

the focal point of his internal criticisms of dialoctical theology

generally. The main charge Bonhoeffer brought against Barthian

dialectics was that of formalism. Dialectical theology, Bonhoef¬

fer claimed, was rooted philosophically in Iieo-Kantian transcen¬

dentalism. In hi3 early writing Act and Being he defined "gen¬

uine transcendentalism" as "the reference of thought to something

transcendental" without "its having that something at its dispos-
2

al." Since knowledge cannot encompass the transcendent xn onto-

logical categories, "questions of being are unknown to genuine

transcendentalism." Ilenoe truth is not found in the reflection

of being in the mind (ontologion), but in the act of knowing.

In this way "the concept of being is resolved into the concept

of the act."^ This approach to knowledge is formalism (as

"^Although that was sufficient to indicate to Bonhoeffer where
Barth i*as heading theologically, and to evoke corresponding crit¬
icism in Letters and Papers. Bonhoeffer criticised the early,
"dialectical" Barth for an inadequate christology; the later,
"dogmatic" Birth for what Bonhoeffer called "revelation-
positivism." See section four of this chapter and chapter three,
section five, for an analysis and interpretation of the term.
^Act and Being, p. 20.

^Ibid., p. 22. See also the succinct discussion of Barth's
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opposed, to realism) or aotualisn (in contrast to ontologisin).

The early, dialectical Barth propounded a formalistic theo¬

logy, a theology of pure act: "The conceptual world of Karl

Barth," wrote Bonhoeffer in Act and Being, "leans toward the

transcendental theory."'*' John Godsey, in his study of Bonhoeffer's

theology, has a good description of Barth's early aotualism. His

theology, Godsey states, presupposed

a purely formal understanding of the freedom of
God, and it follows thap theological thinking
must remain fundamentally profane thinking. God
remains free from every grasp of the knowing ego
and thus moves into the non-objective sphere;
that is, God always remains Subject and shuns
every attempt of men to know him as an object.
Thus man can speak of God only indirectly, which
i3 to say, dialectically....human existence must
be thought of in terms of God-effected decisions,
and it becomes problematic how the human being
is to be thought of in continuity. (2)

Barth's attempt, following Kierkegaard, to preserve the freedom

and majesty of God over against every effort of sinful man to

domesticate him led to a method which described God's activity in

negations. God was unverdingliche—not at our disposal—and his

revelation to us highly contingent. Just when man thinks he has

grasped hold of God in his revelation, he has then surely not

grasped him. Hence there is no continuity about God's

Kantianism in Bonhoeffer's lecture "The Theology of Crisis," in
Ho Rust.y Swords, pp. 367-372.

^Aot and Being, pp. 43-44. See also pp. 80-86, 90-91, 101-103,
and 135-137, for Bonhoeffer'3 full critique of Barth's formalism.
2
John D. Oodsey, The Theology of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. London,
i960, p. 64. See Barth's Epistle to the Romans, trans, from the
sixth German edition by Idwyn C. Hoskyns, London, 1933, for the
most thoroughgoing and rigorous presentation of his actualism.
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self-discloDure in history; it is "atomized, in pure act3," as

Eberhard Bethge interprets Barthian dialectics.^"
Applying this formalistic method to christology itself,

Barth affirmed as late as the first volume of the Church Dogma¬

tics that "the essence of the Church /Jesus Christ/^ i3 actu3

purus, divine action "beginning with itself... .free action, not a

2
continuously present relation." Replying to the liberal notion

that the humanita3 Christi, the nan Jesus as such, is the revela¬

tion of God, Barth 3tated that

the power and the continuity in which the man
Jesus of ITazareth, according to the testimony of
the evangelists and apostle3, was in fact the
revealed word, consisted here also in the power
and continuity of the divine action in this form
and not in the continuity of the form as such....
Manifestation is clearly not in itself or direct¬
ly ascribed to His existence as 3uch....the
divinity is not immanent in the humanity of
Christ as not also to remain transcendent over
it.... (3)

To be sure, in other places throughout volume one of the Church

Dogmatics, as well as in his earlier works, Barth oame down firmly

on the side of the utter corporeality of God's revelation in

Christ.^" But this corporeality of "the word made flesh" was al-

^"Op. cit., p. 9*
2
Church Dogmatics I, 1, p. 44. Gee also p. 3s "the essence of the
Church...is Jesus Christ".

3Ibid., p. 371.

^"See Barth's statement, ibid., that "there is no Word of God
without a physical event....We are reminded of that finally and
most highly of all by the corporeality of the man Jesus Christ".
(P. 151)
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ways seen as utterly contingent on the sovereign freedom of God

alone. The Incarnation thus appeared to "be a formal unity of God

and man, sustained entirely hy the divine act and not at all hy

the obedience of Jesus' humanity. At times Barth spoke of the

form of the Incarnation (the humanitas Christi) as if it were an

empty container filled by the divine word* "It is not the form

that reveals, 3peaks, oomforts, works, helps, but God in the

form.""*"
The scales must be tipped in favor of the transcendentalistic

side in Barth'a earlier understanding of the Incarnation. One of

his definitions of revelation (which, let it be remembered, is

synonymous with Jesus Christ) further attests to Barth's emphasis

on the divine freedom over against man. He declares that "reve¬

lation itself is nothing else than the freedom of God's grace...

the event in which God, being free, allows this free grace scope

2
to operate." This way of speaking christologically is simply

abstract and insufficiently biblical. Barth was definitely com¬

mitted to a thoroughly christocentric understanding of theology

when he wrote the first volume of his Church Dogmatics, but even

here he had not entirely freed himsolf from his earlier actualism

for a genuinely historical, concrete grasp of the Incarnation.

Acknowledging the importance of Barth's reaffirmation of the

1Ibid., p. 369.

2Ibid., p. 132.
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sovereign majesty of God, Bonhoeffer nevertheless felt that

Earth's methodological application of this principle to christo-

logy resulted in an abstraction. Among Bonhoeffer's theological

theses offered for graduation from the University of Berlin in

1927 is one which predicates that "The dialectic of so-called

dialectical theology has logical and not real character, and thus

runs the risk of neglecting the historicity of Jesus.In an

article on Bonhoeffer's Act and Being, which deals specifically

and critically with Earth's actualism, Franklin Sherman succinctly

paraphrases Bonhoeffer's questions to Barth:

Is the freedom to speak or not to 3peak, the
freedom to give or to withhold himself from man,
really the freedom of the God we know in Christ?
lias not Barth fallen into the error of dealing
with possibilities—with x«hat God can or cannot
do, might or might not do—rather than oleaving
to the reality in which God ha3 in fact revealed
himself? (2)

Thus Bonhoeffer countered Barth's actualism with realism.

Berth's dialectical method broke apart on the side of negation.

God's relation to the world is so utterly free that his freedom

becomes an abstraction. Barth, who wa3 later to accuse Calvin

1ho Husty Swords, p. 33. We shall examine Bonhoeffer's o\m under¬
standing of the historicity of Jesus later in this seotion.
2
"Act and Being," in Marty, op. cit., p. 90* The clear intention
of the "dogmatic" Barth, as we saw in chapter one, section two,
is to reject decisively all talk about "divine possibilities" and
to concentrate wholly upon the actualities of what God has in fact
done in Christ. See Herbert Hartwell, The Theology of Karl Barth;
An Introduction, London, 1964* PP« 25-26.
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of having attempted to go behind the revelation in Christ in his

doctrine of election,^" fell at an early stage into the same pit¬

fall on the matter of divine sovereignty. Desiring to begin with

the revelation in Christ, he nevertheless attempted to speak of

God a so; Bonhoeffer preferred to speak only of God pro nobis.

Jesus Christ meant for 3arth an event in God's freedomj for Bon¬

hoeffer, the utter availability of Gods

In revelation it is a question less of God's
freedom on the far side from us (.jensoits). i.e.
his eternal isolation and aseity, than of his
forth-proceeding (Aussiohheraustreten)» hi3 giv¬
en Word, his bond in which he has bound himself,
of hi3 freedom as it i3 most strongly attested
in his having freely bound himself (Frei-sioh-
gebunden-Haben) to historical man, having placed
himself at man's disposal (Sich-dem—Menschen-
aur-Verfugung-Geben). God is not free of man
but for man. Christ is the Word of his freedom.
God is there (ist da), which is to says not in
eternal non-objectivity (UichtgegonstSndliohkeit)
but... "haveable" (..habbar" ) , graspable ( fassbar)
in his Word within the Church. (2)

The issue between Bonhoeffer and the early Barth on christo-

logy can be viewed from an historical perspective as a modem

version of the classical Lutheran—Reformed debate. Finitum non

oapax infiniti is the traditional Calvinist doctrine of revela¬

tions the finite cannot contain the infinite. The glory of the

sovereign God does not enter entirely into this sinful world.

3arth the modern Reformed theologian affirmed this dootrine in

"'"See Church Dogmatics, vol. II, part 2, trans, by G. W. Bromiley
et al., Edinburgh, 1957» PP» 60-67, 110-111.
p
Act and Being, pp. 90-91• German ed., pp. 67-68.
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his early career by means of a formal, aotualistic, abstract un¬

derstanding of God's freedom. Luther, on the other hand, had

affirmed that finitum oapax infiniti s the finite does have the

capacity for the infinite. "God's glory is total freedom not

from, but for, man." Bonhoeffer, a modern representative of the

Lutheran tradition, espoused this doctrine in terms of a material,

realistic, concrete interpretation of God's freedom. Bethge in¬

terprets Bonhoeffer*s Lutheran understanding of the Incarnation

in this ways

There i3 no God, Bonhoeffer emphasizes, other
than the incarnated one....

God*3 free majesty we do know in the assuming
and accepting of nan in Christ....Whether there
might be some different majesty of God we do not
know, and we should even refrain from interesting
ourselves in it in order to worship the real and
concrete majesty of God. (l)

Contrasting the starting-points of Barth and Bonhoeffer, Bethge

concludes that "while Barth, in order to save God's majesty,

started by pushing God away, Bonhoeffer starts by drawing him in—
2

in order to save the same majesty of God."

In the first volume of the Church Dogmatics, it is true,

Barth explicitly rejected his earlier finitum non oapax infiniti

in favor of the more accurately theological expression homo pec-

cator non oapax verbi Domini:

The statement finitum non oapax infiniti...

2Ibid., p. 10.
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really could not prove what is to he proved. If
the real experience of a nan addressed by the Word
of God wore to speak against this statement, this
statement would have to go, as every philosophical
statement in theology must go which contradicts
this experience....¥e shall not say finitun, hut
we shall say homo neccator non oapax—and we shall
not continue infiniti. hut verhi Domini. (1)

"Th'eternal Good's your "brother." And that is
exactly what is so far from "being obvious; what
is rather miraculous; and not only and primarily
as a miracle of all power, as the mystery in
which the statement finitum non oapax infiniti
is dissolved. That, of course, is also the case.
But it is not the dissolution of this statement
that is the mystery of the revelation of God the
Son, it is the dissolution of the other, far more
incisive statement, homo peccator non oapax verbi
divini. God's power to establish intercourse with
us is, of course, also, though in the long run
not decisively, called in question by the fact that
He is infinite while we are finite....But then this
possibility in God is decisively called in ques¬
tion by our being God's enemies. (2)

It is true that the old Lutheran and Reformed formulas fini-

tum capax and finitum non capax have an abstract, philosophical

form wliioh may be misleading. To one standing outside the theo¬

logical context, they seem to be preoccupied with the metaphysical

problem of the relation of finite to infinite rather than the

properly theologioal problem of the relation of sinful man to the

living God. Nevertheless, it must be said, first of all, that in

the theological sphere of Lutheran and Reformed dogmatics finitum

was 3imply assumed to contain the concept of sinfulness as well

^"Church Dogmatics I, 1, p. 252.
p
Ibid., p. 466.
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as of finitude. Likewise infiniti was not the abstract deity of

philosophy but the living God of the Bible (however laden he was

in Protestant scholasticism with metaphysical attributes).

Secondly, and even more importantly, the old dogmatic formu¬

las symbolize, however inadequately, both the historical christo-

logical differences between Lutheranism and Calvinism and the

christological differences between Bonhoeffer and Barth, differ¬

ences to which Barth's later substitution simply does not apply.

Obviously Bonhoeffer would have agreed wholeheartedly that homo

peocator non oanax verbi Bomini; no less than Barth did he assert

that all is of grace. But that is not the issue in the christo-

logical question of Barth's early formalism versus Bonhoeffer's

lifelong realism. The issue there is rather how dogmatics is to

describe or interpret the Incarnation. Is it the wholly free,

tangential act of an eternal, isolated God in the form of the man

Jesu3j or i3 it this Person whom we encounter in the Soriptures

simply and concretely as fully God and fully man? For Bonhoeffer,

Jesus Christ is both the wholly gracious God and the wholly obe¬

dient man. Here finitum oapax infiniti: in the grace and purpose

of God this finite man, born into a fallen humanity, is at the

same time the revelation of the infinite and sinless God. God

freely gives himself umtintingly to man in Christ. In the early

Barthian view, on the other hand, God withholds himself in part,

as it were, from man, even in the Incarnation: finitum non caoax
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infiniti.

The classical Lutheran-Reformed delate created a distinctive

chris tological outlook x/ithin each communion. In some of the

Confessions and in the dogmatic treatises of the txro traditions

we can clearly see the "Antiochene" tendency of Reformed christo-

logy, the tendency to separate the eternal Logos in 3one degree

from the man Jesus, there"by endangering the concrete reality of

the Incarnation and creating a "hidden side" of God which looms

threateningly "behind the open revelation in Christ (as seen, for

example, in the doctrine of predestination); and the "Alexandrine"

direction of Lutheran christology, the tendency to fuse the Logos

and Jesus so intimately as to run the risk of "blurring the dis¬

tinction and making of Christ a divine metamorphosis rather than

an Incarnation.

The mistake of these traditional christologies, "both Lutheran

and Reformed, was that they tried to interpret the Incarnation

in terras of the question "How?"; "How can the infinite and eter¬

nal God relate himself to a finite man?" As we shall see later

in this section, Bonhoeffer cut right through the problem by as¬

serting that the proper christological question is not "How?" but

"Who?": "Who is thin actual person whom the Scriptures proclaim

both man and God?" Significantly, Barth's own shift from hi3

early preoccupation vith the "infinite qualitative distinction"

between God and man to the dogmatic premise that "Jesus Christ is

the reality of revelation" brought him increasingly to speak of
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the Incarnation in terms of the question "Who?"

Our discussion of the "Who?" versus "How?" questions with re¬

gard to the Incarnation suggests another and perhaps more serious

defect in the use of the classical Lutheran and Reformed formulas:

they suggest that the problem of interpreting the Incarnation is

that of bringing together an infinite God and a finite man. There

is certainly this danger. Yet the formulas have the value of giv¬

ing the early debate between Bonhoeffer and Barth its proper set¬

ting within the history of christological reflection. Furthermore,

by beginning solely with the whole person Jesus Christ, Bonhoeffer

did in fact come down, although far more biblically and convincing¬

ly, on the side of finitun capax infiniti; by beginning with the

utter transcendence of God, Barth definitely began on the side of

finitum non oaoax infiniti.

The importance of Bonhoeffer's Lutheran tinderstanding of the

Incarnation, in contrast to the Reformed interpretation of the

early Barth, cannot be overstreosed. Finitum oapax infiniti could

well be the theological motto of Bonhoeffer's whole theological

development. His writings show him pushing this "material" doc¬

trine of the Incarnation in an ever more concrete direction with

oreative passion and rigor. Here is the key to Bonhoeffer's whole

theological method, including the final "non-religious interpreta¬

tion of biblical concepts": God is God become man, the man Jesus

Christ, and that is all we can concern ourselves with as men.

The only majesty, sovereignty, glory, and freedom of God which
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we know are what he has revealed in Je3us Christ. God is

God-tumed-towards-raan in the Incarnation, lie is "haveahle,"

"graspable" in the concrete, historical affairs of men, not

"eternal non-objectivity," related to the world only formally

and tangentially through "bare acts.

Bonhoeffer'a protest against the early Earth's abstract doc¬

trine of God reflects his life-long passion for conoretonesst

which we noted earlier in discussing the influence of personalist-

existentialist philosophy. It is Iherhard Bethge, among Bonhoof¬

fer 'a interpreters, who views this as the underlying concern of

all his theology."'' In understanding the factors contributing to

his concern for concrete reality, it will be especially helpful

to remember also Bonhoeffer's love of Lebonsphiloso >hie, parti¬

cularly Nietzsche's passion for the earth, and his interest and

training in sociology. But these are always mean3 for Bonhoeffer

which help to interpret the central ooncreteness of the Incarna¬

tion itself. Bethge states that

he holds his eyes entirely on the revelation in
Christ, in order to discover and desoribe its
conoreteness....Conoroteness is to be understood
not as an addition or second activity but as a
genuine attribute of revelation itself. (2)

The problem for Bonhoeffer was not how to make the Gospel con¬

crete; the Gospel was intrinsically oonorete. The problem was

"'"Gee especially Lecture I of his Alden-Tuthill Lectures, "Founda¬
tion: The Quest for the Concrete Nature of the Message," op. cit.,
pp. 4-13.

2Ibid., p. 7-
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how to express and. elucidate that ooncreteness. Christ the re¬

velation of God is supremely concrete. God is to "be found only

in concrete reality, not hidden behind it and discovered hy a

process of abstraction, because "for Bonhoeffer revelation means

nothing beyond, but an entity in, thi3 historically and socio¬

logically shaped world."''' Hence the oruciality of the Lutheran

finitua capax infiniti in Bonhoeffer*s thoughts it attests that

revelation is utterly concrete.

Concern for concretenoss is concern for history, social ex¬

istence, continuity. Bonhoeffer believed that Barth's actualism

could not securo these things. Everything human was seen as so

radically contingent—so utterly under the "question-mark" of the
2

Gospel —that God's relation to the world was a discontinuous

series of sheer acts. The vertical dimension was emphasized to

the impoverishment of the horizontal in Barth's christology. In

Bonhoeffer's passion for history, and in particular his insistence

on a fully and boldly historical interpretation of the incarnate

Lord, can be seen the strong influence of Harnack and the Berlin

liberals. Although Bonhoeffer decisively transmuted the liberal

interest in the historical Jesus into ITeo-Heformation terms, he

never neglected history as the early Birth and Bultmann tended

to do.

1Ibid., p. 8.
p
Barth, The Epistle to the Romans, p. 35*
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No presentation of Bonhoeffer's christology can "be complete

without an examination of the lectures on christology which he

gave at the University of Berlin in 1933. 151636 lectures, pre¬

served for us "by Eberhard Bethge from student notes, not only

bring together into an ordered unity the various christological

themes which we have touched upon, but also foreshadow in a re¬

markable way the main concerns of Bonhoeffer,s non-religiou3

interpretation of ohristology. Furthermore, they reveal more

dramatically than any other of Bonhoeffer's works that from the

early years of his theological career, despite hi3 indebtedness

to Barth, he was a strikingly original, independent, and imagin¬

ative interpreter of Christ who demands oareful consideration in

his own right.

Theology is chri3tology, the science of the Logos of God who

is at the same time a human being. We encounter a familiar theme

in Bonhoeffer's assertion that it is only the divine Logos, which

oomes to us from outside overoelves and as a person, which is

transcendent in the real (rather than merely logical) sense. The

purely immanent logos of man, and even the otherness and impene¬

trability of the human Thou considered in itself (Grisobach), fail

to transoend the individual human ego except in terms of a con¬

ceptual possibility which in the end turns back upon that same

ego. Christologioal science alone deals with genuine transcen¬

dence i

this Logos is the Logos of God, whose transcendence
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makes Christology the crown of learning and whose
coming from outside makes it the centre of schol¬
arship. The subject remains transcendent and yet
the Logos with whom we are concerned here is a

o

the transcendence of its subjeot. Its statement
that this transcendence, namely the Logos, is a
person, a man, is a presupposition and not sub¬
ject to proof. A transcendence which is allowed
to be subject for proof instead of being the
presupposition of thought is simply reason coming
to an understanding of itself, (l)

Bonhoeffer expresses the difference between christology and

other scienoes, between transcendence and immanence, in terms of

the two questions around which his christology lectures polarise:

"The question 'Who?1 is the question of transcendence. The ques-

2
tion •How?' is the question of immanence." Bonhoeffer's Christo¬

logy is one of the most precise articulations to be found in his

writings of the "christological personalisra" which is the basis

of all his thought. Only a person can be authentically transcen¬

dent to rae: transcendence is a personal-ethical, not an epistem-

ological, concept. But more than this: only the person who is

also the Logos of God is the truly transcendent one who makes ray

neighbor also genuinely "other" than I. Philosophy—epistenology

and metaphysics—properly asks the question "How?" But that is

the question to ask about immanence, about relations among phen¬

omena. Only christology legitimately asks the question about

^Chrictology, p. 28. See chapter one, section one of this thesis
for the philosophical background of Bonhoeffer*s outlook.
2
Ibid., p. 30.
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transcendencej because it asks the person-question "Who?"

Throughout his chri3tology lectures, Bonhoeffer criticises tra¬

ditional christological thought for failing to focus reoolutely

on the question "Who?" and yielding time and again to the tempta¬

tion to ask "How?" questions of Christ. Two esanples from the

history of theology are the persistent attempt to discuss the

Incarnation with the question "How could God become man?" instead

of the proper question "Who is this person whom the IJew Testament

proclaims as both God and man?"5 and both the Boman Catholic and

the Reformation attempt to ask and answer the question "How is

Christ truly present in the bread and the wine of the sacraments?"^
The tenacious "christologioal personalism" of Bonhoeffer's

approach to theology meant for him being content to listen obedi¬

ently to what the Scriptures say of the man Jesus Christs with all

the enigmas, the ambiguities, the unanswered questions, and the

offenses of the biblical picture of this man. We shall see, in

discussing Bonhoeffer•3 non-religious christological interpreta¬

tion, that it is simply a drawing out of the secular implications

of this completely biblical and personalistic understanding of

transoendence which finds its sole locus in the Jesus of the Hew

Testament.

*In term3 of the Barthian theological method which Bonhoeffer
employed, we might also say that "How?" questions deal with pos¬
sibilities, which is theologically illegitimate. "Who?" ques¬
tions are genuinely theological, sinoo they deal with actualities,
with the historical witness to God's revelation in Christ.
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Like Barth, Bonhoeffer insists that christological science

can only "be a function of the church: "the christological question

can "be put scientifically only in the context of the churoh. It

can only bo put where the basic presupposition, Christ's claim to

be the Logos of God, has been accepted."*'' The christological

premise of all thought about transcendence is apprehended only in

faith, and faith is the gift granted by God to the Christian com¬

munity. We shall examine in the next section Bonhoeffer's vividly

concrete christologioal understanding of the church.

The question "Who?," the question which looks for its answer

solely to the flesh-and-blood figure of the Hew Testament, means

that christology is utterly concrete in its orientation. We have

seen this emphasis in discussing Bonhoeffer's christology with

reference to that of the early Barth. In Chris tolore/ Bonhoeffor

asserts that "God in timeless eternity is not God, Jesus linited

by tine is not Jesus. Rather, God is God in the man Jesus. In

this Jesus Christ God is present. This one God-man is the

starting-point of christology....Spaoe and time determine not

only the humanity, but also the Godhead of the God-man." Tradi¬

tionally christology has wrongly phrased the question of the In¬

carnation as the question of how to bring together an eternal,

infinite God and the temporal, finite man Jesus. With Bonhoef¬

fer's concrete biblical question "Who?" "the whole problem of

**"
Christology. p. 32.
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christology is shifted. For here the point at issue is not the

relationship of an isolated God to an isolated man in Christ, "but

the relationship of the already given God-man to the likeness of

man."^ Bonhoeffer "fleshes out" his attempt to answer the ques¬

tion "Who?" throughout the christology lectures, and centrally

in his discussion of the problem of the "historical Jesus," to

which we shall come a bit later.

What do we discover about the "being" of Jesus Christ when

we restriot ourselves to the biblical-theological question "Who?"

and look only to the Scriptures for the answer? We discover that

Christ is Christ not in himself, but in his re¬
lation to me. His being Christ is his being
pro me. This being pro me is in turn not meant
to bo understood as an effect which emanates from
him, or as an accident; it is meant to be under¬
stood as the 03senoe, as the being of the person
himself. Thi3 personal nucleus it3elf i3 the
pro me. That Christ is pro me is not an histor¬
ical or an ontical statement, but an ontological
one. That is, Christ cannot be thought of in
his being in himself, but only in his relation¬
ship to me. That in turn means that Christ can
only be conceived of existentially, viz. in the
community. Christ is not a Christ in himself
and additionally still in the community. (2)

The significance of this passage cannot be emphasised too strong¬

ly. Ilere, in these lectures delivered in 1933, Bonhoeffer enun¬

ciates a christological idea which is simply reproduced in

slightly different terminology in the religionless christology

^Ibid., p. 46.
^Ibid., pp. 47-48.
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of the prison writings. That the very being of Christ i3 his

bcing-for-man is the essence of Bonhoeffer*s christology. We have

examined this conception in terras of his insistence, over against

the early Barth, that the only God we can say anything about is

the God-for-us who is Christ. God is concretely "haveable" in

his revelation in Jesus 5 in his sovereign freedom he binds himself

inextricably to man and gives himself over to him. In Christology

wo now find this idea spelled out quite specifically in terms of

the doctrine of Christ. For Bonhoeffer, christology must be thor¬

oughly determined in all it3 parts by what the biblical witness

actually says; to go behind this is to raise the illegitimate

question "IIow?" In the Bible the being of the God-man is his

being-for-us. There is no Christ "in himself," whose substance is

eternal aseity but who per acoidens (i.e., ontically or histori¬

cally) gives himself to us. The Bible knows only the Christ who

in his inmost essence (i.e., ontologically) is pro me.

When we come to examine the non-religious christological in¬

terpretation in chapter five, section three, wo shall see that

the "secular" Christ is precisely the man pro me. The term Bon¬

hoeffer will use in Letters and Papers to describe the being of
fl

Christ is ..Pur-andere-da-3ein" : Christ is the one whose very being

is his "being-there-for-others." All that we know of God is the

"being-there-for-others" which characterises the Jesus of the

Gospels. It is important to bear in mind that the religionless

concept of Jesus as "the man for others" is in no sense humanist
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or ethical reductionism.^ The whole biblical-theological framework

of such writings as Christology lies behind it to the very end.

One of Bonhoeffer's most characteristic christological meta¬

phors, whioh runs through his theology from beginning to end, is

the image of Christ as "the center of life" or as "God at the cen¬

ter of life." Bonhoeffer wa3 always faooinated by the polarity of

center (Hitte) and boundary (Grenze). We saw in chapter one, sec¬

tion one, how he took over from personalist existentialism the idea

of the limits or boundaries of each person*s existence. *\>r Bon¬

hoeffer, God as the Thou who encounters me in the concrete existenco

of my human neighbor is the true boundary of life and therefore

See Letters and Papers, p. 179> where Bonhoeffer calls "the
*being-there-for-others* of Jesus...the experience of transcen¬
dence." My translation. German ed., p. 259* I have rendered the
German phrase ..Fur-andere-da-Sein" literally, despite its clumsi¬
ness in English, beoause the official English translation "concern
for others" seoms to me misleading. It suggests that Bonhoeffer is
speaking in "purely ethical" terms, whereas his language is theo¬
logical and ontological. He is quite clearly thinking in terns of
"being" and not just of ethical attitude. A clause which appeal's
a few sentences later leaves the reader in no doubt that Bonhoef¬
fer's orientation is more than "ethical"s "our relation to God is
a new lifo of *being-for-others,* of participation in the being of
Jesus (unser Verhaltnis su Gott ist ein neues Leben im „Dasein-
fur-andere", in der Teilnahme an Sein Jesu)7"(German ed., pp.
259-260) Bonhoeffer is saying here that the very being (Sein) of
Jesus is "being-there" or "being-available" to others, not simply
that Jesus is "concerned for others." A man might be concerned for
others and also be many other things. We have here an ethical in¬
terpretation of Jesus which i3 more profound than a "purely ethical"
interpretation, because for Bonhoeffer the ethical is at bottom the
theological or (in philosophical language) the ontological (see the
whole of his Ethics and section three of this chapter). Just as
the Christ of Christology is not merely ontically but ontologically
pro me, so likewise the Christ of Letters and Papers is not "ethic¬
ally" but essentially the one who gives himself entirely for
others.
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that which alone transcends my finite ego. Ivery philosophical

form of transcendence is purely logical, not real, beoause the

boundaries imposed are merely the self-imposed boundaries of a

limitless ego.

But God as the true boundary encounters me at the center of

my life, in concrete, daily ethical meetings with my neighbor.

There is a false tinderstanding of "God as the boundary" which the

"religionless" Bonhoeffer, as we shall see, criticised a3 a funda¬

mental characteristic of "religion." Religion misunderstands what

it means to say that God is the boundary of life: God becomes the

Reus ex machina who comes to our aid at the "boundary-situations"

of our life—emergency, sin and guilt, suffering, and death. The

biblical testimony to God, says Bonhoeffer, is quite the reverse:

God i3 the true boundary who meets me squarely at the center of my

life, in strength and health and blessing as well as in sin, suffer¬

ing, and death. What is more, it is at the center of life, not at

its borders, that we are to look for the true meaning of who God is.

God at the center of life is Jesus Christ:

The nature of the person of Christ is to be
temporally and spatially in the centre. The one
who is present in Word, oacrament and community
is in the centre of human existence, history and
nature. It is part of the structure of his person
that he stands in the centre....Christ is the
mediator as the one who is there pro me. That is
his nature and his mode of existence. He is in the
centre in three ways; in being-there (Dasein) for
men, in being-there for history and in being-there
for nature. (1)

^Christology, p. 62.
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Bonhoeffer goes on in his christological lectures to examine

briefly the nature of Christ's "centeredness" in human existence,

history, and nature. It is important to notice in the above pas¬

sage how he links Christ's being "at the center" with his being

pro me. his "being-there." Christ's being at the center of life

is not an accident, but the very substance, of his being.

In the latter part of Christology Bonhoeffer turns from the

"present Christ," Christus pro me. to a consideration of the "his¬

torical (gesohiohtliohe) Christ." In an extremely important sec¬

tion he now deals with the problem of the "historical Jesus." In

the thoroughgoing "huaanization" of the Figure of the Gospels by

the "religionloss" Bonhoeffer some interpreters have seen a call

for a "new quest" of the "historical Jesus." In this connection

Bonhoeffer*s position of 1933 j which there is no evidence to show

that he departed from in the last years of his life, becomes cen¬

trally significant.

Bonhoeffer's interpretation of the "historical Christ" begins

with a critique of the liberal "quest of the historical Jesus."

His criticisms of liberalism at this point are of interest not only

in understanding his own approach to the problem of the histori¬

city of Christ, but also as an explicit rejection of the chri3to-

logical views of his Berlin teachers, notably Harnack.

"¥e have so far spoken," Bonhoeffer begins, "°^ P;r>eaen"k
Christ; but this present-historical (geschiohtliche) Christ is

the same person as the historical (historische) Jesus of
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Nazareth....There can he no isolation of the so-called historical

Jesus from the Christ who is present now."''' The affirmation of

the unity of the "Jesus of history" and the "Christ of faith"

runs direotly counter to the older liberal attempt to separate

the two and to claim only the former as the real object of reli¬

gious interest. "The attempt of liberal theology," Bonhoeffer

goes on to say, "to distinguish a synoptic Jesus from a Pauline

Christ is historically and dogmatically doomed to failure. Dog¬

matically, for if this separation of Jesus from the Christ were

possible, the proclamation of the church would become an illusion.

Historically, because liberal theology up to 1900 can be described

as an indirect, unintentional, and therefore all the more impres¬

sive, confirmation of the need for a dogmatic basis. The results

of liberal theology are its own destruction," because "Liberal

theology stands and falls first of all by the separation of Jesus

from the Christ."2
The quest of the historical Jesus, Bonhoeffer observes, ended

in failure. Along with Barth, Bultnann, Brunner, and the other

ITeo-Reformation theologians, Bonhoeffer considered the more recent

advances in Hew Testament criticism—Johannes Weiss and Albert

''"Ibid., p. 71 • In a footnote to the English translation of Bon-
hoeffer's christology lectures, the translator remarks that "Bon¬
hoeffer does not seem to distinguish the two German adjectives
for •historical*—hiotorisch and gesohiohtlioh—as precisely as
some other German theologians, e.g. Bultmann. Sometimes...he even
uses them interchangeably." (P. 40) When Bonhoeffor does distin¬
guish the two words, his meaning is usually clear from the context,
as in the above passage.

2Ibid., p. 71.
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Schweitzer on Hew Testament esohatology, the "history of reli¬

gions" school on the cultic apprehension of Jesus as a Savior-

God by the primitive church, and the form-critical analysis of

the Gospels as fundamentally mosaics of the early community's

proclamation and life—to have shown both the irrelevance and the

impossibility of a "quest of the historical Jesxis."

Bonhoeffer seems to have the work of the "history of reli¬

gions" school particularly in mind when he says that "from now on

the historical (historisch) interpretation of the New Testament

can justifiably be pursued only after serious consideration of

the presupposition that Jesus is the proclaimed Kyrios Christos."

This historical conclusion brings us to two alternatives:

either to remain on the historical plane and to
treat the Kyrios-Christos oult as one of a num¬

ber of similar cults; or, to pass from historical
to dogmatic study. The historical plane has
shown that Jesus cannot be separated from the
Christ. It is no longer possible to contrast a
religion of Jesus, in which only the Father plays
a role, with a cult of Christ. Thus any theology
which makes this distinction its starting point
is impossible, (l)

Obviously Bonhoeffer himself chooses to pres3 on to the dogmatic-

theological implications of these historical findings. The his¬

torical presuppositions of dogmatics are "the unity of the present

and of the historical (geschichtliche) Christ, the unity of the

Jesus of proclamation and the Je3U3 of history."

Facing squarely one of the knottiest and most-di3Cus3ed of

Ibid., p. 7^*
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modern christological problems, Bonhoeffer states: "Dogmatics

needs to be certain of the historicity of Jesus Christ, i.e. of

the identity of the Christ of preaching with the Jesus of histo¬

ry. Can historical science itself provide christology with

this certainty? Bonhoeffcr replies that it cannot, and his own

answer to the problem is strongly Kierkegaardian and Barthian:

It is a characteristic of historical scholar¬
ship that it never reckons with the individual
fact as the absolute. Nothing ever depends on
the individual fact....But the historically
(gesohichtlich) fortuitous fact of the life and
death of Jesus must be of basic and absolute
significance for the church. If he did not live,
the ohurch i3 doomed. If the church is not sure
of this, it is at an end.

But is historical scholarship indeed capable of demonstrating

conclusively either that Jesus lived or that he did not? Ho,

replies Bonhoeffer: "history oan never absolutely deny the exis¬

tence of Jesus Christ. It can only cast doubt on it or make it

appear improbable. As a subject for historical investigation,

Jesus Christ remains an uncertain phenomenonj his historicity
2

can neither be affirmed or denied with absolute certainty." As

a matter of fact, Bonhoeffer goes on to say,

Absolute certainty about an historical fact can
never be acquired by itself. It remains a para¬
dox. Nevertheless it is constitutive for the
church. That moans that for the church an his¬
torical fact is not past, but present; that what

1Ibid., p. 73.
2Ibid., p. 74.
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is uncertain is the absolute, what is past is
present, and what is historical (das Geschicht-
liohe) is contemporaneous (Kierkegaard). Only
where this contradiction is tolerated is the
historical absolute. This statement, that what
is historical is contemporaneous, what is hidden
is open, is made possible only where what is
historical, what is hidden, has made itself con¬
temporaneous and open, i.e. in faith in the mir¬
acle of God in the resurrection of Jesus Christ. (1)

Only in faith can we leap over Leosing's "ugly broad ditch" and

affirm the paradox that a particular, problematic event of history

has absolute significance. And faith receives its "sufficient

reason" directly from "the witness of the Risen One to himself,

through which the church bears witness to him as the Historical

One. % the miracle of his presence in the church he bears wit¬

ness to himself here and now as the one who was historical then."

"The confirmation of historical investigation," Bonhoeffer con¬

cludes, "is irrelevant before the self~atte3tation of Christ in
2

the present."

Bonhoeffer's remarks in Christology about the "historical

Christ" make it clear, it 3eems to me, that when he came in the

prison writings to talk of Jesus in what seem to be purely this-

worldly terras, he was in no sense returning to the older liberal

"quest of the historical Jesus." The religionless Jesus is not

the pinnacle of humanity, the ethical hero. He is this same

fully biblical-theological Christ of the chri3tology lectures, now

1Ibid.t pp. 74-75.

2Ibid., p. 75.
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interpreted in "secular" language insofar as possible. Even in

the non-religious interpretation of christology, Bonhoeffer's

Jesus i3 the whole Christ, the Kyrios Chri3tos of the Hew Testa¬

ment who is both the ancient-historical figure and the risen Lord

who encounters me in the present as the one whose boing is pro me.

What we do find in the prison writings, but also throughout Bon-

hoeffer's writings of the 1930*3, is a vivid preoccupation with

the concrete Jesus portrayed in the four Gospels, the man who in

living human situations reveals himself to the eye of faith as the

one who "exists for others." But for Bonhoeffer the Jesus of the

Gospels, so powerfully alive, is not the "historical Jesus" in the

liberal sense, but the historic Christ as the Hew Testament saw

him and proclaimed him.

One further topic of importance to our discussion i3 the

theme of the humiliation of Christ. In treating of Christ as the

center of history, Bonhoeffer asserts: "The meaning of history

i3 swallowed up by an event which takes place in the depth and

secrecy of a man who is crucified. The meaning of history becomes

evident in the humiliated Christ."^" Stating the matter in terms

of the being of the person of Christ, Bonhoeffer expresses himself

in words which are startlingly similar to remarks on the same sub¬

ject, now within a religionless framework, in the prison writings:

Jesus Christ is not God in a divine ousia; he
is not God in a demonstrable and desoribable way}

1Ibid., p. 64.
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he i.3 God in faith. There is no such thing as
this divine essence. If Jesus Christ is to he
described as God, then we nay not speak of this
divine essenoe, of his omnipotence and his om¬
niscience, "but we must speak of this weak man
among sinners, of his oradle and his oross. (1)

The parallel passage in Letters and Papers is as follows: "God

is weak and powerless in the world, and that is exactly the way,

the only way, in which he can he with us and help us...,it is not

by his omnipotence that Christ helps us, hut by his xteakness and
2

suffering." In Christology Bonhoeffer sums up his viewpoint

succinotly by saying, "When we consider the Godhead of Jesus, then

above all we must speak of his weakness."^ The possibility of

interpreting non—religiously this statement of 1933 awaited only

the catalyst of Bonhoeffer's wartime experiences. Bonhoeffer*s

almost exclusive emphasis on the humiliation of the earthly

Christ—his weakness, powerlessness, and suffering—reflects his

Lutheran christological heritage, for it was Luther who much more

than Calvin dwelt on the helplessness of the child in the manger

and the man on the cross. Luther gloried in the paradoxical af¬

firmation that this utterly humiliated man is all we know of God

in the world.

A significant aspect of Christology is Bonhoeffer's under¬

standing of the Bible and his exegesis of the biblical testimony

1Ibid., p. 108.
2
Letters and Paperst p. 164.

^Christology, p. 108.
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to Christ. He shall reserve this topic for the section on "The

Bible."

Bonhoeffor's christology lectures reveal dramatically that

he was a quite independent and original Barth-inspired theologian.

In these lectures, delivered only a year after the publication of

volume one, part one of Earth's Church Dogmatics, we find developed

a vigorous ohristology which is in no sense merely "Barth warmed

over." Indeed, the christology of these lectures is more concrete¬

ly and consistently biblical (as Barth himself certainly meant to

be) than the christology of the first volume of the Church Dogma¬

tics* The young Bonhoeffer'o christology is at once more histor¬

ical, more churchly, and more liberal than that of Barth during

the same period. It is more historical beoause it is more rigor¬

ously and modestly biblical, as we have seen in this section. It

is more churchly, because Christ is bound inextricably and quite

concretely to his church; we shall examine this aspect in detail

in the next section. And it is more liberal, because Bonhoeffer,

as we shall see in the section on his use of the Bible (section

four of this chapter) and in discussing his criticisms of Barth

(chapter three, section five), is willing to leave certain doc¬

trines connected with the Incarnation (e.g., the Virgin Birth) in

the realm of the problematic and non-essential. In the early

1930*s Barth, as we have seen, 3till remained tob dominated by

transcendentalism to be sufficiently historical (in Bonhoeffer's
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sense of strict and limited concern with the concrete Jesu3 of

the Scriptures) in his christological reflection. The same

transcendentalism also prevented him from affirming the wholly

intimate relation between Christ and the church which we find in

Bonhoeffer. At the same time, and somewhat curiously and "un-

evangelically" from the standpoint of fellow Neo-Reformation

theologians such as Emil Brunner and later Bonhoeffer himself,

Barth came rather quickly to elevate the doctrine of the Virgin

Birth of Christ to a central place in chri3tology, to speculate

at great length on such matters as the "essential" Trinity, divine

election, and the ontological status of evil, and in general to

take an increasingly conservative attitude towards the retention

of various traditional elements in the Christian proclamation.1

While Bonhoeffer always remained closer to Barth on the matter of
basic theological method, he was in other ways closer to Erunner,
as for example in this issue of a "liberal" willingness to recog¬
nize what he (Bonhoeffer) was later to call "degrees of perception
and degrees of significance" in the biblical witness to Christ.
Bonhoeffer also shared with Brunner a more modest biblicisra which,
unlike Barth's voluminous meditations on Scripture, felt no com¬
pulsion to speculate at length on the mysteries enshrined in the
biblical testimonies. There is virtually nothing in Bonhoeffcr's
writings, for example, on the doctrine of the Trinity, the origin
of evil, the Virgin Birth, the empty tomb, and other matters on
which Barth has expounded at great length. Bonhoeffer and Brunner
alike have been more concerned simply with historical biblical re¬
alities and with ethical problems. On the theological use of
Scripture by Bonhoeffer, Brunnor, and Barth with regard to the
doctrine of the Virgin Birth of Chri3t, see seotion four.



2. The Church

Bonhoeffer's criticism of Barth and "material" understand¬

ing of the Incarnation find their focus in the doctrine of the

church. For Barth "the Church is not constantly, continuously

the Church of Jesus Christ, "but such she is in the event of the

Word of God being spoken to her and believed by her."^" Bonhoef-

fer believed this purely aotuali3tic ecclesiology to be lacking

in seriousness about the utter concreteness and continuity of the

Incarnation. His christology found its fundamental expression in

ecclesiology. God's majesty is safeguarded, not by abstracting

him from the world, but by the doctrine of the church. Trans¬

cendence is a social, not a metaphysical, oategory. Man encoun¬

ters God in the encounter with other persons in community:

the person in his concrete life, wholeness and
uniqueness, is willed by God as the ultimate uni¬
ty. Social relations must therefore be under¬
stood as built up interpersonally upon the unique¬
ness and 3eparatene3s of persons.••.The basic
social category is the I-Thou relation. The Thou
of the other man is the divine Thou. So the way
to the other nan is also the way to the divine
Thou, a way of recognition or rejection. (2)

God's transcendence is not a dialectical negation, but the limit

Church Dogmatics I, 1, p. 299*
2
Sanctorum Communio, pp. 36—37* We noted in chapter one, section
one, the grounding of Bonhoeffer's ecclesiology in I—Thou phil¬
osophy, particularly that of Grisebaoh.

151
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or boundary experienced in the concrete encounter of person with

person, of I with Thou. "There is no God," says Bonhoeffer,

"that *there is*. God •is* in the personal reference, and (his)

being i3 his being a person (und das boin ist sein Peraonaein)

Rranklin Sherman, in his article "Act and Being," sums up Bon¬

hoeffer *8 understanding of transcendence with relation to eccle-

siology:

it is in meeting my neighbor, that is, in en¬
countering him as person within the personal com¬
munity of the church, that I encounter my limit
in its most tangible form. The undeniable ob¬
jectivity of the other man, both in his claims
and in his gifts, at last convinces me that the
meaning of my life does not arise from within me,
but oomes to me from outside of me. (2)

As Sherman rightly recognises, for Bonhoeffer the church is the

sphere of genuine encounter with God because here the noighbor

himself is not recognized as the ultimate boundary of life

(Orisebach), but Christ in the neighbor. The neighbor's Thou is

the concrete vehicle of the divine Thou meeting me in grace and

Act and Being, p. 126. This passage i3 awkward in Inglish, be¬
cause the German expression os gibt is usually translated "there
is," and thereby fails to make sense in tho philosophical con¬
text of the quotation above, lis gibt here conveys the sense of
"givenne3S," the idea of an entity, a metaphysical object. Bon¬
hoeffer is saying that "There is no God who is an (ontological)
object given to our cognition." God is instead a person, known
only through persons. See also Bonhoeffor's early article, "Con¬
cerning the Cliristian Idea of God," p. 180s The reality of God,
he says, "which is said to be transoendent to all thinking, is
now to be defined more exaotly as •personality.1 The transoen-
dence of God does not mean anything else than that God is per¬
sonality, provided there is an adequate understanding of the
oonoept of personality."
2
In Marty, op. cit., p. 92.
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judgment.

Bonhoeffer *3 early conviction that divine transcendence is

not an epistemological but a persona!-social category is funda¬

mental, as we saw in the section on the influence of existential¬

ism, to a grasp of hi3 final "Christianity without religion"

project* In Letters and Papers he declared that "The transcen¬

dence of episteaological theory has nothing to do with the trans¬

cendence of God."* Bonhoeffer looked neither to transcendental¬

ism nor to ontologisza, but to the phenomenological personalisn of

thinhere like Buber, Eeim, Heidegger, and Grisebach for the phil¬

osophical tools by which to understand divine transcendence and

revelation* His passion for concreteness, for realism, drove him

to affirm the empirical church, the personal community of

neighbors-in-Christ, as the locus of encounter with God in his

revelation. Bonhoeffer first explored this concept of ecclesio-

logy in his doctoral dissertation hanctorum Communio, developed

it theologically in Act and Being, and worked it out praotioally

in his later writings.

God is encountered in his fullness as a person in the per¬

son of Jesus Christ: finitun capax infiniti. But even this, tak¬

en as a formal principle, is too abstract for Bonhoeffer. Chris-

tology finds concrete expression in ecclesiology. VJe saw in ex¬

amining Bonhoeffer's christology lectures that it Qf the very

P. 124. My translation. German ed., p. 132. "The transcendence
of epistemological theory" i3 my rendering of die erkenntnistheor-
etisohe franszendenz.
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being of Christ to exist pro ae. For Bonhoeffer this means that

the church is intrinsic to an understanding of the Incarnate Ones

Christ can never be thought of in his being in
himself, but only in his relationship to me. That
in turn means that Christ can only be conceived of
existontially, via, in the community. Christ is
not a Christ in himself and additionally still in
the community. (1)

Bonhoeffer called the church "Christ existing a3 community"

(Christus al3 gemeinde existicrend) —a bold definition driving

home the point that it is only in concrete encounter with other

persons in community that I encounter the person of Christ as the

authentic limit of my life. "The being of revelation," says Bon¬

hoeffer,

does not lie in a unique occurrence of the past,
in an entity which in principle is at my dispos¬
al and has no direct connection with my old or
my new existence, neither can the being of reve¬
lation be conceived solely as the ever-free, pure
and non-objective act which at certain times im¬
pinges on the existence of individuals /[jarth's
early position/. No, the being of revelation
"i3" the being of the community of persons, con¬
stituted and embraced by the person of Christ.... (3)

1Christology, pp. 47-48• Italics mine.

The key phrase of Sanctorum Comn-onio; see pp. 85, 138, 146.
It appears also in Aot and Being, p. 121; and in Christology.
p. 60. See also Christology. p. 59* "Christ is the oommunity
by virtue of his being pro me."
^Act and Being, p. 123. Italics mine. See also Sanotorum Con-
munio, p. 89: "The reality of the church is a reality of revela¬
tion." Bonhoeffer makes the same point in Christology, p. 60s
"The community is...not only the receiver of the Word of revela¬
tion /i.e., Jesus Christ/; it is itself revelation and Word of
God....The Word is in the community in so far as the community
is a recipient of revelation. But the Word is also itself com¬
munity in so far as the community is itself revelation and the
Word wills to have the form of a created body."
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We shall examine this striking identification of the "being of

revelation (which for Bonhoeffer, of course, means the "being of

Jesua Christ) with the "being of the church a little later in this

section.

Barth's central theme iros the Incarnation, and through him

it "became Bonhoeffer's overriding and integrating theological

idea. But Barth's early dialectical method rendered the revela¬

tion in Christ abstract and individualistic, as we have seon.

Bonhoeffer turned instead to a method of interpreting Christ which

was highly concrete and social. The actual, visible church is the

form of Christ in the world: "as a conorete, historical community,

in spite of the relativity of its forms, its imperfect and unpre¬

tentious appearance, the empirical church i3 the Body of Christ,

the presence of Christ on earth".^ Here is preoisely where Bon¬

hoeffer again displays striking originality within the "theology

of the Word" movement. John Godsey points this out in the Intro¬

duction to his study of Bonhoeffer:

Although Bonhoeffer shared with the dialectical
theologians their desire to recapture the Reform¬
ation understanding of revelation, he was criti¬
cal of their method, which he believed was ulti¬
mately individualistic and abstract. In contrast,
Bonhoeffer advocated a theology that did justice
to the fact that revelation is bound to the church.
That is, God's revelation has a spatial component
as well as a temporal one, and so, while the dia¬
lectical theologians were concentrating on the
problem of faith and history, Bonhoeffer was

^Sanctorum Coamunio. p. 145•
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concerned with the problem of faith and community. (1)

Speaking specifically of the relation between Bonhoeffer and

Barth, Eberhard Bothge observes that "Bonhoeffer comes much more

2
quickly to the church and to Christology than Barth did." The

churoh, like christology, was formally at the oenter of Barth' s

understanding of theology after his development from "dialectical"

to "dogmatic" reflection? but in both areas he failed to press on

to their full material implications, probably because of his

lingering transoendentalisn. Bonhooffer, with his own passion for

theological conoreteness as woll as the advantage of building from

the beginning on Barth's years of theological evolution, was able

to draw these implications before Barth himself did.

References to the churoh as an interpersonal entity cohering

in the person of Christ abound throughout Bonhoeffer's writings.

Bonhoeffer was ordainod in Uovember, 1931» and took on, in addi¬

tion to his lectures at the University of Berlin, a confirmation

class in a socially and economically depressed area of Berlin.

He gave himself unsparingly to his unruly lot of fifty boys. In

a letter of 26th February, 1932, to hi3 friend limn Sutz, Bon¬

hoeffer stated that "I have based the entire instruction on the

idea of community (Gemeindegedanken)".^ The catechism which Bon—

hoeffer wrote for his class has been preserved for us, and the

^Op. cit., p. 15.
2
Op. cit., p. 10.

\To Rusty Swords, p. 150. My translation. German ed., Gesamnelte
Sohriften I, pp. 27-28.
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reality of the Christian community is indeed at the center of it.

Ee incorporated two quotations from Luther which are especially

revealing on the cruoial importance of the church and the con¬

crete, interpersonal existence of Christ in the church. In answer

to the question, "Who is the EEoly Spirit?," Bonhoeffer•s catechism

replies that the Spirit working uniquely within the church is the

fulfillment of the Godhead; "for /quoting Luther/" 'if thou didst

not have a church, thou wouldest not "be God"". Bonkoeffer de¬

sired, as we have 3©en, to claim the most intimate and material

relationship "between revelation (Jesus Christ) and the church, The

question, "Do I neod the church?," receives the answer that in the

church, to use Luther's words again, "'one shall "be Christ to the
2

other'." Here is Bonhoeffer's central affirmation that "the

Thou of the other man is the divine Thou."

A striking passage on the thome that each Christian shall "be

Christ to the other appears in a lecture entitled "The Church is

Dead," which Bonhoeffer delivered in August of 1932 at an ecumen¬

ical conference in Gland, Switzerland. He issued an impassioned

call for the recognition that it is Christ alone who unifies the

church and "breaks down individual and national barriers "by speak¬

ing to each Christian quite concretely in the humanly unfamiliar

1rbid., p. 147.
2
Ibid.« p. 148. Gee also Life Together, p. 101 s "our "brother
stands in Christ's stead....Christ became our Brother in order to
help us. Through him our brother has become Christ for us".
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voice of the Christian brothers

Is it not precisely the significance of these
conferences that where someone approaches us ap¬
pearing so utterly 3trange and incomprehensible
in his concerns and yet demands a hearing of us,
Tie perceive in the voice of our brother the voice
of Christ himself, and do not evade this voice,
but take it quite seriously and listen and love
the other precisely in his strangeness? That
brother encounters brother in all openness and
truthfulness and need, and claims the attention
of others is the sole way in which Christ en¬
counters us at such a conference....Christ en¬

counters us in our brother, the German in the
Englishman, the TVenchnan in the German, (l)

The ecumenical movement, groping its way along with no common

confessional, or sacramental basis, knew itself to be the church

only in its interpersonal unity in the person of Christ, wherein

each Christian was concretely Christ to the other. The cutting

off of Christians in Germany from fellow Christians in other lands

by the war served to intensify and solidify this awareness. Bon-

hoeffer's understanding of the given eoclesiologioal unity amidst

the great diversity within ecumenical Christianity is still en¬

tirely valid, despite the large strides which have been made since

1932.

Bonhoeffer argued for what we might now call a "christoper-

sonal" view of the church on purely exegetical grounds in hi3

book The Cost of Discipleship, written in 1937 *

The Body of Christ is identical with the new
humanity which he /Chris t7* has taken upon him.

~IIo Ru3t,y Swords, p. I85.
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It is in faot the Churoh. Jesus Christ is at
once himself and his Church (I Cor. 12.12).
Since the first Whit Sunday the Life of Christ
has been perpetuated on earth in the form of his
Body, the Church. Here is his body, crucified
and risen, here is the humanity he took upon him.

In this passage Bonhoeffer strongly asserts a relationship of ma¬

terial identity between Christ and the church. It sounds like

(although it is not, as we shall see) the position of classical

Catholicism} it actually follows Luther's eoclesiology, which has

nevertheless not usually been stated so foroefully by Protestant¬

ism, with its emphasis on the transcendence of God and the falli¬

bility of man.

On Bonhoeffer's view, St. Paul's "in Christ" therefore means

to be in the church. But conversely, if we "are in the Church we

are verily and bodily in Christ."^" Bote the expression "verily

and bodily": Bonhoeffer interprets Paul's language in a quite
2

realistic, non-metaphorical way.

In a statement which would have gladdened the hearts of the

Anglican Tractarians, Bonhoeffer goes on to assert that "Since the

ascension, Christ's place on earth has been taken by hi3 Body, the

Church. The Church is the real presenoe of Christ."^ The

^The Cost of Discipie3hii), p. 216.
p ——
See Christologyt p. 60: "The community is the body of Christ.
Body here is not just a metaphor. The community is. the body of
Christ, it does not represent the body of Christ."
^The Cost of Discipleship, p. 216. See also Christology: Christ's
"form, indeed his only form, is the community between the Ascension
and the second ooming." (Pp. 59-60)
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revelation of God in Christ is essentially historical, spatio-

temporal, and therefore after the ascension of the earthly Jesus

he continues to reveal himself to the world as the church. In

his ohristology lectures Bonhoeffcr asserted that "the Logos of

God has extension in space and time in and as the community.""*'
In The Cost of Discipleship Bonhoeffer reaffirmed his early

personalist understanding of the church on the basis this time of

a thoroughgoing exegesis: "We should think of the Church not as

an institution, hut as a person, though of course a person in a

unique sense." In what "unique sense" is the church a person?

The Church is One Han. All who rare baptized
■are "one in Christ" (Gal. 3*28j Rom. 12.5; I Cor.
10.17)• The Church is "Han", the "New Man"**.*
The "new man" is one, not many.

..•the new man is both Christ and the Church.
Christ is the new humanity in the new man. Christ
is the Church. (2)

It is clear, it seems to me, that Bonhoeffer's personalist exe¬

gesis of the New Testament teaching on the church was moulded in

part by his I-Thou philosophical oonceptuality. As we saw in

chapter one, section one, the theological affirmation of Christ

as the ontological and prototypical person was the ground and

focus of Bonhooffer's personalisn. It was the doctrine of the

church, with its human sociality and christological unity, which

"*"Christology* p. 60.
2
The Cost of Discipleship. p. 217• See also Christology: "Christ
is not only the head of the community but also the community itself.
(Cf. I Cor. 12 and tho Epistle to the Ephesians.) Christ is head
and every member." (P. 61)
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afforded him the fullest 3cope for developing his "ohriatoperson¬

al" outlook. Since his ascension, Christ "exists as community"s

he is present within the church and to the world in the concrete

I-Thou existence of the Christian community. The Thou of the

Christian is the divine Thou, the Thou of Christ. The many Thou3

of the Christian community are one, "because they are concrete

media of the one Thou of Chri3t. Christ is the recapitulation of

the whole race of persons* he is the New Man. Sinoe he now exists

on earth as the church, the church is likewise the New Man.

But is not Bonhoeffer's ecclesiology therefore simply a

highly personalised (and for that reason moire dangerous) version

of the Roman Catholic societas perfecta. the simple identification

of the church with Christ and the Kingdom of Cod? "He must now

turn to the other side of Bonhoeffer's doctrine of the church to

show that this is not the case. Like Luther, Bonhoeffer saw the

church in intensely dialectical terms as siaul .justus et pecoator.

The intimate and concrete identification of Christ with the church

is one half of the dialectic. But this positive assertion of the

church stands in tension with what Tillich has called "the Protes¬

tant principle"* the prophetic insight of Luther and the Reformers

that in the New Testament the church is sinful as well as holyj

See Life Together, p. 14* "when God's Son took on flesh, he truly
and bodily took on, out of pure grace, our being, our nature, our¬
selves ... .Now we are in him. Where he is, there we are too, in
the incarnation, on the Cross, and in his resurrection. We belong
to him because we are in him. That is why the Scriptures call us
the Body of Christ."
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that Christ stands over and even against his church as well as

within it, in judgment as well as in sanotification.

Borihoeffer's short essay "What is the Church" presents his

ecclesiologioal dialectic dramatically and succinctly, in a series

of contrasts. "We can only say what 'is* the church," he begins,

"if we say at once both what it is from the human side and what

it is from the divine side. The two belong indissolubly together.

Its nature consists in this unity." Bonhoeffer then proceeds to

elaborate this hypothesis.

The Christian community is first of all both worldly and

holy:

The church is a bit of the world, a lost, god¬
less world, under the curse, a complacent, evil
world. And the ohurch is the evil world to the
highest degree because, in it, the name of God
is misused, because in it God is made a play¬
thing, man's idol....But the church i3 a bit of
the qualified world, qualified by God*3 revealing,
gracious Word....The churoh is the presence of
God in the world....The churoh is not a conse¬

crated sanctuary, but the world, oalled by God
to God.... (2}

Seoondly, the church is both a social institution and the

judgment of God on society:

The churoh is an institution for maintaining
Christian piety and morality....It "serves" pub¬
lic life, order, and state. It is not a parti¬
cularly exemplary organisation, not very influ¬
ential, not a very imposing institution, always
in dire need of improvement. Bat the church is

"4fo Rusty Swords, p. 153•

2Ibid., pp. 153-154.
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an office from God, an office for preaching the
message of the living God.#..For the churoh is
the presence of Christ and his judgment.

Thirdly, the church is "both a religious organization and the

communion of saints?

The ohurch i3 a union of religiously inclined,
interested men, strangely fond of displaying their
religiosity in their form of "church". They "be¬
long today mostly to a level of society whose
prominent characteristic might "be regarded, not
as a particularly lively spirituality or a special
creative power, but at "best as a certain comfort
in their own ri$iteousne3s....But, the ohurch is
"community", the communion of saints, those freed
by God from loneliness, one hearing the other,
giving himself, knowing himself responsible be¬
cause he is bound by God to him. (l)

Hotice Bonhooffer*s rather negative recognition, in this essay of

1932, of the "religiousness" of the church as one side of its

divine-human dialectic. We shall see, in chapters three and four,

that the "religionless" Bonhoeffer came to believe that the whole

human phenomenon of religion was dying out in a world come of age.

Bonhoeffer sums up his dlsoussion of the "two natures" of

the churoh by saying, "The churoh is always both at the same time;

anyone who sees only one of the two does not see the ohurch." He

then rejects two frequent misunderstandings of the church•3 dia-

lectioal unity. The first misunderstanding seeks to resolve the

tension into a simple matter of present and future?

A great deal would have been achieved if one
could understand the two expressions of the na¬
ture of the ohurch in such a way that the first

1Ibid., p. 154.
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said what the church should he. Then we would
have a handle for our ohurch activity. But even
that is utterly refused us. The fact that the
church is from God in all the ostensible fullness
of what has been said maizes the church the church
....God makes the ohurch what it is. We do not. (l)

Easing the tension by evacuating the present church of its divine

claims and placing them wholly in a vaguely-defined future tended

to be the approach of the Anglo-American liberal Christianity of

the first decades of the twentieth century. Strongly influenced

by modern progressivism, it understood the dynamic of the church

in terns of the real and the ideal, rather than as sinul .ju3tus

et oeooator. The divine aspect of the church was a hope, a goal,

towards which Christians were continually to strive. It was thi3

concept of the church's duality which Bonhoeffer often encountered

during his stay in America and in eoumenical work with Britons

and Americans.

A more significant misunderstanding which Bonhoeffer reject¬

ed, however, xras the resolution of the dialectic by means of the

familiar Heformation doctrine of the visible and the invisible

church:

_ One might finally avoid this stumbling-block
/T.e., that God makes the empirical churoh what it
is/ and 3ay that in some way two churches were
being spoken of here. But even that misses the
key point. The church is one and the same with
its visible form and its hidden godliness. Just
as there is one and the same Lord, the carpenter's

Ibid., p. 155. See also The Cost of Bisoipleship, p. 197* "We
believe in the church not as an unattainable ideal, or one which
still has to be attained, but as a present reality."
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son from Nazareth and the Son of God. (l)

The rejection of the doctrine of the invisible church is a con¬

sistent theme throughout Bonhoeffer'3 writings. In Sanctorum

Coranunio he explains what he moans "by "believing in the church":

We do not believe in an invisible church, nor
in the kingdom of God existing in the church as
coetus electorum; but we believe that God has made
the actual empirical church, in which the Word and
the sacraments are administered, into his commu¬
nity, that it is the Body of Christ, that is, the
presence of Christ in the world, and that accord¬
ing to the promise God's Spirit becomes effective
in it. (2)

To Bonhoeffer the idea of the invisible church as the "true

church," the church of the eleot, the divine reality, was unbibli-

cal. It failed to take with complete seriousness the full con-

creteness and historicity of the Incarnation and the New Testament

(especially Paulino) doctrine of the earthly church as the form

or body of the incarnate Lord. Furthermore, it led all too easi¬

ly, in Lutheranism, to the dootrine of "cheap grace," the disso¬

ciation of election from concrete obedience.

If we take seriously the visible, bodily existence of the

Son of God during hi3 earthly ministry and the New Testament

teaching about the relation of Christ to the church, then, main¬

tains Bonhoeffer, we can only understand the church as Christ's

visible, bodily life on earth after his ascension. "The body of

1I7o Rust.y Swords, p. 155*
p
Sanctorum Communio, p. 197 • Note the characteristic phrase "the
presenoe of Christ in the world" to describe the church.
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the exalted Lord is also a visible body in the shape of the

Church.Yet just as the Incarnate One was a human being who

prayed and referred to God the Father as distinot from himself,

who stiffered temptation and bodily weakness, who experienced

psychological distress; so the church as the continuation of his

bodily existence on earth is distinot from God and marked hy hu¬

man frailty. Christ, however, is the perfect unity of God and

man, a unity which his church possesses fully as its origin and

goal but always dialectically in its life "between the times."

The divine-human dialectic which is the church is a real analogy

and a real continuation of the divine-human paradox of the Incar¬

nation—but it is the analogy and continuation of forgiven sinners

with their Lord. The vere deus vere homo of the Inoamation takes

the form of simul justus et peooator in the church.

Clearly, then, Bonhoeffer's eoclesiology is not tho simple

identification of the church with Christ, which is the historical

tendency of Catholicism. Nor is it, however, the ecoleoiological

"Nestorianism" of Reformed Protestantism, which tends in various

ways towards the transcendentalistic and tangential in under¬

standing the relation of divine and human in the church. Bonhoef-

fer's doctrine of the church take3 a middle position, the intimate¬

ly dialectical interpretation of what might be called "original

Lutheranism." Following Luther, he understood the church in

^The Cost of Pi3cipleshipt p. 224.
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vigorously concrete terns as simultaneously the actual, literal

presence of Christ on earth and a sinful, "broken, compromising

religious society.*"
We have already seen how important also was the contribution

of Bonhoeffer's I—Thou existentialism to this ooncept of the

church, with his insistence that Christ himself is present and

speaks in the physical presence and speech of the sinful Chris¬

tian. It is likewise important to add that "both Lutheran and

existentialist influences were subordinate in Bonhoeffer's own

mind to what he considered to be the material basis of all theo¬

logy: the exegesis and exposition of the Scriptures. Hence he

wished his ecclesiology, like his christology and all other as¬

pects of his theology, to be judged by its faithfulness to the

testimony of the Bible. He could not, of course, escape being

influenced by his own religious and intellectual heritage? but

he earnestly endeavored to utilize the insights of Luther and

personalism primarily because he believed them to be correct in¬

sists into the meaning of Scripture. We shall explore the im¬

portance of the Bible in Bonhoeffer*s thought and his theological

use of the text in section four of this chapter.

\
A succinct discussion of the full-bloodedly dialectical charac¬
ter off the ohurch appears in Bonhocffor*s "Zwei Biskussionsbei-
trage sum j-Ionfossionsproblem," Gesanpelte Sohriften I, pp. 179-
131. Here he maintains, against the "romantic" (liberal) con¬
ception of the church, that "the concept of the Una Sanota is
oonceivable only in...paradoxioal form (paradoxen Gestalt)."
(P. 180)
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In our discussion of Luther's influence on Bonhoeffer, I

observed, that the sirnul .justus et pcccator dialectic is profo*ond

and subtle, but for that very reason extremely difficult to hold

in proper tension. It is precisely the 3aine with the dialectio

as applied to the divine-human nature of the church. Bonhoeffer,

like Luther, saw and affirmed the full dialectical reality of the

church as it appears in the Hew Testament—concretely holy, the

bearer of God to the world with God's own authority; and sinful

and struggling until God's complete triumph over sin, Satan, and

death in the Parousia. That ancient Catholicism should have found

this paradoxical duality of the apostolic witnesses impossible

to hold in solution is not surprising. The poet-apostolic churoh,

faced with heresy and a hostile world, tended to resolve the para¬

dox by identifying the presence of Christ sirapliciter with ec-

olesiastical institutions such as the ministry, the sacraments,

the creeds, and ecumenical councils. Nor is it surprising that

after Luther and Calvin, radical Protestantism should have re¬

solved the dialectic by emphasising the utter transcendence of

Christ over the churoh in the faoe of centuries of the Catholic

synthesis, a synthesis seen to be biblically insufficient and

historically corrupted.

With the same boldness whioh he 3hoi*ed in Christian ethics,

however, Bonhoeffer, like Luther, accepted the full paradox of

the divine-human nature of the church and worked out its implica¬

tions rigorously and thoughtfully. Ilis insistence that with all
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its frailties the church is nevertheless the actual presence and

voice of Christ in the world took, in fact, a ohiefly ethical

form. In the essays "What is the Church?" and "A Theological

Basis for the World Alliance," where Bonhoeffer states that the

church is "the presence of God in the world"1 and "the presence

2
of Christ on earth," he goes on to argue from this premise that

the church's word to the world must always he a ooncrete, con¬

temporary word. If the visible, empirioal church is really the

living Christ in the world, then its voice must assume the re¬

sponsibility of being his voice—and Jesus never speaks generally

or abstractly. The same is obviously true of the church *s com¬

mission to undertake bold, decisive aotion in and on behalf of

the world, embodying the Spirit of the One who risked life itself

for the sake of the world he loved. A3 with St. Paul, the indi¬

cative of the church's divine reality is for Bonhoeffer the ur¬

gent hasi3 for the ethical imperatives "Become what you are!"

We have examined Bonhoeffer's concern for concrete words and

actions and his rejection of the church's usual general pronounce¬

ments and inactivity as a manifestation of his commitment to

Luther's simul .justus et pecoator in all its tension and rich

profundity. We have seen that justification by faith alone meant

for Bonhoeffer, as for Luther, liberation for courageous and

^'What is the Church?," in ITo Eusty Swords, p. 154.
p
"A Theological Basis for the World Alliance," ibid., p. 111.
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responsible speaking and acting in the world. So, too, the doc¬

trine that the empirical, erring church is nevertheless, by God's

grace, the very presenoe of Christ in the world, frees the church

to speak and act boldly for the world's sake. The church "in

Christ" is the community of forgiven sinners who are empowered by

their participation in Christ to transcend the fearful timidity

of oustomary ethics and to "launoh out into the deep" as those

whom God has wondrously accepted in spite of themselves.

The church lives in and for the 3ake of the world. For Bon-

hoeffer, as for Barth, all men have been objectively reconciled

to God in Christ. The churoh is simply that portion of mankind

which is subjectively conscious of the glad tidings of forgiveness $

that consciousness is the mysterious work of God the Holy Spirit,

"the subjective reality of revelation," to use Barth's phrase."'"
The task of the Christian community i3 to proclaim to the rest of

the world, in word and deed, the joyous good news which is true

of all mankind. That is the only privilege of the church—not

superior sanctity or wisdom, but simply and wonderfully the know¬

ledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesu3 Chri3t. The church

stands together with the world under the curse of sin and death

and the judgment of God$ but the church knows that sin and death

have been overcome and God's judgment reversed. The eminent Asian

Christian, D. T. ITiles, has affirmed the church's solidarity with

"^See Churoh Dogmatics I, 2, pp. 203-242.
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the world in graphic terms: Christianity is one beggar telling

another beggar where food is to be foundThis expresses para—

bolioally Bonhooffer's own understanding of the church's identi¬

fication with the world.

Bonhoeffer's essay "Thy Kingdom Come," written at the be¬

ginning of the German church struggle (1932), is a passionate as¬

sertion of the solidarity of the church with the world. Ilere his

highly concrete eoclesiology fuses with his Hietaschean love of

the earth in a dramatic way. "The kingdom of God," Bonhoeffer

states,

is not to be found in some other world beyond,
but in the midst of this world....God wants us

to honor him in our fellow man—and nowhere else.
He sinks his kingdom down into the oursed ground.

Even the consummation, the fullness of God's kingdom, is to be

understood in terms of this world:

God will create a new heaven and a new earth.
But it will really be a new earth. Even then
there will be a kingdom of God on earth, on the
new earth of the promise, on the old earth of
the oreation. (2)

It is highly significant that Bonhoeffer refused to "spiritualize"

the strongly realistic biblical references to the fullness of

God's kingdom, as is commonly done in modern eschatological

"'"The source of the statement is not known.
2
Preface to Bonhoeffer, p. 45. Note the recurrent theme that the
Thou of the neighbor is the bearer of the divine Thou: "God...
wants us to honor him in our fellow man—and nowhere else."
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interpretation. He was a deeply "biblical man" in his almost

constitutional inability to imagine eternal life in "other¬

worldly" terms.

Turning specifically to the church's role in the li$xt of

the prayer for the coming of the kingdom, Bonhoeffor insists

that "If we are to pray for the ooming of the kingdom, we can do

so only as those who are wholly on earth." With an eye definitoly

to the growing orisis in Germany, he went on to says

The hour in which the church today prays for
the kingdom is one that forces the church, for
good or ill, to identify itself completely with
the ohildren of the earth and of the world. It
binds the church by oaths of fealty to the earth,
to misery, to hunger, to death. It makes the
church stand in full solidarity with evil and
with tho guilt of the "brother, (l)

Suoh is the negative side of the Christian community's solidarity

with the worlds sharing fully in the world's weakness and sin and

suffering and death. The total picture, positive as well as neg¬

ative, appears a few pages later, and it is a remarkable passage.

The prayer, "thy kingdom come,"

is prayed solely by the congregation of the ohil¬
dren of the earth, who refuse to separate them¬
selves from the world and who have no special
proposals to offer for its improvement. The peo¬
ple of this community also do not consider them¬
selves superior to the world, but persevere to¬
gether in the midst of the world, in its depths,
in its trivialities and bondages. They persevere
because in this kind of existence they now demon¬
strate their loyalty in their own curious way,

1Ibid., p. 33.
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and they steadfastly keep their eyes on that
strange plaoe in this world where they perceive
in utter amazement God's breaking through the
curse, his unfathomable "Yes!" to the world.
Here at the very center of this dying, disrupted,
and desirous world something becomes evident to
those who oan believe—believe in the resurrec¬

tion of Jesus Christ....It is ju3t in this oc¬
currence that the old earth is affirmed and that
God is hailed as Lord of the earth....God's
kingdom is the kingdom of the resurreotion on
earth, (l)

In Bonhoeffer • a words on the churoh's participation in the world,

supromely in the last passage quoted, there are four elements of

basic importance for his later religionless thought: (l) Bon¬

hoeffor 's enthusiastio Christian world-affirmation lies at the

heart of his pleas in his last years that the churoh say "Yes!"

to the modem secular world, the world which has come of age, as

the earth whioh God loves, judges, forgives, and reconciles in

Jesus. (2) But Bonhoeffer's this-worldliness is no shallow op¬

timism or uncritical acceptance. As a Christian, he affirmed the

world with full recognition of its tragedy, its perversity, its

suffering, its dying. He knew that it is a fallen world, under

the curse. But he knew further that there is "hidden treasure in

2
the cursed ground"; that God has both oondemned and renewed this

world in Jesus Christ. We shall see in chapters sis and seven

how Bonhoeffer reaffirmed this profoundly dialectical, authenti¬

cally Christian world-affirmation in the prison writings. (3) The

1Ibid.. pp. 36-37-
2Ibid., pp. 32-33.
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resurrection of Jesus is not an other-worldly but a this-worldly

phenomenon! the affirmation by God of this earthly, bodily exis¬

tence, and at the sane tine the re-creation, the making new, of

that existence. The "religionless" Bonhoeffer dealt critically

with the church *s usual interpretation of Christ's resurrection

as a religious "salvation-myth," the guarantee of another xrorld

beyond the grave, and argued for a thoroughly historical under¬

standing of this central Christian event. (4) The church's soli¬

darity and identification with tho world was radicalized in Bon¬

hoeffer 's "Christianity without religion" projeot. We shall ex¬

amine his remarks on the church in a secular world in chapter

seven.

Another aspect of Bonhoeffer's Lutheran understanding of

the church was his appreciation of liturgical worship and private

devotion in the life of the Christian community.^" Nowhere is this

better seen than in the little book Life Together, written out of

Bonhoeffer's experience as director of the Confessing Church semi¬

nary at Pinkenwaldej here the common life of Christians is cen¬

tered and grounded in the daily and weekly rhythms of corporate,

Scripture-centered worship and private prayer and confession. We

shall see in chapter eight that Bonhoeffer retained his tradition¬

al devotional practices in prison side by side with his call for

"^See Reginald H. Puller, "Liturgy and Devotion," in Marty, op.
cit., pp. 169-194, for a thorough treatment of Bonhoeffer's li¬
turgical views and practices.
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a radically "seoularized" Christianity. Even in his religionless

proposals he envisioned an Arkandisziplin. a "secret discipline,"

for the Christian community in a world come of age. While he

mentions only the theological importance and function of the se¬

cret discipline, as we shall see in chapter seven, he almost cer¬

tainly intended it to include the church's liturgical and devo¬

tional life. The new form of the church which emerges in Bonhoef-

fer's prison reflections is characteristically dialeotioal, its

radical public this-worldliness rooted in a traditional aroane

discipline of worship, prayer, and teaching.



3. Christian ethics

Bonhoeffer considered the writing of a Christian ethics to

he the most important task of his lifetime. Because of his un¬

timely death the task was realized only in a disconnected and

unfinished form in the notes and essays which make up the post¬

humously edited and published Ethics.

Of necessity we have already been examining Bonhoeffer's

ethics in previous sections of this thesis, for his ethical con¬

cerns permeate and inform every aspect of his theology. In our

discussion of personalist-existentialist influences on Bonhoeffer,

we noted the special impact of Eberhard Grisebach's wholly ethioal

See Letters .and Papers, p. 83: "I often feel as though the best
part of my life was already past, and that all I have to do now i3
to finish my Ethics." See also Godsey, on. oit., p. 196. The su¬
premacy of the ethical in Bonhoeffer's thought i3 attested from
the beginning to the end of his writings. See, e.g., Sanctorum
Connunio, pp. 29—34, 164-165; "What is a Christian Ethic?," in Ho
Rusty Swords, pp. 39-48; and The Cost of Discipleship.

In one of the prison letters Bonhoeffer writes to his friend
Bethge: "I was annoyed that I had not had time to finish ray Eth¬
ics. .., and it was some comfort to know that I had told you the
essentials, and even if you have forgotten what I told you it will
doubtless emerge again in some shape or form. My ideas were still
in a raw state, anyhow." (Letters and Papers, p. 64) Bethge, of
course, was responsible for piecing together and publishing what
Bonhoeffer had written of his Ithic3.

Bonhoeffer wrote much of what constitutes his Ethics in a Ro¬
man Catholio monastery at Ettal in 1940-41• His correspondence
with Bethge during this period has been preserved in Gesammclte
Schriften II, pp. 373-427. In these letters Bonhoeffer refers to
various stages of his work, such as the concept of "natural life"
(p. 389) (which we shall examine later in this section), Catholic
ethics (pp. 394-395)j marriage (pp. 401-402), natural law (pp.
403-404), and suicide (pp. 405-406).

176
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interpretation of the I-Thou relationship. Even more importantly,

we examined Bonhooffer's own decisively othioal understanding of

both divine and human transcendencej the divine Thou confronts us

in the concrete claim of the neighbor. We observed this basic

premise reiterated in his last years in the Ethics, now from a

more explicitly christocentrie point of view. The impenetrability

of ray neighbor*3 Thou except in the light of Christ was seen to be

the early, personalist core of Bonhoeffer's lifelong concern for a

healthy reserve among persons, a genuine respect for the integrity

and freedom of the Thou of my neighbor as the bearer of the divine

Thou. The section on I-Thou existentialist influences ooncluded

by sugpesting that Bonhoeffer's personalism lay at the root of his

richly-developed Christian humanism, his passionate affirmation of

the rights and dignity of persons on the basis of the person of

Christ.

In the section on the influence of Karl Barth, his conception

of theology as reflection determined wholly by the self-di3closure

of God in Jesus Christ was seen to have been the presupposition

underlying all of Bonhoeffor'a theology. For Bonhoeffer the ac¬

tual, ontological reconciliation of all being in the life, death,

and resurrection of Jesus was the basis of Christian ethics, a3

his book Ethics makes abundantly clear. A genuinely Christian

ethical understanding of man follows directly from this ohristo-

logical basisx there is neither sacred nor secular, holy or pro¬

fane, but only the concrete life of man in the world—condemned,
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forgiven, and. liberated in Christ.

The profound effeot on Bonhoeffer of the liberals * (speci¬

fically Harnack•s) insistence on truth and intellectual honesty

must be seen as an ethical element in his thought and life. The

influence of Nietzsche and Lebensphilosophic was wholly and im¬

portantly ethical in character. We saw how for Bonhoeffer the re¬

velation of God in Jesus Christ shatters man's customary ethical

existence and imparts to those xfho respond affirmatively a "trans-

moral" standing-point which liberates then for concrete, spontan¬

eous ethical aotion in and for the 3ake of the world. Fallen man,

split off from hi3 divine origin, knows good and evil; Christian

man, reunited with God, knows only the concrete reality of Jesus

Christ and obeys him freely. Bonhoeffer's christocentric world-

and life-affirmation is deeply ethical in its conception and its

implications.

We looked at Bonhoeffer's understanding of conscience in the

section entitled "Luther." Following Luther, Bonhoeffor subor¬

dinated conscience to the revelation in Christ. Conscience is a

sign of man's disunity with Godi far from being man'3 final ethi¬

cal arbiter, its funotion is that of a negative reminder of his

fallenness. Conscience is rooted in subjectivity; the Christian's

ethical orientation is the objeotive (and therefore truly liber¬

ating) word of God manifest in Je3us. Luther's central dialectic

of the existence of man before God, the siiaul justus et pecoafcor,

figured prominently, as we saw, in Bonhoeffer's interpretation of
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Christian ethics. Bonhoeffer attacked the unethical "pseudo-

Lutheran" conception of the dialectic as "oheap grace," and af¬

firmed with Luther the reverse: genuinely to grasp that one is

forgiven despite his inescapable sinfulness drives one otit into

the world in hold, concrete words and actions. Justification by

faith is the joyous, victorious liberation of a person to live

responsibly on behalf of his neighbor, who together with himself

has been judged and forgiven in the death of Christ. We saw how

Luther's dialectic took praotical ethioal form in Bonhoeffer's

own words and aotions.

The brief discussion of the influence of seoularity hinted

at an ethical theme which we shall examine in detail in Part Two:

Bonhoeffer's recognition of and preoccupation with the "good

pagan," Luther's bonus vir, the noble person who witnesses to and

suffers for truth and goodness without Christian or even religious

faith in the traditional sense. The place of the "good pagan" in

Christian ethics became an important concern of Bonhoeffer's last

years.

Obviously, in the light of all that has been said, Bonhoef¬

fer's christology is not only relevant to his ethioal outlook} it

is its foundation and structure. Bonhoeffer's ethics, like his

ecclesiology, was thoroughly christocentric. It is his distinc¬

tive chriatology which renders his ethical quest highly original.

With the passion for the concrete "haveability" of God in Jesus

Christ which informs Bonhoeffer's christology, it was inevitable
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that his theology should take a fundamentally ethical direction.

We have observed his impatience with the abstract, his concern to

spell out the Gospel in quite specific terms. For Bonhoeffer

this came more and more to mean the living out of Christian theo¬

logy in ooncrete obedience to the biblically-attested revelation

in Christ. The real test of theology was ethical conformation to

Jesus. In Letters and Papers Bonhoeffer characteristically cri-

tioized Barth, not for assimilating ethics into dogmatics, but for

failing to give any ooncrete guidance in either ethics or dogma¬

tics.^
The preceding section indicated ethical dimensions in Bon-

hooffer'o ecclesiology. His understanding of the church as an

I-rhou community of neighbors united in the Thou of Christ and

existing concretely as "Christ to eaoh other," which harks baok

to his personalist conceptual framework, is of course profoundly

ethical in its very essence. The dialectic of the church's di¬

vine and human natures, as the eoclesiological form of the sir-nil

.justus et peocator dialectic, was likewise shown to issue in a

dynamio understanding of the ohurch's responsibility in and for

the sake of the world—indeed, in a concrete affirmation of the

P. 148. Bonhoeffer, who followed Barth's theological method,
would have considered non-Christian an ethics whioh did not arise
naturally out of a ohristologioally-determined dogmatic theology.
See, e.g., Ethios. p. 244» "God's commandment is the only war¬
rant for ethical discourse. The oommandment of God is the total
and concrete claim laid to man by the merciful and holy God in
Jesus Christ."
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ohurch's intimate solidarity with tho world. Throughout the

1930*s Bonhoeffer called the church insistently and forcefully

to speak and to act out a concrete word to the world, a risk
i

grounded in faith in the forgiveness of sins.

It remains in this section to round out our discussion of the

place of ethios in Bonhoeffer*3 theology by examining the other

major ethical themes in his \-rcitings. Christian ethics was

thrown into disrepute during the 1930*3 by the "German Christian"

apologists for Nazism, who found in the ethics of Lutheran pie¬

tism, in the ethical deliverances of the German liberal Christian

tradition, and in contemporary attempts at constructing Protestant

ethical systems, grist for their mill. The strong tradition of

Lutheran pietism in Germany espoused an ethical dualism, a dio-
2

torted version of Luther's "two kingdoms" doctrine. The kingdom

In a letter to his friend Erwin Sutz, xfritten in August, 1932,
Bonhoeffer stated his oonviction that "at bottom everything de¬
pends on the problem of ethics," by which he means "the possibility
of the proclamation of concrete commandments by the church." Ho
goes on to criticize Emil Brunner for failing to plaoe this prob¬
lem at the very heart of his book The Bivine Imperative. (Geoam-
raelte Sohriften I. p. 33; italics nine) (Parenthetically, Bon¬
hoeffer *s criticisms of Brunner were always fairly mild; he seems
to have appreciated Brunner much more than Barth did, as we shall
see with regard to theological exegesis of Scripture in section
four. We are unfortunate in having very few remarks of Bonhoef¬
fer *s on Brunner.) Bonhoeffer's ethical ooncerns throughout the
1930's were almost entirely ohurohl.y in naturei What is the re¬
sponsibility of the church as a whole to the present situation?
Towards the end of his life, in Ethics and in Letters and Papers,
he came increasingly to speak in terms of individual ethical re¬
sponsibility.
2See Ethics, pp. 31-33> 62-67*
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of God reigns in the sphere of the inner nan, the proper concern

of the Gospel| the kingdom of the state rules in the outer sphere,
1

the realm of Law. Outward conformity to the Third Reich could

he justified as a natter simply of giving Caesar his due. Even

contemporary IJeo-Reformation theologians like Emil Brunner effect¬

ed another sort of ethical dualism with their separation of "or-
If

ders of creation" (Gohopfungsordnungen) from the revelation in

2
Christ. By perverting suoh dualistic ideas the "German Chris¬

tians" were able to justify devotion to blood, race, and soil as

"orders of creation" to be obeyed until the world's consummation.^
Early in the 1930*s Bonhoeffer joined in the ethical quest

for a workable Protestant theology of creation, a lively topio

among German-speaking Christians of the day. He countered Brun-
It

ner's Sohopfungsordnungen with a doctrine of Erhaltungsordnungen

In the prison writings Bonhoeffer was to launch a biting attack
on "inwardness"—the separation of inner and outer man, soul and
body-—as one of the defining characteristics of "religion," which
ho rejected in the name of the wholistic anthropology of Scripture.
2
See The Divine Imperative, trans. by Olive Wyon, London, 1937•
Specifically relevant to our discussion i3 chapter XXIs "The Natur¬
al Orders /Sohopfungsordnungenj and the Kingdom of God," pp. 208-
219.

^See, e.g., Brunner's ethioal proposition which opens chapter XXI
of The Divine Imperative: "As Creator, God requires us to recog¬
nize and adjust ourselves to the orders He has created, as our
first dutyj as Redeemer, as our second duty, He bids us ignore the
existing orders, and inaugurate a new line of aotion in view of the
coming Kingdom of God." (P. 208) A fair and objective reading of
The Divine Imperative makes it clear that Brunner subsumes the
"natural orders" under the redemption in Christ, and allows for
protest against an evil state in the name of the kingdom of God.
His conservative language, however, and above all his seeming sep¬
aration of creation and redemption, were the sort of opening wedge
which the "German Christians" capitalized on ideologically.
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("orders of preservation"). Bonhoeffer was aiming in the same

direction as Brunner, Paul Althaus, FriedLrich Gogarten, and

other non-"Gerraan Christians" who were seeking to establish

"orders of oreation"5 but he considered their efforts insuffi¬

ciently christological and esohatological. Furthermore, he was

one of the first in German theological circles to see how the

Nazi-sympathising Christians were perverting this breaking-apart

of Christ and creation. His notion of "orders of preservation"

was evolved to avoid the misunderstandings which laid the "orders

of creation" idea open to perversion by government religious pro¬

pagandists. By emphasizing preservation rather than oreation,

Bonhoeffer brought into sharper focus the foundation of Christian

ethics wholly and exclusively in Christ's first and second com¬

ings. The world redeemed in Christ is preserved by God in con¬

crete ways until its consummation. By beginning with creation,

Brunner ran the risk of getting behind Christ to certain reali¬

ties whioh are to be regarded as independent of him, thus opening

the door to elements foreign to the Gospel.

In his paper, "A Theological Basis for the World Alliance,"

which was written, it will be recalled, in 1932, Bonhoeffer set

forth his criticisms of the "German Christian" use of "orders of

creation" and developed his own doctrine of "orders of preserva¬

tion." He asks the question, "Whence doe3 the church know God's

commandment for the moment?," and lists some alternative answers
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which were being put forward at the time. One answer was the

pro—Hazi version of "orders of creation":

Because certain orders are evident in creation,
one should not rebel against them, but simply ac¬
cept them. One can then argue: Because the na¬
tions have been created different, each one is
obliged to preserve and develop its characteris¬
tics. That is obedience to the Creator. And if
this obedience leads one to struggles and to war,
these too crust be regarded as belonging to the
order of creation....the commandment of God is
thought of as something which has been given
once and for all, in definite ordinances which
permit of discovery.

!»

Such was the "German Christian" Schopfungsordnungen argument.

Bhat was wrong with it?

The danger of the argument lies in the fact
that just about everything can be defended by it.
One need only hold out something to be God-willed
and God-created for it to be vindicated for ever,
the division of man into nations, national strug¬
gles, war, class struggle, the exploitation of
the weak by the strong, the cut-throat competi¬
tion of economics, (l)

The fatal flaw in the argument, which enables it to sanction what¬

ever exists just because it is part of the "created order," is a

wholly inadequate recognition of the fallenness of oreation:

It is not realised in all seriousness that tho
world is fallen and that now sin prevails and
that creation and sin are so bound up together
that no human eye oan any longer separate the one
from the other, that each human order is an order
of the fallen world and not an order of creation.
There is no longer any possibility of regarding
any features per se as orders of creation and of
perceiving the will of God directly in them.

"hlo Busty Swords, p. 165•
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The so-called orders of creation are no longer
per se revelations of the divine commandment,
they are concealed and invisible.

The only possible basis for regarding the commandments of

God is Jesus Christ:

The commandment oannot stem from anywhere but
the origin of promise and fulfillment from Christ.
Prom Christ alone we must know what we should
do....from him as the one who gives us life and
forgiveness, as the one who has fulfilled the com¬
mandment of God in our plaoe, as the one who
brings and promises the new world. We can only
perceive the commandment where the law is ful¬
filled, where the new world of the new order of
God is established. Thus we are completely di¬
rected towards Christ, (l)

In the light of the new oreation which Jesus has brought we oan

understand the old creation for the first time:

How with this we also understand the whole
world order of fallen creation a3 directed solely
towards Christ, towards the new creation....we
know that all the orders of the world only exist
in that they are directed towards Christj they all
3tand under the preservation of God as long as
they are still open for Christ, they are orders
of preservation (Erhaltungsordnungen). not orders
of creation. They obtain their value wholly from
outside themselves, from Christ, from the new
creation....they...only exi3t so long as they are
open for the revelation in Christ. Preservation
is God's aot with the fallen world, through which
he guarantees the possibility of the new creation.
Orders of ^reservation are forms of working against
sin in the direction of the Gospel. (2)

Bonhoeffer oonolude3 by saying that "any order-—however ancient

and saored it may be—can be dissolved, and must be dissolved

"'"Ibid., p. 166.
p
Ibid., pp. 166-167. Italicizing of the last sentence is mine.
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when it clooos itself up in itself, grows rigid, and no longer

permits the proclamation of revelation. From this standpoint

the church of Christ has to pass its verdict on the orders of

the world.Such talk was clearly anathema to the Nazis. Bon-

hoeffer's doctrine of orders of preservation was one form of the

Confessing Church's fundamental theological protest against the

Third Reich. That protest was embodied in Article Two of the

Barmen Declaration of 1934s

Jus t as Jesus Christ is the pledgo of the for-
giveneo3 of sins, just so—and with the same
earnestness—is he also God*3 mighty claim on our
whole life? in him we encounter a joyous libera¬
tion from the godless claims of thi3 world to
free and thankful service to his creatures.

We repudiate the false teaohing that there are
areas of our life in which wo do not belong to
Jesus Christ but another lord, areas in which we
do not need justification and sanctification
through him. (2)

But just as others were taking up the term I rhaltung3ord-

nungen, 3onhooffer dropped it. After 1933 he became silent about

the whole discussion. Bonhoeffer agreed that the problem was a

crucial one which had not been treated satisfactorily; but he

believed that the decisive moment for dealing with it had passed.

As the demonio proportions of the Nazi state became increasingly

apparent he abandoned the search for any sort of "penultimate"

ethics, realizing the use to which the "German Christians" were

1Ibid.t p. 167.
p
Printed in E. H. Robertson, Christians against Hitler, London,
1962, p. 50.
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putting it.

Turning in a more exclusively Barthian direction, Bonhoeffer

came in the latter part of the pre-war years to espouse a radical¬

ly eschatological ethics, an ethics of the purely "ultimate" for

a church which was living as if in the orisis of the End. This

is the ethics we see in The Cost of Discioloship. Here Bonhoeffer

spells out quite literally and concretely the demands of radical

obedience to the Gospel. He treats the Sermon on the Mount, not

as the vague set of ideals it is often considered to he in the

life of the church or of the individual Christian, hut as hard,

specific demands of the cruoified and risen Lord upon the dis¬

ciple.*" He berates the church for fostering the idea of easy or

"cheap" grace, for severing faith from obedience, for talking in

glittering generalities. The Cost of Discipleahip is a trumpet

call to the church in the midst of the Last Days. "The Church,"

Bonhoeffer states,

has never forgotten Christ's promise of his im¬
minent return, and she has always believed that

The Sermon on the Mount was Bonhoeffer's fundamental ethical pre¬
occupation during the 1930*3, as he turned from penultimate to
purely ultimate considerations. In addition to Tho Coat of Dis¬
cipleship, which is primarily a detailed theological exegesis of
the Sermon on the Mount, see, e.g., letters to Sutz of 28th April
and 11th September, 1934> Geaammelte Schriften I, pp. 40-43. Bon¬
hoeffer was always profoundly dissatisfied with the usual ways in
which the ohurch and Christian ethics manage to sidestep or ex¬
plain away the Sermon on tho Mount. He did not believe that one
could be entirely serious about Christian ethics until one had
come squarely to grips with the hard, concrete demands of
Matthew 5~7•
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this promise is true. The exact manner of its
fulfillment remains obscure, but that is not a
problem for ua to solve. This much is olear and
all-important for us to-day that the return of
Jesus will take plaoe suddenly. That faot is
more certain than that we shall be able to finish
our work in his service, more certain than our
own death. This assurance that in their suffering
they will be as their master i3 the greatest con¬
solation the messengers of Jesus have, (l)

More than one commentator on Bonhoeffer'3 theology has noted

that the tone of the ethios in The Cost of Discipleshio borders

on sectarianism. Bethge describes the period of Bonhoeffer's

life and thought in which it was written under the heading "the
2

narrow pass for Christianity." During this period (the late

1930's) Bonhooffer's ethical writing and activity called the

ohuroh to look inward, to restore and strengthen itself at its

roots, to stand over against the world sharply. These years saw

the Finkenwalde experiment, when Bonhoeffor directed an illegal

seminary of the Confessing Churoh. He organized the Finkenwalde

oomnunity along 3emi-monastic lines, inculcating a daily and

weekly discipline of prayer and worship."^ The seminary and Bon-

"S?he Cost of Diooipleship, pp. 192-193*

20p. oit., pp. 17-19.

^Life Together, the fruit of Bonhoeffer*s Finkenwalde experience,
reflects something of the actual life of the seminary community.
See also the letter to Sutz of 11th September, 1934 (Gesammelte
Schriften I, p. 42); and correspondence and reports concerning
the seminary at Finkenwalde, in Gesammelte Sohriften II, pp. 283-
291, 447-522. I shall suggest in chapter seven that the "reli-
gionleso" Bonhoeffer of the war years did not turn his Jjaok on the
"sectarian" emphasis on a highly disciplined, "secret" inner life
for the church, but rather incorporated it into the "Christianity
without religion" project in the form of the Arkandioziplin.
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hoeffer were accused, of "catholicizing," For him, however, it

was simply a vigorously biblical answer to the German church•s

desperate need to get theological eduoation out of the arid at¬

mosphere of the universities——where it had often succumbed weakly

to the blandishments of Nazism—and into living workshops of

Christian community and diocipleship. It was more of his convic¬

tion that the church had to retrench behind the fortifications of

the Gospel in the faoe of a largely hostile environment.

13onhoeffer's ethical attitude during the late 1930f3 i3

quite understandable in the light of the difficult position Chris¬

tians found themselves in with regard to the Third Reich.His

"sectarianism" was consonant with the whole approach of the Con¬

fessing Church of which he was an active leader. Barth himself

certainly took a "Let the church be the churchI" approach, and

still does. His quite favorable remarks on The Cost of Di3oiple-

shio in the Churoh Dogmatics, written twenty years later, are in—
2

structive in this regard. The Barmen Declaration and the other

documents of the Confessing Church emphatioally represented a

"retrenchment," a biblical and theological judgment on the soci¬

ety whioh was denying its true Lord and erecting an idolatrous

one named Adolf Hitler.^ As in previous times of persecution,

^"See E. H. Robertson, op. pit», for an account of the witness of
the Confessing Church during the 1930*s.
2
We shall examine these remarks later in this seotion.

^For a detailed study of the history and theology of the Barmen
Declaration, 3ee Arthur C. Cochrane, The Church's Confession
under Hitler, Philadelphia, 1962.
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any attempt by the church to "lose itself" in the world, to meet

the world half-way, to extol the realm of "penultimate" values or

"natural" ethics, meant selling out to the powers of darkness.

At this tine Bonhoeffer set forth the seemingly intolerable state¬

ment that "whoever knowingly separates himself from the Confessing

Churoh in Germany separates himself from salvation."^" In the

midst of the German Kirchenkampf that statement was not without

reason and meaning.

Germany's declaration of war against Europe in 1939 and. Bon-

hoeffer's subsequent participation in the German resistance move¬

ment, however, turned his ethical thought away from the radically

eschatological approach he had taken previously. Close associa¬

tion with non-believers who were willing to risk their lives

simply for the freedom and dignity of man joined forces with a

love of the earth whioh Bonhoeffer, as we have seen, had long pos¬

sessed, to produce renewed thinking on the "penultimate" problems

of Christian ethics. What plaoe wa3 there in a completely "ul¬

timate" ethics for the othios of the bonus vir, the good pagan

who was suffering and dying alongside the Christian in defense

of truth, justice, and humanity? What was the churoh to say to

the pressing problems of reconstructing German society and govern¬

ment after the devastation of war? These and other questions

"'"The statement appeared in an essay entitled "Zur Rrage nach der
Kirohengemeinsohaft," which was published in the journal ? vango-
lisohe Thoologie, 3. Jhg., 1936, pp. 214-233? quoted in Godsey,
op. oit., p. 91•
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exercised Bonhoeffer's imagination and turned his ethical thou^it

once again in a "penultimate" dircotion.

It is in the writings which make up the Ethics that we find

Bonhoeffer experimenting with new ethical ideas at various stages

in terms of christology, anthropology, and concrete social and

personal issues. In the Ethics Bonhoeffer was explicitly develop¬

ing a positive evaluation of the secular. His starting point was

Barth's: All oreation has already "been reconciled to God in the

man Jesus Christ. But Bonhoeffor carried this idea forward to

concrete fulfillment in the Ethics and in Letters and Papers. He

raised the ethical questions and analyzed the demands implied in

encountering the world not as a separate, "profane" sphere, "but

as the world—reconciled—to-God-in-Christ. Likewise every man,

whether Christian or non-believer, was not to be thought of as

1
"man" in isolation, but as the man-reoonoiled-in-Christ.

The most important and original notion in the Ethics is

Bonhoeffer's return from a purely eschatologioal ethics to an

ethics of the "ultimate" and the "penultimate." There are still

the "Last Things" (die letsten Binge); but between Christ's first

and second comings the "Things Before the Last" (die vorletzten
. 2

Dinge) assume great importance.

^"Seo Ethics, pp. 191-192.

2Ibid., pp. 84-91 and all of chapter III, "The Last Things and
the Things before the Last." It is significant that in a letter
to Bethge of 27th November, 1940, from Ettal, where Bonhoeffer
was working on his Ethics, he mentions "a possible title for my
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In the idea of the penultimate Bonhoeffer reintroduced in

slightly altered form hi3 early doctrine of "orders of preserva¬

tion." lie thUD continued to avoid what he regarded as the prin¬

cipal error in the introduction of a "natural" ethics or an ethics

of "creation": the error of looking at a part of reality apart

from Christ. If in Christ "we oan henceforward no longer see God

without the world or the world without God,""'' then there oan be

no place in Christian ethics for anything outside the pale of

ohristology. Penultimate ethics is Christian ethics for the con¬

crete situations of here and now in a world which is "not yet ul¬

timate," a world which has been reconciled in Christ but which

must exist until the fulfillment of all things.

The ultimate is the justification of 3inful man by God.

This word of grace is a reality which has invaded the fallen

creation in Je3us Christ, but which will not be the fulness of

reality until God is "all in all." The "final word" is thus

past (in the Incarnation), present (in the daily justification

of the sinner), and future (in the Eschaton). Because Christians

live "between the times," in the tension and conflict of the in¬

augurated but not fulfilled new creation with the fallen old
"I

book: 'Preparing the Way and Entering* (..Wegbereitung und Ein-
zug")." (Gesammelte Schriften II, p. 384) Bonhoeffer states ex¬
plicitly that this title expresses "the bifurcation of the book
(the before-the-last and the last things)." It seems fairly
clear that he intended the whole book to revolve about the two
poles of ultimate and penultimate.

Tshies, p. 8.
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creation, they oust reckon seriously with the penultimate.

What is thi3 penultimate? It is everything
that precedes the -ultimate, everything that pre¬
cedes the justification of the sinner by grace
alone, everything which is to be regarded a3
leading up to the last thing when the last thing
has been found. It is at the same time every¬
thing which follows the ultimate and yet again
precedes it. There is, therefore, no penulti¬
mate in itself...a thing becomes penultimate only
through the ultimate, (l)

The penultimate i3 recognised as penultimate only on the basis

of the ultimate. The value of the penultimate i3 not inherent

but extrinsicj it is determined by and subordinate to the ulti¬

mate: "when we speak of the things before the last, we must not

speak of then as having any value of their own, but we must bring

to light their relation to the ultimate. It is for the sake of

2
the ultimate that we must...speak of the penultimate."

Bonhoeffer gives an example of the relation of penultinacy

to ultimacy in his understanding of man:

it is only on the basis of the ultimate /T.e.,
the word of God in the manhood of Christ/ that we
can know what it is to bo man. And yet the rela¬
tionship i3 such that manhood precedes justifica¬
tion, and that from the standpoint of the ultimate
it is necessary that it should precede it. The
penultimate does not therefore rob the ultimate
of its freedom; but it i3 the freedom of the ul¬
timate that validates the penultimate. And so,
with all necessary reservations, it is now pos¬
sible to speak of manhood, for example, as a pen¬
ultimate to justification by faith. Only man can
be justified, preoisely because only he who i3

1Ibid., p. 91

2Ibid., p. 84
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justified "becomes "man". (1)

This highly dialeotical anthropology is thoroughly okristocen-

tricj yet at the same time it enables the ohurch to concern it¬

self with man in his existence apart from hi3 conscious espousal

of the word of grace. The penultimate side of Bonkoeffer*s an¬

thropological dialectic beoarae extremely important in the reli-

gionless Christianity project, above all in a profound sensitivity

to and affirmation of man simply as man. Recognition of the pen¬

ultimate freed Borihoeffer to love the earth and its people as

realities with an integrity and life of their own.

The purpose of the things before the last is "Preparing the
2

way for the word".

Christ cones indeed, and opens up His own way,
no matter whether man is ready "beforehand or not.
ITo one can hinder Eia coming, but we oan resist
His coming in meroy. There are conditions of the
heart, of life and of the world which impede the
reception of grace in a special way, namely, by
rendering faith infinitely difficult. (3)

Grace is sovereign and alone efficacious, but it works within the

oonorete human situation, which involves countless factors which

can impede its

grace must in the end itself prepare and make

1Ibid., p. 92.

2Ibid., p. 93*
^Ibid.i p. 94. The matter is put in a slightly different way by
John Baillie in Our Knowledge of God. Hew York, 1959> P« 9*
"where Christ has not been allowed to bring peace, He has at least
not been prevented from bringing a sword."
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level its own way and grace alone must ever anew
render possible the impossible. But all this does
not release us from our obligation to prepare the
way for the coming of grace, and to remove what¬
ever obstruots it and makes it difficult. The
state in which grace finds lis is not a matter of
indifference, even though it is always by grace
alone that grace comes to us. (l)

Bonhoeffer's recognition of the important role of actual human

obedience and disobedience even within a theology of sola gratia

is characteristic of his lifelong sensitivity to the relation of

the Gospel to living human beings, amidst the complexities of their

historical, psychological, and sociological situation. It is a

recognition which the early Barth neglected in his concern to pro¬

test against the prevailing anthropocentric theology of liberal¬

ism. Some of Barth's early statements leave the impression of a

2
monistic exaltation of God and the corollary annihilation of man.

Among Neo-ileformation theologians other than Bonhoeffer, it was

Erail Brunner who preserved most faithfully the role of human obe¬

dience in the biblioal understanding of the relation of God to

man.

Bonhoeffer goes on in his Ethics to give praotioal illustra¬

tions of the importance of the penultimate in preparing or im¬

peding the way of the ultimate word of grace J

Ethics, p. 94*
o

See, e.g., Barth's famous debate with Brunner over man's capa¬
city for revelation in natural Theology, trans, by Peter Fraen-
kel, London, 1946} also Church Dogmatics I, 1, pp. 213-283.
^See, e.g., his Truth as Encounter, translation of new part and
correction of first edition by David Cairns, London, 1964, PP.
86-110. The first English edition was entitled The Mvine-Hunan
Encounter, trans, by Anandus W. Loos, London, 1943.
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The hungry man need.3 bread, and the homeless man
needs a roof; the dispossessed need justice and the
lonely need fellowship; the undisciplined need or¬
der and the slave needs freedom. To allow the
hungry nan /for example/ to remain hungry would
be blasphemy against God and one's neighbor, for
what is nearest to God is precisely the need of
one's neighbor. (1)

"Man does not live by bread alone, but by every word which pro¬

ceeds out of the mouth of God." "nevertheless," someone has

wisely recognised, "nan does live by bread." Hunger, homeless-

ness, injustice, loneliness, bondage of one kind or anothor—all

these can prevent persons from hearing the ultimate word of graoe.

For the sake of the ultimate—for the sake of Christ who has for¬

given and reconciled all men—the penultimate tasks of feeding

the hungry, pleading the cause of the victims of injustice, be¬

friending the lonely, and freeing the enslaved, are vitally im¬

portant tasks of the Christian and the church. The Christ who

not only proclaimed the Good New3 but also healed the bodily and

mental diseases of specific persons embraces the penultimate with¬

in the ultimacy of his own person and calls his followers to pre¬

pare his way in the same manner.

Donhoeffer's own involvement in the ohuroh struggle and in

political resistance to Hitler manifested a deep-seated commit¬

ment to the Christian significance of the things before the last.

The Confessing Church protested at great risk against the sadistic

^Ethics, p. 95. Note the consistent theme of Bonhoeffer's per-
sonalism, that God and the neighbor are inextricably bound up
together.
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injustices perpetrated against the Jews in Germany. Bonhoeffer

himself stated that "Only he who cries out for the Jews may also

sing Gregorian /phaxit/• " In the opposition movement in Germany

during the war, which sought to unseat Hitler and overthrow the

Nazi regime, Bonhoeffer saw a decisive claim on himself as a

2
Christian. Germany could only be saved for a future of justioe

and freedom by being defeated in war. "It is quite certain," he

wrote in his Ethics. "that the preparation of the way is a matter

of concrete interventions in the visible world". Carefully pre¬

serving Christian priorities, however, he added, "yet everything

depends on this activity being a spiritual reality, precisely be¬

cause ultimately it is not indeed a question of the reform of

earthly conditions, but it is a question of the ooming of Christ."^
Bonhoeffer approached the reality of the penultimate from a

more closely-reasoned and concretely-illustrated angle in his

concept of the natural. What he says about the penultimate under

the heading of the natural i3 virtually identical with what he

had 3aid in the early 1930's about the orders of preservation:

The natural is that whioh, after the Pall, is

^Quoted in Heinz Zahrnt, "Der Gefangene von Tegel," Sonntagsblatt,
10th April, 1955» no. 15, p. 1.
2
In his resistance work Bonhoeffer was able concretely to 3ave

Jews from extermination. He was employed by the Abwehr (Military
Counter-Intelligenoe), whioh was a front for resistance activi¬
ties. An interesting incident concerning Bonhoeffer's role in
helping seven Jews is recounted hy Pabian von Sohlabrendorff, a
fellow conspirator, in his hook The Secret War Against Hitler,
London, 1966, PP« 168-172.
^Ethics, p. 96.
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directed towards the coning of Christ. The un¬
natural is that which, after the Pall, closes its
doors against the coning of Christ....the natural
does not oonpel the coming of Ghrist, and the un¬
natural does not render it impossible. In both
cases the real coming is an event of grace. And
it is only through the coming of Christ that the
natural is confirmed in its character as a pen¬
ultimate, and that the unnatural is exposed once
and for all as destruction of the penultimate. (1)

Another passage makes the link between the natural or penultimate

and orders of preservation even more explicit: "The natural is

the form of liffe preserved by God for the fallen world and direct-

2
ed towards justification, redemption and renewal through Christ."

Like the orders of preservation, the natural or penultimate is

wholly subordinate to and understood only in the light of the

Incarnation:

Natural life must not be understood simply as
a preliminary to life with Christ. It is only
from Christ Himself that it receives its valida¬
tion. Christ Himself entered into the natural
life, and it is only through the incarnation of
Christ that the natural life beoomes the penul¬
timate which is directed towards the ultimate.
Only through the incarnation of Christ do we
have the right to call others to the natural life
and to live the natural life ourselves. (3)

Bonhoeffer went on, under the heading of the natural, to

discuss particular ethical issues such as individual freedom, the

right to bodily life, suicide, reproduction, the ri^xts of the

mind, and truth-telling, interpreting them both ultimately and

1Ibid., p. 102.
2Ibid., p. 103.
3Ibid., pp. 102-103.
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penultimately in the light of the reconciliation achieved, in

Christ's cross and resurrection.1

In the prison writings the notion of the penultimate con¬

tinued to fasoinate Bonhoeffor, as in hi3 discussion of the Name

of God:

It is only when one knows the ineffability of
the Name of God that one can utter the name of
Jesus Christ. It is only when one loves life and
the earth so much that without them everything
would he gone, that one can believe in the resur¬
rection and a new world. It is only when one
submits to the law that one can speak of grace....
I don't think it is Christian to want to get to
the New Testament too soon and too directly....
You cannot and must not speak the last word be¬
fore you have spoken the next to last. We live
on the next to last word, and believe on the last,
don't we? (2)

We shall see, in examining the religionle3s Christianity project

of the prison writings, that at the end of his life Bonhoeffer wa3

developing the concept of the penultimate in striking ways. The

quotation above mentions two penultimate topics whioh booane ex¬

tremely important to the "religionless" Bonhoeffer. One wa3 the

necessity for Christians to affirm earthly life honestly and un¬

reservedly: "It is only when one loves life and the earth so much

that without them everything would be gone, that one can believe

in the resurrection and a new world." Here is a lifelong theme

of Bonhoeffer's which found radical expression in the prison

1Ibid., pp. 101-141, 326-334.
2
Letters and Papers, p. 79*
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writings. We studied his early insistence on the intimate re¬

lation "between the old creation and the new in his essay "Thy

Kingdom Come." In the prison writings Bonhoeffer affirmed even

more decisively the importance of living in the penultimate, of

loving this earth in all its brokenness. His positive evaluation

of secularity must "bo seen in large part as a manifestation of

this appreciation of the penultimate, the natural. In the letter

which opens his train of reflections specifically on a "Christi¬

anity without religion," Borihoeffer raises a number of questions

posed for the existence of the Christian and the ohuroh by the

emergence of a non-religious world. Significantly, he concludes

his questions by asking, "Does...the distinction (which you have

met with me before) between penultimate and ultimate, at this

point acquire fresh importance?"^"

Ibid., p. 123. In another letter Bonhoeffer reflects on the ma¬
ture, "seoular" Christian of a world come of age (see chapter six
of this thesis), describing hiia as "not a homo religiosua, but a
man, pure and simple". In the same letter in which this descrip¬
tion appears, Bonhoeffer adds! "I remember talking to a young
French pastor at A. thirteen years ago. We were discussing what
our real purpose was in life. He said he would like to become a
saint. I think it is quite likely he did become one. At the time
I was very much impressed, though I disagreed with him, and said
I should prefer to have faith, or words to that effect. For a
long time I did not realise how far we were apart. I thou^it I
could acquire faith by trying to live a holy life, or something
like it. It was in this phase that I wrote The Cost of Disoiple-
ship. To-day I can see the dangers of this book, though I am pre¬
pared to stand by what I wrote." (P. 168) In The Coat of Dis¬
cipleship Bonhoeffor had turned, as we have seen, from "penulti¬
mate" to purely "ultimate" ethioal concerns. The renewal and in¬
tensification of his concern for the penultimate during the war
years took the form of preocoupation with the nature of secular¬
ity and the search for a peixultimate, "secular" interpretation
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The other important theme touched on in the material from

Letters and Papers is Bonhoeffer's increasing love of the Old

Testament during his last years: "It is only when one knows the

inoffability of the Name of God that one can utter the name of

Jesus Christ....It is only when one submits to the law that one

can speak of grace....I don't think it i3 Christian to want to

get to the New Testament too soon and too directly." The Old

Testament, of course, is the "penultimate" word of God for Chris¬

tians. Wo shall examine the important role of the Old Testament

in shaping Bonhoeffer's "Christianity without religion" in chapter

five, section one.

A final ethical topic which exercised Bonhoeffer in the last

years was what he called "conformation," the concrete moulding of

personal and sooial life to the reality and pattern of the Incar¬

nate Lord. We shall discuss this important motif in a separate

section when we attempt to reconstruct Bonhoeffer's theological

portrait of the mature or religionless Christian of a world come

of age (chapter six, section one). At the center of religionless

Christianity is reconciliation, which, as we have seen, is the

foundation of Bonhoeffer's later ethics. Jesus is "the man for

others," the one in whose reconciling activity among men we know

all we can know of God and divine transcendence. Since all we

of the Gospel and the Christian life. Conoem purely for the ul¬
timate tends to be ooncern for "eschatologioal existence," holi¬
ness, or—in the case of the French pastor—sanctity. Involvement
with the penultimate means instead coming to grips with the prob¬
lem of existing as a Christian who is at the same time, in the
modern world, a non-religious, secular person.
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know of God is 3een in the reconciling humanity of Jesus, Chris¬

tian ethics involves concretely following the pattern of manhood

proclaimed in his words and actions, ohiefly his sufferings for
1

the world. Chapters five and six will detail these themes.

Jesus the man who reconciles also continued to be the foundation

of Bonhoeffer's highly perceptive analysis of seoularity. 'The

world is still the world-reconoiled-in-Christj more than that, it

is the world liberated from the adolescence of religion for full

maturity and humanity by this very Christ who is not homo reli-

giosus but simply man. It is clear that actual, "inaugurated"

reconciliation stands behind Bonhoeffer's remarks about seoularity

and his general world-affirmation in the prison writings.

Stemming from the fact of reconciliation in the midst of the

world, concern for the penultimate naturally became urgently

important to Bonhoeffer in the light of his hypothesis that reli¬

gion was dying in the modern world. The death of religion meant

the death of human preoccupation with the ultimate—guilt, death,

eternal life, the transcendent, eto. What is extraordinary about

Bonhoeffer's prison reflections, as Gerhard F.beling notes, i3 pre¬

cisely his unself-consciou3 zeal to grapple with radioally this-

worldly problems such as the decay of religion and the triumph of
2

seoularity. We should perhaps expect a Christian awaiting the real

^"See Letters and Papers, pp. 23-24» 166-169» 180—181.
^0t>, cit., p. 102.
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eventuality of death to be supremely exercised in the contempla¬

tion of the "Last Things" rather than the "Things before the Last."

It is an eloquent testimony to Bonhoeffer's utter personal and in¬

tellectual involvement in the world for which Christ died that to

the end he was caught up in the penultimate questions.

We have seen that Bonhoeffer ohided Barth for contenting him¬

self xdth general theological and ethical principles. Signifi¬

cantly, in the later volumes of the Church Dogmatics, in which

Barth discusses ethical problems in greater detail, he refers fre¬

quently to Borihoeffer and by and large considers the latter*s

ethical insights to be the profoundest in contemporary theology.^"
Barth has taken over Bonhoeffer's expression "oheap grace," and

his tremendous admiration for the ethics of The Cost of Discipie-

ship appears in the following statement from volume four, part

two of the Dogmaticsi "/in The Cost of DiscipleshipZ the matter

is handled with such depth and precision that I an almost tempted

simply to reproduce them in an extended quotation. For I cannot

hope to say anything better on the subject than what is said here

by a man who, having written on disoipleship, was ready to achieve

it in his own life, and did in his own way aohiove it even to the
p

point of death." Only slightly more restrained is Barth*3 ap¬

proval of Bonhoeffer's Ethics. Yet, as we have noted, it is

See Church Dogmatics III, 4, PP* 4, 21-22, 404, 406j Church Dog¬
matics IV, 2, pp. 505, 533-534, 540-542, 553, 599, 641.
2
Church Dogmatics IV, 2, pp. 533-534*
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significant that Barth. embraces the purely eschatological ethics

of The Cost of Disoipleshio enthusiastically and unreservedly.

It is vital to keep in mind that Bonhoeffer moved hack from a

purely "ultimate" ethics to a more comprehensive view, from an

ethics of the kingdom of God to an ethics grounded in the ap¬

pearance in history of the word of grace in Jesus Christ. It is

not unfair to Barth, I think, to contend that he has held fast to

an ethical position which Bonhoeffor oame to find inadequate.

Nevertheless, Barth has in recent years come closer to Bonhoof¬

fer 's willingness to grapple with concrete issues. It is probably

much le33 true of Barth today that he fails "to give any concrete

guidance in either ethics or dogmatics."

Gee the contrast of Barth's ethics with Bonhoeffer's by George
¥. Forell, "Realized Faith, the Ethics of Dietrich Bonhoeffer,"
in Marty, op. ext., pp. 204-208. The following is Forell's con¬
clusions "in Bonhoeffer*s terms Barth's Christocratic ethics oper¬
ates too hastily with the ultimate in order to make it supply the
criteria for ethioal action." (?. 208)



4. The Bible

After an initial interest in the formal problems of dogmat¬

ic theology, evidenced in Tanotorun Comaunio and Act and Being.

Bonhoeffer came increasingly to devote himself simply to the

material dogmatic task of interpreting the text of the Holy

Soriptures. His theology became a thoroughly dograatic-exegetical

enterprise, rooted solidly in the concrete, living, divine-human

drama to which the Bible witnesses. This deepening understanding

and appreciation of the biblical material contributed in no small

degree to the highly original oharaoter of the "Christianity

without religion" project.

Bonhoeffer'3 writings after 1932 consist largely of theolog¬

ical exegesis and horailetics. Ilis exegetical principle, of

oourse, was the ohristologioal foundation—stone of Barthian dog¬

matics: "the name Jesus Christ...stands for the reality of reve¬

lation itself".* Bonhoeff r's passionate ohristocentrioity ap¬

pears in such exegetical works as The Cost of DiscipjLeohip,
2 " 3

Creation and Fall. Temptation. "Konig David," and Das Ocbct-

*Barth, Churoh Dogmatics I. 2, p. 11.
Trans, by Kathleen Downham from the German Versuohung (bearbcit
und herausgegeben von I . Bethge, Munich, 1933)> London, 1933 •

^In Junge Kirohe. 4. Jhg., 1936, Heft 2, pp. 64-69* Heft 4»
pp. 157-161, Heft 5, PP. 197-203.
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" 1

buoh der Bibelt Bine Binfuhrung in die Paaimen.

The strictly biblical approaoh to theology which Bonhoeffer

espoused in the 1930*s reveals his driving concern for the con¬

crete and the ethical. Theological exegesis of the Scriptures

constantly directed his atbention to historical, human situa¬

tions. The Bonhoeff'er of the 1930* s was especially profound

when it came to bringing the Hew Testament to life. The vigor¬

ously human Jesus and the eternal Christ were powerfully fused in
2

Bonhoeffer's exegeses. This was a pattern which was to be

pressed to its outer limits in the final "non-religious interpre¬

tation of biblical ooncepts."

We have a leoture on "The Interpretation of the Hew Testa¬

ment" which Bonhoeffer gave at a meeting of the Confessing Church

of i axony in 1935*^ It is the most systematic exposition of his

attitude towards and use of the Bible which we possess. The lec¬

ture reveals Bonhoeffer's fundamentally Barthian understanding

of Scripture and dogmatic exegesis.^
^
alzuflen, 1940. Fifth edition, 1956.

2
See, e.g., The Cost of Discioleshio and Temptation. We have dis¬
cussed Bonhoeffer's undorstanding of the "historical Christ" in
the seotion on "Christology."
^In Ho Rusty -'words. pp. 308—325.
^For Barth's excgetical position, 3ee Church Dogmatics I, 1, pp.
98-140; and I, 2, pp. 457-740. At the same time, there are dif¬
ferences between Bonhoeffer and Barth in terms of the "liberal¬
ity" of the former with regard to what ho considered to he non¬
essential or peripheral hiblioal material. He shall examine
this liberality in the context of Bonhoeffer's exegesis of bib¬
lical ohristology later in this section. His sensitivity to
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Bonhoeffer "begins by distinguishing two possible ways of

under?.tanding the interpretation of the Bibles

Kither the biblical me3:-.age must justify
itself in the present age and must therefore
show itself capable of interpretation or the
present age must justify itself before the
biblical message and therefore the message
must become real. (1)

In the light of all that we have studied of Bonhoeffer's theology

thus far, there can be little doubt on which side he comes down*

The intention 3hould be not to justify
Christianity in this present age, but to jus¬
tify the present age before the Christian

message. Interpretation then means that the
present age is brought before the forum of
the Christian message, in other words that
the question is of the fact...of the Chris¬
tian message instead of being of the charac¬
ter of the present age, as in the false con¬
cept of relevance. True relevance lies in
this question of the fact. It is felt of the
fact itself that where it is really expressed
it is in itself completely and utterly rele¬
vant} it therefore needa no other special act
of interpretation, because the interpretation
is achieved in the fact itself. (2)

"degrees of perception and degrees of significance" in the Scrip¬
tures formed the basi3 of his criticisms, in the prison writings,
of Earth'3 "all-of-a—piece" attitude towards the Bible and Chris¬
tian doctrine (see chapter three, section five of this thesis).

1I?o Rusty "'words. p. 308.
2
Ibid., pp. 310-311. Bonhoeffer articulated this position even

more vigorously in Life Together*
"It is not that God is the spectator and

sharer of our present life, howsoever impor¬
tant that is} but rather that we are the rev¬
erent listeners and participants in God^ ac¬
tion in the sacred story, the history of the
Christ on earth. And only in so far as we
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Like Barth, Bonhoeffer alvays conceived of theology as the obedi¬

ent exposition of the ' cripturea. If the dograatic-exegetical

task is done faithfully, there is no need to worry about "rele¬

vance," about apologetics or polemics. It io crucial to a proper

understanding of the radical theological proposals in Bonhoeffer's

prison writings to bear in mind that they do not represent a de¬

parture from his lifelong excgetioal-dograatio concept of theology.

Religionless Christianity as Bonhoeffer conceived it is not an

attempt to justify Christianity before the present age; it is not

apologetics. It is rather a deeply serious attempt to exegete

the Scriptures in contemporary language, whioh is precisely the

way Bonhoeffer had always understood the theological task. In

the prison writings, as vre shall see, he criticized Barth, not

for his theological theory, but for his failure to carry through

\/ith it in practice. Exegesis in a world cone of age—a reli-

gionless world—is, in Bonhoeffer's phrase, "the non-religious

interpretation of biblical concepts." The world niU3t still jus¬

tify itself before the Christian message; the "religionless" Bon¬

hoeffer called this "understanding the world better than it un¬

derstands itself," i.e., in the light of the biblical testimony

are there, is God with us today also.
"A complete reversal occurs. It is not in

our life that God's help and presence must
still be proved, but rather God's presence
and help have been demonstrated for us in the
life of Jesus Christ. It is in fact more im-
portant for us to know what God did to Israel,
W His ' on Jesus Christ, than to r.cc'c -..'hit
God intends for us today." (Pp. 43-44)
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to Christ. Theology remains the faithful exposition of "the fact

itself." The crux of the matter lies in the conception of faith¬

ful or obedient exposition, not in "the fact itoelf." And for

the Bonhoeffor of the prison writings obedient exposition of the

Bible is non-religious interpretation. We shall discuss further

Bonhoeffer's understanding of theology in contrast to Paul Til-

lich's apologetical approach to the contemporary world in chapter

three, seotion three.

The false notion that the biblical message must be justified

before the present age assumes that the principles and norms of

interpretation are in the interpreter himself—in hi3 reason,

conscience, or experience. But "the norm for the Word of God in

Scripture is the Word of God itself, and what we possess, reason,

conscience, experience, are the materials to which this noma

seeks to be applied." This word of God i3 not some "eternal prin¬

ciple" which we "discover." God always speaks his word through

the temporal, historically-conditioned words of mans

The word of man does not cease to be a tem¬

poral, past word by becoming the Word of God;
it is the Word of God precisely as such a his¬
torical temporal word....distinction between
the eternal and the temporal, the contingent
and the necessary, in the Bible, is fundamen¬
tally false, (l)

Here is Bonhoeffcr's insistence on ooncreteness as applied to the

1lio Rusty Uwords. p. 314.
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interpretation of Scripture. We have seen, in the section on

Bonhoeffer's christology, his rejection of the early Barthian

tendency to abstract the eternal God from the historical Jesuit.

In discussing Bonhoeffer's doctrine of the church, we noted his

highly dialectical insistence on the wholly concrete union of the

divine and the human in the church and his oorresponding rejection

of the notion of an "invisible" churoh. His -understanding of the

inextricability of the word of God and the word of man in inter¬

preting the Scriptures is all of a piece with his christology and

his ccclesiology, and flows, in fact, from the former.

Genuine exegesis does not extract from the full content of

Scripture "general truths, general ethical norms, or myths."

Holy Scripture ia rather ao a whole the
witness of God in Christ, and.•./exegesis^
will be ooncerned to bring out the witnessing
character of the Word in every passage.
There are in prinoiple no special places, un¬
less we understand "special" to refer to de¬
gree of clarity. Interpretation is achieved
not by the choice of certain texts but by the
demonstration of the whole of Holy cripture
as the testi iony of the Word of God. (1)

The "religionless" Borihoeffer continued this insistence on inter¬

preting the Bible as a whole as God's witness to Christ. In the

prison writings he oritioizes Rudolf Bultmann for making the

older liberal mistake of trying to extract the true "essence" of

Ibid.« p. 315. See also Life Together: "Holy cripture does
not consist of individual passages? it is a unit and is intended
to be used as ouch....As a whole the Scriptures are God's reveal¬
ing Word." (P. 41)
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Christianity from the mythological wrapping in which the Bible

veils it. Bonhoeffer contends that "the full content, including

the mythological concepts, must be maintained.This is what

Bonhoeffer called "thinking theologically" over against the lib-
2

eral and Bultmannian approach. He shall examine Bonhoeffer*s

criticisms of Bultmann in detail in chapter three, seotion two.

Bonhoeffer, following Barth and the Reformers, saw the

Scriptures as a witness to Christ, and here is the guiding prin¬

ciple of all his exegesis.

The New Testament is the witness of the
promise of the Old Testament fulfilled in
Christ. It is not a book which contains eter¬
nal truths, doctrines, norms or myths, but it
is a unique witness of the God-man Jesus
Christ. In its entirety and in all its parts
it is nothing but this witness of Christ, his
life, his death and his resurrection. This
Christ is witnessed to not as the eternal in
the temporal, as the meaning in a world of
chance events, as essence in the inessential,
but as the absolutely Unique One, who was
bora, died and rose again, and this uniqueness
of Christ in history fills the whole New Tes¬
tament. Here there is no difference between
doctrinal texts (in the Epistles or in the
sayings of Jesus) and the historical texts.
Both are equally witnesses to the unique
Christ. (3)

In this passage Bonhoeffer stresses the wholly concrete, histor¬

ical character of both Christ and the Scriptures. Jesus is the

^"Letters and Papers, p. 149*

2Ibid., p. 125.

^No Rust.v ' 'words« p. 317*
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word of God become visible, tangible flesh at a particular plaoe

and time in human history. The Bible is simply the historical

witness to the Incarnation by a large and varied number of per¬

sons whose finite words God made his word of revelation to man.

Bote in the passage under consideration Bonhocffer's mention of

the whole of Scripture, "in its entirety and in all its parts,"

as the witness; and his rejection of the popular idea that the

Bible is a book of "eternal truths" or that the revelation in

Christ is "the eternal in the temporal." Of special interest is

the phrase "the moaning in a world of chance events," which Bon-

hoeffer includes among the false interpretations of Christ. In

the prison writings he was to argue strongly that Jesus is not

"the meaning of life," the "answer" to our questions and prob¬

lems. In taking this ostensibly "shocking" viewpoint, the "re-

ligionlese" Bonhoeffer was simply standing where he had always

stood christologically* Christ is the prior, the defining, the

all-embraoing reality; in no sonso docs he "enter" a world which

has been previously and independently defined (e.g., as "finite,"

"fallen," or "meaningle33"), as the "answer" to its needs and

problems.*

*It is important to add that Bonhoeffer does not mean that Christ
does not in fact meet human needs. His point is that, contrary
to the biblical witness, the church by and large attempts to jus¬
tify Christ before the present age by presenting him as the "an¬
swer" to all its conscious and unconscious problems and questions,
thus making him a tool of "religion" against a "secular" world.
As we shall see in chapter four, section three, Bonhoeffer
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Against Protestant scholasticism and fundamentalism, Bon-

hoeffer insisted that the significance of a witness is extrinsict

The New Testament hears witness in both
doctrine and history} it is nothing in it¬
self, but bears witness of something else} it
has no value in itself, but only as a witness
to Christ} it does not rest on itself, but
reaches beyond itself} its words and state¬
ments are not in themselves true and eternal
and holy, but only insofar as they bear wit¬
ness to Christ—i.e. let only Christ himself
be true, (l)

Here is the key to the very subtle dialeotio of theological exe¬

gesis as practiced by Barth and Bonhoeffer. The words of the

biblical witnesses are fallible human words} they contain inac¬

curacies of detail, greater and lesser degrees of significance,

and historical and cultural conditioning. Yet insofar as they

point to Jesus, the word of God incarnate, they are also the word

of God. But it is always the Holy Spirit, "the subjective real¬

ity of revelation," who brings it about that the words of Scrip¬

ture speak to us as the word of Gods "The most essential element

of the Christian mes ,age and of textual exposition is not a human

aot of interpretation but is always God himself, it is the Holy

Spirit."2

regarded such tactics as false to the reality of both. Christ and
the modem world. Christ is the "answer," but not by being pres¬
ented as suoh.

^Ho Busty 'Jwords. p. 318.
2
ibid., p. 311. In discussing Bonhoeffer's christology, we saw
that it is the "present Christ," the risen and reigning Lord, who
alone guarantees to us that he is none other than the "historical
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An important paragraph on the freedom of the biblical expos¬

itor foreshadows a fundamental concern of the "religionless" Bon-

hoeffer. He states that one of the basic freedoms of the theo¬

logical exegete is that of translation of the original text into

the language of the present day. "Translation," he says, "is the

first and neoesoary legitimate form of presentation." He con¬

cludes with the significant statement that "The problem of a

right theological and church language is extremely important and

has still not as yet been settled."^" Bonhoeffer's continuing

concern for the language into which the Gospel is translated be¬

came decisive in his "non-religious interpretation of biblical

concepts," the fruit of his conviction that the proper language

of biblical exposition in our day must be a non-religious lan¬

guage. Religionless Christianity was the beginning of the con¬

tribution which Bonhocffer hoped to make to this "extremely im¬

portant," unsettled problem of "a right theologioal and church

language."

What was Bonhoeffer's precise attitude towards biblical

criticism? Unfortunately, we find in his writings very little

basic reflection on specific problems raised by historical-

critical study, such as the crucial issue of demythologizing

Christ" of the Hew Testament. The contemporary Christ pro me at¬
tests this through his Holy Spirit.

Ibid... p. 322.
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1
which so greatly exercised udolf Bultraann. Bonhoeffer*s most

explicit remarks on the subject appear in Christology. and there

in connection with and subordinate to his ohriotologieal discus¬

sion. It is perhaps appropriate, however, that his own use of

biblical criticism should be examined in connection with the cen¬

tral theological theme of the doctrine of Christ.

Bonhoeffer contents himself with general remarks on the

Bible such as the following: "Me have in the first plaoe to do

with a book, which we find in the secular sphere....It is meant

to be read with all the means of historical and philological
2

criticism." The theologian, he says, is faced with the paradox

that faith is bound solely to the word of this historically

problematic book as the one word of God to man. As we saw in

discussing Bonhoeffer*s christology, the only final guarantee

that faith's foundation is not untenable is the present witness

of the risen Lord to himself.

The preaoher is faced with difficulties which cannot be

^"It is true that in the prison writings, as we shall see (chapter
three, section two), Bonhoeffer makes some important remarks
about Buiinarm*s project, countering "demythologiaing" with "de-
roligionizing" and arguing for "non-religious interpretation"
over against Bultnann's "existentialist interpretation." Bon-
hooffer's remarks are provocative and important} but they bear
only the most general character, and their extremely paradox¬
ical and enigmatic form cries out for detailed exposition which
Bonhoeffer was prevented from carrying out.
2
Christology. P# 75•
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avoided, such as "the problematic situation of having to preaoh

about a saving which we know from philological and historical

criticism never to have bean spoken in its present form ty Je¬

sus." Because of the uncertainty which surrounds exegesis, Bon-

hoeffer insists, as in his lecture on New Testament interpreta¬

tion, that "we may never stick at one point, but must move over

the whole of the Bible, from one place to another."

In Chpistolorey Bonhoeffer oriticiaes Protestant scholasti¬

cism and fundamentalism from a slightly different position from

the one he was to take in the lecture on interpretation. With

all the difficulties surrounding the acceptance of historical

oriticisra, he says, it is nevertheless the case that "verbal in¬

spiration is a bad surrogate for the resurrection. It means the

denial of the sole presence of the Risen One. It eternalizes

history instead of seeing and recognizing history in the light

of God's eternity."

Bonhoeffer's positive theologioal interpretation of histor¬

ical criticism sees the problematic oharacter of the biblical

testimony as a witness to the "hiddenness" or inoognito of God

in human affairs, which for Bonhoeffer means the humiliation of

Christ:

v.e must be ready to admit the ooncealment
in history and thus accept the course of his¬
torical oritioism. But the Risen One encoun¬

ters us right through the Bible with all its
flaws, We must enter the straits of histori¬
cal oritioism. Its importanoe is not absolute,
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but at the same time it is not a natter of in¬
difference. In faot it never leads to a -weaken¬
ing of faith but rather to its strengthening,
as concealment in historicity is part of
Christ's humiliation, (l)

As these words reveal, Bonhoeffer definitely took an affirmative

and constructive attitude towards biblical criticism, and even

2
found in it a christologioal insight. Beyond these general re¬

marks he does not go.

An example of Bonhoeffer's exegetical position on ohrioto-

logical matters, however, is illuminative of a difference in dog¬

matic use of the Scriptures between Bonhoeffer and Barth which wa3

to have some significance in the later "non-religious interpreta¬

tion of biblical concepts." Once again, Bonhoefl'er's remarks are

brief and general, but they are sufficient to indicate his stand¬

point. The issue is the Virgin Birth of Christ, and it mirrors

better than perhaps any other biblical-critical question a basic

difference in theological style between Bonhoeffer and Barth.

Bonhoeffer regarded the doctrine of the Virgin Birth as problem¬

atic from both a historical and a dogmatic point of view. He

believed that the doctrine reflected a preoocupation with the

"How?" of the Incarnation; and, as we have seen in examining hi3

1Ibid.. p. 76.
2
We noted, in the section on "Christology," that Bonhoeffer re¬
garded the conclusions of the "eschatological," the "history of
religions," and the form-critical schools of New Testament inter¬
pretation as historical-critical supports for a dogmatio christo—
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chriotology, "How?" questions are to be regarded as dubious,

misleading, and futile in the realm of dogmatic theology.

" trictly speaking," Bonhoeffer says,

we should really talk, not about the Incarna¬
tion, but only about the Incarnate One. An
Interest in the incarnation raises the ques¬
tion "How?" Phe question "How?" thus under¬
lies the hy;x>thesis of the Virgin Birth. It
is both historically and dogmatically ques¬
tionable. 'Phe biblical evidence for it is un¬

certain. If the biblical evidence gave deci¬
sive evidence for the real fact, there might
be no particular significance in the dogmatic
obsourity. The dootrine of the Virgin Birth
is meant to express the incarnation of God
and not just the fact of the Incarnate One.
But does it not miss the decisive point of
the incarnation by implying that Jesus has
not become man wholly as we are? The ques¬
tion remains open, just as and just because
it is already open in the Bible, (l)

'Phis is an extremely important statement of Bonhoeffer's combina¬

tion of high ohristology and a sensitive and "liberal" openness

about oertain biblical questions. Clearly he does not consider

the dootrine of the Virgin Birth to be central or even essential

to a full biblical-dogmatic christology. In this he is more

"biblical" than Barth, because he recognizes more forthrightly,

as he puts it in the prison writings, "degrees of perception and

degrees of significance" in the scriptural witness. Bonhoeffer*s

sensitivity to the nuances of biblical faith and his unwilling¬

ness to discourse at length from modest biblical evidence on the

^Christology. p. 109•
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mysteries of God stand ovor against Barth*3 tendency to give

equal weight, as it were, to a series of classical doctrines ex¬

tracted from the Bible (such as Virgin Birth, Trinity, divine

election, and the origin and nature of evil) as if they i/ere all

of a piece and to elaborate them to an extent wbioh is unwarrant¬

ed by the biblical evidence and the insights of the Reformers.^
Significantly, this difference in theological vise of the

Scriptures was to become a key issue in the "religionless" Bon-

hoeffer's oriticism of Barth's response to a seoular world.

Bonhoeffer's own "non-religious interpretation of biblical con¬

cepts" was made possible at least partly beoause of his theologi¬

cal appreciation of problematic and non-essential elements in the

biblical witness and his reticence about speculating in detail on

the revelation contained therein.

In hi3 critical and theological attitude towards the doctrine

of the Virgin Birth and in his later criticism of Barth for

treating it as a "neoesoary part of the whole," Bonhoeffer stands

closer to Bmil Brunner than to Barth. Brunner set forth his own

position on the relevance of the dogma to christology in his mas¬

sive christological work The Mediator. After reviewing the high¬

ly problematic historical evidence, he deals with the matter from

^"On the Virgin Birth, see Church Dogmatics I, 2, pp. 172-202$ the
Trinity, ibid. I, 1, pp. 339-560$ election, ibid. II, 2, pp. 3-
506$ and evil, ibid. Ill, 3» PP« 289-368.
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the same theological standpoint as Bonhoeffer. While Brunner

does not set up the question in Bonhoeffer's explicit form of

"Who?" versus "How?," he clearly has the same sort of distinc¬

tion in minds

The question is nots Is the Birth of the
Person of Christ a divine saving miracle, the
miracle of the Incarnation or not? But it is
this* Are we obliged to represent to ourselves
the divine miracle of the Incarnation of the
Bon of God as a Virgin Birth or not? (l)

Faith acknowledges with the New Testament that Jesus is the

Christ, God and man: this is surely the prior apprehension, and

in no way a deduction from the Virgin Birth, as the New Testament

itself witnesses. Bounding very like Bonhoeffer, Brunner states

that "the faot itself should be enough for uo; the way in which
2

it happened is God's secret." "All depends upon the miracle of

the Incarnation of the Son of God..."but nothing depends upon the

manner in which it took plaoe."^
In Part Gne of Truth as Encounter, which was written espe¬

cially for the new edition of that book whioh was released in

1963, Brunner faults Barth for the change of emphasis which

^The Hediator, trans, by Olive Wyon, London, 1934, p. 324.
2Ibid.. p. 32p.

^Ibid., p. 326. See also Brunner's Dogmatics, vol. II, trans, by
Olive Wyon, London, 1952, pp. 352-356.
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occurred in his 3hift from "dialectical" to "dogmatic" theology.

Brunner believes that the symbol and turning-point of this wrong

direction was "the adoption of the ancient Catholic doctrine

natua cx Maria Virgino" in the first volume of the Church Dogmat¬

ics.'*' Barth's preoccupation with the doctrine of the Vix'gin

Birth witnesses to a subtle shift in his theology from the truly-

evangelical theology of the Reformers to the traditionalist or¬

thodoxy of Protestant scholasticism and Catholioism. Brunner

puts it this way:

The truth that authenticates itself in our

conscience has been replaced by a supernatur¬
al fact, which "must "be believod" on the
strength of authority. This was the point
from which long ago the transformation of the
confession of the ancient church took its de¬
parture. It tfas in the direction of this
"faith" that the dogma of the church developed
as the doctrine of the Triune Cod and of the
two natures in Christ. It was this doctrine,
summarised in the Creed, which Karl Barth from
1924 onward expounded in his Dogmatics as the
subject of belief. (2)

A symptom of Barth'3 "scholasticism" is the faot that "he found

it necessary to draw ever finer distinctions to satisfy tho re¬

quirements of the intellect, so that the volumes of his Church
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Doraratics continually swelled in bulk, and became a gigantic work

comparable in siae to one of the medieval - uanae. Brurmer

gives as an example of Barth'a finely-Gpun "objectivism" hi3

treatment of the doctrine of the Trinity, which we have had oc¬

casion to mention in the sane connection. Barth, he says, "ne-

gleoting the warning of the Reformers,••.gave hundreds of pages

to the mystery of the Trinity."

What lies at the root of Barth's "scholasticism," his eleva¬

tion of the dootrine of the Virgin Birth to a central plaoe in

ohriatology and his exhaustive speculations into matters of which

the Bible sneaks with reticence? According to Brunner, it was

the detachment of theological reflection from the faith which

gave rise to it* "The ob.ieotum fidci. the 'object of faith,' ex¬

ercised so great a fascination upon him that he had neither inter¬

est in, nor Tinderstanding of, the identity of subject and object

in faith, which was for the Reformers the very central doctrine

of Christian faith."2 Brunner calls this

an objectivism that was just as far away from
the center of the Biblical faith of the Re¬
formers as the subjectivism of the theology
of Sohlciermaoher, which Barth attacks.
Khile it was precisely the deoisivo insight
of the Reformers that all discourse about God
was the discourse of faith, and that therefore
a thought about the Trinity and election whioh

Ibid.. p* 4-3*
2Ibid., p. 44.
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bypassed faith, i.e., without a continual
hearing in mind that our thought is an expo¬
sition of faith, would lead into the merae
tonebrae rationis, and that consequently only
the knowledge ahout God given as by faith has
any importance for as—in Barth this correla¬
tion between God and faith is broken, (l)

Barth, who desires to be the obediently biblical dognatician, has

let himself drift away from the truly evangelical insight that in

the Scriptures revelation and faith are correlative and equally

Important—since the former cannot be recognised without the lat¬

ter—and that theology is reflection on what faith already appre¬

hends as a living, ever-new reality. In the faith of the Bible

and the Reformers there is a clear recognition of the central and

the peripheral, the essential and the non-essential, the certain

and the dubious? while in Barth, along with Catholicism and Prot¬

estant orthodoxy, essential and non-essential appear as parts of

a seamless fabric, "to be swallowed as a whole," the imprisoned

Bonhoeffer was to remark, "or not at all." To Brunner it appears

that Barth, in his eagerness to embrace the fullness of Christian

theological tradition, has abandoned the sensitively biblical out¬

look of the Reformers for the sake of a position which ooraes dan¬

gerously close to regarding revelation as a depositum rather than

God himself in dynamic correlation with man's faith.

As early as the first part of the first volume of the Church

^Ibid.t pp. 44-45*
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Domatics, Barth protected that "to my regret I am continually

having it said that my occupation is to put revelation and faith

from the believer's standpoint up in the clouds, to teach a fides

quae oredltur 'without considering the fides qua creditor, the

intimate personal conviction and experience of faith.'"*- This is

precisely Brunner's criticism even at the present time. Barth de¬

nies that it is a just criticism. He has always understood the

knowledge of God to be by faith alones "Faith...is what takes

place in real knowledge of the Word of God and makes this know-
2

ledge possible." The science of dogmatic theology can be prac¬

ticed only by men of faith who stand within the church. Theology

has no special access to knowledge of Godj it is simply reflec¬

tion on what faith already knows.

Hence Barth intends that his theology shall always refleot

both the object of faith and faith itself, and his method in the

Doreaatios is to treat the two together within each theological

topic, as the objeotive and the subjective sides of the reality

of revelation. Yet clear priority is given to the objective,

Godx.ard side, since it is the prior and wholly determining real¬

ity* "The possibility of knowing the Word of God lies in the

"^Church Dofgnatios I, 1, p. 239. The inner quotation is from a
critical statement of Wobbermin's made in 1929*

^IbidL., p. 261.
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Word of God and nowhere else.** Man is totally "without organ
2

or capacity to receive God," and therefore together with his

disclosure of himself God graciously produces in man the capacity

to receive it, which is faith.

It is just here, on the matter of actual emphasis, that

Barth may be legitimately criticized as Brunner and (later) Bon-

hoeffer have criticized him, granting the soundness of his orig¬

inal intentions, The emphasis in Barth's Church Dogmatics is un¬

mistakably and overwhelmingly on the objective, Godward side-—go

much so that in fact the balance between word of God and faith

continually runs the risk of being obscured. It is precisely

this "objectiviotic" preoocupation which leads Barth into what

Bonhoeffer would have called "reatorationinm"s a scrupulous at¬

tention to the traditional depositum fidei of Catholic and Prot¬

estant orthodoxy. Hence his exhaustive speculations on such

matters as the Trinity, election, -and evil, and his insistence

on the necessity of the doctrine of the Virgin Birth to a full

ohristology.

I do not believe that Barth can be faulted as to his basic

recognition of the essential dipolarity of God's self-disclosure

and the response of faiths it is a foundation-stone of his en¬

tire conception of theology and its method. But the question
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rauot be seriously raised whether he has not, in the actual

workings-out of his .Oognatica. been so fascinated with the ob¬

jective side that he has often left the rather modest claims of

living biblical and evangelical faith far behind.

As I have tried to show in previous sections, Bonhoeffer's

dogmatic presuppositions and method were basically those of

Bartb, and in this important regard he must always be seen as a

follower of Barth over against Brunner. The all-sufficiency of

christology is of course the central premise on which Bonhoeffer

and Barth are at one. But in the worldng out of Barthian prin¬

ciples Bonhoeffer was rigorously and yet creatively faithful to

Barth's intentions to a degree which surpassed the master him¬

self. Bonhoeffer was always a more modestly "biblical" theologi¬

an than Barth, and in this regard he stands nearer to Brunner.

There is an intensely ooncrete, non-speculative attitude towards

the Bible in Bonlioeffer 's thought, a radically "human" and ethi¬

cal character, which is lacking in Barth's toweringly brilliant

but verbosely "scholastic" systenatisation of Christian faith.

Bonhoeffer was in no sense less "objective" than Barth in his

understanding of the complete priority and externality of the

revelation of Cod in Jesus Christ, as we have seen in previous

sections. But he never allov;ed thi3 Godward pre-eminence either

to dwarf the concrete witness of faith or to lead him beyond what

he believed to be warranted by the biblical witness into
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meticulous theological probinge. We may say that Barth tends

towards the "scholastic" objectivism of received dogma, while

Bonhoeffer more nearly aohieveo the objectivity of faith which

the biblical witnesses affirm. The difference comes dramatically

to the surface in Bonhoeffer's criticisms of Barth in the prison

letters and his own non-religious reconstruction of dogmatic

theology. Just as the young Bonhoeffer had found the early "dia¬

lectical" Barth too abstract in his understanding of the conorete

realities of God and revelation, so the "religionless" Bonhoeffer

was to find the mature "dogaatio" Barth too traditionalistic in

his reconstructive response to the modem world.

What of liarth's own treatment of the doctrine of the Virgin

Birth, in contrast to that of Bonhoeffer and Brunner? The dis¬

cussion in the second half of the Prolegomena to the Church Do,*-

roatics leaves much to be desired as a oonvinoing argument from

critical-historical study of the Scriptures. "It certainly can¬

not be denied," Barth concludes his exegetioal section, "that the

outward, explicit evidence for the dogma in the statements of

Holy Scripture is hedged about by questions. But still less can

it be asserted that the questions raised are so hard bo answer

that one is forced by exegesis to contest the dogaa." It is

dear that Barth's real defense is theological and not histori¬

cal:

The final and proper deoision /on the dogmaT"
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is whether in accordance with the demands of
Churoh dogma this testimony is to he heard,
and heard an the emphatic statement of the New
Testament message, or whether in defiance of
Church dogma it is not to he heard, i.e., only
to he heard as a sub-statement of the New Tes¬
tament message which is not binding. This de¬
cision oan he supported by answering the lit¬
erary questions in one sense or the other.
But it does not stand or fall with these ques¬
tions. (l)

Barth carefully delimits the theological significance of the

doctrine of the Virgin Birth, subordinating it strictly to the

mystery of the Incarnation itself a3 sign to thing signifieds

"the doctrine of the Virgin Birth is merely the description and

therefore the form by and in which the mystery is spoken of in

the New Testament and in the creeds." Barth sees the miraculous

fact of the Virgin Birth in direct correspondence with the mirac¬

ulous fact of the Empty TombJ both are signs of the boundless

mystery of God's full revelation of himself in Jesus Christ, one

marking the beginning and the other the end of Christ's earthly

ministry. But for Barth the full affirmation of the mystery can¬

not take place without affirming the sign as well as the thing

signified. He describes the necessity of holding the two to¬

gether with regard to the Empty Tomb and the Resurrection, which

for him serves as an illustration also of the situation with re¬

gard to Virgin Birth and Incarnations

^"Church Dogmatics I, 2, p. 176.
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we might say that so far as the New Testament
witness to faster is the account of the empty
grave, it merely describee the mystery, or
the revelation of the mystery, "Christ i3 ris¬
en." It describes it by pointing to this ex-
teraal fact. No one will dream of claiming
that this external fact in itself and as such
had the power to unveil for the disciples the
veiled faot that "God was in Christ." But was

it revealed to thera otherwise than by the sign
of this external fact? Will there be real
faith in the resurrection of the Lord as re¬

vealing His mystery, as unveiling His divine
glory, where the account of the empty grave
is thought to be excisable as the mex*e form of
the content in question, or where it can be
left to Christian liberty to oonfess seriously
and deoisively the content alone? With this
form are we not also bound in fact to lose the
specific content of the Easter message for
some other truth about the resurrection?....
This is the question we have to put to our¬
selves even in regard to the Virgin Birth, (l)

The assertion, made here by the indirection of rhetorical ques¬

tions, of the necessity of the doctrine of the Virgin Birth,

leads to the question as to whether the doctrine is therefore

binding on each individual Christian. "He must answer," Barth

says, "that there is certainly nothing to prevent anyone, without

affirming the dootrine of the Virgin Birth, from recognising the

mystery of the person of Jesus Christ or from believing in a per-

ftectly Christian way." It is a different matter, however, for

the ohurch as a whole:

But this does not imply that the Church is
at liberty to convert the doctrine of the Vir¬
gin Birth into an option for specially strong

1Ibid.« p. 179.
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or for specially weak souls. The Church knew
well what it wao doing when it posted this
doctrine on guard, as it were, at the door of
the mystery of Christmas. It can ncver be in
favour of anyone thinking he can hurry past
this guard. It will remind him that he is
walking along a private road at his own cost
and ri3k. It will warn him against doing so.
It will proclaim as a church ordinance that to
affirm the doctrine of the Virgin Birth is a
part of real Christian faith. It will at
least require of its servants, even if there
are some who personally cannot understand this
ordinance, that they treat their private xw>ad
as a private road and do not make it an object
of their proclamation, that if they personally
cannot affirm it and so (unfortunately) with¬
hold it from their congregations, they must at
least pay the dogma the respect of keeping si¬
lence about it. (.1)

Bonhoeffer and Brunner would both agree with Barth that there are

fundamental things which the church as a body must say about the

Christian faith despite the reservations of its individual mem¬

bers \ Bonhoeffer had as lively a concept of "right doctrine" and

"heresy" as Barth. But from a truly evangelical, biblioally

christocentric point of view, the very problematic and peripheral

dogma of the Virgin Birth cannot be one of these "fundamental

things "—and just here is where Bonhoeffer and Brunner part com¬

pany with Barth. Barth has attempted to prop up as necessary to

a full ohristology something which is simply not vital to chric-t-

ology at all. He has allowed church tradition to overshadow the

demands of an authentically biblical, Reformed, and contemporary

Ibid., p. 181. We may rightly raise the question whether Barth's
advice to the preacher who cannot affirm a certain church dogma to
"keep silence about it" is not an invitation to dishonesty which
Bonhoeffer, with his passion for personal integrity and intellec¬
tual honesty, would have rejected.
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evangelical faith."'"
Bonhoeffer's "biblical exegesis, viewed from a strictly

historical-critical point of view, came down rather consistently

on the conservative side. Yet, as the issue of the Virgin Birth

chows, be combined a fully christocentric dogmatio theology with

a reverent openness and reticence about matters which the Bible

only hints at or leaves to one side. His close attention to the

actual words and situations of Scripture and to the priorities-

the "degrees of perception and degrees of significance"—which

biblical faith itself recognizes, gave his interpretation of

Christianity modernity, freshness, and life. It is not at all

without significance that Bonhoeffer's writings, apart from the

early ones, are homiletical and above all ethical in their themes.

He have seen, in the previous section, that the expounding of a

Christian ethic—a biblical, ohristological ethic—-was the major

task of Bonhoeffer's last years. The immediate projeot of his

future years, of oourse, was to have been the "non-religious in¬

terpretation of biblical concepts" which is our topic in this

thesis. In both areas Borihoeffer was moving decidedly away from

system—building, from that intense preoccupation with the inter¬

nal problems of dogmatics which has characterized the development

of Barth's theology.

*1?ot that church tradition is not very important to both Bonhoef-
fer and Brunnerj but for neither is it allowed to dominate the
theological exegesis of Scripture into artificial positions the
way it has tended to do for Barth.
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-*-n Otters and Paoers frog Prison Bonhoeffer remarks at one

point that "My thoughts and feelings seen to "be getting more and
1

more like the Old Testament". There is an abundance of material

in the prison writings to indicate that the Old 'Testament came

increasingly to dominate his thought towards the ond of his life.

Even if this fact wore not explicitly linked with the "Christi¬

anity without religion" which appears in Letters and Papers. ve

should axoect some influenoe of one on the other. As it happens,

however, we find the two themes woven inextricably together, and

there oan bo no doubt that Bonhooffer's growing tendency to think

in Old Testament terms contributed explicitly and in no small

measure to his notion of a religionless Christianity. It was Old

Testament this—worldliness, oentoring as it did in the complete

historicity of God's revelation of himself, which most attraoted

Bonhocffer and influenced his non-religious understanding of the

Christian faith.

The influence of the Bible, and particularly of the Old Tes¬

tament, on Bonhoeffer's "religionless" enterprise will be ex¬

amined in detail in chapter five, section one. Of particular in¬

terest will be the role of Old Testament this-vorldliness in his

non-religious christology. To tho end Bonhoeffer was powerfully

and creatively a Christian who was thoroughly immersed in the Holy

Scriptures. The Bible in all its many-textured splendor was for

1P. 79.
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Bonhoeffer inexhaustibly open to new insights into the word

of God given to us in Jesus Christ.



5* Mcnnohlichkeit

Martin Luther and Karl Barth are often coupled together ao

two great Protestant Christians possessed alike of a rare Hensoh-

lichkeit—what Professor T. P. Torrance translates a,3 "rich hu¬

manity."^" Their writings ring with the sheer love of things

human and the joy and humor which follow from ouch a love. In

them the heights of Christian affirmation overflow into devotion

to and delight in the myriad facets of the world whioh is recon¬

ciled to God in Christ. There is a healthy worldlineas about

Luther and Barth which springs from a fusion of native joie de

vivre and the Christian Gospel.

To these two must be added the name of Dietrich bonhoeffer,
2

whose chief mentors-—significantly—were Luther and Barth.

^"Torrance, Karl Barth8 An Introduction to His Parly Theology.
1910-1931. London, 1962, pp. 23-25*
2
In one of his letters from prison Bonhoeffer says of Luther and
Barth8 "they...have a kind of hilaritas. whioh might be described
as confidence in their own work, a certain boldness and defianoe
of the world and of popular opinion, a steadfast certainty that
what they are doing will benefit the world, even though it does
not approve, a magnificent self-assurance." (Letters and Papers.
p. 108) The theological world now knows that those words equal¬
ly well characterise Bonho< ffer himself.

Elsewhere Bonhoeffer describes Luther, again in word3 whioh
are quite exaotly true also of himself8 "The Christian is not a
homo religiosu-.. but a man, pure and simple, just as Jesus wan a
man, compared with John the Baptist anyhow. I don't mean the
shallow thio-worldlinc of the enlightened, of the busy, the
comfortable or the lascivious. It's something muoh more profound

234
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Both in his writings and. in the writings of his commentators we

are introduced to a man who by temperament was a lover of people

and of earthly joys. We have noted Bonhocffer's liberal German

education, which broadened and sensitized his natural delight in

the riches of human culture. We have seen further how at an

early age Lebens ohilosophie exercised a powerful attraction for

him, especially the works of the passionately earth-loving

Hietzsche. His lifelong quest for utter concroteness in the

things of God was the theological manifestation of his zeal that

the Christian Gospel be a message for flesh—and—blood men on

this earth.

Former students of Bonhoeffer from his Finkenwalde days,

3uch as iberhard Bethge and Paul F. W. Busing, recall with special

emphasis and appreciation his great Mensohliohkeit. Bonhoeffer

could savor and cherish an after-dinner cigar, a Bach fugue, a

"pagan" author, or the simple joys of conviviality a3 readily as

the peculiarly "religious" experiences of life in the Christian

ohuroh. He was a deadly foe of pietism, which he regarded as an

introspective blanket which threatened to suffocate "the clean
2

and true air of the Word." The atmosphere of the community at

than that, something in which the knowledge of death and resur¬
rection is ever present. I believe Luther lived a this-worldly
life in this sense." (P. 168)

^Bethge, op. cit., pp. 24-25; and Busing, "Reminiscences of Fink¬
enwalde," fThe Christian Century, vol. LXXVIII, Ho. 38, Sept. 20,
1961, pp. 1108-1111.
2
Gcsamaolte ohriften II, p. 278. See also -anotorua Communio.
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Finkenwalde, of which the booic Life Together is a partial de¬

scription, "was neither ascetic nor pietistic, but one of real

joy and freedon under the Word of God.""'' In this Bonhoeffer

stood squarely with the Reformers and against the religiosity

of much post-Reformation piety.

For Bonhoeffer, as for Luther and Barth, this affirmation

of humanity and of the earth was inextricably bound up with an

undexstanding of the Gospel. Howhere does Bonhoeffer's liensch-

liohkeit and its relation to his theology oome out more clearly

and positively than in the Letters and Papers from Prison. It

is precisely the "religionless" Bonhoeffer who displays a deeper

and more expansive love of man and the world than ever before,

as we might expeot.

The prison writings abound with "rioh humanity" and with a

vision of Christian theology in which the Incarnation is the
2

basis of true humanism. Some of these passages will be examined

in detail in Part Two as we study the concept of "Christianity

without religion" set forth in Letters and Papers. Bonhoeffer's

aocounta of his relations with fellow prisoners and with his

pp. 194—19^? and Letters and Papers, pp. 122-124 and 166-169-

"^Godsey, op. cit., p. 83.
2
In chapter one, seotion one, we examined the philosophical
framework of Bonhoeffer's "Christian humanism" in his personalist-
existentialist outlook.
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warders, of the place of earthly joy in the Christian life, of

the "polyphony" of life, of his desire to have his "animal ex¬

istence" awakened in the profoundest sense, of the importance of

personal relationships simply in themselves—all these themes

testify to his intense Mensohliohkeit» his robust ;ioie de vivrc.^
Theologically Bonhoeffer's "rioh humanity" was manifest in

his positive evaluation of a world oome of age, in hi3 apprehen¬

sion of faith as the integrator of life, in his incessant pursu¬

ing of the question of the meaning of Christ to a mature world,

in his conception of transcendence as "the beyond in the midst of

life," in his ohristology of Jesus "the man for others," in his

tinderstanding of the Christian "not as a homo religiosus. but as

a man, pure and simple," and in his love and concern for the
2

"good pagan." He drove home the point negatively by his bitter

attack on Christian apologetics, existentialism, and psychoanal¬

ysis for what he belioved to be their oonsoious or unoonscious

degradation of man; and by an unchanging warfare on religiosity
3

as a pretense and an affectation divorced from real life.

One of the most intriguing facets of Bonhoeffer interpreta¬

tion has been a tendency on the part of some to couple him with

"^The fullest treatment of the topics here mentioned appears in
chapter six of thi3 thesis.
2
See chapters four and five.

"^See ohapter four.
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Albert Camus, the contemporary Rrenoh novelist. Suoh interpret¬

ers as Peter Berger and William Hamilton see Camus as a kind of

1
non-Christian counterpart to Bonhoeffer. For Berger and Hawaii-

ton Camus is the highly articulate representative of the world

come of age. He epitomizes the man to whom Bonhoeffer is ad¬

dressing a religionleas Christianity. Camus, better than oon-

nuniat man or any other current ideological "believer," repre¬

sents the "good man without God," the mature non-religious mem

who Bonhoeffer believed is gradually predominating at least in

Western society.

Albert Camus combined a profound and radical this-

worldliness with an explicit rejection of traditional Christian

theodicy. His novels and other writings abound in a quite re¬

markable affirmation of life and its values totally apart from

divine sanction or reprobation. Deeply aware of tragedy, evil,

and injustice, Camus could not make sense out of a God who would

permit such a world. God, not man, is the guilty one, because

God is the great bystander. He is rejected because he is un¬

just, not because he is improbable. Belief in God has enabled

man to justify and perpetuate the existing order of things in

the name of a heavenly kingdom? justice and freedom are not

Berger, "Camus, Bonhoeffer and the World Come of Age," The
Christian Century, vol. LXXVI, Ho. 14» April 8, 19591 PP* 417-
418, and Ho. 15> April 15, 1959» PP* 450-452? Hamilton, The Hew
Essence of Christianity. Hew York, 1961, pp. 30, 55-58*
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possible on earth until God has boon abolished.

Since we must reject God and affirm the surd givenness of

the world, we must ourselves create whatever good there is to be

found in life. Despite the tragic ambiguity of all our aotions

and experiences, the task of being human is the bold decision to

plunge oneself into the midst of life and wrest from it what it

can yield of truth, beauty, and goodness. Some of Canrus*s most

exquisitely beautiful and moving passages describe very simple

joys and triumphs which persons in all circumstances actually

experience in their relation to other persons and to the world.

He speaks of natural beauty, of friendship, of courage, as one

i
who has participated sensitively in life as a fully secular man.

Bonhoeffer's Letters and Papers from Prison are strikingly

reminiscent of the writings of Camus in some respects. They

breathe the same air of world-affirmation—of Hensohliohkeit.

They acknowledge the right of the world to its own existence.

They reveal an intense love for man simply as man. Significantly,

Camus, like 3onhoeffer, was deeply influenced by the Lebensphil¬

osophic of Friedrich Nietzsche and by existentialism. Both

Camus and Bonhoeffer were also part of the resistance movement

during World War IX—Camus in occupied France and 'Bonhoeffer in

^"One can pick up any volume of Camus•s writings and discover his
twofold joie de vivre and serious probing of the problems of jus¬
tice and suffering. See, e.g., such novels as The Outsider (Lon¬
don, 1946), The Plague (London, 1940)» and The Fall (London, 1957);
and his overtly philosophical works suoh as The ilyth of Sisyphus
(London, 1955) and The Rebel (London, n.d.).
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Nazi Germany. Having been born only seven years apart (Bonhoef-

fer in 1906 and Camus in 1913)» they witnessed the same history

unfold in Europe. Both men experienced the haloyon joys of pre¬

war life and the abyssal horror of the war. One was a Christian

and one an atheist? yet their reactions to life itself were to

some extent remarkably similar.

There is little doubt that part of Bonhoeffer*s current

popularity stems from a recognition that in his life and thought

he seems to have been the Christian reply to the healthy-ninded

secularity of men like Camus. Bonhoeffer showed that the Chris¬

tian faith is not incompatible with the richest sort of life-

affirmation; indeed, he believed that the Christian faith demands

the full affirmation of Camus*s world—the world which has cone

of age. Phis will become clear when we consider Bonhoeffer's

analysis of the modem world in chapter four.

In conclusion, Bonhoeffer's intense Hensohliohkeit must be

seen as an integral factor—perhaps we may call it the tempera¬

mental element—in his quest for a religionless Christianity.
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THE QUEST FOR A RELIOIOITU SS CHRISTIANITY

IN BCafHOEFFBR'S LAST WRITE!OS

Bonhoeffer first articiliated his reflections on a world cone

of age and a religionless Christianity in a letter of 30th April,

1944, to hi3 friend Eberhard Bethge: "You would he surprised and

perhaps disturbed," he began, "if you knew how ray ideas on theo¬

logy are taking shape.""*" Succeeding letters go on to 3pell out,

often in a spasmodic and inchoate form, the shape Bonhoeffer's

thoughts were taking. Throughout our discussion of his "Chris¬

tianity without religion" project it will be important to bear

in mind that his presentation has come down to us in a germinal

and fragmentary form. Bonhoeffer was only beginning to explore

its possibilities when his life ended.

The raost systematic presentation of Bonhoeffer's non-

religious interpretation that we have is an outline for a pro¬

jected book on the subject, and this is in only the barest skele¬

tal form. Under the heading "Outline for a Book" he states that

"I should like to write a "book not more than 100 pages long and

^"Letters and Papers frora drison. pp. 121-122.
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with three chapters." The chapters were to "be "1. A Stocktaking

of Christianity. 2. The Real Meaning of the Christian Faith.

3. Conclusions."^* He then sketches in the topics he wishes to

cover in each chapter. I shall quote from and refer to the Out¬

line from time to time in our discussion. Bonhoeffer worked on

the hook tfhile he was in prison. In a letter of 23rd August,

1944, he relates the following to Bethge:

I am now working on the chapter about "Tak¬
ing Stook of Christianity'"....1 an often shocked
at the things I am saying, especially in the
first part, whioh is mainly orltioal. I shall
be glad when I get to the more positive part.
But the whole subjeot has never been properly
thrashed out, so it sounds very undigested.
However, it can't be printed at present anyhow,
and it will doubtless improve with waiting. (2)

The chief substance of Bonhoeffer's discussion of religion-

less Christianity, however, is to he found presented in a dis¬

connected and fragmentary way in his letters to Bethge. Henoe

in a consideration of "Christianity without religion" as it

first appears in Bonhoeffer's thought we shall expect to find a

lack of clarity in some areas, 3ome confusion in others, unsup¬

ported assertions, and large lacunae, nevertheless, there is

enough material there to enable the reader to catch a vivid

glimpse of a revolutionary theological vision which has

^Ibid., p. 178. The whole outline appears on pp. 178-181.
2Ibid., p. I85.
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profoundly influenced present-day Christian life and thought.

Bonhoeffer concludes his "Outline for a Book" by saying, "I hope

in this way /I.e., by writing the book/ to do sonetiling for the

sake of the Church of the future."^" He succeeded beyond his

wildest dreams without ever completing his book.

Although it is to Letters and Papers from Prison that we

must turn for a direct consideration of the major features of

religionless Christianity as Bonhoeffer envisioned it, his Ethics

is a collection of transitional writings in which we may expect

to find important foreshadowings of the radioal position taken

in the prison writings. The great value of the Ethics is that

it spells out some of the theological underpinning of Bonhoeffer's

later reflections which is sometimes only hinted at in Letters

and Papers. For these reasons the Ethics will be used as a sup¬

plementary source for the discussion.

1Ibid.« p. 181.



CHAPTER THREE

THE CRITIQUE OP RELIGION

1. Bonhoeffer

Basic to our discussion of religionleos Christianity is an

analysis of what Bonhoeffer means by "religion." Rio experiences

of and reflections u>on modern secularity raised a question "that

keeps coming back to me...what is, Christianity, and indeed what

is Christ, for us to-day?" The whole history of Christian theo¬

logy and preaching has been built upon what Bonhoeffer calls

(after his teacher Reinhold Seeberg) the "religious premise"

(religiooen Apriori) of man, which at one point he identifies

simply with "inwardness and conscience." Christianity has been

traditionally considered the true pattern of religion. But now,

says Bonhoeffer, writing in 1944, "Re are proceeding towards a

time of no religion at alls men as they are now simply cannot be

religious any more." What is, Christianity in this religion-less

world upon which we are entering? What "if one day it becomes

apparent that this a priori 'premise' simply does not exist, but

was an historical and temporary form of human self-expression"?

Bonhoeffer believes that that day has already dawned.
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If the church clings to the "religious premise" as the basis

of its Gospel, it will find itself, says Bonhoeffer, equating the

elect with those whom the evangelist catches in a weak moment,

with the nostalgically "neo-medieval," or with the intellectually

dishonest. In other words, the "chosen few" will be those with

particular psychological attitudes conducive to "religiousness":

the naturally pious, the romanticist born out of his time, or the

emotionally unstable.

Rejecting this solution, Bonhoeffer raises again and in an

even more pertinent way the question, What is Christianity in a

non-religious world? "How can Christ become the Lord even of

those with no religion?"^ If the "religious a priori" was merely

an historical garment for Christianity, what is "religionless"

Christianity? Questions immediately arise, such as the nature

and function of the church in a religionless world and the prob¬

lem of speaking of God in a non-religiou3 way:

what is the meaning of a church, a parish, a
sermon, a liturgy, a Christian life, in a reli¬
gionless world? How do we speak of God-
without religion, i.e. without the teraporally-
oonditioned presuppositions of metaphysics, in¬
wardness, etc.? How do we speak (but perhaps
we can no longer "speak" of such things as be¬
fore) in secular fashion (..weltlich") of God?
In what way arc we in a religionless and secu¬
lar sense („reLigionslos-weltlich") Christians,
in what way are we ex-xXpcrCa, those who are
called out, without understanding ourselves

Ibid., p« 122. It is interesting to compare Barth's discussion
of the "non-necessity" of religion in his critique of religion.
See Church Dogmatics I, 2, p. 315, and section five of this
chapter.
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religiously as specially favored, "but as belong¬
ing wholly to the world? Christ is then no
longer an object of religion, but something
wholly different, truly Lord of the world. But
what does that mean? What is the moaning of
worship and prayer in a religionloss situation? (1)

In raising the question of talk about God, Bonhoeffer in¬

troduces a second meaning to the word "religion." Up to this

point he has been speaking of religion as personal religiousness

or inner piety. How he introduces the idea of religion as meta¬

physical ideas of God. Religion in this sense, as tied up with

a metaphysical object called "God," leads directly to the prob¬

lem of divine transcendence, to which we shall turn in chapter

five, section two.

Bonhoeffer therefore 3eems to think of religion in two ways:

(l) as the inward psychological attitude of a private subject;

and (2) as one of a host of expressions of that subject's rela¬

tion to a metaphysical object (God). "In my view," states Bon¬

hoeffer, "/to 'interpret in a religious sense/7" means to speak

on the one hand metaphysically, and on the other individualistic-
2

ally." Both elements in this dipolar phenomenon oalled religion

Ibid., p. 123. My translation. German ed., p. 180.
2
Ibid., p. 125. Bethge, op. oft., 3eos four elements in Bon¬
hoeffer 's conception of religion: (l) individualistic, (2) meta¬
physical, (3) divorced from the re3t of life, and (4) having a
Deus ex maohina apprehension of God. However, (3) and (4) are
readily subsumed under (l) and (2) respectively in Bonhoeffer's
total analysis of religion, and will be treated in this way in
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are historical moments which are passing away. This interpreta¬

tion of religion, as Bonhoeffor spells it out in the prison

writings, will be unfolded and elucidated in detail throu^aout

Part Two of this thesis, specifically in chapters four and five.

Bonhoeffer's personal observations on particular manifesta¬

tions of religion are illuminating. During both of his sojourns

in the United States he was continually impressed by what A. R.

Vidler has more recently called "the appalling religiousness of

America."^" Reporting on his year as Sloane Fellow at Union Theo¬

logical Seminary (1930-31), Bonhoeffer had this to say about the

difference between the German and the American seminarians "If

the first sermons of the German student serve for him to hand on

his dogmatics as quickly as possible, they serve for the American

student to display before the congregation the whole of his reli-
2

giouo experience." And in his essay "Protestantism without Re¬

formation," Bonhoeffer assessed American Christianity in more for¬

mal theological terms:

American theology and the American church as a
whole have never been able to understand the mean¬

ing of "criticism" by the Word of God and all that

our discussion. (Detailed treatment of all of Bethge's cate¬
gories in terms of the essential dipolarity of inwardness and
metaphysics appears in chapter four.) I am borne out in this
interpretation Toy Mr. Clifford Green in a highly perceptive ar¬
ticle entitled "Bonhoeffer's Concept of Religion," Union Sem¬
inary Quarterly Review, vol. XIX, no. 1, November, 1963* P* 17•

^The title of an essay in Essays in Liberality, pp. 171-176.
2Uo Rusty Swords, p. 88.
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signifies. Right to the last they do not under¬
stand that God'3 "criticism" touches even reli¬
gion, the Christianity of the churches and the
sanctification of Christians, and that God has
founded his church beyond religion and beyond
ethics. A symptom of thi3 is the general adher¬
ence to natural theology. In American theology,
Christianity is still essentially religion and
ethics. (1)

ITotioe here that the reality, not only of the Gospel, but also

of the ohurch, is "beyond" both religion and ethios. Me have

discussed in previous sections the "trans-moral" basis of the

Christian life in Bonhoeffor's thought. Here too is Bonhoeffer's

consistent rejection of natural or philosoitfiical theology, fol¬

lowing Barth. Both theologians saw the various forms of philo¬

sophical theology as hound up with an interest in "religion,"

either on the metaphysical level (as in Catholio natural theology)

or in terms of analysis of the religious subject (as in liberal

and existentialist Protestant "anthropological pre-under3tanding").

Still more decisively revealing of Bonhoeffer's personal at¬

titude towards religion are observations which he set down in a

diary whioh he kept during his second brief stay in America during

the summer of 1939* The entry for 16th June reoords how he has

spent the whole day in a library in Hew York City looking through-

copies of the Christian Century. He mentions a report on the
II

"a-religiousness" (Areligiositat) of American college students?

they are described in the article as "disinterested." Bonhoeffor

1Ibid.t p. 117.
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comments: '"That must follow, when people do not after all under¬

stand that 'religion' is really and truly superfluous." Two days

later he worshipped at Riverside Church, the "cathedral" of Amer¬

ican liberalism. Afterwards he described the "whole affair" as

a "self-satisfied celebration of religion (Religionsfeier)," as

"religion-idolatry (Religionsvergotsung)He asks: "Do the people

really not know that one manages just a3 well and even better

without •religion'"?'*"
The key passage among Bonhoeffer'3 personal reflections on

the phenomenon of religion, however, is a statement whioh he made

in a letter to Bethge of 25th June, 1942:

Again and again I am driven to think about my
activities which are now concerned so much with
the secular field....I feel the resistance grow¬
ing in me against all religiosity (alios ..licligi-
Q3e"), sometimes reaohing the level of an instinc¬
tive horror—surely, this is not good either.
Yet I am not a religious nature at all (ich bin
keine religiose Natur). But all the time I am
forced to think of God, of Christ, of genuinoness,
life, freedom, charity—that matters for me. What
causes me uneasiness i3 just the religious cloth¬
ing (die religiosen Einkleidungen). Do you under¬
stand? Thi3 is no new concept at all, no new in¬
sights, but because I believe an idea will come to
burst upon me I let things run and do not offer
resistance. In this sense I understand my present
activity in the secular sector. (2)

In this letter Bonhoeffer explicitly states that it is hi3 purely

secular activities—as an employee of German Military Counter¬

intelligence and a resistance worker—which are stimulating

"Gesammelte Schriften I, p. 300.
2
Gosanaelte Scbriften II, p. 420. Bethge's translation in "The
Challenge of Dietrich Bonhoeffer'o Life and Theology," p. 29*
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and troubling his thoughts on the whole phenomenon of religion.

He goes on to speak of his "resistance" to all formo of "reli¬

giosity," a resistance which sometimes intensifies into "an in¬

stinctive horror." In chapter four we shall examine Bonhoeffer's

continued resistance to religiousness in the prison letters,

where he speaks of his awkwardness with "religious people" and

launches a violent attack on the "religious prying" of Christian

pastors and apologists and their "secularized off-shoots," the

psychotherapists and the existentialists.

Bonhoeffer flatly confesses that he himself is not a reli¬

gious person hy nature. At the 3ame time, the things that really

count for him are "God, ...Christ, ...genuineness, life, freedom,

charity". It is important to stress that these themes, the nu-

oleus of Christianity and Christian life for Bonhoeffer, are for

him "non-religious." We have already discussed his lifelong

concentration on the oentrality of Christ as the way to God, per¬

sonal authenticity of "belief and spontaneity of action, love of

earthly life, and oonorete concern for the neighbor. In the

ohanters which follow we shall see how the realities of God,

Christ, genuineness, life, freedom, and charity continued to be

at the heart of Bonhoeffer's outlook in the prison uritings.

There he t/restled with the problem of translating these Chris¬

tian realities into fully "secular," non-religious terms for a

world which had outgrown religion.
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It is not, then, the essence of Christianity whioh is at

stake, for the Gospel is not "religious." What bothers Bonhoof¬

fer is "the religious olothing" which Christianity wears. This

garment of religion is characterised by a metaphysical apprehen¬

sion of God as a Deus ex maohina and by inwardness or piety.

The passage from Bonhooffor*s letter of 1942 concludes by-

pointing out that these "non-religious" thoughts on Christianity

are "no new concept at all, no new insists." As a Barth-inspired

theologian, Bonhoeffer shared from the beginning Barth's critioal

views on the phenomenon of religion. At the same time, along with

Barth, he had assumed the inevitability and even the rightful place

of religion within Christianity. We shall examine their views in

the section of this chapter on Bonhoeffer*s "religionless" cri¬

tique of Barth. Where Bonhoeffor went beyond Barth and his own

earlier vievra was in his growing oonviotion, during the war years,

that religion was no longer inevitable in human affairs; that "men

as they are now 3imply cannot be religious any more." Bonhoeffer

seems to have been groping with the idea in an extremely inohoate

form in this letter of 1942, but it was to emerge with definite-

ness in the prison writings. Written a year before his arrest,

the letter symbolizes the decisive impact of full-blown secular-

ity on Bonhoeffer"s consciousness, an impact which boro fruit in

his "religionless" proposals.

In prison letters dated 5th May and 8th June, 1944, Bonhoef¬

fer undertook to criticize the efforts of certain other leading
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German-speaking theologians who deal with the problem of reli¬

gion. His criticisms of the attempts of his contemporaries to

interpret Christianity as in some sense "beyond religion" sheds

light in a negative way on the path Bonhoeffer himself was pur¬

suing, and places him within the context of modem Keo-Reforraation

critiques of religion.



2. Rudolf Bultraann

Bonhoeffer acknowledges that Bultmann, in his program of

denythologizing the New Testament, has recognised the problem

of religion, but contends that he has gone about solving it in

the wrong way. Bultmann has not really broken with the liberal

tradition, because he is still attempting to separate the "es¬

sence" of the Gospel from its outer wrapping, however differently

he may do it from, say, Harnack. "Buitnann's approach is really

at bottom the liberal one (i.e. abridging the Gospel)," comments

Bonhoeffer, "whereas I seek to think theologically."'''
Bonhoeffer, unlike some other interpreters of Bultmann,

does not think that Bultmann has gone too farJ he feels that he

has not gone far enough. Bultmann,s demythologizing still leaves

us with the religious problem» "It is not only the mythological

conceptions, such as the miracles, the ascension and the like

(which are not in principle separable from the conceptions of

God, faith and so on) that are problematic, but the 'religious'

"''Ibid., p. 125. By "thinking theologically" Bonhoeffor seems to
mean (following Barth) letting one's thoughts be determined by
the biblical witness as a whole and exclusively, not bringing to
the scriptural data any sort of a priori notion of what its "es¬
sence" really is (as with the liberals and Bultmann), but simply
letting it speak for itself on the matter. The liberal abridge¬
ment of the Gospel in terms of ethicism and Bultmann's existen¬
tialist reduotion both "jump the gun," as it were, and therefore
fall short of genuinely theological thinking.
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1
assumptions themselves." The real problem in a religionle3S

world is to interpret and proclaim both God and miraoles—i.e.,

both "kerygna" and ''myth''-—-non-re1 igiou3ly.

In the second of two letters which discuss Bultmann, Bon-

hoeffer makes the sane point in a positive way* "the full content,

including the mythological conoepts, must be maintained. The New

Testament is not a mythological garbing of the universal truthj

this mythology is the thing itself—but the conoepts must be in¬

terpreted in such a way as not to make religion a precondition

of faith".2
The notion that the biblical mythology i3 "the thing itself"

and not the dispensable medium of eternal principles or even of

authentic existential self-understanding is an expression of Bon-

hoeffer's doctrine of Soripture, which we examined in the section

on "The Bible." The fallible, time-bound words of the Bible are

in their very particularity and historicity the concrete word of

God to us. He oannot get "behind" the biblioal witness to ab¬

stract universal truths (liberalism) or to a theory about what

it "really" is (Bultmann); the witness itself is all the truth

we possess or need to possess. This biblical truth is "truth as

encounter"s the living presence of God who speaks to man wholly
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within the events of his history, and who through his Spirit

makes past and future generations contemporary with those re¬

velatory events# Biblical truth, as Bonhoeffer was fond of

saying, is universal only by being intensely particular? it is

eternal only by being fully historical. Hence the mythology of

the Bible, right along with the simply historical and the didac¬

tic, must be seen as "the thing itself" and not merely as a veil

shrouding the essence of the Gospel: the mythology is part of

its essence. This is Bonhoeffer's intimate and highly concrete

dialectic of the relation between God and man, which we have

seen in his doctrines of Christ, the church, and Scripture.

It is essential to remember that Bonhoeffer does not mean

that the Bible is all of a pieoe, either historically or theo¬

logically. There are "degrees of perception and degrees of sig¬

nificance," to use his own words; and his difference from Barth

on such matters as the significance of the "myth" of the Virgin

Birth of Christ, as we saw in the section on "The Bible," indi¬

cates a definite selectivity about what is central and what is

peripheral in the Scriptures. Bonhoeffcr means rather (1) to

safeguard the utterly historical, event character of the revela¬

tion of the true God, and his real entrusting of the word of

salvation to human flesh in Jesus Christ and his witnesses, which

is secured only by an obedient attentiveness to the actual words

of Soripture as a whole? and (2) to insist that authentically
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theological reflection mast take its rise solely from the Bible

itself, which must be taken as a whole in order to discover the

actual priorities which the text itself establishes and demands.

The all-determining central!ty of the Incarnation and the wholly

peripheral importance of the narratives of Jesus' birth are pri¬

orities established by the New Testament itself.

Bultnann, like the liberals, brings priorities to the Bible

from outside rather than allowing it to set out its own. One of

these is the distinction, not between mythology and history, but

between mythology and a particular theory of the "essence" of

the New Testament proclamation (the Icerygna). Bultraann has de¬

termined in advance, on the basis of existentialist philosophy,

what the "essence" of the New Testament proclamation is, and pro¬

ceeds to extract it from its setting in the first-century Jewish

and Hellenistic mythological world-views. Bonhoeffer insists

that this is an aprioristio abridgement of the Gospel.

He must understand the Gospel on its own biblical terms and

therefore as a whole. Just here is the platform on which Chris¬

tian theology mu3t stand even in a non-religious world. Seen

in this light, it is not just the mythological New Testament

world-picture which is problematic tut the religious presupposi¬

tions of the biblical language as a whole, including the kerygma

itself. Hence excising the mythology ±3 not enough. The entire

New Testament must first be freed of any religious pre-conditions
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and then entirely reinterpreted non-religionely. This is the

"non-religions interpretation of biblical concepts," which Bult¬

mann's demythologiaing stops short of.

Two interpreters of Bonhoeffer hare pointed out that his

brief assessment of Bultnann's work in Letters and Papers is

mistaken in its critical jud^nent. John Godsey warns that "we

must question whether Bonhoeffer really understood Bultmann's

view of •demythologiaing* when he considers it a typical liberal

reduction process aimed at eliminating myth in order to expose

the essence of Christianity. Here Bonhoeffer clearly misunder¬

stands the intention of Bultraann, who has repeatedly declared

that ho is not interested in eliminating the mythological ele¬

ments, but in interpreting thorn."*' According to Gerhard libeling,

"Bonhoeffer's reproach that Bultmann succumbs to the typical lib¬

eral reduction process fails to recognise Bultmann's express in-
?

tention"• Both men? however, raise the question as to whether

Bultmann has in fact succeeded in carrying out his intention,

and we must now turn to that question.

In the original essay on demythologising, "Hew Testament

and Mythology," Bultmann declared that "Our task is to produce

an existentialist in torpre tation of the.«.mythology of the Hew

*"0p. ext., pp. 278-279*

2Op. oit., pp. 103, 139-141•
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Testament".* His later writing entitled Jesus Christ and Myth¬

ology makes this intention even more explicit. He defines de-

mythologiaing in this way: "Its aim is not to eliminate the

mythological statements hut to interpret them. It is a method

2
of hermeneutics." Bultmann believes that liberalism went wrong

preoisely because it did attempt to eliminate the mythology.

At other times, however, Bultniann expressly speaks of the

need to eliminate the mythology of the New Testament. In the

original essay, which is all Bonhoeffer had read of Bultroann's

program, he declares quite explicitly» "The question is simply

whether the New Testament message consists exclusively of myth¬

ology, or whether it actually demands the elimination of myth

if it is to be understood as it is meant to be."^
The seeming contradiction in Bultmann's intentions is only

an apparent one resulting from the imprecision of his language.

Stated precisely, he seeks to reinterpret the myths of the New

Testament by eliminating their purely mythical choraoter. He

is in quest of the human understanding of existence which myths

symbolise» "The real purpose of myth is not to present an ob¬

jective picture of the world as it is, but to express man's

Op. oit.t p. 16. Italics mine.
^llew York, 1958» P» 18 •
"Hew Testament and Mythology," p. 10. Italics mine.
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tinderstanding of himself in the world in which he lives. Ilyth

3hould he interpreted not cosmologically, hut anthropologically,

or better still, existentially."* By constructing myths, an¬

cient man objectified his understanding of his existence in

terms of a supernatural reality or event. The job of demytho-

logising, then, is to reinterpret the New Testament myths by

discovering what they were trying to say about human existence.

But this reinterpretation proceeds by eliminating the myths as

myths. Hence Bultmann's method i3 both a reinterpretation and

an elimination, the latter being part of the total procedure

whioh bears the name of the former.

To cite one example of Bultmann's method: The resurrection

of Jesus i3 clearly a mythological event} yet the resurrection

faith is at the very center of the kerygma. For Bultmann the

existential truth of the resurrection is the victory over sin

and death in the life of the person who in faith understands the

meaning of the cross for him. The myth of the resurrection, on

the other hand, is the belief in the transmutation of Jesus'

physical body on the third day after his crucifixion. Bultmann

would say that to get at the truth of the resurrection—to rein¬

terpret it—requires eliminating the resurrection myth viewed

as an objective supernatural event in the world, as the New

Testament stories of the empty tomb picture it.

1Ibid., p. 10.
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Against Bonhoeffer, it may truly be said that to a large

degree Bultmann's "existentialist" interpretation of the Hew

Testament cones very close to what Bonhoeffer in fact produces

in his "non-religious interpretation of biblical concepts," as

we shall see in chapter five. The two-volume work Theology of

the ITew Testament is an excellent example of Bultraann's method,

and bears comparison with some of Bonhoeffer's "religionless"

material. Here Bultmann systematically reinterprets the major

New Testament (chiefly Pauline and Johannine) concepts, many of

which are originally mythological in form, in what can genuinely

be called fairly "secular" terms.

When Bultmann's position has been oarefully defined to show

what his actual intentions and results are, however, we must

still acknowledge the crucial validity of Bonhoeffer's basic

criticism. He asserts, it will be remembered, that "It is not

only the mythological conceptions, 3uch as the miracles, the as¬

cension and the like (which are not in principle separable from

the conceptions of God, faith and so on) that are problematic,

but the •religious' assumptions themselves." This is a key sen¬

tence which discloses the fundamental distinction between "exis¬

tentialist" and "religionless" interpretation.

Contrary to Bonhoeffer, Bultraann does not appear to consider

^Theology of the ITew Testament, two vols., trans. by Kendriok
Grobel, New York, 1951*
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certain religious conceptions ultimately problematic. He re-

tains as "non-mythological" such Hew Testament conceptions as

faith, the word of God, divine action in history, and—most

decisively—the conception "God" itself. It is clear from his

writings that for Bultmann oertain Hew Testament ideas are "in

principle separable" from the mythological ones, and can in faot

continue to be used.* Bultmann believes, over against Bonhoef-

fer, that certain "•religious• assumptions" are still legitimate¬

ly used in a "oome-of-age" world, particularly the apex word

"God." Bultmann, like Bonhoeffer, is passionately devoted to

rendering the Gospel relevant and intelligible to modem man, but

clearly he does not consider oertain traditional religious con¬

ceptions to be the insuperable stumbling-blook that Bonhoeffer

does. To Bonhoeffer the very word "God" it3elf is perhaps the

most meaningless religious term to secular man. The correlative

notion of divine transcendenoe is likewise under greater sus¬

picion in Letters and Papers than in Bultmann's writings, al¬

though Bultmann, like Bonhoeffer, decisively rejects any sort of

mythological or metaphysical understanding of God's "over-
2

against-^iess."

^See Jesus Christ and Mythology. Chapter V, "The Meaning of God
as Acting," pp. "Sb-85.
p
Although their starting-points differ, the two theologians are
fairly close together in the results of their thinking on the
problem of divine transcendence. The thought of both is strong¬
ly influenced by the I-Thou conception of transcendenoe as the
concrete "standing-over-against—the-sclf" of an "other" which
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This difference, then, exists between "non-religious" and

"existentialist" interpretation of the New Testament: the former

regards all religious presuppositions, both "mythological" and

"non-mythological," as entirely problematic in the modem worldj

while the latter distinguishes between "mythological" and "non-

mythological" religious ideas, regarding only the "mythological"

as incredible to modern man and therefore reinterpreting them

existentially. Such a difference is not absolute, since, as x*e

have said, Bultm-ann subjects "non-mythological" religious con¬

ceptions such as God and faith to extensive reinterpretation even

as he oontinues to use theiaj while Bonhoeffer, as we shall see in

chapter five, tends in his non—religious interpretation of Chris¬

tianity towards the reduction of the major biblical themes to a

"non-mythological" as well as a "non-religious" essence. Bult¬

mann oannot avoid the large contemporary question mark whioh

man encounters through his ethical encounters with his neighbor.
Bonhoeffer, as we have seen, derived this personali3tic approach
to transcendence largely from Eborhard Grisebaohj Bultmann, on
the other hand, is dominated by the thought of Martin Heidegger.
See Ibeling, op. ext., pp. 139-140. Nevertheless, Bonhoeffer's
non-religious conception of transcendence is more radically hu¬
manised and 3eoulariacd than Bultmann's existentialist concep¬
tion. Bonhoeffer always began from the biblical testimony that
the man Jesus is very God, and therefore in his religionleas
chri3tology he could foous on this human being in all his indi¬
viduality and reinterpret his Godhead in terms of his actions
(see chapter five, seotion three)• For Bultmann, on the other
hand, the man Jesus himself is largely unknown, and Christianity
is the kerygna whioh proclaims the activity of God and a new un¬
derstanding of human existence on the basis of Christ's oros3.
Hence we are left with a God who is separable from the man Jesus
and the corresponding problem for secular man of a religiously-
conceived transcendence.
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stands even over so-called "non-raythologioal" Hew Testament i-

deas. Desiring to retain "the full content" of the biblical mes¬

sage, albeit non-religiously, Bonhoeffer acknowledges in practice

if not in theory that it is exceedingly difficult to reinterpret

the "mythological" elements in "secular" terras•"*"
Detailed attention has been devoted to Bonhoeffer's criti¬

cisms of Bultraann and to Bultnann's own position on the matter

of religion because of an important trend in current Bonhoeffer

interpretation. Leading interpreters of Bonhoeffer such as Ron¬

ald Gregor Smith and Gerhard Ebeling, who are essentially Bult—

mannian in their orientation, believe that the "religionless"

Bonhoeffer is closer to Bultnann than to any other contemporary

theologian. Behind the differences in presuppositions and method,

they contend, the two thinkers are remarkably similar in their

reinterpretation of the Gospel for modern man. It is hoped that

the above discussion has also indicated 3ome of the similarities

as well as the fundamental differences between Bonhoeffer and

Bultraann. With Bultmann currently occupying the center of Euro¬

pean theological discussion, this link with Bonhoeffer becomes

highly significant in the contemporary quest for a "Christianity
2

without religion."

See Ebeling, op. oit.. p. 139*
2
See Ronald Gregor Smith, The Hew Hani Christianity and Han's
Coming of Age. London, 1956, ©sp. pp. 85-112; and Ebeling, op.
oit.. pp. 139-140. See also Gerhard iCrause, "Dietrich Bonhoef¬
fer und Rudolf Bultmann," in &eit und Geaohichte. herausgegeben
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It is intriguing to speculate a3 to whether Bonhooffer

would have found Bultmann's approach more congenial had the two

of them been able to engage in theological dialogue after the

war. We noted earlier in this thesis that Bonhoeffer is known

to have welcomed the publication of Bultnann's programmatic es¬

say with qualified enthusiasm. Bultmann, 011 the other hand, is

in agreement with Bonhoeffer's analysis of the modern world as

"come of age," and endorses the views set forth in R. G. Smith's

book The Hew Han, which is fundamentally Bonhoeffer-inspired.'*'
Interestingly enough, some "oost-Bultmannian" criticisms of

Bultmann have suggested, along with Bonhoeffer, that Bultmann

has "not gone far enough." Reversing Bonhoeffer*s criticism,

however, they maintain that Bultmann has stopped short at neo-

orthodoxy and has failed to carry through consistently to a "neo-
2

liberalism."

von Erich Dinkier, Tubingen, 1964, pp. 439-460? and G« Harb3-
maier, "Die 'nicht-religiose Interpretation biblischer Begriffe'
bei Bonhooffer und die Entraythologisierung," in Die mundige Welt
II > PP* 74-91*

"''Bonhoeffer's response to Bultraann's essay and Bultmann's approv¬
al of Smith's exploration of religionless Christianity were first
made known to me by Professor Smith in a conversation we had dur¬
ing December of 1962. See also Ho Rusty Swords, p. 27*
2 '
See Schubert M. Ogden, op. oit., a book which is surely one of
the most appreciative and rigorous analyses of Bultmann*3 theo¬
logy to dates and Fritz Buri, "Entmythologi3ierung oder Entkoryg-
matisierung der Theologie," in Kerygna und Mythos, vol. II, ed.
by Hans Bartaoh, Hamburg-VoIksdorf, 1952. Buri is a philosophical
disciple of Karl Jaspers, much as Bultmann follows the existen¬
tialist analysis of Martin Heidegger. Buri and Ogden represent
the "left wing" of Bultmann's students and interpreters, who main¬
tain that to stop short at deraythologizing, as Bultmann
does, is illogioal and arbitrary theological methodology.
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Bultraanr^s clinging to the historical uniqueness and particular¬
ity of the kerygma is inconsistent with his ho3ic presuppositions.
The Hew Testament, insist Ogden and Buri, must also he "de-
kerygraatized," the kerygtaa being seen as the paradigm of a uni¬
versal possibility of authentic existence and not as a surd his¬
torical event to which all "salvation" must he consciously
anchored.

Clearly we are at the opposite end of the spectrum here from
Bonhoeffer's attempt to "go heyond" Bultmann. For Bonhoeffer it
was precisely the objectivity of the scandalously particular,
historical event of Jesus Christ which remains when human reli¬
giousness (a particular form of "self-understanding") has disap¬
peared} the problem is 3imply to reinterpret the event non-
religiously, which Bultmann has aohieved only partially. For Og¬
den and Buri, on the other hand, the objective event of Christ is
precisely the difficulty with Bultmann's whole enterprise} from
the point of view of our present context, we may say that they
dissolve the historioal Christ-event into a general "religious"
possibility (i.e., into a certain form of human self-understanding).



3. Paul Tillich

Only one reference to Paul Tillich'o approach to religion

appears in Letters and Papers, in the letter of 8th June, 1944*

Here Bonhoeffer criticises Tillich for attempting the futile

task of convincing the world, despite appearances to tho con¬

trary, that it is religious through and through:

Tillich set out to interpret the evolution
of the world itself—against its will—in a re¬
ligious sense, to give it its whole shape
through religion* That was very courageous of
hin, "but the world unseated hin and. went on by
itself: he...sought to tinderstand the world
better than it understood itself, but it felt
entirely misunderstood, and rejected the impu¬
tation. (Of course the world does need to be
tmderstood better than it understands itself,
but not "religiously", as the religious so¬
cialists desired.) (1)

Tillich makes the older liberal mistake, according to Bonhoeffer,

of trying to establish a place for religion in the world. While

brilliantly critical of the subtle and often unoonsoious idola¬

tries of bad religion in the modem world, he tries to discern

religion itself ("ultimate concern") in every activity of nan;

he attempts to tell secular man that he is inescapably religious,
2

if only he will recognise it. To Bonhoeffer this is nothing

1P. 148.
2
See, e.g., The Religious Situation, trans, by H. R. Niebuhr,

New York, 1932, p. xxiiis "there is nothing that is not in some
way the expression of the religious situation."
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"but a modern continuation of traditional Christian apologetics,

"building a bridge to Christian faith on the "religious premise."

Is fillich after all so different from Justin Martyr or Clement

of Alexandria?, Bonhoeffer might well have been asking. In a

world come of age—in a religion-les3 world—such appeals are

futile.

A crucial sentence in the above quotation from Bonhoeffer

is the parenthetical one: "Of course the world does need to be

understood better than it understands itself, but not 'religious-
1

ly*". A truly religionless Christianity, acoording to Bonhoef¬

fer, io the only thing which can understand the world better

than the world understands itself. Any attempt to understand

the vrorld religiously, even Tillich's sophisticated and compelling

theologioal reconstruction, does not genuinely achieve a better

understanding of the world, "but only a new form of an outdated

one. One of the key characteristics of a world come of age, as

we shall see in chapter four, is its increasingly non-religious

self-understanding. It quite naturally rejects any attempt to

interpret it as permeated with religiousness, since that is pre¬

cisely what it has "outgrown." To interpret the modern world

religiously i3 to misunderstand it and to subvert its maturity.

Bonhoeffer concludes the letter in whioh he criticises

^Italics mine.
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Tillich "by saying, "The world's coming of age is...no longer an

occasion for polemics and apologetics, but it is really better

understood than it understands itself1 namely on the basis of

the Cospel, and in the light of Christ. Here Bonhoeffer re¬

jects both the polemical approach to secularity of much Christian

orthodoxy and the decidedly world-appreciative apologetical ap¬

proach of someone like Tillich. It is significant that Bonhoef¬

fer does not conceive tho Christian approach to the modern world

in either polemical or apologetical terns. He inherited Earth's

belief that the task of theology is simply the obedient exposi¬

tion of the biblical testimony to Jesus, and that apologetics and

polemics are unnecessary. Yet he was more faithful to the expos¬

itory task than Barth, 3ince he saw the urgent need to elucidate

the Scriptures in a radically non-religious way in a world which

has become secularised.

Bonhoeffer's non-religious interpretation, then, is not

apologetics; this point oust be emphasized, beoause the Anglo-

Saxon reader in particular tends to understand it in this way.

"Apologetic theology," in Tillioh's own words, "is 'answering

theology. * It answers the questions implied in the 'situation*

in the power of the eternal message and with the means provided
2

by the situation whose questions it answers." Bonhoeffer's

^"Letters and ":>jeers, p. 149• Italics mine.
p
Systematic Theology, vol. I, Chicago, 1951» P» 6.
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view of theology ia strikingly different. He repeatedly insists

that "in no sense did Christ come to answer our unsolved prob¬

lems. The business of theology is not to answer the questions

raised by the "situation"; it is simply to expound faithfully

the biblically-witnessed revelation of God in Christ. The cru¬

cial point for Bonhoeffer is that the church oust expound the

biblical message intelligibly, which means in the language of the

day. The Bible itself simply uses the language of the places and

tines in which it was written. Similarly, the biblical expositor

living in the twentieth century must communicate the word of God

in terms which the twentieth century can understand; otherwise

he is not engaged in true exegesis, the interpretation of the

meaning of the text. The decisive thrust of Bonhoeffer's project

is that the present and future world is no longer religious, and

that therefore the task of the church and the theologian is the

non-religious interpretation of the Scriptures. It is a matter

of interpreting the word of God in a way whioh will not hinder

the church's unchanging commission to proclaim the Gospel. As

we shall see in section five, Bonhoeffer's fundamental criticism

of Barth is that the latter saw the dimensions of the los3 of re¬

ligion in the modem world but failed to carry through to a cor¬

respondingly non-religious exposition of the Scriptures. Even

more than Barth, Bonhoeffer believed, has the church as a whole

^Letters and Pa .-era, p. 143.
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failed signally to grasp the radical transformation of human

1
self-understanding in modern secular civilization.

The only way to understand the world better than it under¬

stands itself is "on the basis of the Gospel, and in the light

of Christ." Such a statement is entirely consistent with the

thoroughgoing christocentrioity of Bonhoeffer's whole theological

development. The world come of age must be understood christo-

logically. The all-sufficiency of christology to the very end

of Bonhoeffer's life is another sharp difference between Bonhoef-

fer and Tillich. Tillioh begins with religion and moves to

Christ, in the German liberal tradition of Sohleicrmaoher. Bon—

hoeffer begins and ends with Christ, and in so doing discovers

that religion is not essential to the Gospel. Tillioh seeks to

understand the world religiously, but the world, says Bonhoeffer,

is non-religious. Bonhoeffer seeks to understand the world

christologically, for Christ himself and reality seen in him are

non-religious.

Would Bonhoeffer have modified his criticism of Tillioh in

the light of the latter's post-war writings? The Tillich whom

Bonhoeffer knew was the religious socialist of the 'twenties in

Germany. The more recent Tillich has become more profoundly-

aware of the problem of irreligion, and in his conceptions of the

*The concerns outlined above are precisely those of Bultraann,
although, as wo have seen, he differs from Bonhoeffer in his
approach to a solution.
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"God above the God of theism" and the "Hew Being" which appears

in Jesus understood as the Christ he seeks to transcend both re-

1
ligion and irreligion. Whether Bonhoeffer would consider even

this attempt radical enough for a religionles3 world, however, is

a very real question. Tillioh'3 fundamental presuppositions con¬

sist in a "religious ontology" in the olas3ical metaphysical tra¬

dition of Augustinianisa and German idealism. Bonhoeffer would

almost certainly still question whether religionless man is ad¬

dressable even in the crypto-religious terminology of "ultimate

oonoern," and especially in the erection of a metaphysical struc¬

ture into which the biblical faith is inserted.

Nevertheless, there are at the present tine attempts to

synthesize the insights of 'Pillioh and the "religionlese" Bon¬

hoeffer, notably J. A. P. Robinson's cause c^lcbre. Honest to
p

God. We are likely to see more work done along this line, es¬

pecially in the United States, where Tillich's influence i3

greatest. Bishop Robinson's central theme is Pillich's doctrine

of God as "the ultimate depth of all our being, the creative

ground and meaning of all our existence."3 On this basis Robin¬

son presses for a thoroughly secular understanding of transcen¬

dence. Transoendence is the dimension of depth in the world,

■'"See Phe Courage to Be. New Haven, 1952, pp. 182—1905 and The
Hew Being. New York, 1955» PP* 15-24•

^London, 1963.
3Ibid., p. 47-
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supremely manifest in ordinary personal relationships. Robin¬

son believes that Billich's greatest contribution to theology

is "the reinterpretation of transcendence in a way which pre¬

serves its reality while detaching it from the projection of

supranaturalisn.As we shall see in examining Bonhoeffer's

non-religious interpretation of divine transcendence, which is

grounded in his I-Thou apprehension of reality, he sought to do

precisely what Robinson attributes to Tillioh, albeit along

sharply different lines.

Bishop Robinson fuses this "secular" doctrine of God and

transcendence with Bonhoeffer's non-religious reinterpretation

of Christianity. In his chapter on ohristology, Robinson inter¬

prets Bonhoeffer's religionless doctrine of Christ in Tillichian

terras: "Jesus is *the man for others', the one in whom Love has

completely taken over, the one who is utterly open to, and united

with, the Ground of his being. And this 'life for others,
2

through participation in the Being of God', is_transcendence."

The huraan example of Jesus is our clearest window into the char¬

acter of the dimension of depth in all existence.

A synthesis of Bonhoeffer with Tillich may be a legitimate

and very fruitful enterprise. Perhaps in America, and to some

extent in England, non-religious theological reconstruction will

^Ihid.« p. p6.
2Ibid., p. 16.
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assume thio moderate form the most readily.

The fundamental differences outlined earlier in this sec¬

tion, however, cannot easily he reconciled. Tillich interprets

reality, including Christ, in terms of religion and ontologyj

Bonhoeffer sees everything in the light of the biblically-

attested Christ, and dispenses with religion and metaphysics.

Quite unlike Bultaann's position, Tillich*s system would tend

almost invariably to swallow up Bonhoeffer's insights, thereby

transforming them into something different and blunting their

radioality. Bishop Robin3on*s amalgam of the christologies of

Tillich and Bonhoeffer, for example, mutes the stark humanisation

of the divine transcendence which ch?„ractcrize3 Bonhoeffer^

christology. Jesu3 is not "the one who is utterly open to, and

united with, the Ground of his being." This man Jesus himself

"is" the "Ground of being"* his actions and sufferings arc the

actions and sufferings of God himself. The being of the man Je¬

sus is the meaning of the world. This figure of the Gospels

whose being is entirely being-for-others, this man who lives in

humiliation and weakness and rejection because he lives only for

others, is all in the world we know of God. All we see of God

is hi3 utter humanity for our sakes. To begin with "the Ground

of being" is both unbiblical and "religious." The fully secular

man can understand only the biblical God, the one who lives as

a human being and suffers ty our 3ide, because the very meaning
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of "secular" is "de-divinised" or "de-religioniaed" (see chapter

four of this thesis), and therefore fully humanised. The issue

between Bonhoeffer and Tilllch is the issue between Luther and

Schelling, between biblicistic ohristoraonisra and metaphysical

idealism, between the concretely human and the ubiquitously

divine.



4* Karl Helm

'The same letter which discusses Tillioh also makes "brief
r#

mention of Bonhoeffer's old teacher at Tubingen, Karl Heim. Bon-

hoeffer is writing to Bethge of major attempts by twentieth-

century theologians to come seriously to grips with the problem

of "Christ and the newly matured world." He discusses briefly

the strengths and ireaknesses of the older liberal theology in

answering the question. Its strength, he maintains, lay in its

courageous refusal to "put back the clock," in its willingness

to accept the modem world and to try to deal with it. In his

religionles3 Christianity for a secular world Bonhoeffer sought

to carry forward this true insight of the liberal program.

"The weak point of liberal theology," Bonhoeffer goes on to

3ay, was "that it allowed the world the ri^t to assign Christ

his place in that world's—a mistake which Bonhoeffer sought to

avoid through his thoroughly biblioal-christologioal presupposi¬

tions and method. He then takes up the overthrow of liberal

theology and the recovery of authentically biblical and Reforma¬

tion principles during the 'twenties and 'thirties of this cen¬

tury. Under this heading ho mentions Heim, Tillich, Barth, and

^"Letters and Papers, p. 147•
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Bulimaan. Bonhoeffer finds the first two of these Neo-

Reformation theologians guilty of "unintentionally sailing in

the channel of liberal theology," i.e. of "having as their ob¬

jective the clearing of a space for religion in the world or

against the world,"*" As we have just seen, Bonhoeffer regards

this attempt to carve out a niche for religion as the fundamental

weakness of the liberalism which these theologians displaced. At

bottom they are still allowing the world "the right to assign

Christ his plaoe in that world".

Eow did Karl Heim make this "liberal" mistake? He have seen

that Tillich attempts to make a place for religion in the world

come of age by interpreting its very secularity religiously.

Heim, on the other hand, sought by a rigorous phenomenological

analysis of existence in terms of "I," "Thou," and "It," to dem¬

onstrate intellectually that modem man is faoed with a decisive

either/or between the Christian and the various secular world-
p

views. Much of his life work was devoted to elucidating the

Christian view of the world in modern terms and the fundamental

3
nihilism of non-theistio attitudes towards life.

Theologically and temperamentally, however, Heim had his

roots in the German pietist tradition. What resulted was a

1Ibid., p. 143.
2
See chapter one, section one of this thesis.
^See Heim, op. oit., esp. pp. xvii-xix, 3-27, 209-226; and Chris¬
tian Faith and Natural Science, lew York, 1957, PP« 174—249*
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call not only to the either/or of opposing world-views, hut also,

as Bonhoeffer puts it, to "despair or Jesus" j "lieia sought, a-

long pietist and methodist lines, to convince individual man that

he was faced x*ith the alternative Either despair or Jesus.* He

gained 'hearts.•" Clearly Bonhoeffer believed that the dominant

either/or which emerged in Ileim's attempt to deal with "Christ and

the newly matured world" was the pietist "decision" to make Christ

Lord in one's personal life. Despite the important philosophical

underpinning of Rein's theological effort, Bonhoeffer saw this as

the intellectual and evangelical attempt to preserve a place for

God in the "inner life" of man—and inwardness is one of the two

marks of religion over against the biblical view of man. Heim

continued the liberal error of allowing the world "the right to

assign Christ his place in that world," of "clearing a space for

religion in the world or ^Tn Heim's case/ against the world."

With his admirably thorough knowledge of modern science, Heim al¬

lowed scienoe the right to assign religion to "non-objective" and

Letters and Papers, p. 147* See also Bonhoeffer's early review
of Rein's God Transcendent, in which the young theologian severe¬
ly criticised Heim's use of the concept of despair from a Barth-
ian perspective ("Zu Karl Heimst Glaube und Denken," in Ho dusty
Swords, pp. 353-356). The following is an example, taken from
God Transcendent, of Keim's delineation of the either/or in terms
of "despair or Jesus"! "the emergence of the question about God
must result either in despair, when in the place which is now our
supreme concern we see nothing but a yawning void into which we
are precipitated? or in fervent thanksgiving because, falling in¬
to the abyss, we find ourselves in the arms of a Power which
wraps lis round". (P. 218)
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"suprapolar" space, beyond the reach of scientific language and
1

method. The space Ilein cleared for subjective religion against
p

the world was the logically unassailable, isolable human ego.

On the objective, metaphysical side of religion, God's transcen¬

dence was safeguarded by removing his "otherness" from the world

of space and time and even from the polarities of "I" and "Thou."^
Man's inner world became the one remaining sanotuory for God and

religion.

As we shall see in chapter four, section three, Borihoeffer's

criticisms of what he here calls "methodism" are severe. While

See, e.g., Christian Faith -and Natural Science: "not only the
ego but also the reality of the personal God in fact belongs to
a dimension which is different from those of everything which is
accessible to scientific investigation." (P. 34)
2
"I myself am neither in qy body nor above it nor beside it. I

am on this side of all objectivity, and consequently outside all
three-dimensional space." (Ibid., p. 38) "I distinguish your
self, your 'soul', from the destiny whioh God has imposed upon
you, just as I distinguish ray own self, my own 'soul', from the
temporary role whioh God has assigned to me for thi3 brief life¬
time." (P. 217) Heim's appeal to the Hew Testament for this doc¬
trine of the inner ego stands in direct contrast to Bonhoeffer's
wholistic interpretation of the biblical anthropology: "For the
New Testament...the ego is...something other than this human body,
and this raalcos possible what would have been inconceivable for
primitive man, namely the reincarnation of the ego in a new
body". (P. 120)
^"...ultimately there is only one question ui>on the answer to
which everything defends and to which all the fundamental prob¬
lems of our thought and life may be reduced. This is the ques¬
tion whether there in fact exists that suprapolar space of whioh
we have repeatedly spoken..., or whether this suprapolar space is
an illusion, so that we .are confined within the polar space /of
I-It and I-ThouT" with all our perceptions, conceptions and cogi¬
tations." (ibid., p. 219)
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he has too much regard for the theological stature of his former

teacher to level his attack directly at Heim's position, it is

clear that Hein is in some way representative of a general ap¬

proach by Christians to the "cone-of-age" world which Bonhoeffer

oonsiders wide of the mark. His bitterest remarks in the prison

writings are reserved for those modem Christian apologists who

attempt to salvage man's inner life for God by showing him the

misery of his existence without God. In the face of the 3teady

retreat of MGodM to the periphery of man's concerns, pietism and

"methodism" make the desperate bid to cling to him as the "an¬

swer" to the ultimate questions which confront the individual

mans birth, suffering, raeaninglessness, and death. To Bonhoeffer

these efforts are dedicated to the futile task of "clearing a

space for religion in the world"# The alternative "despair or

Jesus" is not a viable one for the citizen of the "newly matured

world.""''
Bonhoeffer's description of religion as metaphysical and

A fairly recent essay of Iieim's with the pertinent and reveal¬
ing title "Christian Paith and the Growing Power of Secularism"
(in Walter Leibrecht, ed., Religion and Culturei Essays in Hon¬
or of Paul Tillich# London, 1959» PP* 181-195)» manifests both
his intellectual either/or and his traditional pietist-
evangelical call to oppose the secular as the power of darkness:
"Man must choose one of two possibilities: the autonomy of the
world or the absoluteness of God." (P. 137) "All the demonio
enemies of Christianity are now forming a solid front. A tre¬
mendous battle is being prepared between the demonic powers and
the message of the Cross. A great hour has oorae. Perhaps it
is the last hour." (P. 195)
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individualistic is particularly relevant to what has been said

above about Karl Heia. We must always keep in mind Bonhoeffer*s

fundamental debt to Heim and others for the central strain of

I-Thou personalism throughout his theological development. But

Heira interpreted the "life of dialogue" metaphysically, while

Bonhoeffer rejected the metaphysical completely for the social

and ethical in his understanding of the I—Thou relation. This

divergence appears sharply in their ideas of divine transcendence,

Heim speaking of "suprapolar space" and Bonhoeffer simply of

Jesus* selfless existence for others. Heira's understanding of

dialogical philosophy could never have led to a "religionless"

theology5 given the proper setting, Bonhoeffer's almost demanded

it.

The 3econd characteristic of re1igion—individualism or in¬

wardness—has been 3een to be the other element in Heim's theo¬

logy. Bonhoeffer believed that this appeal to a religious

a priori, to a contact point in man's inner life such as a non-

objectifiable ego, is both unbiblioal and impotent in an increas¬

ingly non-religious world.



5. Karl Barth

It is highly fitting that most of Bonhoeffer's fragmentary

criticisms of fellow theologians should be directed at Karl

Barth. Reading between the lines, as it were, we can see the

student who owes so much to his mentor and yet feels that at cer¬

tain points the latter's doctrine is inadequate. Only a man who

was so deeply indebted to Barth, as was Bonhoeffer, could have

perceived so sympathetically and incisively the deficiencies of

his theology.

Bonhoeffer believes that Barth's greatest achievement is his

having been the first theologian to criticise the whole concept

of religion. As he says in the letter of 8th June, 1944-, Barth

"called the Qod of Jesus Christ into the li3ts against religion,

1pneuraa against sarx'Here was the first realization that

liberal theology was fundamentally misguided in its attempt to

claim everything for religion. Here was a "ITeinl" beside which

Bultmann's and Tillich's critiques of religion looked like a bit

of liberal face-lifting.

Barth's Epistle to the Romans. one of the truly revolutionary

^Letters and Papers« P« 148.
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writings in the history of theology, can he seen as a sustained

prophetic criticism of religion. Indeed, anticipating our full

discussion of Bonhoeffer's whole religionless Christianity pro¬

ject, it is hardly an exaggeration to say that the young Barth

of Romans was advocating almost exactly the same thing. The

Epistle to the Romans is an amaaing foreshadowing of almost all

the religionless themes of Letters and Papers from Prison. In

certain important ways, Barth began x*here Bonhoeffer ended—and

vice versa. The young Barth was the fiery prophet of a new order

in Christianity} the young Bonhoeffer was a scholarly dogmatic

theologian. Over the course of their lifetimes their role3 were

reversed. Row Bonhoeffer, speaking to us in death, is the unset¬

tling prophet of a new Christian order and Barth is the preserva¬

tive dogmatician. Romans is fragmentary, inconsistent, and

movingly impassioned in the same way as Letters and Papers. Ro¬

mans represents the beginning of a new movement in Christian

thought and life? Letters and Papers represents one legitimate

outcome of that movement, as well as its transformation.

The crucial difference between the critique of religion in

the commentary on Romans and in the prison writings is their

respective starting points. Barth's fundamental theological

assumption was Kierkegaard's "infinite qualitative distinction"

between tine and eternity.^" To the early Barth the Bible

^Romans. p. 10.
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witnessed to God's utter separation from and lordship over the

world# Nowhere does he push this time/eternity dichotomy as

rigorously or as thoroughly as in Romans, where the extreme

dialeoticism and aotualism which Bonhoeffer criticized in Act

and Being1 render God's relationship to the world highly tan¬

gential. The time/eternity duality which emerges i3 strongly

Neo-Kantian in its episteraological foundation and almost Platon-

istic in its radical separation of God and the world.

Bonhoeffer, as we have seen, pressed from the beginning for

the intimate togetherness of God and man in Christ and the church,

over against Barth's sharp division of divine and human. Bon¬

hoeffer not only maintained this premise to the end: he pushed

the union of God and the world in Christ to its logical conclu¬

sion in the prison writings. The difference between The 1 pistie

to the Romans and Letters and Papers from Prison can be expressed

in the Reformed and Lutheran formulae which we have had occasion

to use before: Romans's theme is finitum non oapax infinitit

Letters and Papers's. finitum oapax infiniti. The striking thing

is that from these different starting points Barth and Bonhoeffer

ended up at nearly the same place.

The Fpistle to the Romans i3 the charter document of the

critique of religion in our dayj its definition of and attitude

13ee chapter two, section one of this thesis.
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towards religion have become a hallmark of Beo-Reformation theo-

logy generally. Bonhoeffer's own critical stance towards reli¬

gion places him squarely in the theological movement begun by

Barth. Undoubtedly Bonhoeffer was inspired, as his own words

suggest, by Romans.

Religion is a purely human achievement, albeit the highest

one; revelation is solely an unmerited action of the otherwise

unknown God. So runs the general theme of Earth's commentary on

the Letter to the Romans. As the pinnacle of human aspiration,

religion is subject above everything else to the sin of pride*

Ilore than once Barth uses the phrase "the criminal arrogance of

religion."* The paradox of religion, seen in the light of di¬

vine revelation, is that precisely as man's hi^iest -and most

self-satisfying work, it is of all his endeavors the most perme¬

ated with awareness of the death and judgment which hang over

every human enterprise. Only in terns of driving man to a con¬

frontation with his finitude and guilt is religion even a prae-

paratio fidei. It does not give man knowledge of Gods "Reli¬

gion compels us to the perception that God i3 not to be found in
2

religion."

Religion is idolatry. It "is the crowning of all other

Romans, pp. 37* 47* 53»
2Ibid., p. 242.
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passions with the passion of eternity, the endowment of what is

finite with infinity5'.'*' We shall see, in discussing Bonhoeffer's

conception of a world come of age, that the chief characteristic

of that world is the death of religion, which means in part the

death even of idolatry. According to Bonhooffer (following

Barth), idolatry is a religious phenomenon? with the decay of
2

religion in a mature world, idolatry is replaced hy nihilism.

We have seen that Bonhoeffer characterises religion as

inwardness (individualistic, "inner-directed" piety) and meta¬

physics (God as the Sous ex iaaohina). In Romans Barth attacked

the nineteenth-century equation of Christian faith with religious

pietyi "Faith...is never identical with •piety,' however pure

and however delioate." He also rejected the religious attempt

to make God a metaphysical entity: "God is no •thing-in-it3elf•,

no metaphysical substance in the midst of other substances".4
And again: "The boldest speculations of religion...stick

fast...in some endeavour to stretoh nature to supemature or to

metaphysics."^ Following Barth, Bonhoeffer was a lifelong foe

of inwardness and theological metaphysics.

1Ibid., p. 236.
2
See chapter four, section two.

^Romans, p. 40.
4Ibid.« p. 78.
5Ibid., p. I85.
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In considering Bonhoeffer's critique of religion, ire noted

that he regarded religion as "non-neoessary," i.e., as a tempo—

rary historical phenomenon which in our day has already begun to

disappear. It is noteworthy that we find expressions of this

nature in Barth's Romans2 "'religion*... a speciality of cer¬

tain special circles and epochs and temperamentsHe goes on

to raise the rhetorical question, "What human passion is more ob-

2
viously temporary than the passion of religion?" Barth was to

elucidate and make more emphatic the "non-neces3ity" of religion

in his developed critique of religion in the Church Dogmatics

Both Bonhoeffer and Barth reject the usual dichotomy between

religious and secular, holy and profane, spheres of life. Bon¬

hoeffer's orucially important attempt to transcend such distinc¬

tions will be elucidated in our discussion of his non-religious

reinterpretation of Christianity. In The i:pistie to the Romans

Earth was already analysing religion as "a thing in the midst of

other things....A dualism controls the whole world of religion".^
"In religion," he went on to elaborate, "dualism makes its ap¬

pearance. .. .Religion breaks men into two halves. One half is

the spirit of the inward nan....The other half is the natural

1Ibid.„ p. 113.

^Ibid., p. 236.
"Volume I, Fart 2, pp. 315-325#
^Romans. p. 231.
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world, of my members". The identification here of religion with

the soul (spirit) and with inwardness should be noted. Biblical

faith sees nan as a whole, according to Barth, and this wholistic

anthropology plays a prominent role in Bonhoeffer's "Christianity
2

without religion" project. In the light of the Gospel there is

only one division that matterss the division between God and man.

Finally, like the Bonhooffer of Letters and Papers, the

Barth of Romans proclaimed the death of religion. In Bonhoef-

fer's thought, however, the death of religion is in the indica¬

tives as a matter of fact, religion is dying or dead. Barth, on

the other hand, made the death of religion an imperative: "if re¬

ligion be understood as a oonorete, comprehensible, and histori¬

cal phenomenon in the world of men and of sin and of death—it

rau3t be abandoned."^ The reason that the death of religion i3

mandatory and not declarative in Earth's view has to do with what

has turned out to be a disagreement with the "religionless" Bon-

hoeffer over the meaning of a world come of age. Bo Barth the

modem world is still incurably religious, filled with idolatries

whose faces alone have changed? hence the demand that religion

(which is nothing but idolatry) die, in order to confront man

with the true God. The Bonhoeffer of the prison writings, on

1Ibid.. p. 268.
2
Gee chapter four, section three and chapter five, section one
of this thesis.

^Romans, p. 184.
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the other hand, makes the revolutionary suggestion that religion

and therefore even idolatry are dying. For Barth the entry of the

Gospel into human affairs demands that religion "be shattered. For

the later Bonhoeffor, the problem is rather how the Gospel is to

make sense to a world in which religion has already been shat¬

tered.

Fven as ho demanded that religion had to die, Bartk maintained

the inevitability of religion even within Christianity* "Religion

is the unavoidable reflection in the soul—in experience—of the

miracle of faith which has occurred to the soul."^" Later on he

made the remarkably affirmative statement that "Religion is the

ability of men to receive and to retain an impress of God's reve-

2
lation". Religion is an utterly human work and therefore subject

to judgment and death; but it is also the usual "container," as it

were, for revelation and for the life of response to revelation.

Barth later clarified his negative and positive assessments of re¬

ligion in his Dogmatics tinder the headings "false religion" and

"true religion."^ Religion per 3e is always false because it is

always a purely human attempt to storm heaven; it is unbelief.

But religion can be rendered "true" by being the vessel of reve¬

lation. We can speak of Christianity as "true religion" in the

same sense that we can speak of a justified 3inner. False religion

1Ibid., p. 129.

2Ibid., p. 183.
^Church Dogmatics I« 2, pp. 280-361.
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is destroyed by the revelation of God, but that revelation trans¬

forms and sanctifies the vessels of religion (piety, prayer, the

sacraments, the communal religious life) and makes of them "true

religion."

The early Bonhoeffer, following Barth, had some positive

things to say about religion. Interestingly enough, we find Bon¬

hoeffer to have been less critical of applying the word to Chris¬

tianity than was Barth. With his oonoern for the concrete, mater¬

ial relationship of revelation to the church, he was willing to

use the word "religion," when properly understood, to mean the same

thing as "faith." This was in explicit contrast to Barth, who

(along with the dialectical theologians generally) set faith over

against religion as the essential over against the non-es3ential

response of man to God.

In Sanctorum Conmunio Bonhoeffer defined religion as "the

touching of the human will by the divine, and the overcoming of

the former by the latter with resultant free action."^- Bonhoef-

fer's willingness to grant 30 ouch to religion as a general term,

despite his Barthian position at that time, attests perhaps to

the liberal influence of bis Berlin teaohers such as Seeberg (his

thesis supervisor) and Ilarnaok. An important passage from Act

and Being makes explicit Bonhoeffer's early views on the matter

of religion:

XP. 94.
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It must "be plainly said that within the com¬
munion of Chri3t faith takes shape in religion,
that therefore religion is here called faith,
that, as I look on Christ, I may and must say for
my consolation "I "believe"—-only to add, of course,
as I turn to look on myself, "help Thou my unbe¬
lief'. All praying, all searching for God in his
Word, all clinging to his promise, all entreaty
for his graoe, all hoping in the sight of the
Cross, all this for reflexion is "religion",
"faith-wishfulness" /Baxth/; but in the communion
of Christ, while it is still the work of man, it
is God-given faith, faith willed by God, wherein
by God's mercy he may really be found, (l)

For Borihoeffer, in the passage quoted, there is suoh a thing as

"true religion," precisely in Barth's later sense of the word*

i.e., religion transformed and "justified," sinful thou$i it be,

by the revelation of God in Christ.

Barth and the early Bonhoeffer tended to talk of religion

which can be "true" chiefly in terms of piety and eoolesiastical

praotioes. Worship, the saoraments, prayer and aot3 of devotion,

religious fellowship, and even peculiarly "religious" experience

can presumably beoome "true" when they aro informed by the graoe

of God in Christ. It seems to be the subjeotive side of religion

-—inwardness, oonsoienoe, piety—-which can beoone a vessel of

grace.

Barth and Bonhoeffer had nothing of a positive nature to say

about the possibility of the objective side of religion—the meta¬

physical God—being transformed into "true religion." The reason,

of course, is that religion begins and ends with God; therefore

1P. 176
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the concept or "image" of God is the central issue. While reli¬

gious piety as a purely human work must die, it is capable of re¬

surrection by God. Religious practices are always relative and

changing matters which can be transformed for good or for ill. A

faulty apprehension of God as a metaphysical being outside time

and spaoe who fills the gaps in our knowledge and descends to our

aid in the "boundary-situations" is fundamentally and unequivocally

wrong, however, since everything depends upon who God really is.

Both Barth and Bonhoeffer agreed with Pascal that the God of the

philosophers (and of much popular belief) is not the God of Abra¬

ham, Isaao, and Jacob. The metaphysical image of God must die

completely and make way for the image of the true and living Gods

Jesus Clarist as proclaimed by the Scriptures. The subjective side

of religion can be transformed and made "true" by the work of its

true "object," the living God in his revelation. The objective

dimension of religion is irredeemable, since there can bo only one

true "objeot," the God who i3 unknown apart from his own gracious

self-disclosure in Christ.

The two theologians always insisted enphatioally, of course,

that religious experience and practices have no claim, and far

less a monopoly, on God's revelation. They pointed vigorously

to the constant danger of piety's becoming an end in itself, a

simply human work, and therefore idolatry or unbelief. They were

careful to define the essential response to God, faith, in
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wholistio terms, as a total human (not religious) relationship

to God grounded entirely by God and even capable of being psycho¬

logically "unconscious'* from a subjective point of view. Earth

and Bonhoeffer strenuously resisted the liberal habit of de¬

scribing faith in psychological terras. FSaith is a reality inde¬

pendent of psychological considerations. Religion and its prac¬

tices, on the other hand, can and should be easily described in

psyohologioal terns. The dependence of religion upon the rela¬

tivities of psychological makeup and temperament lies in part at

the root of both Earth's and the "religionless" Bonhoeffer*s sug¬

gestion that religion is a "non-neoessary" or "non-essential"

phenomenon. Historically the human psyche has been capable of

striking differences from culture to culture, age to ago, and

individual to individual.

The earlier Bonhoeffer, then, believed that God in Christ

can and does transform our religious attitudes into what can gen¬

uinely be called "true religion." Yet the later, "religionless"

Bonhoeffer declared that these sane attitudes are in the process

of disappearing almost entirely. The objective, "metaphysical"

side of religion, which was irredeemable anyway, is now long dead

except for vestiges such as the common acknowledgement of a "su¬

preme Being," a phenomenon which is increasingly nothing more than

a cultural way of speaking. But religion as inwardness is now de¬

caying also—that side of religion which is capable of being ren¬

dered "true." Hero is the present dilemma for Christianity.
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The Epistle to the Romans was the noisiest of Barth's open-

ing guns in the neo-orthodox attack on religion in the name of

revelation. Where, then, did Barth fail? Bonhoeffer replies!

"it was that he gave no concrete guidance, either in dogmatics

or in ethics, on the non-religious interpretation of theological

concepts.Having shattered religion—having performed the

negative task of prophetic oriticisn—Barth failed to understand

its full implications and hence offered nothing constructive a—

long non-religious lines. What he did come up with to take the

place of religion i3 what Bonhoeffer calls a "revelation-

positivism" (Offcnbarungsrxssitivisaus). "The positivist doctrine

of revelation...says in effect, •Eat, bird, or die's Virgin

Birth, Trinity or anything else, everything is an equally signi¬

ficant and necessary part of the whole, which must be swallowed
2

as a wholo or not at all." Authentically biblical and evangeli¬

cal faith is not like that, argues Bonhoeffers in the Scriptures

we find many gradations and nuances of both discernment and im¬

portance. By throwing the Bible in our laps, is Barth seems to

do, he sets up "a law of faith, ...mutilating what is, by the

^"Letters and Papers, p. 140.
Ibid., p. 126. My translation. Gorman edition, p. I84. "Fat,
bird, or die" translates ..frias. Vogel, Oder stirb," an old Ger¬
man .proverb. The official English translation renders it in idi¬
omatic English as "Take it or leave it," but the original saying
strikes me as more graphically expressive of what Bonhoeffer
wants to say.
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incarnation of Christ, a gift for -as." By focussing so exclu¬

sively on the "law of faith" and the church's inner life, Barth

leaves "the world...to its own devices, and that is all wrong.

In the section on "The Bible" we discussed Barth's "scho¬

lastic" tendenoy to treat biblical faith as a seamless fabric of

classical doctrines which form the deposittaa fidei of tradition¬

al Catholicism and Protestant orthodoxy. We contrasted with this

outlook the more authentically Reformation and evangelical insight

into the Scriptures held by Bonhoeffer (and by Emil Brunner) * the

sensitive recognition of central and peripheral elements in the

faith of the Bible, and a reticonce about speculating behind the

concrete biblical word. We examined the issue between Bonhoeffer

and Barth specifically with reference to the doctrine of the Vir¬

gin Birth of Christ. What the Bonhoeffer of the prison writings

calls Barth's "revelation-positivism" is simply and precisely

this "neo-scholastio" presentation of Christian faith. The Barth

of the Church Dogmatics-—the mature, constructive Barth—views

revelation, according to Bonhoeffer, as something all of a piece.

The full range of orthodox Christian dogma ("Virgin Birth, Trin¬

ity or anything else"), as based in Holy Scripture and interpret¬

ed by creeds and councils, "must be swallowed as a whole or not

at all." Revelation as thus posited becomes "a law of faith."

1Ibid.. p. 126.
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Everything must either lie accented as "an equally significant

and necessary part of the whole" or "not at all." Paul Tillich

expresses a very similar oritioism of Rarth when he says that

Barthian theology is "thrown at those in the situation—thrown

like a stone.

Bonhoeffer counters Barth•s "positivism" with his charac¬

teristic concern for the ooncreteness and dynamism of the "hibli-

cal revelation, The Bible, he states, does not view revelation

as a monochromatic reality which stands anomalously over against

man5 it recognizes "degrees of perception and degrees of signi¬

ficance." Revelation confronts man amidst the ooncretoness and

ambiguity of his historical situation? hence it cannot be de¬

manded of man that the dogmas which interpret and focus the re¬

velation "be swallowed as a whole or not at all." Barth, the

theologian of .grace par excellence, curiously tends to make the

self-disclosure of God a law rather than "what is, by the incar¬

nation of Christ, a gift for us." To handle the church's dogmas

as a kind of law confronting nan renders the revelatory gift no

longer a gift? it becomes an alien and arbitrary—and, in a

world corae of age, an archaic—power possessing a grace-less

severity. In the last analysis, Bonhoeffcr maintains, Barth

fails modern man iby replacing religion with a fideisn which only

^"Systematic Theology, vol. I, p. 7*
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a few even inside the ohuroh understand and can still believe.

Bonhoeffer considers Earth's theology a half-way house.

Barth understands the problem of religion but doo3 not tinder-

stand the radical implications of this problem for theological

reconstruction in the present age. IIi3 theological solution, ac¬

cording to Bonhoeffer, is a 3top-gap between an orthodox restor¬

ation and a radical reconstruction. The church seems to Bonhoef¬

fer so to absorb Barth that he does not really ooncem himself

with oonmunieating the Gospel to the uorldj hence his preoccupa¬

tion with endlessly weighing and sifting every detail of the

churoh's classical teachings, and his relative indifferenoe to

the problem of the church's language in terms of the non-Christian,

non-religious world.

Barth's theological presuppositions and method are on the

right traok, and Bonhoeffer is well aware of hi3 own indebted¬

ness. But Barth refuses to give any "concrete guidance...on

^3ee Regin Prenter's excellent article, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer und
Karl Barths Cffenbarungspositivisrnus," in Die mundige Welt III,
p. 21, where he interprets "revelation-positivism" as "proclama¬
tion of the revelation of God presenting its truth for sheer
acceptance without being able to explain its relation to the
life of man in a world oorne of age".
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the non-religious interpretation of theological concepts." Hav¬

ing showed the wholly problematic character of religion, Barth

offors nothing to replace it but a "neo-scholastic" fideism,

whioh is perhaps workable for the church (although even this is

seriously arguable, since the Christian is at the same time a

secular person), but which "leaves the world to it3 own devices."

"And that," Bonhoeffer comments, "is all wrong." Barth has the

"right" theology—biblical and ohristocentric—but he fails to

translate it into non-religious terms for the sake of a world

come of age (and of the Christian, insofar as he belongs inescap¬

ably to that world). The task of translating Barth•s basically

correct approach to the interpretation of the Gospel into the

non-religious language of a secular world fell to Bonhoeffer.

The question may again be asked whether Bonhocffer's crit¬

icisms would not have been modified in the light of Barth's post¬

war writings. Perhaps more significantly than the other theo¬

logians discussed in this chapter, Barth's thought has in its

ceaseless and genuinely open-ended ferment altered to some degree.

There are certain respects in which he has come remarkably close

to Bonhoeffer theologically, quite consciously appropriating some

of the latter*s insights."*" A good example of this is Barth's

recent book The Humanity of God, in which he criticises his own

"'"He saw this in the case of Christian ethics in chapter two, sec¬
tion three. The central manifestation of Barth's move closer to
Bonhoeffer, however, is his increasingly concrete and truly all-
embraoing christological development.
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one-sided, emphasis in his early years on the complete "otherness"

of God. His deepening insight into the christological "basis of

theology, he says, has oauoed him more and more to realise that

Jesus Christ is God's "togetherness" \*ith man. In Christ we know

that God is truly man's God, the graciously initiating partner in

an eternal covenant with the human race. Theology is then more

properly to be spoken of as "the-anthropology," and Christians

must speak boldly of "the humanity of God." As we saw in the

section on Bonhoeffer'o christology, all these are themes which

xfere there from the beginning in his own thought.

At the same time, the Barth of The Humanity of God is quite

explicitly critical of Bonhoeffer and the thinking inspired by

his prison letters, although nowhere doe3 he mention him by name.

Barth rightly sees that the issue, on the theological level, is

the problem of the "non-roligiou3 interpretation of biblical

concepts": "The question of language, about which one must speak

in reference to the so-oalled 'outsiders,' is not so burning to¬

day as is asserted in various quarters. This is true in the

first place beoause, ...thinking in terras of the humanity of

God, we cannot at all reckon in a serious way with real 'out¬

siders, ' with a 'world cone of age,• but only with a world which

regards itself as of age (and proves daily that it is precisely

not that)."1 In the light of Jesus Christ, all men—Christians

London, 1961, p. 53.
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and secularists alike—stand together before God simply as

judged and forgiven sinners.

Barth recognises that not only is secular man really an "in¬

sider," "tut Christian man is also an "outsider"—-a contemporary

"non-religious" person. Just for that reason, however, there is

no need for a special "translation" of the Gospel into contempo¬

rary terns»

Thus the so-called "outsiders" are really
only "insiders" who have not yet understood and
apprehended themselves as such. On the other
hand, even the most persuaded Christian, in the
final analysis, must and will recognise himself
ever and again as an "outsider." So there must
then be no particular language for insiders and
outsiders. Both are contemporary men-of-the-
world—all of us are. (l)

To the charge that his theology is a "revelation-positivism,"

Barth replies with the slightly condescending humor of the

Grand Old Man:

Ibid., pp. 58-59. Bonhoeffer, of course, never regards secular
man as "a real 'outsider,'" as Barth seems to suggest. FOr Bon¬
hoeffer as well as for Barth, all nen are caught up—whether con¬
sciously or unconsciously—in the saving reality of Christ. It
is simply that Bonhoeffer appears to have been more passionately
ooncerned than Barth that as many persons as possible should un¬
derstand and become joyously conscious of their reconciliation
in Chri3t. In this "missionary" seal Bonhoeffer would seen to
have been on good New Testament ground. It also reflects his
concern for the "penultimate" over against Barth's tendency to
talk only of the "ultimate." Ultimately, secular nan stands be¬
fore God simply as a sinner, and is saved only "by the grace of
God in Christj but penultimately he is a person who is predom¬
inating in the modern world—often a good person who strives for
many of the same values as Christiana—and who, like any other
human being in all times and places, is entitled to have the
Gospel proclaimed in hi3 own (in this case, non-religious) lan¬
guage so that he too may become conscious of so great a gift.
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A little "non-religious" language from the
street, the newspaper, literature, and, if one
is ambitious, from the philosopher may thus,
for the sake of communication, occasionally in¬
deed be in order. However, we should not be¬
come particularly concerned about this. A lit¬
tle of the language of Canaan, a little
"revelation-positivism," can also be a good
thing in addressing us all and...will often,
though not always, bo still better understood
even by the oddest strangers. (1)

Thus even the more recent Barth, as represented by The Hu¬

manity of God, oannot take "the world" as seriously as did Bon-

hoeffer. Barth's remarks on the "insider" and the "outsider"

reflect basically the same stanoe as the following statements in

the first volume of the Church Dogmatics, written a quarter of a

century earlier:

...language about God is the language of the
per se faithless and anti-faith reason of man. (2)

...the conflict of faith with unbelief can
only be important in the case and form in which
it is a conflict of faith with itselfj because
in faith itself unbelief has somehow reported
itself verbally and claims a hearing.(3)

Ibid., p. 59, Contrast this statement, however, with one simi¬
lar in language but diametrically opposed in intent, from the
early, "roligionless" Epistle to the Romans: "A wide reading of
contemporary secular literature—especially of newspapersI—is,.,
recommended to any one desirous of understanding the Epistle to
the Romans." (P. 425)
It is interesting that Barth interprets "revelation-positivism"

to mean simply "the language of Canaan," i.e. the biblioal lan¬
guage. As we have seen, that is not what Bonhoeffer meant by the
terms he meant rather what Barth has done with "the language of
Canaan"—and what he has failed to do.
2
Church Dogmatics I, 1, p. 30.
3Ibid.. p, 33.
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The pivotal point from the beginning in later, dogmatic Barthian

theology is the reconciliation of all things in Christ. Earth's

dogmatic procedure has for one of its cornerstones the principle

that Christian theology cannot begin with an independent anthro¬

pology (as Bultmann does) but only with a christological anthro¬

pology. Bonhoeffer himself, spealcing very much as a Barthian,

put it succinctly» "There is no man 'in himself*....Man is the

nan who was accepted in the inoarnation of Christ, who was loved,
1

condenned and reconciled in Christ". Hence Barth's "failure" to

"take the world seriously." It is because in Christ all men have

been judged and reconciled, and therefore to talk about "the

world" as an independent entity with a life of its own is mean¬

ingless .

It is precisely at this point, however, that the fundamental

divergence betxreen Bonhoeffer and Barth appears. Barth begins

with the reconciliation of all things in Christ and concludes

that "godlessness"—the world oome of age—-cannot be taken serious¬

ly. Bonhoeffer begins no less strongly from precisely the same

premise and oonoludes that "the world" must be taken more serious¬

ly than ever before. Both conclusions are in faot possible from

the initial conviction that "Man is the man who was accepted in

the incarnation of Christ." The road Barth pursues is the af¬

firmation of the church in all its ohurchliness• The later

jEthics. p. 192.
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Bonhoeffer, on the contrary, presses for the affirmation of the

world in all its worldliness.

Hhile criticising Barth for presenting Christian dogmas as

a "law of faith," Bonhoeffer nevertheless recognises the impor¬

tant need for the preservation and constant renewal hy the church

of the great historical beliefs of Christianity—Incarnation, A-

toneraent, Resurrection, Ascension, etc.—even in a religionless

world. Here he introduces his notion of the Aricandiszinlin. the

"secret discipline" of the ohuroh, which will be discussed when

we look at Bonhoeffer#s thoughts on the role of the church in a

world oome of age in ohapter seven.



CHAPTER POUR

A WORLD COKE OP AGE

1. Etsi deua non daretur

ft

A "world, cose of age" (eine mundige Welt) is Bonhoeffer's

expression meaning, in his words, "the world which has attained

to consciousness of itself and of the laws which govern its ex¬

istence."^ Elsewhere he describes a world come of age as a

world in which the autonomy of man is being increasingly real¬

ized, a world having begun to achieve adulthood or maturity.

Bonhoeffer traces the beginnings of the world's maturity from

about the thirteenth oentury. Although he does not specify how

these first glimmerings of autonomy were manifested, we may fair¬

ly safely assume that he has in mind such phenomena as the rise

of nominalism in theology and philosophy and the breakdown of

feudal society in the religious and socio-economic spheres.

'This movement of Kestern history is characterised, Bonhoeffer

states, by "the discovery of the laws by which the world lives

and manages in science, social and political affairs, art, eth-
2

ics and religion." The rapid expansion of the frontiers of

"^Letters and Papers, p. 146. My translation. German ed., p. 216.
2Ibid., p. 145-

304
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human knowledge is the keynote of the modern world—the world

which has corac of age.

In a letter of 16th July, 1944, Bonhoeffer attempts to trace

in rough outline what he "believes to "be the key intellectual de¬

velopment which has led to the idea of an autonomous world. He

finds its theological beginnings in the deistic Lord Herbert of

Cherbury, who believed that reason was the adequate organ of re¬

ligious knowledge. Ideas of ethical autonomy Bonhoeffer traces

to Montaigne and Bodin, who substituted moral principles for the

revealed ethics of the Decalogue. Maohiavelli i/as the emancipa¬

tor of politics from divine tutelage. Grotius, from a quite dif¬

ferent perspective, nevertheless formulated international law as

a law of nature, a self-subsisting law which is valid etsi deus

non daretup—even if God does not exist. Philosophy experienced

the beginnings of autonomy in Descartes, for whom the world was

a self-contained mechanism (deism); and in Spinosa, who simply-

identified God with nature (pantheism). Later philosophers mere¬

ly developed these tendencies! Kant on the deist side, Fichte and

Ilegel on the pantheist side, fhe autonomy of natural 3oionce be¬

gan, according to Bonhoeffer, with Nicolas of Cusa and Giordano

Bruno. Both men asserted the infinity of space over against the

finite oosmos of classical and medieval thought. All these

strains have produced the intellectual fabric of a world come of

age. All deal with the behavior patterns of reality as autonomous,
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as lairs which function etsi dous non dare tur—-even if God is not

"given.

Bonhoeffer's historical analysis of the modem world as a

world which no longer needs to employ "God" as a "working hypo¬

thesis" in its knowledge was immediately influenced "by Carl P.
" 2

von L'eizsacker'o "book The World View of Physics, which he was

reading in prison. In a letter of 25th May, 1944, written about

a month before the reflections outlined above, Bonhoeffer 3aid:
It

Weiasacker*3 book on the world view of phys¬
ics.. ..has brought home to me how wrong it is to
use God as a stop-gap for the incompleteness of
our knowledge. For the frontiers of knowledge
are inevitably being pushed back further and
further, which means that you only think of God
as a stop-gap, fie is also being pushed back
further and further, and is in more or less con¬
tinuous retreat. (3)

It is illuminating to look briefly at what Bonhoeffer prob-
r» n

ably found most provocative in Woizsacker's book. Weiasacker dis¬

cusses the concept of the infinity of space held by Nicolas of

Cusa and Giordano Bruno, and says of Bruno*s theory: "It is on

the world that the glory of infinity now falls-—that glory which

was unknown to antiquity and, in the Middle Ages, was reserved

for God. It is for the 3ake of this glory that modern man loves

and conquers the world.Here is the beginning, in science, of

"*Tbid.. pp. 162-163.
2
Brans, by Marjorie Greene, London, 1952.
"^Letters and i\v>ers, p. 142.

Op. cit., p. 155*
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the breakdown of the relation of the world to God and the asser-

f«

tion of the world's autonomy* "Christianity," Weiasacker goes on

to say,

made the infinite and unconditioned the goal of
our striving. The secularised man of modem
times has continued to 3trive in this direction,
and has simply sought the fulfillment of his
urge on another plane. It is therefore the es¬
sence of his relation to nature that he trans¬
cends the limits and conditions of his exis¬
tence, which originates in nature. He presses
on, to put it in ancient terms, into a realm
where there are no gods, or whose gods are
strange to us. He thus acquires a knowledge
and a power which would have seemed to all ear¬
lier times no less improper than impossible. (1)

ft

Weiasaoker, himself a Christian, shows how in the realm of

knowledge "God" has become an ever-shrinking stop-gaps

once the symbolic relation between God and world
is broken, a material relation cannot well be
salvaged. The step from Kepler to Newton is his¬
torically intelligible, that from Newton to La¬
place objectively necessary. For Kepler the
positive knowledge of science points to God,
while for Newton it is just the gaps in this
knowledge which leave room for God. But such
gaps are usually filled in in further develop¬
ment, and science cannot rest satisfied until
they are filled in. Iven if the hypotheses of
Laplaco had been false in some particulars,
still every scientist must certainly set him¬
self the goal of making the hypothesis "God"
superfluous in his field. God and the faded,
half-religious concepts which have often been
substituted for him in recent tines, always des¬
ignate, as scientific hypotheses for the explan¬
ation of particular facts, only incomplete
joints in science, and therefore with the ad¬
vance of knowledge they find themselves in

•''Ibid., p. 177.
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continuous and dishonourable retreat, (l)

The God who no longer functions as a "working hypothesis"

has been relegated to the realm of man's personal life, says

Weissacker: "Modem science has excluded.../the question of

God/ from the circle of it3 obligatory premises and has branishea

it to the private sphere. Thus it determined in advance the re¬

sult at wkioh it has now arrived. At the same time it gradually

removed from that level of experience the means of expression

which would make it generally intelligible, and has thus made the
2

way to full consciousness more and more difficult for it." As

we shall see in the next two sections of this thesis, Bonhoeffor

believed that religion, in it3 aspect as inwardness or individual¬

ism, has accepted and tried to capitalize on this retreat of "God"

to the purely private sphere of eaoh person's "inner life."

Borihoeffer concludes his analysis of the "come-of-oge" world

by stating that "There is no longer any need for God as a working

hypothesis, whether in morals, politics or science. !Tor is there

any need for such a God in religion or philosophy (Peuerbach).

In the name of intellectual honesty these working hypotheses

*Ibid., pp. 156-157. Laplace, of course, is famous for his "non-
religious" reply to Napoleon's question as to where God fitted
into his scientific theory of the world. "Sir," replied Laplaoe,
"I have no need of that hypothesis."
2 H
Ibid., p. 180. Weizsacker's own positive statement on the re¬
lation of Christianity to the modem world is very similar to
Karl Heira's. See pp. 177-181.
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should be dropped or dispensed with as far as possible." Bon-

hoeffer's appeal to "intellectual honesty" is fundamental to his

quest for a religionless Christianity, and is in part an inheri¬

tance from his teacher Haroaek and the liberal tradition. The

analysis of the modem world as a world which has learned to

live without using God as a working hypothesis is an important

manifestation of Bonhoeffer's own forthright attempts in the pris¬

on writings to be intellectually honest. "And the only way to be

honest," he concludes, "is to recognize that we have to live in

the world etsi deus non darotur."^"

^"Letters and Papers, p. 163



2. Rrora idolatry to nihilism

Bonhoeffer believes that the progressive "de-divinization"

of the world "has in our time reached an undoubted completion.

Man has learned to cope with all questions of importance without

recourse to the forking hypothesis* called 'God' (der ..Arbeits-
"}

hypothcse: Gott")." Here is the crux of the matter as far as

religion is concerned. Religion employs "God" as a "working

hypothesis" by which to explain those mysteries which knowledge

has not yet been able to probe. The more man discovers "the laws

by which the world lives," the more "God" as a metaphysical hypo¬

thesis retreats to the ever-shrinking periphery of existence. In

a world come of age, "everything get3 along without *God', and

just as well as before. As in the scientific field, so in human

affairs generally, what we call 'God* is being more and more edged
2

out of life, losing more and more ground." A world come of age,

then, is an increasingly religionless world, in the terms of Bon-

hoeffer's analysis of religion. In his "Outline for a Book,"

Bonhoeffer speaks of the "loss of religion by come-of-oge man

It

(des mundig gewordenen Menschen). *God* as a working hypothesis,

^"Ibid., p. 145» My translation. German ed., p. 215.
2
Ibid., p. 146.

310
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as a stop-gap (Luokenbusser) for our perplexities, has become

superfluous." "Nature," Borihoeffer says, "was formerly conquered

by spiritual means, with us by technical organization of various

kinds.The ability of the autonomous man of a world come of

age to deal with virtually all matters of existence without re¬

course to "God" as an explanation is the central thesis of Bon-

hoeffor1 s conception of a non-religious world. It raises the

whole problem of divine transcendence, the problem of God*3 "over-

against-ness," which will be examined in chapter five, section two.

Traditional Christian apologetics would probably counter this

thesis by saying that a xrorld cone of age, far from being a reli-

gionless world, is simply a world in which new possibilities of

idolatry exist; and idolatry is by definition a religious phenom¬

enon. "Autonomous man" is nothing but a new (and idolatrous) re-
2

ligion—the religion of the Enlightenment. This seems to accord

with the biblical view, and it is the view of Karl Barth and of

the earlier Bonhoeffer.^ We have only one statement of

^Ibid.. p. 1^8. My translation. German ed., p. 258. The German
word Luokenbusser suggests the idea not merely of a "stopgap" but
of a "breach-mender" or "gap-repairer," someone who not only
"fills in" but also "heals up" the gaps in our knowledge.
2
Daniel Jenkins, in his book Beyond Religion (London, 1962), makes
this point; see p. 35•
^See Barth, Church Dogmatics I, 2, p. 323, where he says of the
atheist critique of religion: "the result of this critical turn¬
ing against religion is simply the founding of a new religion";
and Bonhoeffer, Ethics, pp. 38-39s "western godlessness....is
itself a religion, a religion of hostility to God....Its god is
the New Man, no matter whether he bears the trademark of
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Bonhoeffer's in Letters and Papers which speaks to this argument,

hut it is an important one. In a letter of 27th June, 1944, to

his friend Fberhard Bethee, he tells him of a short commentary he

is writings

At the moment I am engaged in expounding the
first three commandments. I find Bo. 2 partic¬
ularly diffioult. The usual interpretation of
idolatry as "riches, debauchery and desire"
seems unbiblical. That is a bit of moralising.
Idols are objects of worship, and idolatry pre¬
supposes that people in general still worship
something. But we worship nothing at all (gar
nichts) any more, not even idols. In this we
are truly nihilists. (1)

Fortunately, Bonhoeffer's exposition of the "First Table" of the
2

Commandments has been preserved. Here he expands slightly on

what he means by nihilism:

For us ^T.e., modern mer\f the world has lost
its godsj we no longer worship anything. We
have experienced too clearly the frailty and
invalidity of all things, of all men, and of

Bolshevism or of Christianity." Bote both the similarities in the
two positions and Bonhoeffer's own attitude just a few years before
the prison writings.

^Letters and Papers, p. 153. fly translation and italics. German
.a.1, p. 225T
2
The Lutheran Church, following the Roman Catholic tradition, in¬
cludes the prohibition of images in the first commandment, while
the rest of Protestantism considers it a second commandment.
Hence the Lutheran "First Table" contains three commandments, while
the Reformed and other Protestant First Table contains four. Bon-
hoeffer is a bit confusing in the passage quoted from his letter,
since there he follows the Reformed tradition and refers to the
prohibition of images as commandment "Bo. 2." However, in his
exposition of the First Table he includes it, Lutheran-style, in
the first commandment.
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ourselves for us still to be able to deify
them. We have lost too much confidence in
the whole of existence for us still to be cap¬
able of having and worshiping gods.

Bonhoeffer goes on to suggest that perhaps nihilism itself is the

last idol: "If we still have an idol, perhaps it is nothingness,

obliteration, meaninglessnes3." It is clear from his wholly

sympathetic characterization of contemporary "nihilist" man in

the prison writings, however, that he does not take seriously

this tentative suggestion. The statement reflects an "existen¬

tialist" mood which Bonhoeffer rejects vehemently at several

points in Letters and Papers. Generally speaking, it seems clear

that he did not find very helpful the suggestion that "worshipping

nothing" was itself idolatryj it was for him much more the end of

idolatry.

Another statement on nihilism from Bonhoeffer's last years

appears in his 1thios, where he says that "the deification of man

2
is the proclamation of nihilism." Although brief, this statement

is important in piecing together Bonhoeffer's conception of the

death of idolatry in a world come of age.

Nihilism, then, means the end even of idolatrous religion.

The concept of nihilism is crucial to Bonhoeffer*s analysis of

the decay of religion in the modem world. What follows is an

^In Preface to 3onhoeffer, p. 57*

2P. 39.
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attempt to elucidate the brief material which Bonhoeffer devotes

specifically to the idea of nihilism. First of all, he regards

the decay of religion in a mature world as a gradual process,

just as the world's coming of age itself is a slow progress to¬

wards mature autonomy.Hence we may expect that certain aspects

of religion remain longer than others even in a world cone of age,

as part of its "growing pains." Religion as worship or deifioa-
2

tion lingers on when religion as the "God-hypothesis" is gone.

But secondly, in a world come of age, a world which discov¬

ers the autonomy of nan, this lingering desire to worship or deify

is fastened on man himself. The Christian apologist may point out

that this is really the oldest, not the newest, form of idolatry.

But Bonhoeffer mi$it reply as follows! Until the beginning of the

world's maturity, man's self-deification was defined only over

against the greater reality of "God" or "the gods," who impinged

in a significant way upon man's tenuous existence. That is to

say, self-idolatry was defined only by the negation of true wor¬

ship; it constituted rebellion against a more fundamental real¬

ity, "God" or "the gods." In a world come of age, however, self-

worship is defined only in terms of itself, since "God" as a meta-

physioal hypothesis has outrun worship in falling into decay. In

"We are proceeding (gehen) towards an utterly religionless time
(einer vollig religionslosen Zeit)." Letters and Papers, p. 122.
My translation and italics. German ed., p. 178.
2
A good example of this phenomenon is Julian Huxley's Religion
without Revelation, London, 1927•
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other words, the deification of nan becomes a positive idolatry

and the fundamental reality. Man takes the place of God as the

"working hypothesis." The possibilities of worship of the new

man might seem to have been limitless, as the eighteenth and nine¬

teenth centuries believed, since man was now freed from the neces¬

sity to refer his 3elf-worship to a more fundamental reality.

Hence he was liberated also from the fear of forces beyond his

control, from metaphysical guilt, and from supernatural judgment.

But it is precisely because man in the final analysis is_ an

idol—the last idol—that the Enlightenment worship of man ends,

not in the Kingdom of Humanity, but in nihilism: "the deification

of man is the proclamation of nihilism." The final, the absolute,

idolatry—the idolatry which no longer possesses the "God-

hypothesis" to remind it that it is_ idolatry—cannot sustain it¬

self and falls into a state of nihil: the worship of nothing at

all. Bonhoeffer seems to be saying, if the implications of his

brief remarks have been rightly interpreted, that the fully reli-

gionless world is nihilistic. As long as autonomous man still

persists in worshipping himself, religion is not finally dead,

even though the "God-hypothesis" is dead. The true death of re¬

ligion i3 nihilism: "We have experienced too clearly the frailty

and invalidity of all things, of all men, and of ourselves for us

still to be able to deify them." Out of his experiences of the

life and thought of the twentieth century, Bonhoeffer concludes
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that the world cone of age has "begun to oome to fruition. It

is precisely these nihilistic tendencies in our day whioh he

seems to have in mind. A race of men are growing up—some of

whom Bonhoeffer meets and knows in his resistance activities and

in concentration camps—who oan no longer worship even such things

as a political ideology, the progress of science, or the future

of man; they can no longer worship anything. These are the citi¬

zens of a fully religionless world. Fully to understand the

world etsi deus non daretur is to worship nothing; it is nihilism.

There is a profound piety, a fervent inner attitude, about

the confident humanist who worships the new man. Although

religion-os-metaphysics has died, religion-as-inwardness continues

in the humanist deification of man. With the end of modern idol¬

atry in nihilism, however, even subjective states of idolatrous

religious experience are no longer normative, since there is no¬

thing left to oommit oneself to ultimately or to worship, nihil¬

ist nan cannot even share the early humanists "piety."

Bonhoeffer's statements on nihilism should be sufficient re¬

ply to the charge that his theory of a world come of age is pro-

gxessivistic or naively optimistic. In a letter of 18th July,

1944, he says, speaking of the Christian task in a world whioh

has roaohcd maturity:

When we wish to speak of God "non—religiously"
(..nichtreliglos"). we must speak of him in 3uch
a way that the Godlessness (Gottiosigkeit) of the
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world is not in any way concealed (verdeckt)
thereby, but rather revealed (aufgedeokt) s and
precisely in this way an unexpected li$rt falls
on the world. The world come of age (Die mun-
clige Welt) is more godless (gott-loserV, and
perhaps for that very reason nearer to God
(Gott-naher) than the world before its coming
of age (die unmundlge Welt). (l)

The completion of a world come of age in nihilism is the ultimate

godlessness. Self-deification by autonomous man is 3till a reli¬

gious godlessnessj with nihilism man no longer has even "godless

religion." Perhaps Bonhoeffer i3 saying that it is when the last

shred of religion is gone—when there is only man in the world

without even his delusions of grandeur as a religious comfort—

that man is "nearer to God." lie remarks in one plaoe that "our

coming of age forces U3 to a true recognition of our situation
s 2

vis a vis God." As long as religion exists, it is always poten¬

tially a cushion by which man oan protect himself against God and

against the stark reality of the world*s ungodliness. When the

new man becomes a nihilist, his godlessness is exposed to him as

nover before.

It would be a mistake, however, to interpret this nihilistic

awareness in what Bonhoeffer would call a psychotherapeutic or

Letters and Papers, p. 167• % translation. German ed.,
p. 246. It is virtually impossible to capture in English the
parallel constructions and other nuances of the German passage.
I have tried to indicate the significant ones by inoluding the
original German word or phrase.
2Ibid., p. 163.
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existentialist senso. Nihilistic man, according to Bonhoeffer,

is not necessarily or even usually "trembling over the abyss,"

experiencing "onfcological nausea" or the "sickness unto death."

We shall examine Bonhoeffer's criticisms of the existentialist,

the psychotherapist, and the "modern" parson on this score in the

next sootion. It is a mark of striking originality in Bonhoef-

fer's thought, particularly in the Ethics, that he is concerned

as muoh about the "good" man, the ordinary person of decency and

strength, as he is about tho reprobate who can point vividly to

his wretchedness apart from Christ."'"
■k1 the Ethics Bonhoeffer has a chapter on "The Church and

the World" which includes a section specifically entitled "Christ

and Good People." Ilis remarks in this chapter are made with the

Germany of the 1930's and early 1940'a very much in mind. The

dramatio way in which the Nazi nightmare had brought together

Christians and non-religious men of good will was making a pro¬

found impression on Bonhoeffer, and he sought here and in the

prison writings to articulate the phenomenon theologically.

Bonhoeffer says that when he 3peaks of "good people," he is

here taking the concept of good in its widest
sense, that is to say, simply as the contrary

Interestingly enough, the "worldly" Barth of The Epistle to the
Romans, with his very positive view of secularity, expressed,
albeit in a much less explicit manner, real appreciation and
concern for the "Gentiles," not only in their "naked misery,"
but also in their "merry freedom." (P. 364)
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of vicious, lawless and scandalous, as the op¬
posite of public transgression of the moral law,
as good in contrast to the publican and harlot.
Good, in this sense, contains an extremely wide
range of gradations, extending from the purely
external observance of good order to the most
intimate self-examination and character-
formation and to personal self-sacrifice for
the most sublime human values. (1)

He cautions against interpreting goodness in terms of "bourgeois

self-sati3faction." He 3ees it rather as a habitual discipline

and decency to which quite ordinary people are capable of attain¬

ing, .and largely unself-oonsoiously.

Bonhoeffer oritioiaes the church for its traditional preoo-

cupation with the wioked to the neglect of the goods

Over and over again the Church, when she has
based herself upon Scripture, ha3 given thought
to the relationship of Jesus Christ to the wiok¬
ed and to wickedness....Yet the question of the
relationship of the good man to Christ remained
remarkably neglected. The good man here was
either the Pharisee and hypocrite who needed to
be convinoed of his wickedness; or else he was
the man who had been oonverted from his wicked¬
ness to Christ and who was now enabled by Him
to do good works••..This did not, of course, by
any means acoount for the whole of the rela¬
tionship of Jesus Christ to the good? the ne¬
glect of this question had as it3 consequence
that the gospel became merely the call to con¬
version and the consolation in sin of drunkards,
adulterers and vicious men of every kind, and
the gospel lost its power over good people.
'There was •♦ .very little to be said about the
conversion of the good man to Jesus. (2)

Ethics, p, 184•
p
Ibid., p. 183. Bonhoeffer explores the relation of "good
people" to Christ in torm3 of the Hew Testament concept of
metanoia in the prison writings. See chapter six, section three.
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The chaos and disruption of the period in which Bonhoeffor is

writing, however, have raised decisively the issue of "Christ and

good people":

The experience of our own time is that it is
the good who find their way "back to Christ and
that the wioked obstinately remain aloof from
Him. Other times could preach that a man must
first become a sinner, like the publican and
the harlot, before he could know and find
Christ, but we in our time must say rather that
before a man can know and find Christ he must
first become righteous like those who strive
and who suffer for the sake of justice, truth
and humanity, (l)

But surely, one may ask, we cannot have it both ways, simply on

the basis of changing historical ciroumstances: which is the au¬

thentically Christian understanding of the matter? Here, as we

might expect from previous consideration of other theological

issues, Bonhoeffer responds in a profoundly dialectical way:

Both of these principles are alike paradoxi¬
cal and in themselves impossible? but they make
the situation clear. Christ belongs both to the
wicked and to the good? He belongs to them both
only as sinners, that is to say, as men who in
their wickedness and in their goodness have fal¬
len away from their origin. He summons them
back to the origin so that they shall no longer
be good and evil but justified and sanctified
sinners. But before we express this ultimate
in which evil and good are one before Christ, we
must not avoid the question which is set us by
our own experience and by our own time, the ques¬
tion of what is meant by saying that the good
find Christ, in other words the question of the

1Ibid., p. 182
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relationship of Jesus Christ to good people and
to goodness, (1)

Two elements of importance which we have discussed previously in

considering Bonlioeffer's ethics appear in the above passage. One

is his theological analysis of fallen man as separated from his

origin in God. Separation from God creates the knowledge of good

and evil5 union with God is "trans-aoral," "beyond good and evil"

in their relative human sense. Before Christ, therefore, who is

the way back to union with God, man is not relatively good or bad

but simply a sinner who has fallen away from his origin in God.

Thus both the "good man" and the "bad man" stand together in their

need of justification and sanctification by Christ.

But what we have been discussing is an "ultimate" interpre¬

tation of the human situation, and now enters the second element:

Bonhoeffer's equal concern for the "penultimate." The fact that

before Christ all men are sinners does not obliterate the penul¬

timate but real distinctions between goodness and evil. The

church has tended to focus exclusively on man's ultimate status

before God; as a result it has slipped into the serious error,

not only of neglecting penultimate goodness, but also of uncon¬

sciously translating ultimate sinfulness into penultimate terms.

Hence man's objective universal situation as one fallen away from

his divine origin is distorted into a psychologistic insistence

1Ibid., pp. 182-133.
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that every particular person is at bottom wretched and evil. At

this point Bonhoeffer's appreciation of penultimate goodness joins

hands with his emphatic denunciation of Christian pastors and

their "secularized off-shoots" (existentialists and psychothera¬

pists) who feel that they must "drive men to inward despair" be¬

fore they can "save" them.^ Penultiraately there are genuinely

good persons, many of whom are neither Christian nor religious,

and the Gospel of the Incarnation embraces them too. A proclama¬

tion of the Gospel which focusses obsessively on human sin and

weakness rather than claiming goodness and strength also as

Christ's is a one-sided interpretation which will make little

impact on many of earth's noblest sons—especially in a world

which has come of age.

Bonhooffor interprets the goodness of the "good pagan" as

fides direota—unoonscious faith—but his life was cut short

just as he was beginning to reflect seriously on the matter. In

a letter of 27th July, 1944> he indicates his growing interests

The problem of natural religion is also that
of unconscious Christianity, a subject with
which I am more and more concerned. Lutheran
dogmatics distinguishes between fides directa
and fides reflexa....! should not be surprised
if we have put our finger on a very far-reaching
problem here. (2)

Bonhoeffer's remarks are part of a theological discussion which

^3ee section three of this chapter.
2
Letters and Papers, p. 172.
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he and Eberhard Bethge are carrying on "by correspondence. He is

probably speaking of "natural religion" in an academic, classical-

theological sense. Classical theology would oategorize as "natur¬

al religion" what Bonhoeffer describes as the strength and good¬

ness of modern nihilist man. "Religion"—even "natural religion"—

is no longer an operative category in a world come of age; but

"unconsoious Christianity" is—assuming, as Bonhoeffer does, that

Christian faith in its essence is non-religious.

The Ethics contains a few tantalizingly brief remarks which

indicate that Bonhoeffer was operating with some notion of fides

directa, but nothing more. In the chapter on "The Churoh and the

World," he speaks of the rallying of the forces of truth and good

around the name of Christ during the contemporary struggle in Ger¬

many. That, he says, is because Christ is the origin of all truth

and good, whatever form they take, and in times of crisis they

will instinctively, as it were, find their way back to their ori¬

gin, to Christ. For

He is the centre and strength of the Bible, of
the Church, and of theology, but also of human¬
ity, of reason, of justice and of culture. Every¬
thing must return to Him; it is only under His
protection that it can live. There seems to be
a general unconsoious knowledge which, in the
hour of ultimate peril, leads everything which
desires not to fall victim to the Antichrist to
take refuge with Christ, (l)

Ethics, p. 178. Italics mine. It cannot be emphasized too
strongly that Bonhoeffer does not in any sense mean by "taking
refuge with Christ" a "return to religion," a flocking back to
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In a discussion of love, Bonboeffer contends that "the "biblical

concept of love, and it alone, is the foundation, the truth and

the reality of love, in the sense that any natural thou^t about

love contains truth and reality only in so far as it participates

in this its origin, that is to say, in the love which is God Him¬

self in Jesus Christ.We find an implied recognition here that

all manifestations of authentic love participate, however uncon¬

sciously, in the objective reality of the love of God revealed in

Christ.

It would be illegitimate to attempt to erect a detailed theo¬

logical exposition out of suoh fleeting remarks. The concept of

fides directa or "unconscious Christianity" remains simply as the

way in which Bonhoeffer was beginning to interpret the goodness

of non-religious "good people" at the end of his life. It is a

theme which is vital, however, to any attempted development of
2

Bonhoeffer's religionless Christianity project.

the churches of their wayward children. It is precisely the
churches, as purveyors of an often-dubious and—in a mature
world—highly problematic activity called "religion," which have
lost the power to capture the hearts and minds of many "good
people." It is the name of Jesus Christ alone which still has
the strange power to shield and protect the diverse forces of
truth and good. See Ethics, p. 179*

^Ibid.. p. 175* Note Bonhoeffer's resolute grounding of all
thought about reality in the biblical revelation.
2
Perhaps the best sustained argument for a universal "unconscious
faith" is that of John Baillie in Our Knowledge of God (New York,
1999) and The Sense of the Presence of God (New York, 1962).
Despite certain differences in presuppositions and method, Bail-
lie's development of the idea oould be of value in illuminating
what Bonhoeffer xfas trying to express.
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In chapter six, section three, we shall discuss Bonhoeffer's

exposition of the Hew Testament understanding of metanola (repen¬

tance), which i3 an exegetical demonstration that "good people"

as well as "wretched sinners" were caught up in the messianic

event of Jesus. Also pertinent to the topio of the moral strength

and dignity of which nihilist religionless man is capable will be

Bonhoeffer's entire portrait of the religionless Christian in

chapter six.

It cannot be stressed too strongly that when Bonhoeffer

speaks of the nihilist man of the modem secular world, he is talk¬

ing not only about the Western intelligentsia, who might be expect¬

ed to be "advanced" and "liberated" in their outlook, but equally

and perhaps especially about the "average person," the ordinary,

usually middle-class or working-class citizen. The day-to-day

willingness of ordinary people to "take life as it comes" with

dignity and modesty rand without the comforts or preoccupations of

religion made a remarkable impression on Bonhoeffer. In the let¬

ter of 8th June, 1944» he describes the religionless "good man"

as follows:

The ordinary man who spends his everyday life
at work, and with his family, and of course with
all kinds of hobbies and other interests too,
....has neither tine nor inclination for think¬
ing about his intellectual despair and regarding
his modest share of happiness as a trial, a
trouble or a disaster. (1)

^"Letters and Papers, p. 147. A. R. Vidler, in the essay "Religion
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The religionless, the nihilistic, man, then, is not in the major¬

ity of instances a morbid., despair-ridden individual swimming in

70,000 fathoms and looking desperately for a rope to grasp. Ke

is a man whom the Christian meets in strength as often as in weak¬

ness. This seemingly untraditional notion is one of the major

themes in Bonhoeffer's understanding both of a world come of age

and of religionless Christianity. To Bonhoeffer the mature world,

even in its utter godle3snes3, is a world whore ordinary persons

of genuine dignity and happiness live. It is a world in which,

even with their last idol smashed, nihilistic men can live 3anely

and responsibly. Deeply aware of their godlessness as never be¬

fore, content to master the job at hand, and grateful for whatever

modest share of truth and beauty and goodness comes their way,

quite ordinary persons are somehow able to "make the best of it."

It is these autonomous human beings to whom the church must ad¬

dress a non-religious message.^"

and the National Church" which appeared in Soundings: Essays Con-
oerning Christian Understanding (ed. by Vidler, Cambridge, 1962),
appears mistakenly to believe that Bonhoeffer's "come-of-age" man
is prototypioally the sophisticated, "enlightened" person who
makes up today's circles of intellectual and executive leadership:
"As regards the world's coining of age, I would distinguish between
what has been happening to educated and sensitive minds, to the
intellectually and emotionally mature, on the one hand, and the
persistence and recrudescence of infantile passions and supersti¬
tions in oontemporary societies, on the other." (P. 253)

"'"An example of the maturity to which nihilism can attain was Al¬
bert Camus, with whom we have compared Bonhoeffer in discussing
the latter's Mensohliohkeit. The Christian who reads the writ¬
ings of this "godless" man sometimes suspects that he was in his



3. The failure of Christian apologetics

and its secular counterparts

What has been the church's attitude thus far to a world

which has cone to maturity? A largely negative one, says Bon-

hoeffer, who criticizes the church severely on thi3 score. The

prevailing attitude of Christian apologetics towards post-

medieval history is to regard this coming of age as "the great

defection from God, from Christ, ...and the more they claim and

play off God and Christ against this development, the more the

development understands itself as anti-Christian." The adult¬

hood of the world is bewildering and frightening to the church.

What is especially disheartening about it, from the standpoint of

Christian apologetics, is that "False starts and failures do not

make the world deviate from the path and development it is fol¬

lowing? they are accepted with fortitude as part of the bargain,

and even an event like the present war is no exception.This

utter godlessncss "nearer to God" than many who still retain their
godlessness in a religious form. The writings of Caraus are a good
illustration of Bonhoeffer's thesis that modern nihilism may be
very close to the Gospel. Along with Camus's existential pessi¬
mism went a profound and oourageous existential joy in the things
that make human life worth living. While not an "ordinary man,"
Camus gave artistic expression to the kind of non-religious "or¬
dinary men" who make up a world come of age.

^"Letters and Papers, p. 146. My translation. German ed., p. 216.

327
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from a Christian in a concentration camp amidst the horrors of

war who lives daily in the shadox* of death! Such a statement

reinforces Bonhoeffer's central conviction that the nihilism of

a mature x«>rld is not, in most instances, a neurotic starinrj into

the void. The courage of the new man, who x/ould rather under¬

stand his world and face the task at hand than enjoy the reli¬

gious comfort of ultimate commitment, find3 great sympathy from

Bonhoeffer.

The church's response to this "healthy-minded" nihilism has

"been a retreat to the "ultimate" questions:

Ffforts are made to prove to a world thus
oorae of age that it cannot live without the
tutelage of "God". Iven though there has "been
surrender on all secular problems, there still
remain the so-called ultimate questions—death,
guilt—on which only "God" can furnish an an¬
swer, and which are the reason why God and the
Church and the pastor are needed. Thus xre /the
Church and the pastor/ live, to some extent,
by these ultimate questions of humanity.

Bonhoeffer then asks with a daring which drives his point home,

"But what if one day they /i.e., the ultimate questions/ no longer

exist as such, if they too can be ansxrered without 'God'?"^ The

main thrust of Christian apologetics in a xrorld come of age,

then, has been the attempt to salvage a place for "God" in the

steadily-shrinking sphere of human ignorance and helplessness.

In the earlier stages of the xrorld's coming of age, the church

1Ibid., p. 146.
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lashed out in a reactionary way against Copemicanisra and Dar¬

winism. Bonhoeffer calls this misguided apologetics (actually

polemics I) "futile rear-guard actions." The more recent ten¬

dency has "been the one described above, wherein the church, to

use the terminology of a world which has reached maturity, has

claimed for God the few remaining areas of nan's childhood. This

form of apologetics has restricted God

to the so-oalled last questions as a kind of
Deus ex aachina. God thus became the answer to
life's problems, the solution of its distresses
and conflicts. As a result, if anyone had no
such difficulties, if he refused to identify
himself in sympathy with those who had, it was
no good trying to win him for God. The only
way of getting at him was to show that he had
all these problems, needs and conflicts without
being aware of it or owning up to it. (l)

Christian apologetics tries to show the "healthy-minded" nihilist

that in his "inner life" he is really sick and wretched. The

churoh's name for the cure is "God," a metaphysical Deus ex

maohina which is cranked on stage as the only resolution of human

ills.

The church's efforts to intimidate men into belief by im¬

pugning their maturity and preying upon the lingering vestiges

of their childhood are scathingly denounced by Bonhoeffer:

The attack by Christian apologetics upon the
adulthood of the world I consider to be in the
first place pointless, in the second ignoble,

1Ibid.« p. 156.
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and in the third un-Christian. Pointless, be¬
cause it looks to me like an attempt to put a
grown-"up man back into adolescence, i.e. to
make him dependent on things on which he is not
in fact dependent any more, thrusting him baok
into the midst of problems which are in fact
not problems for him any more. Ignoble, be¬
cause this amounts to an effort to exploit the
weakness of man for purposes alien to him and
not freely subscribed to by him. Un-Christian,
because for Christ himself is being substituted
one particular stage in the religiousness of
man, i.e. a human law. (l)

1 take Bonhoeffer to be saying here and throughout his whole

criticism of Christian apologetics essentially what Paul Tillich

has said in his analysis of modern Western history. It will be

remembered that he uses the word "theonomous" to describe the

Christian culture of the middle ages, "autonomous" to describe

Western culture since the breakup of the medieval synthesis, and

"heteronomous" to characterize the negative position which the
2

church has frequently taken vis-a-vis autonomous culture.

To a large extent Bonhoeffer means by a "world come of age" what

Tillich means by an "autonomous" world. And Bonhoeffer's criti¬

cism of the church in that world is that it is heteronymous—

that it attempts to absolutize what was simply a "religious"

stage in the history of man rather than pointing him to his true

absolute, the fully human (rather than narrowly religious) reality

1Ibid., p. 147.
2
See The Protestant Era. Chicago, 1957> P« xii.
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of Jesus Christ. Christian apologetics asics autonoaous man to

"return to religion"—to submit to a now-alien structure of his

childhood—instead of acknowledging his religionless maturity.

In a letter of 16th July, 1944> Bonhoeffer notes that

nervous souls start asking what room there is
left for God now. And being ignorant of the an¬
swer they condemn the whole development which
has brought them to this pass....various emer¬
gency exits have been devised to deal with this
situation. To them must be added the 3alto
raortale back to the Middle Ages, the fundamental
principle of which however is heteronomy in the
form of clericalism. But that is a counsel of
despair, which can be purchased only at the co3t
of intellectual sincerity, (l)

Bonhoeffer's assessment of man13 autonomy and his theological so¬

lution are different from Tillich's, as we saw in the last ohap-

ter, but there are definite similarities between their historical

analyses in terms of autonomy and heteronomy.

The issue Bonhoeffer raises in his "attack upon 'Christen¬

dom'" is a decisive one for the oontemporary church. The publio

read almost daily of Christian leaders deploring the "secularism"

into which the world has increasingly fallen, and pleading that

man's only hope is to return to the church. It is a mark of Bon¬

hoeffer 's penetrating insight into and profound appreciation of

the modern world—which, let it be remembered, are thoroughly

grounded in biblical and ohristological presuppositions—that he

Letters and Papers, p. 163. Bote Bonhoeffer's familiar insis¬
tence on "intellectual sincerity," which is a hallmark of reli¬
gionless Christianity.
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refuses to regard secularity as a deadly foe to the church. The

very notion of a "religionless Christianity" for a world which

has "come of age" signifies that Bonhoeffer understands secular¬

ity not only as a creative opportunity for the church "but as the

defining form of its message.

On numerous occasions in Letters and Papers Bonhoeffer crit¬

icizes not only Christian pastors and apologists, hut also their

"secularized off-shoots," the existentialists and the psychother¬

apists, for pruriently feeding on people's "inner lives." lie

violently rejects the assumption that a man must be driven to the

brink of despair and disgust with his life before he can be

"saved" by the Gospel, by tragic courage, or by analysis. The

"modem" parson, the existentialist, and the psychotherapist

demonstrate to secure, oontented, happy mankind
that it is really unhappy and desperate, and
merely unwilling to realize that it is in se¬
vere straits it knows nothing at all about,
from which only they can rescue it. Wherever
there is health, strength, security, simplicity,
they spy lusoious fruit to gnaw at or to lay
their pernicious eggs in. They make it their
object first of all to drive men to inward de¬
spair, and then it is all theirs, (l)

Bonhoeffer*s approach to all questions is theological, and his

impassioned attaok on Christian apologists and their "secular

counterparts" is no exception. He traces thi3 obsession with

despair and wretchedness to Christianity's desperate efforts,
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in the face of an increasingly non-religious world., to "clear a

space" for God in the worlds

When God was driven out of the world, and
from the public side of human life, an attempt
was made to retain him at least in the sphere
of the "personal," the "inner life," the private
life. And since every man still has a private
sphere, it was thought that he was most vulner¬
able at this point*

The theological realm of the sinful recesses of the innermost

soul, the psychoanalytical sphere of the libidinal unconscious,

and the existentialist portrait of the lonely and hellish insides

of estranged modern man—all are preoccupations with the "inner

life," as if the one who held the key to this mysterious citadel

had the secret mastery, the final mocking word, over the public

forces of scientific explanation and the naivete of people who

imagine they are happy.

Bonhoeffer castigates psycho therapy explicitly and scathing¬

ly t

The secrets known by a man's valet, that is,
to put it crudely, the area of his intimate
life—from prayer to hi3 sexual life—have become
the hunting ground of modem psychotherapists.
In this way they resemble, though quite involun¬
tarily, the dirtiest gutter journalists. Think
of the newspapers which specialise in bringing
to light the most intimate details about promi¬
nent people. They praotise social, financial and
political blackmail on their victimst the psycho¬
therapists practise religious blackmail. Forgive
me, but I oannot say less about them, (l)

1Ibid.« p. 158
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The accusation that "psychotherapists praotise religious black¬

mail" indicates that Bonhoeffer definitely regards psychotherapy

as a "secularised off-shoot" of modem Christianity. "This ir¬

responsibility and absence of bounds," he remarks, "has its coun¬

terpart among the clergy in what I should call the 'priestly*

snuffing around in the sins of men in order to catch thera out.""''
Speaking from the standpoint of personal experience, Bonhoef¬

fer asks on one occasion, "What does behaviour really mean?...I

know less than ever about myself, and am getting fed up with in¬

trospective analysis... .'There is something more at stake than self-
2

knowledge." Here we can see that profound suspicion of subjec¬

tivity for its own sake which we examined in terms of will and

conscience in the section on "Luther." Bonhoeffer believed that

the Gospel is the objective reality of God revealed in Jesus

Christ. As we saw from the outset in his early criticisms of

his existentialist mentors, he put forth the theological proposi¬

tion that the nature and meaning of reality have been disclosed

extra nos, from outside ourselves, in the biblically-attested

self-di3Clo3ure of Godj otherwise, he claimed, we are inescapably

locked up in our subjectivity. But to be locked up in subjectiv¬

ity is to be enslaved to oneself, for man is fallen? his subjec¬

tivity is the cor curvum in se. The only true liberation is the

1Ibid.. p. 159*

2Ibid., p. 82. See also Bonhoeffer's poem "Who Am I?" (ibid.,
p. 165), in which he analyzes a psychological split within him¬
self and poignantly asks which is his true identity. The poem
ends, "Whoever I am, Thou knowest, 0 God, I am Thinel"
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joyous Gospel of judgment, forgiveness, and reconciliation in

Christ. Bonhoeffer never deviated from this position, and we

have seen hot-; this objective standing-point liberated him from

self-preoooupation and for oreativo thought and action. Hence

his suspicion of the modem cult of "introspective analysis," of

subjective self-scrutiny, insofar as it pretends to be the la3t

word of truth and deliverance for man. There is indeed "some¬

thing more at stake than self-knowledge," in Bonhoefferfs opin¬

ion.

It is significant that Bonhoeffer sees the true nihilist

man of a world come of age as the ordinary person who is too

healthily absorbed in job, family, interests, etc., to have

either the "time" or the "inclination" for introspective self-

obsession. One of the two characteristics of religion, accord¬

ing to Bonhoeffer, is "inwardness." The mature, non-religious

person of the modern world lacks "inwardness," the religious pre¬

occupation with one*s "inner self." The existentialist and the

psychotherapist do not reaoh this person. Whom do they affect?

"A small number of intellectuals, of degenerates, of people who

regard themselves as the most important thing in the world and

hence like occupying themselves with themselves," replies Bon¬

hoeffer. *"

1Ibid., pp. 146-147.
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Bonhoeffer attempts to analyze the preoccupation of clergy,

psychotherapists, and existentialists with the "inner life" from

both a sociological and a theological point of view. Sociologi¬

cally he calls it part of the "revolt of inferiority," the vul¬

garizing of life by the prurient assumption that all people are

hypocrites, and the corresponding satisfaction in exposing or

seeing exposed the vjretohedness and sinfulness of one's fellow

human beings.

There is a kind of malicious satisfaction in

knowing that everyone has his weaknesses and
nakednesses. In my contacts with the outcasts
of society, its pariahs, I have often noticed
how mistrust is the dominant motive in their
judgments of other people. Every act of a per¬
son of high repute, be it never so altruistic,
is suspected from the outset. Incidentally, I
find such outcasts in all ranks of society.

With hi3 profound concern for the dignity and freedom of man—

which was truly "aristocratic" in pleading for a sense of quality

and excellence in human life—-Bonhoeffer could only regard all at¬

tempts to prey upon man'3 weaknesses as vulgarity, as the cheap¬

ening and degradation of persons. He keenly recognized that this

"revolution from below," this exaltation of inferiority, perme¬

ates all strata of society. The pastor, the existentialist phil¬

osopher or writer, and above all the payohotherapist would not,

in purely sociological terms, be considered "lower-class"? but

insofar as they are the leaders of the "revolution from below,"

they are far more "lower-class," more vulgar, than the lower
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classes. "Mistrust and suspicion as the basic attitude of sen,"

Bonhoeffer summarizes, "is characteristic of the revolt of in¬

feriority."

Pros a theological perspective the revolt of inferiority 13

characterized by two errorst "First, it is thought that a man

can be addressed as a sinner only after his weaknesses and clean¬

nesses have been spied out."* We have seen in our discussion of

"bonus virt the nihilist "good man," that Bonhoeffer distin¬

guishes between nan's ultimate, objective situation as a sinner

and hi3 penultimate, subjective condition as relatively good or

evil. The church has repeatedly made the mistake of speaking of

man's ultimate sinfulness in penultimate terns, of psychologizing

it. Hence the theological proposition that man is a sinner be¬

comes the psychological proposition that every individual man is

at bottom base, lasoivious, and miserable, and that his goodness

(unless he is a Christian) is hypocrisy. To this error Bonhoef¬

fer replies, "Man is certainly a sinner, but by no means mean or

common....It is not in the least necessary to spy things out.
2

The Bible never doos so." We shall examine Bonhoeffer's posi¬

tion in an exegetioal context when we come to discuss his exposi¬

tion of the New Testament concept of mctanoia in chapter six,

section three.

1Ibid.» p. 159.

2Ibid., pp. 159-160.
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Tlio second theological error is an exclusive preoccupation

with the "inner life"J "it is thought that man's essential nature

consists of his inmost and most intimate background, and that is

defined as his 'interior life'% and it is in these secret human

places that God is now to have hi3 domainJ" In answer to this

error, Bonhoeffor appeals to the biblical anthropology:

the Bible does not recognise our distinction
of outer and inner. And why should it? It is
always concerned with anthropos toleios. the
whole man, even where, as in the Sermon on the
Mount, the deoalogue is pressed home to refer to
inward disposition. It is quite unbiblioal /for
example/ to suppose that a "good intention" is
enough. What matters i3 the whole good. The
discovery of inwardness, so-called, derives from
the Renaissance, from Petrarch perhaps. The
"heart" in the biblical sense is not the inward
life, but the whole man in relation to God. The
view that man lives just as much from outwards
to inwards as from inwards to outwards is polos
apart from the view that his essential nature is
to be understood from his intimate background. (1)

The whole of the I-thios attempts to develop a genuinely biblical-

ohri3tological ethics, which is an ethics of the whole man. The

writings which comprise the I'thica should be oonsulted for a

"fleshing out" of Bonhoeffer's concern for tho total person in

his ooncrete existence. He criticizes ethical systems based on

"good intentions" or, in formal ethical parlance, on motives:

what ri$it have we to stop short at the im¬
mediate motive and to regard this as the ultimate
ethical phenomenon, refusing to take into account

1rbid., p. 160.
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the fact that a "good" motive may spring from
a very dark background of human consciousness
and ■unconsciousness and that a "good attitude"
may often be the source of the worst of ac¬
tions?

In motivational ethics "the question of good is posed in abstract

terms and in isolation from reality." "Qood" is not some subjec¬

tive criterion of the "inner life," such as motive, conscience,

feeling, reason, or will:

Good is reality itself, reality seen and re¬
cognized in God. The question of good embraces
nan with his motives and purposes, with his
fellow-men and with the entire creation around '

himj it embraces reality as a whole, as it is
held in being by God.

Bonhoeffer refers to Genesis 1.31, which says of the entire crea¬

tion, "Behold, it was very good." Applied specifically to man,

good as reality itself

demands the whole, not only the whole of a man's
outlook but his whole work, the whole man, to¬
gether with the fellow-men who are given to
him....Man is an indivisible whole, not only as
an individual in his person and work but also as
a member of the community of men and creatures
in which he stands, (l)

Notice Bonhoeffer's continuing emphasis on man as a social being,

as an I-Thou reality. This authentically biblical understanding

of man naturally found the modem religious, existentialist, and

psychotherapeutic concentration on the "inner man" to be a per¬

nicious abstraction from reality.

Ethics, p. 59*
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Host pernicious of all, however, is the effect of this "in¬

terioriaation" on the doctrine of Godi "it is in these secret

human places that God i3 not* to have his domain!" The growing

autonomy of the world has pushed "God" steadily back to the fron¬

tiers of knowledge and exiotenoe. The church, aided by the find¬

ings of its "secular counterparts," has found its frontierj it has

staked out the "inner life" of man as the sphere of divine activ¬

ity. "God" has shrunk to the dimensions of individual human sub¬

jectivity. Bonhoeffer considers this retreat ignominious both to

God and to man. As we have seen, it is the last in a series of

"futile rear-guard actions" designed to claim the few remaining

areas of man's childhoods

'This is why I am so anxious that God should
not be relegated to some last secret place, but
that we should frankly recognize that the world
and men have oome of age, that we should not
speak ill of man in his worldliness, but confront
him with God at his strongest point, that we
should give up our clerical subterfuges, and our
regarding of psycho therapy and existentialism as
precursors of God. (l)

In chapter five we shall examine Bonhoeffer*s non-religious doc¬

trine of God as his own positive response to a world oome of age.

Bonhoeffer's diatribe against the "revolt of inferiority"

also reflects his lifelong insistence on a healthy reserve among

persons as an essential manifestation of human dignity and freedom

Letters and Papers, p. 160,
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under Christ. I suggested at the beginning of this thesis that

the philosophical and theological expression of Bonhoeffer'a

deep respect for human integrity is his personalism. In a letter

of 27th November, 1943» he describes the terror of his fellow

prisoners during a night bombing raid. He observes that after

the raid people "are talking quite openly about how terrified they

were." Bonhoeffer is rather struck by this franknesss "Surely

terror is something we ought to be ashamed of, something we ought

not to talk about except in confession, otherwise it i3 bound to

involve a certain amount of exhibitionism." He observes that,

while on the one hand there is a "naive frankness" whioh is nerely

"disarming," "there is also a cynical, I might almost say ungodly,

kind of frankness, the kind generally associated with drunkenness

and whoredom, whioh is a sign of chaos. I am inclined to think

that terror is one of the pudenda, one of the things that ought

to be oonoealed." Bonhoeffer adds, "I must think about it fur¬

ther

Bonhoeffer did continue to think about the matter of "oynical

frankness." In a letter headed "Advent II" (5th December, 1943),

he reflects at greater length on the subject:

I am inclined to think that in this matter we

are all too prone to pretend to be honest and
"natural" over something which is really a symp¬
tom of sin. In fact, it is just like talking

1Ibid., p. 75.
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openly about sex. It is not always "honest" to
reveal seorets. It was God who made clothes for
nen /pen. 3.217» which means that in statu oor-
ruptionis there are many things in human life
which ought to be kept covered over, and evil
at any rate ought to be left concealed if it is
too early to eradicate it. To uncover is the
mark of cynicism, and when the cynic prides him¬
self on his honesty and pretends to be an en¬
thusiast for truth, he overlooks the really im¬
portant point that since the fall reticence and
secrecy are essential, (l)

It is worth pointing out that here, as everywhere, Bonhoeffer

seeks "to think theologically," which for him always means bibli¬

cally and christologically, and he simply cannot be adequately

understood except on this basis. In the "trans-moral" state of

original unity with God thero would quite automatically be nothing

hidden, no seorets. But in a world separated from its original

unity a healthy reticence and secreoy about certain things preserve

order by preserving human integrity and respecting the limits of
2

life. Bonhoeffer's analysis, in Creation and Fall and in the

Ethics,3 of a healthy sense of shame as a quality preservative of

the dignity and boundaries of human existence in a fallen world,

is integral to his criticisms of "oynioal frankness."

Clearly, Bonhoeffer sees the "revolt of inferiority," the

obsessive prying of clergy, existentialists, and psychotherapists

1Ibid.. p. 80.
2Pp. 78-81.
3Pp. 145-148.
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into men's private lives, as the ohief manifestation of "cynical

frankness." He considers such an attitude, as we have seen, un-

biblical and therefore unchristians the Bible understands man as

a whole (not simply as his "inner life") and a3 fallen (not as a

Rousseauesque creature who has the right to lay bare everything)*

Furthermore, the "revolt of inferiority" is unworthy of a world

which has come of age, for it preys upon the weaknesses of man's

lingering immaturity rather than affirming the strength of his

maturity.

In the light of the profound influence of philosophical

existentialism on his own theology, Bonlioeffer's violent attack

on "existentialists" in the prison letters must be seen as one¬

sided. nothing in his previous writings prepares us for this

vehement onslaught. We are left to surmise that he must have

seen tendencies in existentialism, particularly among its popu-

lariaers, such as he describes and castigates. It is, in fact,

the case that existentialism is popularly thought of as a phil¬

osophy of obsessive introspection and pervasive despair, and

this image has a real (though partial) basis in the gloomy pessi¬

mism of Kierkegaard, the exhausting intensity of Dostoyevsky, the

preoccupation with death of Heidegger, and the lonely freedom of

Sartre. Tet existentialism is at the same time a wholly concrete

account of human existence and a radical personal ism—two aspects

which contributed profoundly to Bonhoeffer's own thought. The
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"interiorization" of existentialist analysis is "by no means the

pietistic Christian concentration on the "soul" in detachment from

the "body." It is rather an examination of how man as a concrete

individual "thrown" into a particular time and place in history

understands his existence in the world. Furthermore, there can

"be little doubt that the explicitly "godless," non-religious af¬

firmation of authentic human existence as a life of courage,

freedom, dignity, and maturity, which we find in the writings of

Heidegger, Sartre, and Bonhoeffer's own "secular counterpart,"

Albert Camus, is definitely one valid expression of Bonhoeffer's

"oone-of-age," nihilist man.

The same thing oust be said of psychotherapy. Popular cul¬

ture has caricatured it with the lurid image of the psychoanalyst

laying bare one*s innermost secrets, espeoially those of a sexual

nature. The image has created in Western soeiety a fixation on

matters sexual, an obsessive frankness, and a neurotic eagerness

to discover hypocrisy in everything, just as Bonhoeffer says.

However unjustly, this irresponsible popularization of certain

elements in psychotherapy has its root3 in Freudian analysis.

Yet Bonhoeffer was doubtless familiar with responsible psycho¬

therapeutic theory and practice, both in Freud and in his fol¬

lowers. Bonhoeffer's own father was a distinguished teacher of

psyohiatry in Berlin. Among the great psychotherapists, who is

less the sort of person whom Bonhoeffer criticises than Carl
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Jung, with his strongly wholistic and social view of nan and his

1
optimistic analysis of the human situation?

Clearly Bonhoeffer is in fact criticizing irresponsible.

popularized existentialism and psychotherapy, although his un~

guarded and uninterpreted remarlzs suggest a blanket condemnation

of the two movements. It must be remembered that Bonhoeffer

wrote his severe oriticisns of existentialism and psychotherapy

in private letters to a friend? naturally he had no idea that

they would ever appear in print. Had he been writing for pub¬

lication, he would almost certainly have qualified his remarks

to 3how the positive aspeots of the two movements.

nevertheless, it is precisely in popularized, often dis¬

torted, forms that intellectual movements permeate and shape

the outlook and praotioe of the "common man" during any historical

epoch. This penetration of the mental fabric of a generation is

often subtle and unconscious, and therefore all the more real

and powerful a force in everyday personal and social life. Bon-

hoeffor quite accurately perceived what existentialism and psycho¬

therapy have become in the debased form in whioh they affect the

lives of most people. It is the "existentialism" and "psycho¬

therapy" of advertising, magazines, newspapers, popular novels

and plays, and radio, television, and the cinema, whioh bombard

"^See, e.g., his Modern Han in Search of a Soul (despite the
title!), London, 193o.
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the average person and go 30 far towards moulding hi3 outlook

on life. It is in this way that existentialism and psychothera¬

py participate in a formative way in the "revolt of inferiority,"

the vulgarisation of life, which is a marked feature of twentieth-

century Wootern society. Bonhoeffer is incensed hy the part

existentialist philosophers and writers and psychotherapists have

played in fostering and to some degree capitalising on this wide¬

spread "ogalitarianism" of mutual exposure. He is confident, how¬

ever, that a majority of "ordinary persons" today—the truly nihil¬

istic men—possess the strength to ignore the blandishments of

this vulgarized "innerness." The "revolt of inferiority" is the

final attempt of what might be called "secularised religion" to

keep man an adolesoentj it is definitely fin de siecle and not

"come-of-age." As man beoomes increasingly mature and hence non-

religious, these appeals to the murky depths of his "inner life"

will simply become irrelevant and a matter for impatience.

Bonhoeffer was also keenly oonoemed about the negative role

of existentialism and psychotherapy in modern culture because he

was fully aware of the misguided enthusiasm with which too many

Christian pastors and ax>ologists have greeted these movements.

He ma vigorously resisting, in the name both of the Gospel and

of a world cone of age, the widespread (and still very porular)

tendency of the church to rejoice all too hastily over existen¬

tialism and psychotherapy as independent corroboration of man's
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radical sinfulness and wretchedness and therefore as a kind of

praenaratio fidei. In fastening onto existentialism and psycho¬

therapy (and only their negative aspects at that) as the nev

"natural theology," Christianity has pioked the wrong allies in

it3 apologetical task. The "come-of-age" world will simply leave

the church "behind, along with it3 "secularised off-shoots," be¬

cause they refuse to understand the mature world even as well as

it understands itself—-much less better than it understands itself.

Furthermore, and more fundamental still, the church has betrayed

its foundation in the biblical testimony to Christ by allying

itself so eagerly and completely with existentialism and psycho¬

therapy. Unlike the Scriptures, it has tended to make sin and

not Christ the decisive issue? it has psychologized the theologi¬

cal affirmation of original sin? and it has split nan into "in¬

ner" and "outer" and confined God to the former segment. Bon-

hoeffer pleads that "we should give up all our clerical subter¬

fuges, and our regarding of psychotherapy and existentialisn as

precursors of God."

Bonhocffer's analysis of a world oome of age, and supremely

of the nihilist man who i3 its microoosm, represents the most

significant contribution to the Christian discussion of man in

the modem world in the last twenty-five years. What is more,

it offers to the secular dialogue on this question a Christian

viewpoint which has been hitherto undreamed of by secularists,
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as the ferment which Bonhoeffer 'a non-religious interpretation
1

has caused even in Marxist countries illustrates. The striking

thing about his remarks on the modem world is that he has "out-

theologized" the theologians and "out-socularized" the secular-

iota. I have pointed out repeatedly and demonstrated with Bon-

hoeffer's writings that he means to examine every issue biblically

and theologically. In the Bthios and above all in the prison

writings he turns the very ammunition of the Christian apologists

—Scripture and doctrine—back against thera, as he defends the

seoularity of the world on biblical and christologioal principles.

At the sane time, he challenges the right of the existentialists

and (predominantly Freudian) psychotherapists to be the sole

spokesmen for seeularity. 'Hie modern world, despite the horrors

of two world warn, is not fundamentally the despair and meanings

lessness of Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot. Modern secular

man is not at bottom the alienated, depersonalized Joseph K. of

Franz Kafka's The Trial. Nihilist nan keenly experiences despair,

neaninglessness, alienation, and depersonalization; he is gnawed

at dy guilt, suffering, and the knowledge that he must die. But

"*"See, e.g., an article entitled "Past and Futures Hie Transforma¬
tion of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's View of History" in the East Berlin
newspaper Neue Spit. 3rd and 12th December, 1957? portions of it
are quoted by Eberhard Bethge in his article "The Editing and Pub¬
lishing of the Bonhoeffer Papers," Andover Newton Bulletin, vol.
LII, no. 2, December, 1959» PP* 6-7. See also Hanfried Miller,
Von der Kirohe zur Welt (Leipzig, 1961), a thoroughgoing Marxist
interpretation of Bonhoeffer's "religionless Christianity."
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he is too "outer-directed," too healthily absorbed in the life

of the world around his, to be paralyzed and rendered helpless

by these experiences. He regards then as the price we pay for

being hunan beings, and gets on with the task at hand. Above all,

when he experiences the painful limits of his existence, they do

not drive him into the arms of "religion" in any form—"tradi¬

tional" or "secular."

Agreement with Bonhoeffer's call for a religionless Chris¬

tianity depends to a large degree upon acceptance of the validity

of his highly positive analysis of the contemporary and future

world as a world which has "come of age." Is religion—i.e.,

piety and metaphysics—in fact a dying phenomenon? Can "men as

they now are" no longer be religious? Has the world "learned to

solve its problons without recourse to the 'working hypothesis'

called 'God'?" Does the earth today live etsi deus non daretur?

Is the nan of the future the healthy-minded nihilisti the ordi¬

nary person who "makes the best of it" and lives decently and

even nobly without religious comfort? These are some of the basio

questions to be dealt with in assessing Bonhoeffer's "Christian¬

ity without religion" projeot. We shall return to them in the

conclusion of this thesis.

A final word on a world come of agei While Bonhoeffer does

not speak directly of a religionless world as part of God's pur¬

pose, it is clear that he sees it as suoh. The very notion of
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a "mature" world, evolving from infancy through adolescence to

adulthood, seems to speak of divine purpose. Further evidence

is 3con in Bonhoeffer's remark that the "come-of-age" world is

"nearer to God than the world before its coming of age." He

sums up his attitude towards the place of a religionless world

in the divine purpose with the following words J

God is teaching us that we must live as men

who can get along very well without him. fhe
God who is with us is the God who forsakes us....
?he God who makes us live in this world without
using him as a working hypothesis is the God be¬
fore whom we are ever standing. Before God and
with him we live without God. (1)

In this striking passage Bonhoeffer affirms vigorously that the

world come of age is not a purely subjective reality constituted

by those for whom, in Hiotasche's phrase, "God is dead." It is

above all the work of God himself. The utter secularity of the

modern world—its religionlessness—is itself the result of the

activity of the Lord of history, and in no sense "the great de¬

fection from God." It is a development which began with God's

creation of a world entirely distinct from himself, received its

meaning when God came among us simply as a man, and grew up tinder

God into the implications of that meaning with the rise of the

autonomy of human existence.

Letters and Papera, p. 164« Italics mine.



CHAPTER FIVE

NON-RELIGIOUS THEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION

1. Biblical foundations

As a theologian for whom theology was entirely biblical in

its basis, Bonhoeffer envisioned religionless Christianity funda¬

mentally as "the non-religious interpretation of biblical con¬

cepts." He considered the basic task of non-religious theological

reconstruction to be that of "marshalling the biblical evidence."

Bonhoeffer was working at this ground-laying enterprise in prison,

but he found the situation too di3traoting and the task too great

to get much done. In the letter of 8th July, 1944, Bonhoeffer

tells his friend Bethge that it is just too hot to think properly

about the subject. Working out the biblical basis of religionle33

Christianity

requires more lucidity and concentration than I
am capable of at the moment. Let's wait a few
more days until it gets cooler1 I haven't for¬
gotten that I owe you something about the non-
religious interpretation of biblioal concepts
(die nioht-religioae Interpretation biblischer
Begriffe). (1)

•^Letters and ?a;>ers« p. 153. Ely translation. German ed., p.
233. The official English version translates Begriffe as "termi¬
nology," which wrongly suggests that non-religious interpretation
is simply a linguistic matter. While "concepts" is too abstract,
it more nearly indicates that Bonhoeffer intends to deal with
whole realities and not merely with words.

351
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Eight days later he complains, "I find it's very slow going

trying to work out a non-religious interpretation of biblical

concepts, and it's a far bigger job than I can manage at the

moment.""*'
In our examination of the biblical basis of religionless

Christianity, we must bear in mind both the fundamental impor¬

tance of the theme in Bonhoeffer*3 own mind and the fact that he

was prevented from developing it to any extent beyond occasional

references•

Bonhoeffer's prison writings contain numerous Scripture ref¬

erences, and it might be expected that they would provide us with

important clues to the biblical foundations of religionless Chris¬

tianity. The varied citations, however, taken both individually

and all together, do not of themselves suggest Bonhoeffer's non-

religious interpretation. Only a selective and contextual con¬

sideration of biblical references in Letters and Papers will pro¬

vide such insights.

Among Old Testament books, the Psalms were Bonhoeffer's favor¬

ite, and he quotes from and refers to then more often than any

2
other part of the Bible. Proverbs is not far behind in frequen¬

cy of appearance. Isaiah and Jeremiah, among the prophetic books,

^Ibid., p. 162. My translation. German ed., p. 239•
2
See ibid., p. 33s "I am reading the Psalms daily, as I have done
for years. I know them and love them more than any other book in
the Bible."
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are the two other chief sources from the Old Testament. Although

he cites it only once, Bonhoeffer considers Job "a firm favor-

X
ite"} Ecclesiasteo and the Song of Songs also fascinate him.

In the New Testament, the Gospel according to St. Matthew is most
2

frequently quoted, followed by the Epistle to the Fphesiansj

St. John's Gospel and First Corinthians come next.

Many of Bonhoeffer *s biblioal reforenoes in the prison writ¬

ings do not pertain to our discussion of religionless Christian¬

ity. A great many tonics, both personal and intellectual, appear

in Letters and Papers. Bonhooffer often cites or quotes at random

a verse of Scripture appropriate to the topic or the oocasion. He

quotes or refers to passages dealing with suoh matters a3 friend¬

ship, the steadfastness of God amidst tribulation, and a baptism

and a wedding which he was prevented from attending.

Actually, very few of Bonhoeffer's explicit references to

the Bible remain to be classed as pertinent to his thoughts on

"Christianity without religion," but those that remain are extreme¬

ly important. Let us begin with the Old Testament.

The Old Testament came to dominate Bonhoeffer*s theological

reflections during his years in prison, and must be seen as a

1Ibid.. p. 33.
2
Bonhoeffer probably had a special familiarity with and fondness
for St. Matthew's Gospel, beoause of his constant preoccupation,
during the latter 1930's, with the Sermon on the Mount. The Cost
of Bisoipleshiu is largely an exposition of Matthew 5-7 and. 9—10.
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central element in his religionless interpretation of Christi¬

anity. In the letter of pth December, 1943, he declares that

My thoughts and feelings seem to be getting more
and more like the Old Testament, and no wonder,
I have boon reading it much more than the Hew for
the last few months....! don't think it is Chris¬
tian to want to get to the Hew Testament too soon
and too directly....You cannot and must not speak
the last word before you have spoken the next to
last (das letzte ¥ort...dem vorletzten)• (1)

As I suggested in the section on "Christian Ethics," this preoc¬

cupation with the Old Testament was an important form which Bon-

hooffor 's lively concern with the "penultimate" took in his last

years. It was entirely natural that his keen interest in the pen¬

ultimate issue of a world come of age should have found its bibli¬

cal counterpart in a new attention to the Old Testament. Perhaps,

he seems to be saying, a Christianity for a penultimately non-

religious world requires a fresh look at the penultimate within

Christianity? the Old Testament.

The Old Testament provides the key to non-religious inter¬

pretation of the Scriptures above all because of its this-

worldliness (Diesseitigkeit). What is this-worldliness? First

of all, it is commitment to historical existence rather than pre¬

occupation with deliverance beyond death?

Unlike the other oriental religions the faith
of the Old Testament is not a religion of salva¬
tion....Of course, it could be urged that under

"^"Letters and Papers, p. 79* German ed., pp. 112—113.
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Egyptian and later, Babylonian influence, the
idea of salvation became just as prominent in
the Old Testament—-e.g. Deutero-Isaiah. The an¬
swer is, the Old Testament speaks of historical
(gesohiohtliohe) redemption, i.e. redemption on
this side of the boundary of death (dicsseits
dor Tode3grenae). whereas the myths of salva¬
tion are concerned to offer nan deliverance from
the boundary of death. Israel is redeemed out
of Egypt in order to live before God as the peo¬
ple of God on earth. The salvation myths look
unhistorically for an eternity after death.
Sheol and Hades are no theories (Gebilde) of a
metaphysic, but images (Bilder) which imply that
the past, while it still exists, has only a shad¬
owy existence in the present, (l)

Religion is inwardness, piety. One of the marks of inwardness is

an interest in the salvation of one's soul from death. Religion

is also metaphysics, which includes the exaltation of the eternal,

by speculative or imaginative means, over against the temporal.

Both these characteristics of religion are virtually absent from

the faith of the Old Testament, in contrast to the "salvation-

myth" religions of Egypt, Babylonia, and the Greek Orphic mystery
2

religions. So likewise is seoularity a full commitment to

Ibid., p» 153• My translation. German ed., pp. 225-226. Ilote
Bonhoeffer's characterisation of death as a "boundary"; as we have
seen before, to Bonhoeffer religion is preoccupied with life's
boundary situations.
2
For an excellent study of the basic differences between the Old

Testament and the salvation religions, see A. Th. van Leeuwen,
Christianity in IvorId History, London, 1965, pp. 46-104. Espe¬
cially pertinent is the following passages "the Lord sent man
forth from the garden of Eden 3:23)' away from the myth¬
ical bliss which, out of his fear of death, man has projeoted be¬
yond death's frontier. It is from a mythical "eternity", from a
timeless bliss, that man is driven out. In his inexorable mercy
God compels man to enter upon the road of history. To the true
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the redemption of historical existence, with virtually no inter¬

est in salvation beyond death or in metaphysics.

Bonhoeffer goes on to argue that the traditional interpreta¬

tion of Christianity as a "salvation myth" is mistakens

Christianity, it is true, has always been re¬
garded as a religion of salvation. But isn't
this a cardinal error, which divorces Christ from
the Old Testament and interprets him in the light
of the myths of salvation?...It is said that the
distinctive feature of Christianity is its pro¬
clamation of the resurrection hope, and that this
means the establishment of a genuine religion of
salvation, in the sense of release from this world.
The emphasis falls on the far side of the boundary
drawn by death. But this seems to me to be just
the mistake and the danger. Salvation means sal¬
vation from cares and need, from fears and long¬
ing, from 3in and death into a world beyond the
grave. But is this really the distinctive fea¬
ture of Christianity as proclaimed in the Gospels
and St. Paul? I am sure it is not. The differ¬
ence between the Christian hope of resurrection
and a mythological hope is that the Christian hope
sends a man back to his life on earth in a wholly
new way which is even more sharply defined than
it is in the Old Testament, (l)

Here is an important example of the beginnings of Bonhoeffer's

fragmentary thoughts on non-religious exegesis. Viewed solidly

against its Old Testament background, the Gospel is not release

from the body and from death (as the Gnostics tried to make it)

but new life in the here arid now of historical existence. "The

eternal life which God gives there is no way back, but only a
way ahead." (P. 72) This absorption in historical existence was
the "way ahead" to the secularity of the modem world.

^Letters and Papers, pp. 153-154•
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Christian," continues Bonhoeffer, "unlike the "believers in the

salvation myths, does not always have a last refuge in the eter¬

nal from earthly tasks and difficulties....This world must not

"be prematurely written off. In this the Old and Hew Testaments

are at one."^"
It is easy to criticize Bonhoeffer for a one-sided exegesis

of the Hew Testament material on Christ's resurrection and ours.

There is clearly a deeply "other-worldly" strain in the Hew Testa¬

ment which is a direct result of the tension in which the primi¬

tive church "believed itself to he between the raising of Jesus

from the dead and the dissolution of the present world order by

his return in glory. The recovery of the profoundly eschatologi-

cal dimension both in Jesus' teaching and action and in the early

church's hope and mission by Johannes Weiss, Albert Schweitzer,

and others, prevents us from totally "immanentalizing" the tine/

eternity motif into nothing more than "eternal life in the midst

of time."

Yet it must be pointed out, first of all, that in the above

quotation Bonhoeffer is concerned with "the distinctive feature

of Christianity." The Christian belief in the continuation of

life beyond death is not per se distinctive; virtually every re¬

ligion holds such a belief in one form or another. It is the

belief, which Christianity took over directly from its Old

Ibid., p. 154» My translation. German ed., pp. 226-227.
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Testament roots, that history itself is redeemed by the action of

God which, is the distinctive feature of Christianity in its res¬

urrection faith and hope.

Secondly, the "religionless" Bonhoeffer has reaffirmed a

vital element of Christian proclamation which is so often neglect¬

ed » the doctrine that Jesus* resurrection, as the first-fruits of

God's transformation of the entire universe, creates the possi¬

bility of new life in the midst of history and everyday existence,

and not just beyond the grave. If Bonhoeffer's exegesis here

seems one-sided, it must be remembered that he was deeply con¬

cerned to combat the one-sidedly other-worldly interpretation

which has tended to predominate in the church. His full doctrine

of Christian tkis-worldliness, as we might expect, is vigorously

dialectical and eschatological. We shall look at the fully es-

chatological view of Eonhoeffer in later sections, particularly

in chapter eight.

In another letter Bonhoeffer examines the truly historical

commitment of the Old Testament explicitly within the context of

the contemporary problem of religion:

What do I mean by "Interpret In a religious
sense"? In my view, that means to speak on the
one hand metaphysically, and on the other indi-
vi&ualistioally. neither of these is relevant to
the Bible message or to the man of to-day. Is it
not true to say that individualistic concern for
personal salvation has almost completely left us
all? Are we not really under the impression that
there are more important things than bothering
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about such a matter? (Perhaps not more important
than the matter itself, but more important than
bothering about it.) (1)

Metaphysics and personal inwardness, the two hallmarks of reli¬

gion, are irrelevant-—non-essential—to the faith of the Bible.

Bonhoeffer never says that the Scriptures do not contain religion,

but the key to his whole non-religious interpretation of Christi¬

anity is the assumption, pioneered by Barth, that the biblioal

faith is not essentially religious. Ey linking together "the

Bible message" and "the man of to-day" as non-raetapkysioal and

non-individualistic, Bonhoeffer indicates his conviction that the

Scriptures and the world come of age both transcend religion.

Here is the real "point of contact" between Christianity and the

secular world, and the task of exegesis is to interpret the Bible

so as to bring out its fundamentally non-religious character.

Me 3aw in chapter four, section three, that the nihilist man

of a world oome of age is not particularly introspective, accord¬

ing to Bonhoeffer. The church, the existentialists, and the

psychotherapists have tried to make modem man focus on his "in¬

ner life," but they have largely failed with ordinary, healthy-

minded people. In the passage above, Bonhoeffer again suggests

that secular man i3 not particularly concerned with his personal

salvation, and rightly feels that there are more important mat¬

ters to worry about. Significantly, Bonhoeffer adds that perhaps

1Ibid., pp. 125-126.
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other mtters are not really moa?© important than salvation it¬

self, but they are certainly more important than bothering about

salvation. As a Christian, he did believe that the ultimate

destiny of the individual was a matter of the highest importance%

but as a Christian who viewed all things in the perspective of

the objective reconciliation of all things in Christ and not out

of his own subjectivity, he was liberated from worrying about per¬

sonal salvation as if it depended upon himself.

The Scriptures come into the picture when Bonhoeffer, having

remarked on the unimportance and the virtual non-existence of con¬

cern for personal n30ul-caving" in the modern world, goes on to

say:

I know it sounds pretty monstrous to say that.
But is it not, at bottom, oven Biblical? Is there
any concern in the Old Testament about saving one's
soul at all? Is not righteousness and the kingdom
of God on earth the focus of everything, and is not
Romans 3.24ff«» too, the culmination of the view
that God alone is righteous, and not in an indi¬
vidualistic doctrine of salvation? It is not with
the next world that we are concerned, but with
this world as created and preserved and set sub¬
ject to laws and atoned for and made new. What
is above the world is, in the Gospel, intended to
exist for this world—I mean that not in the an-

thropocentrio sense of liberal, mystical, pietis-
tio, ethical theology, but in the Bible sense of
the creation and of the incarnation, crucifixion,
and resurrection of Jesus Christ. (1)

Ibid., p. 126. Italics, except for the word for, are mine. The
official Pnglish translation contains a misprints "Rom, 3•14ff»"
for the correct citation "Rom. 3.24ff." The text from Romans
reads: "they are justified by his grace as a gift, through the
redemption which is in Christ Jesus, whom God put forward as an
expiation by his blood, to be reoeived hy faith. This was to
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Salvation in the Bible means "the kingdom of God on earth," in

contrast to the saving of one's individual soul. In the seotion

on "Christian Ethics," we examined Bonhoeffer's highly realiotio,

this-worldly eschatologioal hope as he expounds it in "Thy King¬

dom Come." He took with utter soriousncss the Hew Testament ref¬

erences to the coming of the kingdom as the transformation by God

of this present universe, the "making new" of the "old creation.

The bodily resurrection of Jesus is the "first installment" of this

universal renewal of the created order. Salvation is corporate,

not simply individual? more than that, it is cosmic, a reality in

which in an ineffable way all created things participate, and not

just man. The kingdom of God is not release from bodily, histori¬

cal existence and death, but affirmation of this world and triumph

over death by the God who created all things good and caused the

light to shine out of darkness. 'The Creator and the Redeemer are

indissolubly one in Bonhoeffer's thought. Any devaluation of this

world or "spiritualization" of salvation as eaoape from the fet¬

ters of worldly existence is a Christian heresy, a form of Mar-

cioxiisa. It is because the one God both creates and renews in

show God*3 righteousness, because in his divine forbearance he
had passed over former sins; it was to prove at the present time
that he himself is righteous and that he justifies him who has
faith in Jesus."

^Bee, e.g., Rom. 8.19-21s "For the creation waits with eager
longing for the revealing of the sons of God? for the creation was
subjected to futility, not of its own will but by the will of him
who subjected it in hope? because the creation itself will be set
free from its bondage to decay and obtain the glorious liberty of
the children of God."
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the Old and New Testaments that Christianity can he authentically

this-worldly.

In the last sentence of the passage under consideration Bon-

hoeffor distinguishes what he means by biblical this-worldliness

from the this-worldliness of theological liberalism. The sentence

reminds us of his Barthiam orientation—what he called "thinking

theologically." It is important to keep in mind that Bonhoeffer

affirms his "conservative" biblical theology within the context of

a plea for a religionless Christianity, and explicitly rejects the
t

older liberalism's use of the Bible. For all its radicality, re¬

ligionless Christianity as Bonhoeffer conceived it is in no sense

a return to liberalism of the traditional sort. It is rather the

pressing of a rigorously biblical-dogmatic theology to a particular

conclusion on the basis of the new hermeneutical situation created

by modern secularity."*"
Another religionless contribution of the 014 Testament, and

one which is a central aspect of its this-worldliness, is its af¬

firmation that God is at the center of life. We shall discuss

this apprehension of God under "This-^worldly transcendence," the

subject of the next section. God as "the center of life" (die

Mitte des Lebena) is one of Bonhoeffer's characteristic phrases,

not only in tho prison -writings, but throughout the development

^Soe chapter eight of this thesis for an examination of the tra¬
ditional elements in the theology of the prison writings.
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of his thought.

In chapter four, section three, we discussed Bonhoeffer's

interpretation of biblical anthropology as a uholistio view of

man. Biblical anthropology, especially that of the Old Testament,

must be seen as another scriptural foundation of Bonhoeffer*s

"Christianity without religion." The Old Testament does not com¬

partmentalize man into a temporal body and an eternal soul, or

even into "outer" and "inner," as do Platonism, the mystery reli¬

gions, and modern philosophical and religious outlooks such as

idealism. There is simply the human being, who in his psycho¬

physical wholeness obeys or rejects God. Any sort of trans-

historical salvation (to which the Old Testament came very late)

must be in some mysterious way a bodily as well as a "spiritual"

existence; hence, in the Bible, the "resurrection of the body"

rather than the "immortality of the soul.""*"
One of the most interesting and significant elements of Old

Testament faith to the "religionless" Bonhoeffer was the Jews1

reverent refusal to speak the name of God. In a letter of 21st

Hovember, 1943, while discussing his own "suspicion and horror of

religiosity," he says, "I often think of how the Israelites never

uttered the name of God. I can understand that much better than

See Th. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology, Oxford,
1958, pp. 201-204; and Edmond Jacob, Old Testament Theology. Lon¬
don, 1958, pp. 157-172. Both are excellent concise descriptions
of Old Testament anthropology. For a discussion specifically of
the issue of resurrection versus immortality in the New Testament,
see Oscar Cullmann, Immortality of the Soul or Resurrection of the
Bead?. London, 1958.
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1 used to.""*" And tiro weeks later he remarks that "Only when one

knows the unutterability (Unaussprechliohkelt) of the name of

God oan one utter (ausspreohen) the name of Jesus Christ." The

following April, in the letter which was the introduction of Bon-

hoeffer's non-religious reflections, ho raises the question, "How

do we speak ("but perhaps we are no longer capable of speaking of

such things as we used to) in secular fashion of God?"3 Bonhoeffer

goes on to make the personal observation that he is frequently

drawn to the religionless rather than to the religious person.

He illustrates this experience with the name of Gods

While I often shrink with religious people
from speaking of God by name—because that Name
somehow seems to me hero not to ring true, and I
strike myself as rather dishonest (it i3 especial¬
ly bad when others start talking in religious
jargoni then I dry up completely and feel some¬
how oppressed and ill at ease)—with people who
have no religion (den Iieligjonal03en) I am able
on occasion to speak of God quite openly and as
it were naturally.

Religious persons, Bonhoeffer goes on to say, speak of God "when

human perception is (often just from laziness) at an end, or hu¬

man resources fail" /r They talk about God on the borders of life,

in the boundary situations—as an intellectual stopgap in their

knowledge or as a desperate hope in the face of emergency, guilt,

"Letters and Papers, p. 73-
2
Ibid., p. 79* Hy translation. German ed., p. 112.
3Ibid., p. 123.
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suffering, and death. In short, religion speaks of God as the

Ports eg maohina.

What is more, religion profanes the name of God by chattering

about it ad nauseam. The holy name "God" becomes a mere word

which religious people all-too-hastily drop into human situations

as a kind of magic invocation, as if all that human needs and prob¬

lems require for their solution is "God." His name further be¬

comes a stick with which to beat the non-religious on the head.

Hence it is only when the Christian, like the Jew, apprehends with

awe and reverence the unutterability of God's name—with all that

his name stands for of power, holiness, majesty, mystery, and

love—that he transcends religion. It is only when he hardly

dares speak the name of God that he begins to know with all his

being what it means to speak the name "Jesus Christ." And Jesus

Christ is not religion, but God as man. Religion leaps too

quickly to the ultimate: it goes aroma applying God's name un¬

thinkingly and tirosooely to every human situation instead of

dealing with the situation in it3 own right. Eeligionles3 Chris¬

tianity perceives that the ultimacy of God's name and the integ¬

rity of the penultimate direct the Christian to grapple concretely

with penultimate problems instead of superficially and irrespon¬

sibly dragging in "God" as the magic cure.

We are fortunate in having Bonhoeffer's exposition of "The

First Table of the Ten Commandments," which he wrote while in
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prison and to which we alluded in discussing modern nihilism. In

commenting on the second commandment ("You shall not take the name

of the Lord your God in vain? for the Lord will not hold him

guiltless who takes his name in vain"), Bonhoeffer elucidates in

detail his theological reflections on the sacredness of the name

of God.

He begins by distinguishing the Judaeo-Christian from other

meanings of "God" as the difference between a name and a word:

"God" for us is not a general concept with
whioh we designate the highest, holiest, and
mightiest that can be conceived. On the con¬
trary, "God" is a name....For us, God is our
God, the Lord, the Living One. "God" is a name,
and this name is the greatest sanctuary that we
possess, because we have in it not at all something
that wo have conceived, but God himself in his
whole essence, in his revelation. God in incon¬
ceivable grace has given himself to be known by
us, and it is solely for this reason that we may-
say "God"....The word "God" is nothing at all;
the name "God" is everything, (l)

Bonhoeffer's insistence that "God" is always a name and never

merely a word is precisely the Jewish recognition that God has

various designations (Elohim. AAonai) but only one name, the

name he vouchsafed to Moses 3 Yahweh. The name of God, the tetra-

graomaton (YHWH), became so sacred to the Jera that they ceased

to pronounce it, and always substituted the generic word Adonai
2

when reading from the Old Testament. Bonhoeffer, like Judaism

^Preface to Bonhoefferi p. 60.
2
On the Old Testament use of the name of God, see Vriesen, op.
eit., pp. 194-198j and Jacob, ©£. oit., pp. 4-8-55• Bound up
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and what he would consider to be biblical Christianity, always

understood God as a Thou who encounters us in living, historical,

personal and social relationship. Whoever encounters us as a

Thou has a name, and therefore "God" is a name and not a word or

a concept.

Because Christians know God in I-Thou encounter—because

they know his name—they can commit the sin of misusing his names

"whoever knows the name of God and misuses it dishonors and vio¬

lates the sanctity of God." To misuse God's name is to U3e it

as a mere words "We who know the name of God misuse it when we

utter it as if it were only a word, as if God himself did not al¬

ways speak to us in this name.""*" There is a misuse with evil in¬

tentions, such as invoking God's blessing on an evil cause.

But there is a well-intentioned misuse of God's name, and

this is oven more dangerous because it is harder to spot. This

is the "religious" misuses

It occurs when we Christians constantly utter
the name of God so self-evidently, so glibly,
and so intimately that we detract from the sanc¬
tity and the miracle of his revelation. It is
misuse when, for every question and affliction,
we are on hand precipitately with the word "God"

with the importance of God's name in the Old Testament, of course,
was the primitive notion that a name was a thing, a bearer of re¬
ality and power? so that the speaking of a name could have force¬
ful conseq.uences for good or for evil. Bonhoeffer (along with
Barth) retains this idea when he says that in God's name we pos¬
sess "God himself in hi3 whole essence, in his revelation."

Preface to Bonhooffer, p. 61.
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or with a Bible quotation, as if it were the most
self-evident thing in the world that God answers
all human questions and is always prepared to
help in every difficulty. It is misuse when we
make God into a stopgap for our embarrassments.
It is misuse when we want to put a stop to gen¬
uinely scientific or artistic endeavors simply
with the word "God"....It is misuse when we

speak about God without being aware of his liv¬
ing presence in his name. It is misuse when we
talk of God as if we had him at all times at our

disposal, and as if we had sat in his council.
In all these ways we misuse the name of God, be¬
cause wo make it into an empty human word and
Impotent idle chatter, and in thi3 way we dese¬
crate it more than the blasphemers can desecrate
it. (1)

Here Bonhoeffer compresses together the elements which he men¬

tions in his letters in connection with the religious misuse of

the name of God: glibness, and invoking God at the intellectual

and existential boundaries of life.

Bonhoeffer concludes hi3 discussion of the misuse of the

name "God" with a highly significant statement: "It is certainly

better not to pronounce the name of God than to degrade it to a

mere human word." He himself adds: "Yet we have the sacred com¬

mission and the high privilege to bear witness to God before one

another and before the world. That happens when we utter the

name of God only in such a way that in it the word of the living,
2

present, righteous, and gracious God himself is attested." Al¬

though he raised the question, as we have seen, whether it is

^Ibid., p. 62.
2
Ibid., p. 63. Italics mine.
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even possible to apeak of God in a non-religious world, it is

clear from the above passage that Bonhoeffer called for a deeply

chastened but continued use of the name of God by Christians.

The significance of his statement that it is better not to pro¬

nounce the name of God at all than to use it religiously lies in

what a current theological trend, the "New" or "Death of God"

Theology, has made of the idea. The American "hew Theologians"—

Paul M. Van Buren, William Hamilton, and Thomas J. J. Altizer—

have attempted to draw out Bonhoeffer»s ideas to their wholly

secular conclusion. They maintain that in a world come of age it

is no longer possible even for Christians to speak of God at all.

Dr. Van Buren has developed this notion the most fully in his

book The Secular Meaning of the Gospel.^"
Whether reverenoe for the name of God in a religionless

world takes the moderate form of an extreme reticence about using

his name or the radical form of not losing his name at all, it is

certainly the case that the Old Testament apprehension of the

name of God and the reverent silence of the Jews influenced Bon¬

hoeffer in a way which has profound implications for modem

Christianity.

Turning now to an examination of specific books of the Old

^"Seo also Hamilton, The Hew Essence of Christianity; and Altiser,
Hiroea Pliade and the Dialectic of the Sacred, Philadelphia, 1964.
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Testament which figure in Bonhoeffer's non-religious thought:

Pour favorites of his which should he grouped together are Ec-

clesiastes, Proverbs, Job, and Song of Songs. Significantly,

perhaps, three out of the four represent Jewish Wisdom litera¬

ture. The Wisdom tradition was characterized by practical sense,

a kind of "bourgeois" moderation, a healthy-minded worldliness,

a sense of "everything in its place" in the unaverse, and a humble

frankness about the mystery of life.

Behind the world-weary cynicism of I"cclesiaste3 Bonhoeffer

appreciated the Preaoher's recognition that "for everything there

is a season, and a time for every matter under heaven" (3.1). The

author of this strange book affirmed that life itself—the daily

business of eating and drinking and toiling (3.13)—is a proper

regard of man under God. God "has put eternity into man's mind"

(3»11)» but "there is nothing better...than to be happy and enjoy

themselves as long as they live} ...it is God's gift to man that

every one should eat and drink and take pleasure in hi3 toil"

(3.12-13). There is a time for thinking about eternity, life be¬

yond death, and the paradise of the blessed} but there is equally

a time for accepting and living to the full the very earthly joys

of this life.2

^"See Fdgar Jones, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes: Introduction and
Commentary, Torch Bible Commentaries, London, 1961: "The maxims
and insights of the Wisdom teachers....represent the accumulated
experience of the ordinary man rather than the profounder insights
of the spiritual gonitis." (?. 45)
p
See Jones, op. cit: For Ecclesiastes "there is a relative
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Bonhoeffer thinks the Preacher's thoughts after him in the

following passages

I am sure we ought to love God in our lives
and in all the "blessings he sends us. We should
trust him in our lives, so that when our time
comes, "but not before, we may go to him in love
and trust and joy. But, speaking frankly, to
long for the transcendent when you are in your
wife*3 arms is, to put it mildly, a lack of
taste, and it is certainly not what God expects
of us. We ought to find God and love him in the
blessings he sends us. If he pleases to grant us
some overwhelming earthly bliss, we ought not to
try and be more religious than God himself....
Once a man has found God in his earthly bliss
and has thanked him for it, there will be plenty
of opportunities for him to remind himself that
these earthly pleasures are only transitory, and
that it is good for him to accustom himself to
the idea of eternity....But everything in its
season, and the important thing is to keep step
with God, and not to get a step or two in front
of him.... (l)

Bonhoeffer goes on to cite Ecclesiastes 3 a few lines further

down. The first thing to be noted in Bonhoeffer's interpretation

of Qoheleth is the criticism of religion. For Bonhoeffer, one

sign of religion is to be ascetioal and self-denying—even

Maniohaean—about earthly things. Religious piety tends to see

happiness to be found in part of human experience if not in the
whole. There is a relative good, fragmentary but real, not il¬
lusory. It may be found in the enjoyment of food and drink, hu¬
man companionship and one's labour. These are to be enjoyed as
gifts from God (2phapter 2J" w. 24f.)." (P. 269) • .Qohbleth
is life-affirming rather than life-denying. Life has to be
lived? there are jobs to be done and happiness to be found, al¬
though the ultimate questions remain unanswered. His 'Carpe
diem'...philosophy is not mere pleasure-seeking, but a resolute
acceptance of a life that he does not understand. He says "Yes"
to life". (P. 277)

^"Letters and Pacers« p. 86.
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everything earthly in terms of cross, not of blessing. It feels

ashamed and guilty (even if only unconsciously) when it turns

its attention away from contemplation of heavenly things. Such

an attitude springs from the inwardness of religion: the religious

sphere, th9 place where God is at work, is the "inner man," who

tends to be set over against the "outer man" and the externali¬

ties of life in the world as "spirit" over against (and in con¬

stant warfare with) "flesh." Bonhoeffer counters this with the

Hensohlichkeit of the Old Testament, of Luther, and supremely of

the Incarnate Lord: the acceptance as a whole person of both bless¬

ing and cross in the midst of earthly life as gifts of God. This

brings us to the second aspect of the passage quoted above, which

is its relation to the positive reconstruction of Christianity in

non-religious terms. Bonhoeffer's use of Ecolesiastes underlies

his description of the religionless Christian:

This is what I call ^hristian/^ this-
worldliness (Diesseitigkeit)—living in the
fullness of tasks and problems, successes and
failures, experiences and helplessness. It is
in such a life that we throw ourselves utterly
into the arms of God: we no longer take serious¬
ly our own sufferings, but only the sufferings
of God in the world; we watch with Christ in
Gethsemane. That, I think, is faith, that is
metanoias and that is the way one becomes a
man, a Christian.... (l)

The religionlcss Christian does not turn his back on the life

God has given him, but accepts it fully and responsibly from

^Ibid.t p. I69. My translation. German ed., p. 249.
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God's hand. The writer of Kcclesiaates, Bonhoeffer believes,

witnessed to such a life, a life in which God "has made every¬

thing beautiful in its time" (3.11). To Qoheleth and the reli-

gionless Christian there is a time for everything in this earth¬

ly life, for all the times are in God's hands.

The Proverbs express a similar "worldly wisdom" in a more

workaday and unself-conscious manner. They are full of ageless

folk common-sense transmuted by the biblical faith. They concern

themselves with the qualities of good husbands and wives, fathers

and children, and friends; with the temptations to which human

flesh is ordinarily prone—money, power, intemperance, sensuality,

untruthfulness and dishonesty, slander and gossip. A certain

hard-headed, "bourgeois" life-acceptance pervades Proverbs. The

book is a practical attempt to apply faith to concrete, everyday

situations. There is much here that would appeal to Bonhooffer's

See Jones, op. oiti "Proverbs is an example primarily of the
practical strand found in the meaning of Wisdom. The book socks
to perform the urgent task of laying the foundation for living
the good life and is directed towards young people." (P. 31) "The
humanism and individualism of this book is born of a growing sen3G
of the reality and presence of God to ordinary men and. women".
(P. 45) "Proverbs brings the passion and vision of the prophets
to the humdrum immediate concerns of everyday life." (P. 47) "The
virtues praised /fn Proverbs/ include self-control, especially in
the exercise of restraint in speech (16.32; 19*11; 21.23); and
parallel to this is the prominence given to truthfulness, particu¬
larly in bearing honest witness in the court of law (12.22; 14.25;
19.28). Humility is exalted with the deprecation of any overween¬
ing pride (11.2; 16.5, 18; 21.4). Industry and hard work are
strongly urged (10.5j 26; 19.24; 20.4» 13; 22.13), as is honesty
in commercial transactions (11.1; 16.11; 20.10). Humanity and
compassion stem from religious faith (14.31; 19*17} 21.13)."
(Pp. 48-49)
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religionless thinking. His psychological interpretation of the

topography of the section of Germany in which he was raised could

equally well characterize the psychology (though not necessarily

the topography!) of an Old Testament Jew brought up on the teach¬

ing of Proverbs: "perhaps my midland hills are bourgeois, in the

sense of what is natural, not too high, modest and self-satisfied,

non-ideological, content with concrete realities, and above all

not given to self-advertisement.""'' Naturalness, modesty, and con¬

tentment with ooncrete realities are hallmarks of Bonhoeffer's own

character. So also are truthfulness, honesty, integrity, and self-
2

discipline, as we have seen in previous sections. His attack on

existentialism, psychoanalysis, and some forms of Christian apo¬

logetic for preying on man at the extremities of his life, coupled

with his profound appreciation of the large numbers of people who

somehow cope successfully with everyday life, reflects an attitude

which would find Proverbs congenial.

Bonhoeffer never discusses the Hook of Job, but it speaks

eloquently to a theme which, as we have seen, exercised his reli-

gionless thoughts, the religious theme of God as the metaphysical

Deus ex machina. For religion God is the answer to life's prob¬

lems, the Deus ex maohina who resolves them into a happy ending.

The "roligionless" Bonhoeffer objects strenuously to this "stopgap"

"'"Letters and Parsers, p. 102.
p
For Bonhoeffer's own discussion of these themes, see chapter six
of this thesis, "The Religionless Christian."
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apprehension of Gods "It just isn't true to say that Christian¬

ity alone has the answers. In fact the Christian answers are no

more conclusive or compelling than any of the others....Christ is

the centre of life, and in no sense did he come to answer our un-

X
solved problems." The Book of Job poses an age-old "religious"

problera: Why do the just stiffer and evildoers prosper? The "an¬

swer" in Job is no answer at all (chs. 38-41)5 Job is simply con¬

fronted by the mystery of God's lordship and his own utter depon-
2

dence upon such a God. His "problem" is not "answered." He en¬

counters the living God and the result is not intellectual or "re¬

ligious" satisfaction but metanoia: "therefore I despise myself,

and repent in dust and ashes (42.6)." The mystery and inscruta¬

bility of God viewed as the religious answer to human problems

also appears in Hcclesiastes, although much less dramatically

(3.11, 21; 11.5), The God of Israel, the God incarnate in the nan

Jesus, is living and active in the midst of life. Religionless

man simply participates in the blessing and suffering of such a

God; that is metanoia, and it has nothing to do with "answers" to

"problems."^

^"Letters and Papers, pp. 142-143*
2
See Samuel Terrien, "The Book of Job: Introduction and Exegesis,"

The Interpreter's Bible, vol. Ill, Nashville, 1954» PP« 877-1198.
According to Terrien, the intention of the author of Job "is to
show the divinity of God, the humanity of man, and the specific
nature of the relation between a God who is truly God and a man
who is truly man—namely, one of grace alone apprehended by
faith." (P. 898)
^Seo chapter six, section three, for Bonhoeffer's discussion of
metanoia.
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The Song of Songs fascinated Bonhoeffer, as might be ex-

pected, because of it3 earthiness, naturalness, and unblushing but

non-prurient sensuality. Even more than Ecclesiastes, its inclu¬

sion in the Old Testament canon i3 a riddle. But Bonhoeffor sees

real significance in its inclusions

Even the Bible can find room for the Song of
Songs, and one could hardly have a more passion¬
ate and sensual love than is there portrayed
(see 7-6). It is a good thing that that book
is included in the Bible as a protest against
those who believe that Christianity stands for
the restraint of passion (is there any example
of such restraint anywhere in the Old Testa¬
ment?). (l)

Here again is the critique of roligion which we 3aw in discussing

Ecclesiastes, with only slight variation. The "religious" Chris¬

tian considers the life of faith a burdensome but necessary sup¬

pression of natural vitality and life-affirmation. This is the

result of the religious mistake of vieving life in terns of two

spheres—the sacred and the profane, the inner and the outer,

the spiritual and the carnal. It is that unhealthy asceticism

which Bonhoeffer believed to be so foreign to the Bible. True

to the long-standing a3cetical tendencies of Christianity, the

classical interpretation of Song of Songs is to treat it as an

allegory of Christ and the church. Bonhoeffer rejects this

"spiritualized" treatment in favor of a literal and natural ones

"I prefer to read it as an ordinary love poem, which is probably

^"Letters and Papers, p. 131. The context of these remarks is
part of Bonhoeffer's portrait of fche nature or religionless
Christian; see chapter six, section four, on "Polyphony."
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the "best christological exposition too.""*" It is precisely by

reading the Song of Songs as a poem about the joys and beauties

of earthly love between a man and a woman that we read it chris-

tologically. For Christ is the man at the center of life, the

man who exists for others in all the concrete encounters and ac¬

tivities of daily life. Although Bonhoeffer does not himself

say it, perhaps we are to read the Song of Songs together with

the account of Jesus * participation in and enhancement of the

marriage feast at Cana (John 2.1-11).

Bonhoeffer might have made extensive use of the prophetic

books as biblical basis for a non-religious approach to Christi¬

anity. The prophets pioneered the "critique of religion," call¬

ing Israel back from a purely oultic piety divorced from life to

ethical obedience to Yahweh-God in the totality of national ex¬

istence (Amos 5.21-24; Hosea 6.6, 8.13; Isaiah 1.11-17; Jeremiah

6.19-20). Caught up by the God who acts at the center of life as

its present Lord, they spoke to such "secular" issues as social

injustice (Amos 8.4-6), corruption among civil officials (Hosea

7*3-7)t a-*1** disastrous foreign policies (Jeremiah 2.18). Here

was a vision of life in which the boundary between "sacred" and

"secular" had no place. The whole spectrum of concrete, mundane

human affairs was the stage in which the living God encountered

^Ibid., p. 144* For a survey of the various traditional and mod¬
ern interpretations of the Song of Songs, see Theophile J. Meek,
"The Song of Songs: Introduction and Exegesis," The Interpreter's
Bible, vol. V, Nashville, 1956, pp. 92-96*
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and summoned men.*"
The prophet3 testified to the God who reveals himself as the

divine Thou through the confrontation of concrete human Thous in

the midst of life. The Holy One of Israel effects his purpose in

political and military engagements, civil justice, and the poli¬

cies of rulers. As Bonhoeffor puts it, the ""beyond" of the God

of Israel "is the "beyond in the midst of life." The Old Testament,

and supremely the prophetic faith, know nothing of metaphysical or

epistemological transcendence, Transoendenoo i3 always conorete,

social, and ethical.

These "roligionleso" emphases in the prophets were doubtless

congenial to Bonhoeffer, and are to be thought of as part of tho

general biblical fabric which undergirds religionless Christianity.

The only prophets explicitly mentioned in the prison writings, how¬

ever, are Isaiah and Jeremiah, and nothing of a particularly non-

religious nature can be gleaned from the references cited, sinoe

most of them appear in contexts other than the "Christianity with¬

out religion" disoussion. Isaiah 53, the great "Suffering Ser¬

vant" chapter, is mentioned in connection with Bonhoeffer's non-

2
religious interpretation of netanoia. Iletanoia, repentance, is

"'"Three books which explore the prophets in these terms are E. W.
Beaton, The Old Testament Prophets, London, 1961, esp. pp. 55-
163; C. P. Whitley, The Prophetic Achievement, London, 1963, esp.
pp. 45-92, 129-151; and A. C. Welch, Kin,gs and Prophets of Israel,
London, 1952, pp. IO7-256.
p
'Letters and Papers, pp. 166-167«
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participation in the sufferings of Jesus, who as the nan for

others was servant of all.

Bonhoeffer employs the Net/ Testament more explicitly in his

non-religious reconstruction of Christianity. "The Pauline ques¬

tion," he states, "whether circumcision is a condition of justi¬

fication is to-day, I consider, the question whether religion is

a condition of salvation. Freedom from circumcision is at the same

time freedom from religion.""*" Here is a specific example of non-

religious exegesis, one of the few instances in the prison writ¬

ings of the application of Bonhoeffer's "non—religious interpre¬

tation of "biblical concepts." The Pauline references to the cir¬

cumcision issue in the early church include Romans 2.25-29 and

4.1-12; First Corinthians 7*18-19$ Galatians 5*2-6 and 6.12-15;

Philippians 3.2-3; and Colossians 2.11. None of these is speci¬

fically cited "by Bonhoeffer, but he clearly has them in mind when

he speaks of "the Pauline question whether circumcision is a con¬

dition of justification." Perhaps Bonhoeffer would have consid¬

ered Galatians 6.15 the most "religionless" expression of the

issue: "For neither circumcision oount3 for anything, nor un-

circumcision, but a new creation."

John 1.14—the classic statement of the Incarnations o

Xoyoc; pE, —also figures in an exp^-2-0^^" religionless
context in Letters and Papers. Again, Bonhooffer is concerned

p. 123.
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with the problem of non-religious exegesis: "I am thinking over

the problem at present how wo may reinterpret in the manner 'of

the world* (..weltlioh")-—in the sense of the Old Testament and of

John 1.14—the conoepts of repentance, faith, justification, re¬

birth, sanctification and 30 on.""*" In this passage we encounter

Bonhoeffer•s conviction that the Old Testament interprets the re¬

alities of God and faith in a thoroughly this-worldly sense. He

exegetes John 1.14 in this alttestamontlichen manner. The Word

has truly become flesh—-"in the world," diesseits, "secular"—and

the enfleshed Word is the only God ire know or need to know. There¬

fore interpretation of the event of Christ is per so "worldly"—

i.e., non-religious—interpretation. We shall explore the chris-

tology which emerges from this outlook in section three of this

chapter.

A Hew Testament text which appears twice in a non-religious

connection is Mark 15»34, Jesus' cry of dereliction from the

cross: "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" Bonhoeffer

first U36S it in the letter in which he contrasts the historical,

this-worldly redemption of the Old Testament with the salvation

beyond the grave which the religions offer. He believes, as we

saw earlier in this section, that redemption in the Now Testament

is also primarily "this side of death." Bonhoeffer goes on to

describe the mature Christian and Christ himself in this light:

1Ibid., p. 126.
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Unlike the believers in the salvation myths,
the Christian does not always have a last refuge
in the eternal from earthly tasks and difficul¬
ties ; but like Christ ("My God, why hast thou
forsaken me?") he must experience earthly life
to the fullest possible extent (ganz auskosten).
Only in his doing that is the crucified and risen
One with him, and he crucified and risen with
Christ. This world (Das Diesseits) must not be
prematurely written off. (1)

The cry of dereliction expresses Jesus* complete involvement in

the God—forsakenness, the "secularity," the "worldliness," of the

world. The cry of dereliction reveals that Christ had no "ace in

the hole," no Gnostic "inside track" on salvation which enabled

him to stand aloof from the world and to contemplate it with se¬

renity and even with a certain contempt. Christ exists wholly

for the world, and therefore he fully shares the world's condi¬

tion, shouldering its burdens and rejoicing in its blessings as

a whole man.

We saw in chapter four, section three, that according to

Bonhoef .'er the radical God-forsalcenness of the world cone of age

is itself the work of Gods

God himself is forcing us to this recognition.
So our coming of age is leading us to a true per¬
ception of our situation before God. God is
teaching us that we must live as men who can get
along very well without him. The God who is with
us is the God who forsakes us (Mark 15.34)• The
God who makes U3 live in this world without us¬
ing him as a working hypothesis is the God before
whom we are ever standing. Before God and with

1Ibid.. p. 154. My translation. German ed., pp. 226-227.
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him we live without God. God alloira himself to
be edged out of the world and on to the cross.
God is weak and powerless in the world, and that
is exactly the way, the only way, in which he
can be with us and help us. (l)

Jesus• cry of dereliction is paradoxically the cry of God himself,

who in Jesus reveals himself and redeems the world through power-

lessness, weakness, and suffering. God in Christ chooses to emp¬

ty himself—to live "without God" in the world—for the sake of a

God-forsaken world. Now that this world has come of age, God is

teaching us to live without religion and its metaphysical and

emotional oonforts.

The prison writings reveal Bonhoeffer's fascination with hu¬

man example in the Bible, specifically with the human example of

Jesus and of those whose lives were touched by his, as recorded

in the Gospels and Acts. We saw in chapter two, section four,

that Bonhoeffer, during the 1930's, developed profound apprecia¬

tion of and insight into the dynamic, personal-social character

of the biblical drama. His early and continuing I-Thou under¬

standing of revelation as concretely human and social gave foroe

to this biblical personalism, which found its oulmination in the

non—religious concentration solely on human example.

In the prison writings Bonhoeffer was preoccupied with the

Hew Testament concept of metanoia as a key term in the non-religious

1Ibid., pp. 163-164. My translation. German ed., pp. 241-242.
Curiously enough, the official English translation entirely omits
the first sentence of this passage.
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understanding of Christianity. I shall defer examination of his

exegesis of its Hew Testament usage until we come to dlsouss the

several elements which go to make up the religionless Christian.

As a basic aspeot of the style of life of the mature Christian of

the modem world, metanoia is discussed in a section of its own

in that chapter (chapter six, section three).



2. This-worldly transcendence

The important concepts of divine transcendence and chri3to-

logy in Bonhoeffer•s theology have already been examined in detail

in the sections entitled "Existentialism" and "Christology." For

this reason the present section and the following one will "be

"brief, dealing only with his translation of his position into

specifically non-religious terms in the prison writings. The read¬

er is referred "back to the two sections cited for the full theolog¬

ical framework of Bonhoeffer's doctrines of transcendence and chris¬

tology, which remained unchanged in the "Christianity without re¬

ligion" project.

In his "Outline for a Book" Bonhoeffer asks the question,

"Who is •God1?" He regards the answer which ho begins to sketch

in to be "the starting point for the reinterpretation of biblical

concepts."^" A "secular" doctrine of God is the touchstone of re—

ligionless Christianity.

In non-religiou3 terms, the doctrine of God means a this-

worldly concept of divine transcendence. It is the meaning of

God*s "otherness" in a world cone of age which is the axis around

which everything else revolves. In a discussion of Bonhoeffer's

"^Letters and Papers, p. 1?9» % translation. German ed., pp.
259-260.
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idea of transcendence, two poles nust constantly "be kept in minds

the negative metaphysical and the positive theological poles. On

the negative side, we have seen that one of the characteristics of

religion, according to Bonhoeffer, is the orientation of the human

subject towards a metaphysical objeot called "God." In the meta¬

physical dimension of religion, God is a "working hypothesis" to

explain lacunae in human knowledge and self-sufficiency. This

God is the Deus ex maohina:

Religious people speak of God when human per¬
ception is (often just from laziness) at an end,
or human resources fail: it is really always the
Deus ex maohina they call to their aid either
for the 30-called solving of insoluble problems
or as support in human failure—alrrays, that is
to say, helping out human weakness or on the
borders of human existence. Of necessity, that
can only go on until men can, by their own
strength, push those borders a little further,
so that God becomes superfluous as a Peu3 ex
maohina. I have cone to be doubtful even about
talking of "borders of human existence". Is
even death to-day, since men are scarcely afraid
of it any more, and sin, which they scarcely un¬
derstand any more, still a genuine borderline?
It always seems to me that in talking thus we
are only seeking frantically to make room for
God. (1)

As we saw earlier, this is precisely the criticism Bonhoeffer

levels at Christian apologetics in a religionless world. The

first thing to keep in mind, then, in discussing divine trans¬

cendence, is that he totally rejects the attempt to posit God

as a metaphysical being beyond time and space, a "working

1Ibid., p. 124.
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hypothesis," a Dens ex maohina. He regards such an apprehension

of God as doomed to an infinite and ignominious regress in a

world which has come of age. iletaphysical transcendence is not

permissible in an authentically non-religious understanding of

God.

Clearly Bonhoeffer's opposition to a metaphysical conception

of God was nothing new by the time he wrote Letters and Papers.

Vie have seen how, from the beginning, he had joined Barth in com¬

batting vigorously the whole enterprise of metaphysical or "natur¬

al" theology as a way to God. Bonhoeffer brought to his non-

religious projeot a rosolutely non-metaphysical notion of divine

transcendence, and it was made to order for a world come of age

as he conceived that world.

The "beyond" (..Jenseits") of God, then, is not God the Deus

ex machina, the "working hypothesis" rung in at the boundaries of

life. The transcendence of God is to be understood rather by

Bonhoeffer's lifelong and characteristic metaphor, "God at the

center of life." The unified witness of Old and New Testaments

to God*3 transcendence is to be found in this conviction. "JE

should like," 3ays Bonhoeffer,

to speak of God not on the borders of life but
at it3 centre, not in weakness but in strength,
not, therefore, in man's suffering and death
but in his life and prosperity. On the borders
it seems to me better to hold our peace and
leave the problem unsolved. Belief in the Re¬
surrection is not the solution of the problem
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of death. The ""beyond" of God is not the be¬
yond of our perceptive faculties. The transcen¬
dence of epistemological theory has nothing to
do with the transcendence of God. God is the
"beyond" in the aidst of our life. The Church
3tando not where human powers give out, on the
borders, but in the centre of the village. That
is the way it is in the Old Testament.... (l)

Two important facets of this passage should be mentioned.

The first is Bonhoeffor*s insistence that God is to be found in

the midst of our strength and life and prosperity. Here is tho

affirmation, now within the context of a doctrine of God, of the

healthy-minded nihilism characteristic of a mature secular world.

It is part of tho theological basis for affirming the "good man

without God" who still finds joy and meaning in life. The God

of the Bible encounters man in the midst of his worldly activi¬

ties, at his strongest point, and therefore Christianity still

has Good Hews to proclaim to the decent, life-accepting and life-

affirming nihilist man of the present and the future. The god

of religion has to do only with the boundaries, the crises, of

life; this god has nothing to say to those who have learned to

live manfully with the borderline situations.

The second feature of the above passage which merits special

attention is Bonhoeffer's explicit disavowal of metaphysical trans¬

cendence; "The transcendence of epistemological theory has noth¬

ing to do with the transcendence of God." "Ever since Kant,"

^Ibid., p. 124. Italics and translation mine. German ed«, p.
iwr
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Bonhooffer remarks in another place, God "has "been relegated to

the roaln beyond experience." Kant's removal of God from exper¬

ience on the basis of a thoroughgoing critique of reason mis quite

beside the point, and i3 wrongly used as an explanation or a de¬

fense of the transcendence of God. Epistomological theories such

as Kant's, equally with their metaphysical predecessors, are

simply not descriptions of what the Scriptures and Christian faith

mean by the transcendence of God. Divine transcendence is a theo¬

logical category, and within that framework an ethical and social

conoept; it is in no sense an epistemological idea. Kant's God

is 3imply the "working hypothesis" "by which to account for the

data of the practical reason. A3 the Ueo-Kantians showed, such

a God can he completely absorbed into human reason (Hermann Cohen)

or treated as a useful fiction (ilans Vaihinger). In no sense is

ho the concrete reality who confronts ne at the center of my ex¬

ternal, worldly existence in the olaim of the neighbor. In the

quest for knowledge, as in daily I-Thou experience, God is at the

center of what we already know; he is the "beyond" in the fullness
2

of our life and in the assured results of our knowledge.

1Ibid., p. 114.
p
In fairness to Kant, it must he recognized, of course, that while

on the one hand his thought tended to relegate God "to the realm
beyond experience," and thus to allow the thinker to ignore him
altogether; on the other hand, precisely by making God a funda¬
mentally ethical reality, inseparable from the moral demand, it
was Kant who opened up the "non-metaphysical," personal-sooial
concept of transcendence which is so charaoteristic of modern the¬
ology, and not least of Bonhoeffer's thought. Here as in other
areas Kant has been the father of polarities in modern thought.
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God's "otherness" aust he viewed solely in theological terms.

Here the other, positive, pole of Bonhoeffer's idea of transcen¬

dence comes into plays his utter christocentrioity. God's trans¬

cendence i3 to he understood in terms of the man Jesus, in the

proclamation that Jesus is the Christ. Again, this was nothing

new in Bonhoeffer's theology. What was new was his willingness

to restate his original position in what he believed to he wholly

non-religious terms. In the prison writings we are still dealing

with the Bonhoeffer who always interpreted God's transcendence in

conorote, social, ethioal, I-Thou terms. From the beginning, too,

it was the man Jesus who was the looua of Bonhoeffer's non-

netaphysical interpretation of divine transcendence. The "en-

fleshed" God is the only God we knowj whatever i3 to he said of

God's transcendence is what we oan say of the biblical Christ.

The man Je3us provides us with a norm whioh is concrete and ethi¬

cal. Sinoe the church is "Christ existing as community," the di¬

vine transcendence in Christ is also pre-eminently social| it is

apprehended in the encounter of I with Thou, of self and neighbor.

All this wa3 there as early as Sanctorum Comounio; the prison

writings draw out the implications for a religionless world by a

process of what might be called the complete "humanization" of

God.



3. The Man for others

It is when we ask about the focus of divine transcendence—

that point in the center of life which is the criterion for all

other manifestations of the "beyond" of God—that we come to the

crucial significance of Bonhoeffer's cliri3tocentricity for reli-

gionless Christianity. In the letter of 25th May, 1944» he says

it as succinctly as possible 1 "Christ is the oentre of life"."'"
The "beyond" of God in the center of life is found definitively

in Jesus Christ.

It is with regard to Bonhoeffer's christological grounding

of God's transcendence that we find the Ethics illuminating.

Towards the beginning of this thesis a christological statement

of Bonhoeffer's from his Ethics was quoted which is particularly

relevant to his doctrine of this-worldly transcendence. It is

worth repeating: "Whoever sees Jesus Christ does indeed 3ee God

and the world in one. lie can henceforward no longer see God with¬

out the world or the world without God." It i3 to Christ, and

Christ alone, that we look to see God. Any apprehension of the

"beyond" of God is an apprehension of the "beyond" which we see

manifested in the nan Jesus. Christ means that God is to be

^"Letters and Papers, p. 143*
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found in the midst of the world and nowhere el3e. When we see

the man Jesus we see "both God and the xrorld, and thus we under¬

stand that for us there is no "God" on the one hand and "world"

on the other, hut only God-in-the-worId: "There is no man 'in

himself, just as there is no God 'in himself'; both of these

are empty abstractionsv Han is the man who was accepted in the

incarnation of Christ, who was loved, condemned and reconciled in

Christ; and God is God become raan."^
The above quotation also describes another facet of chris-

tological transcendence: the Barthian emphasis that the world is

already reconciled in Christ. It is because Bonhoeffer under¬

stands the world only in the light of its reconciliation in Christ

that he can speak only of a thi3-worldly divine transcendence:

"It is now essential to the real concept of the secular that it

shall always be seen in the movement of being accepted and becoming
2

accepted by God in Christ." The "beyond" of God is not only

God-in-the-world revealed in Jesus; it is God-and-the-world

reconciled in Jesus. In Christ we not only see God in the center

of life; -we also see God as the reconciler of life. Divine trans¬

cendence is revealed in Chri3t, and it is revealed as reconcilia¬

tion. The "beyond" of God is reconciliation at the center of life.

What does reconciliation mean in the non-religious terms of

^Ethics, p. 192.

^Ibid., p. 65*
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a world come of age? It means, according to Bonhoeffer, the

"being-there-for-others" which is the "being of Jesus as proclaimed

by the Hew Testament. Bonhoeffer speaks of God in "secular" terms

as "experience of a reversal of all human being in the fact that
tl

Jesus exists only for others (..fur andere da ist"). The •being-

there-for-others• of Jesus is the experience of transcendence."^"
These fragmentary sentences from Bonhoeffer's "Outline for a Book"

get at the heart of the meaning of divine transcendence in a

world cone of age. He goes on to 3ay that Jesus' being-for-others

stems from a freedom from self. Jesus maintains his freedom to

be-for-others even to the point of suffering and death. This is

the transcendence which we see in Christ, and not some metaphysical

doctrine of substance. In this freedom from self, says Bonhoeffer,

is to be found all that we can know of God's omnipotence, omni¬

science, and ubiquity. The theme, rooted in his biblical christo-

centricity, that Je3us* being-there-for-others is the sole being

of God in the world, finds a ready conceptual framework in Bon¬

hoeffer 's I-Thou approach to reality. Encounter with God solely

in terms of concrete encounter with my neighbor has its basis and

paradigm in encounter with the Hew Testament picture of the Man

for others.

How is the human response to the "human God" who is Jesus

"^Letters and Pacers, p. 179* My translation. German ed., p. 259.
..IPxr—andcre-da-^ein" is Bonhoeffer *s key christological expression
in the prison writings, the equivalent of "Christ pro me" in the
early work Christology. See chapter two, section one.
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to tie understood in a non-religious way? Faith, Bonhoeffer says,

is participation in Jesus' freedom to be-for-others. Our rela¬

tion to the God whose only transcendence is the reconciliation

seen in Jesus' freedom to live for others is "not a 'religious'

relation to the highest, moat powerful, best Being conceivable—

that is not authentic transcendence-—but a new life of 'being-

for-others* (..Dasein-fur-andere"), through participation in the

being of Jesus.God's transcendence is manifested, not in re¬

ligion, but in a new orientation of human being towards life:

existing for others after the pattern and in the power of Jesus'

utterly selfless life.

But a world come of age is still, in theological perspective,

a fallen world. For this reason, the new life which i3 partici¬

pation in the transcendence which is reoonciliation-through—Christ

is experienced chiefly as powerlessness and suffering. God at the

center of life is revealed most dearly and decisively in the

cross of Christ. "God allows himself to be edged out of the world

and on to the cross. God is weak and powerless in the world, and

that is exactly the way, the only way, in which he can be with us

and help us....it is not by his omnipotence that Christ helps us,

2
but by his weakness and suffering."

"®"rbid., p. 179* My translation. German ed., pp. 2p9-260.
p
Ibid., p. 164. Bonhoeffer's location of divine transcendence
chiefly in Jesus' powerlessness and suffering, which we looked at
in the section on "Christology," reflects his Lutheran heritage.
It was Luther more than Calvin who gloried in the paradox that the
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To Bonhoeffer this is the decisive difference "be tireen Chris¬

tianity and the religions; this is what enables Christianity to

speak even to a religionless world. In a powerful and signifi¬

cant paragraph he depicts this difference and its implications

for a non-religious Gospels

Man's religiosity makes him look in his dis¬
tress to the power of God in the world; he uses
God as a Deus ex machina. The Bible however
directs him to the powerlessness and suffering
of God; only a suffering God can help. To this
extent we may say that the process we have de¬
scribed by which the world came of age was an
abandonment of a false conception of God, and
a clearing of the decks for the God of the Bible,
who conquers power and space in the world by his
weakness* This must be the starting point for
our "worldly" interpretation, (l)

Here we find another hint that Bonhoeffer regards the seculariza¬

tion of the world—its coming of age—as part of the divine pur¬

pose. Clearly he sees the modem rejection of false (i.e., meta¬

physical or Deus ex machina) conceptions of God as a praeparatio

fidei of the be3t sort.

A passage in the Ethics deals from an historical perspective

with God's transcendence as his weakness and powerlessness in the

worlds

Creator of the universe had revealed himself in a helpless infant
in a manger and a despised outcast on a oross. Luther's vivid
"humanization" of God in Jesus• poworlessness and weakness is an
example of that concreteness of revelation—the finitum caoax
infiniti—which was Bonhoeffer's lifelong theme.

^Ibid., p. I64.
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The relationship of the Church with the world
today does not consist, as it did in the Middle
Ages, in the calm and steady expansion of the
power of the name of Christ, nor yet in an en¬
deavour, such as was undertaken by the apolo¬
gists of the first centuries of Christianity, to
justify and publicize and embellish the name of
Jesus Christ before the world by associating it
with human names and values, but solely in that
recognition of the origin which has been awak¬
ened and vouchsafed to men in this suffering,
solely in the seeking of refugB from persecution
in Christ....It is not that a "Christian culture"
must make the name of Jesus Christ acceptable to
the worldj but the crucified Christ has become
the refuge and the justification, the protection
and the claim for the higher values and their
defenders who have fallen victim to suffering.
It is with the Christ who is persecuted and who
suffers in His Church that justice, truth, hu¬
manity and freedom now seek refugej it is with
the Christ who found no shelter in the world,
the Christ who was cast out of the world, the
Clarist of the crib and of the cross, ...who there¬
by for the first time displays the full extent
of his power, (l)

This passage appears in the context of Bonhoeffer's observations

on the fact that Germany's crisis of the 1930's and '40's had

caused "men of liberal culture," secular defenders of truth and

justioe and human dignity, to seek refuge in the name of Jesus

Christ. We examined these reflections of his as a consideration

of the "unconscious Christianity" (the "recognition of the ori¬

gin") of the "good nan" of a world come of age in chapter four.

Bonhoeffer seems to be saying that in a fallen world such decent

persons will at some ti®0 suffer for their goodness. It is

^"Ethics, pp. 180-181.
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precisely in this suffering, this experience by the 3trong of

powerlessness and weakness, that such persons are most likely to

"become aware of the divine transcendence. God in the center of

life is the suffering and powerless God revealed in Jesus Christ.

Paradoxically, the reconciliation effected "by Jesus' "being-there-

for-othors even to the ooint of suffering and death is all we

know of God's power and majesty. It is futile, says Bonhoeffer,

to seek after God's power in a majestio, all-powerful metaphysical

being who descends as a Deus ex maohina to help his creatures in

their ignorance and failure. One of St. Paul's great themes ex¬

presses the true locus of divine transcendence and power as Bon¬

hoeffer understood it: "my strength is made perfect in weakness"

(II Cor. 12.9).

One of the poems Bonhoeffer wrote while in prison presents

the powerlessness and weakness of the God who is Christ in a

graphically lyrical form:

Hen go to God when they are sore bestead,
Pray to him for succour, for his peace, for bread,
For mercy for them sick, sinning or dead:
All men do so, Christian and unbelieving.

Men go to God when he is sore bestead,
Find him poor and scorned, without shelter or bread,
Whelmed under weight of the wicked, the weak, the dead:
Christians stand by God in his hour of grieving (in Seinen

Leiden).

God goeth to every man when sore bestead,
Feedeth body and spirit with his bread,
For Christians, heathens alike he hangeth dead (stirbt...

den Kreuzestod): ^
And both alike forgiving.

^"Letters and Papers, pp. 167—168. German ed., pp. 246—247*
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At this point it will be well to summarise briefly our dis¬

cussion of this-worldly transcendence and "humanised" christology

in Bonhoeffer's religionless thought. The "beyond" of God is not

to be understood as metaphysical transcendence. It is rather

kerygmatic transcendence, with the nan Jesus as the embodiment

of whatever we know about divine "otherness." The God who is to

be understood in the man Jesus is "at the center of life." A3

Bonhoeffer states in epigrammatic form: "The transcendent is not
ft

the infinitely distant, but the nearest thing to hand (das ITach-
1

ste)." The "beyond" of God is the "other" right in the midst

of everyday human relations and tasks; in the midst of health and

joy and prosperity and not only (as the Deus ex machina) in fail¬

ure and misery. God's transcendence in the realm of knowledge is

the beyond in what man knows, not the 3topgap in what he does not

know. Bonhoeffer emphasizes this strongly ■when he states on one

occasion of Christ that "in no sense did he come to answer our

2
■unsolved problems" —i.e., to be a stopgap.

At the center of life, in Christ, we see that there is no

such thing as "God" and "world" in abstraction, as religious meta¬

physics would have us think. There is only God-and-world. But

in Christ we understand God-and-uorld as reconciliation at the

^IMd., p. 175* My translation. German ed., p. 255. A similar
sentence appears in the "Outline for a Book": "The transcendent
is not immense, unattainable tasks, but the nearest attainable
thing (erreiohbare Uaohste) given to us at any particular time."
(P. 179* My translation. German ed., p. 260.)
2Ibid., p. 143.
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center of life. The divine transcendence is the reconciliation

of God-and—world. Since transcendence finds its embodiment in

Jesus, we look to this man to understand how it i3 to bo equated

with reconciliation. In Jesus reconciliation means freedom from

self and being-there-for-othors. Participation in this freedom

to be-for-others, which is the being of God, is faith. Our rela¬

tion to God, then, is new life and not religion; it is freedom to

act responsibly for my neighbor's good, and not a religious at¬

tachment to a metaphysical being.

But transcendence a3 existing for others involves weakness,

powerlessness, and suffering in a fallen world. Thus transcen¬

dence is displayed most clearly in the Christ who suffers and dies

on the cross. All those in a non-religious world who out of full

human responsibility for others experience weakness and suffering

participate in the cross and hence in the transcendence of God.

In the "Outline for a Book" Bonhoeffer sets his chri3tologi-

cal understanding of transcendence within the context of the his¬

tory of religions. His statement admirably summarises our discus¬

sion of this-worldly transcendencei

God in human form; not, as in Eastern religions,
in animal form as the monstrous, ohaotio, remote,
terrible; not even in the abstract form of the ab¬
solute, metaphysical, infinite, etc.; nor even in
the Greek divine-human form of "raan(in himself;" but
"the man for others" (..der Mensoh fur andere"), and
therefore the Crucified One. (1)

^Ibid., p. 179. My translation. German ed., p. 260.



CHAPTER SIX

THIS RELIGIONLESS CHRISTIAN

Among the questions which Bonhoeffer raises in his initial

letter concerning the "Christianity without religion" project are

the following: "Are there religionless Christians?"^" "In what

way are we in a religionless and secular sense (..roligionslos-

weltlioh") Christians, ...not conceiving of ourselves religiously
2

as specially favoured, hut as wholly belonging to the world?"

His portrait of the religionless Christian, the one who at

the same tine serves Christ and affirns a world cone of age, is

equally as important to his religionless Christianity project as

the non-religious interpretation of the central themes of Chris¬

tian theology which wo examined in the preceding chapter. As we

have seen throughout this thesis, especially in the sections on

the influence of Luther and on Christian ethics, word and action

were inseparable for Bonhoeffer. It is basic to a right under¬

standing of his religionless project to realise that the radical

translation of Christian language into secular terms comprises

^"Translated from the German edition of Letters and Papox»s, p. 179•
Curiously, the official English translation simply omits the sen¬
tence entirely.
p
Letters and Papers (English edition), p. 123. German ed., p. 180.
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only half of the church's task in the modern world. The other,

and decidedly the more difficult, half is the raising up of Chris¬

tians who witness to their Lord in the midst of the world through

a religionless style of life. In the essay "Bonhoeffer the Man,"

which introduces the two shorter writings of Bonhoeffer in Preface

to Bonhoeffer, John Godsey puts the matter in the German theologi¬

an's own perspectives

The whole question of man's language and its
ability to express meaning—the hermeneutical
question—has been raised in a decisive way,
and for the church it ha3 become aoute with re¬

spect to the translation of the moaning of the
biblical language into the language of the twen¬
tieth century. Many consider this an altogether
academic problem, but not Bonhoeffer. For him
it was not merely the question of finding the
proper language, although obviously it is im¬
portant when one wants to express himself non-
religiously, that i3, without making religion
the precondition of faith. The more basic ques¬
tion for Bonhoeffer was whether our lives au¬

thenticate or belie our words, (l)

Speech and action, words and life, theology and obedience—these

are correlates which belong intrinsically together for Bonhoeffer.

Language articulates and evokes action; action embodies and gives

concrete reality to language.

As the integrated man that he was, Bonhoeffcr pioneered re¬

ligionless Christianity in deed as well as in word, as we have

seen in referring to the biographical details which gave substance

to all that he said. His full secular involvement in the German

XP. 21
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Resistance during the war is the supreme example, "but throughout

his life he was a vigorously world-affirming Christian. For this

reason, as we present his description of the religionless Chris¬

tian we should "bear in mind that he himself admirably fits the

description. Quite unself-consciously, Bonhoeffer was painting a

portrait of the kind of Christian he was striving to become, and

had in fact become to a high degree.

Piecing together Bonhoeffer's picture of the religionless

Christian is like putting together a jigsaw puzzle. Ilis remarks

on the mature Christian of a secular world are scattered in brief

fragments throughout Letters and Papers. Nowhere does he conscious¬

ly attempt to sot forth a comprehensive statement on the matter.

Hence the characteristics into which this chapter is divided have

been distilled from the conglomerate of Bonhoeffer's incidental

remarks, and represent my own interpretation. I am confident,

however, on the basis of careful analysis of both the prison let¬

ters and Bonhoeffer's thought as a whole, that they embody his

main emphases.



1. Conformation

The theological "basis of Bonhoeffor's remarks on the rcli-

gionless Christian is his concept of conformation. It is in his

Ethics that he sets forth the idea, and there he advances it as

the key to a genuinely christological ethics: "Ethics as forma¬

tion...means the "bold endeavour to speak about the way in which

the form of Jesus Christ takes form in our world, in a manner

which is neither abstract nor casuistic, neither programmatic nor

purely speculative....Here there are concrete commandments and

instructions for which obedience is demanded."^ The "way in which

the form of Jesus Christ takes form in our world" is the concrete,

obedient conformation of men to the form of the biblical Christ,

the man whose existonce-for-othere even to the point of death and

beyond is the irorld's true reality:

the Holy Soriptures speak of formation in a
sense which is at first entirely unfamiliar to
lis. Their primary concern is not with the form¬
ing of a world by means of plans and programmes.
Whenever they speak of forming they are concerned
only with the one form which has overcome the
world, the form of Jesus Christ....formation cones
only by being drawn into the form of Jesus Christ.
It comes only as formation in Ilis likeness, as
conformation with the unique form of Him who was
made man, was crucified, and rose again.

Ethics, p. 25*
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la conformation with Christ ""becoming like Jesus," in the pietist-

modernist sense? No, replies Bonhoeffers "just as we misunder¬

stand the form of Christ if we take Him to be essentially the

teacher of a pious and good life, so, too, we should misunderstand

the formation of man if we were to regard it as instruction in the

way in which a pious and good life is to be attained." Our pat¬

tern is not the "historical Jesus" of modern pious and liberal

imagination, but the biblical Christ, God as man, who sovereignly

conforms us, each in his own way, to his image as "the Incarnate,

Crucified and Risen One".^"

The form of Christ, then, is not a religious pattern to which

we are to conform} it is rather the pattern of true manhood. Je¬

sus the man for others is what it means to be a human being in the

fullest senses

To be conformed with the Incarnate—that is
to be a real man. It is man's ri^it and duty
that he should be man. The quest for the super¬

man, the endeavour to outgrow the man within the
man, the pursuit of the heroic, the cult of the
demigod, all this is not the proper concern of
man, for it is untrue. The real man is not an
object either for contempt or for deification,
but an object of the love of God. The rich and
manifold variety of God's creation suffers no
violence here from false uniformity or from the
forcing of men into the pattern of an ideal or
a type or a definite picture of the human char¬
acter. The real man is at liberty to be his
Creator's creature. To be conformed with the
Incarnate is to have the right to be the man
one really is. Now there i3 no more pretence,

1Ibid., p. 18
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no more hypocrisy or self-violence, no more com¬
pulsion to be something other, better and more
ideal than what one is. God loves the real man.

God became a real man. (l)

Here is a concept of the Incarnation and Christian obedience which

is by no means new with Bonhoeffer, but which, in his prison writ¬

ings, becomes the basis of a radically secular interpretation of

what it means to be a Christian. If Jesus is "man, pure and sim¬

ple," and not merely religious or heroic man, then to be conformed

to him is not essentially a religious tut a human phenomenon. Con¬

formation to the Man for others, according to the above passage,

involves freedom, honesty, modesty, and—running through them all

as a theme with variations—this-worldliness. We shall have oc¬

casion to mention these important attributes of the religionless

Christian again in the course of this chapter. The man conformed

to Christ, says Bonhoeffer, "lives in the world like any other man.

Often there is little to distinguish him from the rest. Nor does

he attach importance to distinguishing himself, but only to dis-
2

tinguishing Christ for the sake of his brethren."

In the lif^it of Bonhoeffer's central theological concerns,

we rai$it expect his notion of Christian life a3 conformation to

the form of Christ to be linked intimately to the church, and such

is the case in the Ethicsi

^Ibid., pp. 18-19. Italics mine.

2Ibid., pp. 19-20.
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"Formation"...means in the first place Jesus's
taking form in His Church. What takes form here
is the form of Jesu3 Christ Himself. The Hew
Testament states the case profoundly and clearly
when it calls the Church the Body of Christ.
The body is the form. So the Church is not a

religious community of worshippers of Christ but
is Christ Himself, who has taken form among
men....The Church...bears the form which is in
truth the proper form of all humanity....The
Church is nothing but a section of humanity in
which Christ has really taken form. (1)

Note that to Bonhoeffer the church, a3 the form of Christ among

men, i3 simply those human beings who are conscious of their true

humanity, and not essentially a religious community. He 3tates

the matter oven more strongly a few lines laters

The Church is the man in Christ, incarnate,
sentenced and awakened to new life. In the first

instance, therefore, she has essentially nothing
whatever to do with the so-called religious func¬
tions of man, but with the whole man in his exis¬
tence in the world with all its implications.
What matters in the Church is not religion but
the form of Christ, and its taking form amidst a
band of men. (2)

We shall see, in the next chapter, how the present shape of the

church became highly problematic to Bonhoeffer as the appropriate

form of Christ in the world, and what were his suggestions for a

new form of the church which would authentically transcend religion

in the direction of humanity. In the present chapter we are con¬

cerned with the individual Christian as a religionless person;

but obviously the Christian and the churoh are inseparable for

^Ibid., pp. 20-21.

2Ibid., p. 21.
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Bonhoeffer, and therefore the attributes of the latter will he

those of the former "writ large." I have introduced the church

at this juncture primarily, however, "because it is integrally

hound up with the conoept of conformation which is the theological

"basis of the "come-of-age" Christian.



2. This-worldliness

The form which Christ takes among men in the world come of

age is essentially this-worldly. Bonhoeffer reflects quite ex¬

plicitly on this basic theme of the Christian style of life, re¬

lating it directly to its ohristological foundations

During the last year I have come to know and
understand more and more the profound this-
worldliness of Christianity. The Christian is
not a homo religiosus, but a man, pure and sim¬
ple, just as Jesus was man—in contrast to John
the Baptist anyhow. I don't mean the flat and
banal this-worldliness of the enlightened, the
busy, the comfortable or the lascivious, but the
profound this-worldlineso which is full of dis¬
cipline, and in which the knowledge of death and
resurrection is always present. I believe Luther
lived a this-worldly life in this sense, (l)

These words are important, because they clearly distinguish be¬

tween a Christian humanism or secularity and several superficial

forms of secularity which—to use Tillich's phrase—lack the "di¬

mension of depth." Bonhoeffer's this-worldliness i3 rooted in

the biblical-dogmatic proclamation that real life—authentic

existence—is the new life which accepts the dark forces within

reality and triumphs over then in the power of Christ's cross and

resurrection. Notice especially in the above quotation the new

life which is Christian this-worldliness is a life "full of dis¬

cipline." We shall examine the fundamental importance of

1

Letters and Papers, p. 168. My translation. German ed.f
pp. 247-2437
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discipline as a mark of the religionless Christian in section

five, on "Strength." A tough-minded, disciplined affirmation of

the world grounded in the reality of Jesus* death and victory—

this is part of the "beyond" in Christian this-worldliness, which

sets it apart from the hedonistic positivism which "this-

worldliness" usually connotes. In one of the early prison let¬

ters Bonhoeffer expresses the same distinction in more purely

"secular" and autobiographical termss

I am since we honour God more if we gratefully
accept the life he gives us with all its bless¬
ings, loving it and drinking it to the full,
grieving deeply and sincerely when we have be¬
littled or thrown away any of the precious
things of life (some people grumble at ouch be¬
haviour and say it is bourgeois to be so weak
and sensitive) than we do if we are insensitive
to life, and therefore equally insensitive to¬
wards pain# (l)

He shall examine this "beyond" in the life-style of the religion-

less Christian in more detail under the heading of metanoia (sec¬

tion three). Also worth calling attention to is the reference to

Luther as a this-worldly man in the Christian sense. As we saw

in the section on Mensohliohkeit, both Luther and his twentieth-

oentury follower Bonhoeffer wore men of "rich humanity" who loved

and affirmed the earth.

Bonhoeffer goes on to define further what he means by Chris¬

tian this-worldliness s

it is only by living completely in this world

1Ibid., pp. 93-94.
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that one learns to believe. One must abandon
every attempt to make something of oneself,
whether it be a saint, a converted sinner, a
churchman (the priestly type, so-called!), a
righteous man or an unrighteous one, a sick man
or a healthy one. This is what I call this-
worldliness—-living in the fullness of tasks
and problems, successes and failures, experien¬
ces and helplessness. (1)

"Living in the fullness of tasks and problems, successes and fail¬

ures, experiences and helplessness" is basic to Bonhoeffer's under¬

standing of the religionless Christian, and we shall 3ee in fur¬

ther sections how he spells it out in terns of metanoia, poly¬

phony, strength, freedom, and the dialectic of action and submis¬

sion. Of particular interest is the statement that one must aban¬

don the attempt, not only to become a religious man, but even "a

righteous man or an unrighteous one." Here is a reaffirmation of

Bonhoeffer's early insight into the "trans-moral" standing-point

of the Christian, which we looked at in the sections on "Liberal¬

ism," "Luther," and "Christian ethics." Ke shall examine this

position "beyond good and evil" in non-religious terms under the

rubric of the freedom of the religionless Christian in section

six.

The theme of "living completely in the world," without try¬

ing to be religious, also appears in explicitly theological torms

in the following passages

The Christian must really live in the godless

^Ibid., p. 169. My translation. German ed., pp. 248-249.
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world? he nay not make the attempt to conceal
its godlessness in any way religiously, or to
transfigure it. He must live a "worldly" life
and so participate in the suffering of God} he
nay live a "worldly" life as one who has been
liberated from false religious obligations and
inhibitions, Bo be a Christian (Christsein)
does not mean to be religious in a certain way,
to make something of oneself on the basis of
some kind of ascetical method (a sinner, a peni¬
tent, or a saint). It means instead to be a
man (Henschsein)—not a type of man (Mensohen-
typusT---but the nan which Christ creates in us.

It is not a religious act which makes a Chris¬
tian, but participation in the suffering of God
in the life of the world, (l)

Notice first of all the reminder here that from a theological

standpoint the world oome of age is still a godless world, and

should be accepted and affirmed as suoh. Furthermore, to live a

this-worldly life in a godless world is to "participate in the

suffering of God" in the world, i.e., to be conformed to the Christ

whose being-for-others supremely took the form of suffering and

dying at the hands of the godless for whom ho lived. Participa¬

tion in the suffering of God in the world is central to Bonhoef-

fer's concept of metanoia, which will be presented in the follow¬

ing section.

We examined the biblical basis of Christian this-worldliness

in chapter five. In his "non-religious interpretation of biblical

concepts" Bonhoeffer set the fundamental this-worldliness of bib¬

lical faith over against the other-worldliness of religion. He

1
Ibid., p. 166. My translation. German ed., p. 244*
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also expressed this difference in terms of the "biblical versus

the religious apprehension of divine transcendence. For the

Scriptures God is the "beyond" at the center of life, while reli¬

gion looks for him at the boundaries, where human strength fails.

The message of Eoclesiastes, that "there is a time for every¬

thing," was a significant biblical influence on the "religionless"

Bonhoeffer, as we saw in "Biblical Foundations." There we quoted

words from one of Bonhoeffer's prison letters which quite directly

echo the Preacher in their plea for taking life in one's stride—

enjoying and being truly grateful for earthly blessings when God

grants them and reflecting on death and eternity when the time

comes, but without mixing them together and oasting a religious

and ascetical pall over earthly joys and the fullness of life.



3. Iletanoia

The discus3ion of Bonhoeffer*s non-roligious interpretation

of chri3tology in chapter five brought into focu3 two affirma¬

tions about divine transcendence which seem to be contradictory.

I refer to what appears to be an incongruity between interpreting

God as the "beyond" in our strength and prosperity and at the same

time as the "beyond" of reconciliation revealed in suffering and

weakness. Bonhoeffer seems to have been aware of this tension in

his understanding of the "otherness" of God, but nowhere does he

spell out its resolution as clearly as we might wish. However, he

does say certain things which suggest that the two ideas are dia¬

lectical and not contradictory. The clearest discussion of the

issue is to be found in a letter of 28th July, 1944* Here Bonhoef¬

fer seeks to understand blessing and suffering, not as mutually

exclusive, but as contained within each other.

He begins by replying to Bethge's statement that "the Bible

has very little to 3ay about health, fortune, vigour, etc." Bon¬

hoeffer protests that this is not at all true of the Old Testament,

and not as true of the Hew as is often assumed. He goes on to say

that in the Bible there is a tern which mediates between God and

human fortune, and that is the category of blessings '"There is,

it is true, no concern in the Old Testament (e.g., among the

412
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patriarchs) for fortune (Gluck)t hut there is a concern for the

blessing (Segen) of God, -which includes all earthly goods within

itself, This blessing is the claiming of earthly life for God,

and it contains all his promises."'1' In other words, in the Old

Testament those things which apart from God are called "good for¬

tune"-—joy, health, prosperity—are seen in the light of God's

creatorship and lordship as divine blessings.

Bonhoeffer goes on to say that the natural interpretation of

the Hew Testament is to "spiritualize" the Old Testament idea of

blessing and to set in its place only a cross. He resists this

interpretation, however, citing in support of his view the associ¬

ation of physical sioknes3 and death with the misuse of the Lord's

Supper in I Cor. 11.30, Jesus' role as healer of men's bodies as

well as their spirits, and the statement that while the disoiples

were with him they "laoked nothing." Bonhoeffer illuminates this

"worldly" interpretation of the Hew Testament in the letter of

30th June, 1944- "Never," he says, "did Jesus throw any doubt on

a man's health, vigour or fortune, regarded in themselves, or look

upon them as evil fruits. Else why did he heal the sick and re¬

store strength to the weak? Jesus claims for himself and the king-
2

dora of God the whole of human life in all its manifestations."

In the light of such an interpretation of the New Testament,

^Letters and Papers, p. 173. My translation. German ed., p. 253.
2Ibid., p. 157.
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Bonhoeffer asks, "13 it right therefore to set the Old Testament

"blessing against the cross?" He mentions that Kierkegaard did

this, "but criticizes the tendency because "it makes the cross,

or suffering at any rate, an abstract principle." The sundering

of cross and blessing generates "an unhealthy asceticism" which

is foreign to the Bible. Above all—and this is central—it "de¬

prives suffering of its element of contingency upon a divine ordi¬

nance."^" To Bonhoeffer suffering is never an absolute; it is not

an end in itself or even a higher state of godliness than blessing.

Both suffering and blessing are fruits of setting ourselves entire¬

ly at God's disposal. Being at God's disposal means acknowledg¬

ing him as creator and reconciler of all earthly life. Being at

God's disposal means being free from self in order to exist for

others. Being at God's disposal is participation in hi3 transcen¬

dence. Thus it is that in being at God's disposal we may experi¬

ence transcendence in both suffering and blessing. For this rea¬

son suffering and good fortune, cross and blessing, are truly con-

2
tingent upon a divine ordinance. Bonhoeffer points out that in

the Old Testament the one who receives a blessing has to endure

suffering as part of the bargain—he mentions Abraham, Isaqc,

1Ibid., p. 173.
2
The most general sense of a divine ordinance as a law or act of

God is the most probable meaning intended here. The point is that
the revelation of God's will in creation and redemption is the
prior and fundamental reality, and both blessing and suffering
are subjective conditions which are contingent upon this objective
ordering of the world.
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Jacob, and Joseph—"but there i3 never any idea that fortune and

suffering, blessing and cross are mutually exclusive and contra¬

dictory, any more than in the Hew Testament."

Bonhoeffer concludes his discussion of blessing and suffering

by drawing an epigrammatic parallel between the two Testaments:

"The only difference between the two Testaments at this point i3

that in the Old the blessing also includes the cross, and in the

Hew the cross also includes the blessing."^" The only distinction,

then, is a matter of emphasis. Participation in the transcendence

of God is participation in both blessing—man's health and

prosperity—and suffering—man's weakness and powerlessnes3.

While neither blessing nor suffering is an end in itself but

rather contingent upon God's ordinances, we find in Bonhoeffer a

definite priority given to suffering. This priority, however, is

not the superiority of self-denial over life in the world, which is

religious asceticism. The priority of suffering is simply a re¬

cognition of the fallenness of the world. In a world which is

turned in upon itself the deepest and most significant participa¬

tion in divine transcendence is participation in the suffering of

God. We have seen that for Bonhoeffer transcendence is the recon¬

ciliation manifested in the man Jesus, which in him is freedom to

be-for-others. The resistance offered to this existence-for-

others by a world which has its being in existence-for-self often

"^Letters and Papers, p. 173.
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results in suffering. The strength and power of existence-for-

self in the world also frequently reveal existence-for-others to

be weak and powerless. Hence those situations in which partici¬

pation in the "beyond" of God involves suffering, powerlessness,

or weakness, are peculiarly luminous to the fullness of divine

transcendence. In such situations is revealed most decisively the

stark contrast between the light of God and the darkness of the

world, nevertheless, since there is for us no "God" and no

"world," but only God-in-the-world, God is most truly known in

suffering, powerlessness, and weakness in the midct of life. Thus

it is that Christ crucified is "the power of God, and the wisdom

of God" (I Cor. 1.24). The cross is the chief focal point for

the "otherness" of God, because it is in this.act that we behold

the full cost of reconciliation between God and world. In the

suffering unto death of the one whose whole being was his being-

for-others, the full dimensions of the world's being-for-self are

revealed.

In line with what we may now call the "objective" and "world¬

ly" (rather than "subjective" and "religious") priority of suffer¬

ing as the revelation of divine transcendence, Bonhoeffer discus¬

ses the meaning of metanoia (repentance) as man's participation

in this suffering. Characteristically, he rejects a "religious"

definition of metanoia: "It is not in the first instance bother¬

ing about one's own needs, problems, sins, and fears, but allowing
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oneself to be caught up in the way of Chri3t, into the Messianic

event".^ Christ as the messianic event is the Suffering Servant

who fulfills Isaiah 53* Hence for Bonhoeffer metanoia is not

simply "repentance" in the usual sense. He lists examples of

persons in the New Testament who were caught up in Jesus* mes¬

sianic suffering without any specific confession of 3in and "re¬

pentance" in the constricted sense in which Christians often use

it. The list is designed to show the rich varieties of metanoia

in the Bible, providing examples of what Bonhoeffer elsewhere

call3 the "degrees of perception and degrees of significance" in

biblical faith: the call to disoipleship (Matt. 4.18-22? Mark

1.16-20; Luke 5•1—11)5 Jesus* table fellowship with sinners

(Matt. 9.10-13; Mark 2.15-17; Luke 5•29-32); the conversion of

Zacchaeus the publican (Luke 19.1-10); the woman who anointed

Jesus' feet (Matt. 26.6-13; Mark 14.3-9; Luke 7*36-50; John

12.1-8); Jesus* healing of the sick (Matt. 8.16-17; Mark 1.32-34;

Luke 4.40-41); the shepherds and the wise men who were present at

Jesus' birth (Matt. 2.1-12; Luke 2.8-20); the centurion of Caper¬

naum (Matt. 8.5-13? Luke 7.1-10); the rich young ruler (Matt.

19.16-20; Mark 10.17-31; Luke 18,18-30); the eunuch whom Philip

baptized (Acts 8.26-39)? Cornelius and his household (Acts 10);

Nathanael (John 1.47)5 Joseph of Arimathaea and the women at the

tomb (Matt. 27.57-6O; 28.5-8; Mark 15.42-46; 16.5-8; Luke 23.50-54;

1Ibid.t p. 166.
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24.3~8aj John 19.38-42).1
In collecting this diverse array of persons and situations

from the Hew Testament and calling them all instances of meta-

noia, Bonhoeffer cuts through the church's traditional forraulaio

descriptions of the necessary ingredients in repentance and con¬

version. Too often the baffling variety of persons in the Gospels

whose lives Jesus transformed is either neglected or else squeezed

artificially into a preconceived mould which emphasizes certain

specified, subjective aspects to which conversion should conform

in order to be genuine. It is another manifestation of the church's

religious errors the psychologizing of that which is properly theo¬

logical. By making the objective event of the revelation of God

in the man Jesus wholly determinative, Bonhoeffer frees these Hew

Testament figures from a retrospective subjectivism which they did

not possess. He allows each of them to be simply a human being

rather than a homo religiosuss a human being, living in the world

like other men and women, who has been graciously caught up in

Jesus' messianic suffering. In short, Bonhoeffer allows the ITew

Testament cast of characters to be "religionless," as he believes

a number of them genuinely are:

All that is common between them is their par¬
ticipation in the suffering of God in Christ.
That is their faith. There is nothing of reli¬
gious asceticism here. The religious act is al¬
ways something partial, faith is always something

^Ibid., pp. 166—167.
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whole, an act involving the whole life (ein
Lebensakt). Jesus does not call men to a new

religion^ "but to life....the nature of that
life.../is/ participation in the powerlessness
of God in the world. (1)

In this quotation are to he found certain central thene3 in Bon-

hoeffer's idea of divine transcendence which we have encountered

previously: faith and new life as participation in Jesus* freedom

to be-for-others, which is in the final analysis participation in

his weakness and suffering. Faith and new life, which are act3

of metanoia, are to he understood objectively, as heing caught up

in God's suffering in the world. Bonhoeffer speaks explicitly of

the this-worldly life of the Christian in these terms:

It is in such a life that we throw ourselves

utterly into the arras of God: we no longer take
seriously our own sufferings, hut only the suf¬
ferings of God in the worldj we watch with Christ
in Gethsemane. That, I think, is faith, that is
raetanoiai and that is the way one becomes a raan,
a Christian (cf. Jeremiah 450* How can success
make us arrogant or failure lead us astray, when
we suffer with (raitleidet) the sufferings of God
by living a this-worldly life? (2)

The objective priority of divine suffering over human meta¬

noia is important to a non-religious understanding of transcen¬

dence, as well as to the seeming contradiction between the "be¬

yond" of God in strength and in weakness. It is religion, in its

subjectivity, which makes sin, suffering, and ropentance things

apart from the rest of life. It is only when in faith we vio\*

1Ibid., p. 167.
p
Ibid#, p# 169* My translation. German ed., p. 249*
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life as a whole, created and reconciled by God in Christ, that we

do not divorce sin from goodness, suffering from blessing, and re¬

pentance from healthy-raindedness. For religion, God himself is

divorced from the rest of lifes he is a Deus ex raachina. For

faith, God is not revealed apart fron the world and the world is

not understood apart fron God. This is the objectivity of the

religionless Christian: he understands life as a unity. He re¬

fuses to relegate God to a snail corner of life, to the "inner"

or "personal" sphere. He refuses to make God a stopgap in our

knowledge or a panacaea for our weaknesses. Such reductions of

God and his transcendence belong to religion, says Bonhoefferj

Christianity is about life as a whole. That is why the terns

faith and new life replace religion and piety in a religionless

Christianity.

Both cross and blessing are participation in the transcen¬

dence of God. That is because neither is a subjective, religious

state separate from the other or fron the rest of life. Both are

contingent upon the divine ordinances embodied in creation and re¬

conciliation. Both are experienced in the midst of life, and in

both the "beyond" of God is revealed. He have seen that suffering

has a certain priority as a revelation of transcendence, but this

is because of the objeotive state of the world and not because of

a religious and ascetical judgment as to the intrinsic godliness

of self-denial. Both blessing and suffering are to be accepted
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as part of the pattern of all life "by the one who in faith has

put himself at God's disposal.

Thus it is that Bonhoeffer insists repeatedly that we must

confront people with the Gospel in their strength and prosperity,

and not merely in their weakness and poverty. To try to convince

the strong and joyous and good that they are really miserable

wretches—which Bonhoeffer, as we have seen, denounces as the tac¬

tics of existentialists, psychotherapists, and many Christian apo¬

logists—is an unworthy attempt to convince a mature world that

it i3 adolescent. It is to perpetuate the religious errors the

divorcing of God from life. Religionless Christianity does not

suffer from this schizophrenia, argues Bonhoeffer. If the "be¬

yond" of God is reconciliation in the midst of life, then weak¬

ness and strength, suffering and blessing, are not opposites but

are rather contained within each other.

In the world as it is it is often the strong and the good

who suffer and are weak. Bonhoeffer was experiencing this in his

own persecution and in the persecution of others who witnessed to

human freedom and dignity in Ilazi Germany. That is why the God who

is at the center of life is the "beyond" in both our strength and

our suffering. It is precisely the strong and the good who exper¬

ience at its deepest level the frustration of hi^i ideals, the

pain of weakness and suffering. God encounters man in his health

and prosperity, says Bonhoeffer; and suffering and weakness then
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become, not ascetical self-denial, but the extension of strong

human action into the possibility of a transfigured freedom. He

states that

not only action, but also suffering, is a way to
freedom. With suffering the deliverance lies in
being able to give up a problem out of one's own
hands and to place it in the hands of God. In
this sense death is the crowning of human freedom.
Whether human action is a matter of faith or not
depends upon whether or not man understands his
suffering as an extension of his action and as
a perfecting of freedom, (l)

We shall examine this dialectic of action and suffering in the

last section of this chapter. Let us observe here as earlier

that the fundamental reality of the life of faith is 3imply

placing oneself at God's disposal. Both blessing and suffering—

all actions and experiences in life—are contingent upon that

reality.

Bonhoeffer'3 radical concern for intellectual honesty and

personal sincerity of belief, which is integral to the "Christi¬

anity without religion" project, is to be seen theologically with¬

in the context of metanoia. As we saw in chapter four, intellec¬

tual honesty demands that Christians see the world as come of

age—as a world which is able to function etsi deus non daretur.

In his disoussion of the world's coming of age, Bonhoeffer goes

on to says

nervous souls start asking what room there
is left for God now. And being ignorant of the

1 '
Ibid., p. 173. Hy translation. German ed., p. 254*
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answer they write off the whole development
which has brought them to this pass....But that
is a counsel of despair, which can be purchased
only at the cost of intellectual sincerity....
The only way is that of Matthew 18.3> i.e.
through repentance /metanoia/g through ultimate
honesty. And the only way to be honest is to
recognize that we have to live in the world
etsi dcus non daretur. (l)

Metanoia, then, includes as an essential element intellectual

honesty.

Closely linked with intellectual honesty is personal sinceri¬

ty of belief. Although Bonhoeffer does not link personal sinceri¬

ty explicitly with metanoia. as he does intellectual honesty, it

is clear that they are for him two aspects of the 3aae reality.

Intellectual honesty may be seen as the oritical, and integrity

of personal conviction as the confessional, stance of the reli-

gionless Christian. Both are manifestations of placing oneself

simply and wholly at the disposal of the God who is Jesus Christ—

the God who as the prior, objective reality liberates the man of

faith from idolatrous dependence upon either the "religious world-
2

view" or the "faith of the church." To be free from, to turn

one's back on, these collective securities is part of repentance

and faith—part of metanoia.

Ibid., p. 163.
2
Bonhoeffer's theological affirmation of personal belief and in¬
tellectual honesty is a concern he shares with Rudolf Bultnann
to a larger degree than with any other contemporary Protestant
theologian. Almost any work of Bultmann's reveals his driving
passion that the understanding of faith be liberated on the one
hand from occlesiasticism and on the other hand from the "crufi-
fixion of the intellect."
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Bonhoeffer's remarks on personal conviction occur entirely

and significantly within the context of his criticisms of the

church. The following passage, from his "Outline for a Book,"

also welds personal belief intimately together with intellectual

honesty:

What do we really believe? I mean, believe
in such a way as to stake our whole lives upon
it? The problem of the Apostles* Creed? "What
must I believe?" the wrong question. Antiquated
controversies, especially those betx*een the dif¬
ferent confessions....These divisions may at any
time be revived with passion, but they no longer
carry real conviction....the faith of the Bible
and Christianity (der christlich-biblisohe Glaube)
does not stand or fall by these issues. Barth
and the Confessing Church have encouraged us to
entrench ourselves behind the "faith of the
Church", and evade the honest question, what is
our real and personal belief?...To say, "It's
the Church's faith, not mine", can be a clerical¬
ist subterfuge, and outsiders always regard it
as such. Much the same applies to the sugges¬
tion of the dialectical theologians that we have
no control over our faith, and so it is impos¬
sible for us to say what we do believe. There
may be a place for such considerations, but they
do not release us from the duty of being honest
with ourselves. We cannot, like the Catholics,
identify ourselves tout court with the Church. (1)

We shall examine Bonhoeffer's criticisms of his own Confessing

Church more explicitly in chapter seven, but it is important also

to see those criticisms within the framework of "The Religionless

Christian," as a new plea for individual (not at all to be con¬

fused with "individualistic") rather than purely "churchly"

^"Letters and Papers, pp. 179-180•
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confession of faith. Authentio personal faith, over against

collective oonfessionalisra, demands searching intellectual hon¬

esty and radical trust in Jesus Christ alone) and that is raeta-

noia—liberation from false securities by placing ourselves un¬

reservedly at God,s disposal.



4» Polyphony

The religionless Christian lives an integrated existence,

in which the many and conflicting experiences of his life are

held together by a unifying theme rather than fragmented into

disjointed compartments. Bonhoeffer, a keen music lover, dis¬

cusses this characteristic of the nature man of faith in terms

of the musical analogy of polyphony. In a letter of 20th May,

1944, he speaks of "polyphony" to his dear friend Xberhard Bethge

in the context of the painfullness of long and enforced separation

from those one loves:

There is always a danger of intense love de¬
stroying what I mi{dit call the "polyphony" of
life. What I mean is that God requires that we
should love him eternally with our whole hearts,
yet not so as to compromise or diminish our

earthly affections, but as a kind of cantua firm-
us to whioh the other melodies of life provide
the counterpoint. Earthly affection is one of
these contrapuntal themes, a theme which enjoys
an autonomy of its own. Even the Bible can find
room for the Song of Songs, and one could hardly
have a more passionate and sensual love than is
there portrayed (see 7»6). It is a good thing
that that book is included in the Bible as a

protest against those who believe that Christi¬
anity stands for the restraint of passion (is
there any example of such restraint in the Old
Testament?). Where the ground bass is firm and
clear, there is nothing to stop the counterpoint
from being developed to the utmost of its limits.
Both ground bass and counterpoint are "without
confusion and yet distinct", in the words of the

426
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Chalcedonian formula, like Christ in his divine
and human natures. Perhaps the importance of
polyphony in music lie3 in the fact that it is
a musical reflection of this Christological
truth, and that it is therefore an essential
element in the Christian life....we must have a

good, clear cantus firmu3. Without it there can
be no full or perfect sound, but with it the
counterpoint has a firm support and cannot get
out of tune or fade out, yet is always a perfect
whole in its own right. Only a polyphony of this
kind oan give life a wholeness, and at the same
time assure us that nothing can go wrong so long
as the oantus firmus is kept going, (l)

The Christian's love of God and his love of the things of earth,

such as friendship, are not mutually exclusive. It i3 rather the

case that the love of God undergirds all earthly affections as the

basic melody of, say, a fugue sets the pattern for and finds in¬

finitely varied expression in the contrapuntal themes which are

developed from it. It is both together—cantus firmus and counter¬

point—which mingle architectonically to form the whole fugue. So

life i3 not complete without the harmonious expression of the love

of God in the love of the earth. Here is a further articulation

of Bonhoeffer's lifelong theme: the inseparability and mutual re¬

lationship of the two parts of the Summary of the Law—love of God

and love of neighbor.

The varied forms of love of the earth are at the same time

autonomous. They have a life of their own, just as the contra¬

puntal themes of a fugue are in no sense merely a repetition of

the cantus firmus. Such a plea for the rights and integrity of

1Ibid.. pp. 131-132.
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earthly concerns takes its place within the framework of Bon-

hoeffer's affirmation of the autonomy, the adulthood, of the mod¬

ern world. "Where the ground "bass is firm and clear,"—where the

"beyond" at the center of life is surely grasped—"there is nothing

to stop the counterpoint from being developed to the utmost of its

limits.

It is of course entirely predictable that Bonhoeffer should

find the source and focus of the idea of polyphony in Jesus Christ,

the one who in classical terms is the perfect unity of God and

man—of cantus firmus and counterpoint—and who in non-religious

terms is the completely integrated man, the one who is utterly free

to be-for-others. We can see here the intimate link in Bonhoef-

fer's thought between christology and the Christian life, the cen¬

tral theme of conformation: "Perhaps the importance of polyphony

in music lies in the fact that it is a musical reflection of this

Christological truth, and that it is therefore an essential element

in the Christian life."

It is worth while to note in passing Bonhoeffer's remarks on

the Bible, and particularly on the Old Testament book Song of

Songs, which I quoted previously in the section on "Biblical Foun¬

dations." In the present section we can see that they provide a

kind of brief exegetical commentary on the theme of polyphony.

Of significance is Bonhoeffer*3 rejection of the common notion

"'"Italics mine.
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"that Christianity 3tands for the restraint of passion." The

mature Christian, on the contrary, i3 full of passion and zest

for earthly life, for the whole fascinating contrapuntal reality

whioh unfolds before hira. The key is not restraint, which is a

form of asceticism and therefore of religion, but a "firm and

clear" oantus firmus, an underlying unity which gives meaning and

direction to the diversity of full-blooded participation in earth¬

ly existence. This is simply another way of expressing the idea

of metanoia. Metanoia, it will be remembered, is not religious

world-denial, but placing oneself at God's disposal in all of life.

Being at God's disposal throughout a sensitive and affirmative

participation in the midst of life is the unity of oantus firmus

and counterpoint.

The negative counterpart to the polyphony, the integration,

of the mature Christian is the cacophony (a musical term which

Bonhoeffer himself doe3 not use, but which seems analogically ap¬

propriate) or fragmentation of many people. Bonhoeffer sees ex¬

amples of this fragmentation among hi3 warders and fellow prison¬

ers, especially in times of emergency. In the following passage

he introduces the image of "multi-dimensionality" as a way of

talking about the integrated existence of the Christian which is

synonymous with "polyphony":

I have repeatedly observed here how fe*r there
are who can make room for conflicting emotions
at the same time. When the bombers come, they
are all fear; when there is something good to
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eat, they are all greed? when they are disap¬
pointed they are all despair? when they are suc¬
cessful, they can think of nothing else. They
miss the fullness of life and the wholeness of
an independent existence. Everything subjective
and objective is dissolved for them into frag¬
ments. By contrast, Christianity plunges us
into many different dimensions of life simul¬
taneously. We can make room in our"hearts, to
some extent at least, for God and the whole
world. We weep with them that weep, and rejoice
with them that do rejoice. We are afraid...for
our life, but at the same time we oust think of
things more important than life itself. When
an alarm goes off, for example, we have other
things to think about than anxiety for our own
safety? we have, e.g. to help others around us
to keep calm. The moment that happens, the
whole picture is changed. Life is not compressed
into a single dimension, tut is kept multi¬
dimensional and polyphonous (mehrdimensional-
polyphon)• What a deliverance it is to be able
to think, and in thinking to preserve this
multi-dimensionality....We have to keep men out
of their one-traok minds. That is a sort of
preparation for faith (..Vorbereitung".. .des
Glaubens), although it is only faith itself
that can make possible a multi-dimensional
life.... (1)

The fragmented, cacophonous person has no unity, no focus, to

bring to the multifarious and often violently oonflioting exper¬

iences of life. Each separate experience is a whirlpool bearing

him inexorably and helplessly into its vortex like a piece of

flotsam, and then spewing him out again to be caught by an eddy

and carried into yet another whirlpool. In Bonhoeffer's musical¬

ly analogical terms, there is no cantus firmus from which to de¬

velop and into which to resolve richly varied contrapuntal themes?

^"Letters and Papers, pp. 141-142.
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there is only the noise of disconnected melodies vying with one

another to be heard.

The person who is entirely at the mercy of the emotion of the

moment, in this fragmented way, lacks strength: he is helpless,

weak, unable either to perceive or to respond in a way which trans¬

cends immediacy. The religionless Christian, by contrast, pos¬

sesses strength of insist and action through his unity with the

"beyond" in the midst of all emotions and experiences. We shall

look more closely at strength as a characteristic of the religion-

less Christian in section five.

In the last passage quoted above Bonhoeffer expresses the

"polyphonic" idea that God and the world belong together in the

fully integrated approach to reality: "We can make room in our

hearts, to some extent at least, for God and the whole world."

He then goes on to spell out this polyphony concretely from his

prison experience under emergency conditions.

Bonhoeffer's remark that the ability to think is an important

liberating and stabilising aspect of multi-dimensionality provides

a bridge between the Christian and the secular person of liberal

culture, a bridge which we saw in chapters one and four to be

rooted in Bonhoeffer's own background and education and a basic

element in his affirmation of the bonus vir of the "oome-of-age"

world. Like the mature Christian, the man of liberal education

has been trained to be multi-dimensional and therefore strong:
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education which breaks down in faoe of danger
is not eduoation at all. A liberal education
which will not enable us to face danger and death
does not deserve the name. Education mu3t be
able to faoe death and danger—imoavidum ferient
ruinae« the ruins will strike the fearless man

(Horace)—even if it cannot "conquer" them; what
does conquer mean? By finding forgiveness in
judgement and joy in terror? (l)

Linking "the Christian and the man of liberal education" together

quite explicitly, Bonhoeffer says that neither the one nor the

other can

split up his life into water-tight compartments.
The common denominator is to be sought both in
thought and in practical living in an integrated
attitude to life. The man who allows himself to
be torn into fragments by events and problems
has not passed the test for the present and the
future....it is a question of the av0puxn:o<;
tSXeioc ("•&« primary meaning of tgXeioq is
"whole", "complete")—"Ye therefore shall be
perfect (-tSXeioc)» as your heavenly Pather is
perfect" (Matthew 5*43), in oontrast to the
&vhp 6Ci|roxos > the "double minded man" of James
1.8....We can never achieve this wholeness
on our own; it can only be acquired with the
help of others. (2)

Of importance here is Bonhoeffer's appeal to Scripture for an

anthropology of the "whole man." This is the biblical basis of

the characteristic of polyphony. We had occasion, in the section

on "Biblical foundations," to examine the importance of the bib¬

lical doctrine of the avQpamog xeXeioc to Bonhoeffer•s non-religious

interpretation of Christianity. The last sentence of the above

1Ibid.. p. 95.

2Ibid., pp. 97-98.
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quotation is worth noting as a manifestation of Bonhoeffer's in¬

tense I-fhou personalism. My existence is defined ethically and

ultimately theologically "by my neighbor who encounters me concrete¬

ly as a demand on my life and by the God who encounters me only

in this responsible meeting with my neighbor: "We can never a-

chieve this wholeness on our own? it can only be acquired with

the help of others." Polyphony is always forged out of living

interdependence with my neighbor.

The "good man without God," the nihilist of integrity and de¬

cency, for whom Bonhoeffer had such profound understanding and

sympathy, is capable of polyphonous existence apart from conscious

belief in God. (He may indeed possess "unconscious faith" or fides

direeta, as Bonhoeffer suggested.) The epitome of the secular

"good man" is the man of liberal culture, who has been brought up

from his early years on the highest human values and aspirations.

He is the secular covinterpart of the religionless Christian, and

his spiritual brother in suffering for the sake of human freedom

and dignity.



5. Strength

Polyphony or wholeness demands strength. An important key to

understanding Bonhoeffer's own life is the fact that he was him¬

self a person with enormous strength of character. His personal

strength manifested itself in a high degree of self-disoipline,

the freedom to risk hold thoughts and actions, the ability to en¬

dure privation and suffering, a wholeness which enabled him to

transcend his immediate experiences, and complete personal integri¬

ty and honesty. It was natural that Bonhoeffer should have re¬

garded spiritual strength as one of the basic elements in the life

of the mature Christian.

Bonhoeffer speaks of strength mainly in terms of self-

discipline. In a passage which points out the intimate connection

between strength and polyphony, he say3:

it is the mark of a grown-up man, as compared
with a callow youth, that he finds his centre of
gravity wherever he happens to he at the moment,
and however much he longs for the object of his
desire, it cannot prevent him from staying at
his post and doing his duty....There is a whole¬
ness about the fully grown man which makes him
concentrate on the present moment. He may have
unsatisfied desires, but he always keeps them
out of sight, and manages to master them some
way or other. And the more need he has of self-
mastery, the more confidence he will inspire
among his comrades, especially the younger ones,
who are 3till on the road he has already travel¬
led. Clinging too much to our desires easily

434
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prevents us from being what we ought to be and
can be. Desires repeatedly mastered for the sake
of present duty make us, conversely, all the
richer. To be without desire is a mark of pover¬
ty. .. ./But/ I think we should live even in this
place as though we had no desires and no future
to hope for, and just be our true selves....We
can have a full life even when we haven't got
everything we want.... (1)

It is the mature person, typified by "the fully grown nan," who

possesses the discipline to discern and act in an integrated man¬

ner. The "callow youth"—the immature person—is fragmented by

immediate experience. The modern secular world is a mature world,

a world which has come of age, and must no longer be treated as

an adolescent. Large numbers of non-Chri3tian, non-religious men

and women have learned to cope in a disciplined and realistic man¬

ner x*ith life's problems; they are the religionless "good people"

whom the Christian meet3 in strength rather than weakness. Such

a world demands mature, disciplined Christians to serve it and

witness to it. 'Phe efforts of "modem" pastors and their "secu¬

larized off-shooto," the existentialists and psychotherapists, to

prey upon the vestigial weaknesses of the mature world are unworthy

attempts to turn people back into children, helplessly fragmented

by life and in need of deliverance.

"Discipline" appears importantly as the first of Bonhoeffer's

"Stations on the Road to Freedom," a poem which was one of his last

writings to be smuggled out of prison. It is a poignant expres-
•

^Letters and Papers, pp. 111-112.
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sion of his own pilgrimage to Christian martyrdom. The following

i3 the stanza entitled "Discipline":

If you would find freedom, learn above all
to discipline your senses and your soul. Be not
led hither and thither by your desires and your
members. Keep your spirit and your body chaste,
wholly subject to you, and obediently seeking
the goal that is 3et before you. None oan learn
the secret of freedom, save by discipline, (l)

Here discipline is affirmed to be the secret of real freedom, an¬

other mark of the religionless Christian, which will be considered

in the next section. Like multi-dimensionality, freedom can be

achieved only out of strength, the strength which enables a person

to transcend his immediacy in vision and action. Unlike the false

freedom of libertinistic weakness, true freedom lies on the farther

side of rigorous self-discipline.

The disciplined strength of the mature Christian enables him

to participate fully in life, accepting its joys sensitively and

expansively and enduring its suffering manfully. In this his re¬

ligionless counterpart, the "good man without God," especially the

man of liberal culture, shares to a remarkable extent. "To re¬

nounce a full life and all its joys in order to escape pain,"
2

says Bonhoeffer, "is neither Christian nor human".

Another sign of strength in the religionless Christian is a

healthy-minded self-respect. In a letter to Bethge written from

1Ibid.. p. 170.

2Ibid., p. 93.
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Klein-Krossin oil 9th October, 1940, Bonhoeffer coined the expres¬

sion "selfless self-love" (..selbstlose Selbstliebe"). lie remarked

that unfortunately this vital ethical concept had no place in the

"official evangelical ethic," with its Augustinian horror of human

pride and self-ossertiveness. Bonhoeffer uses the expression

again in a prison letter to Bethge, written on 6th May, 1944t

I shall be writing about Christian "egoism"
("selfless self-love") next time....Too much
altruism is oppressive and full of demands
(ans pruchavoll). "Egoism" can be more self¬
less and less demanding (anspruchsloser). (2)

Unfortunately, Bonhoeffer did not follow through with his proposal

to discuss "Christian •egoism,1" so all we have is this brief pas¬

sage on the subject. It is not difficult, however, to see what

Bonhoeffer i3 seeking to express in the idea of "selfless self-

love." Strength of character involves realistic self-acceptance.

It is a psychological axiom that only the person who genuinely re¬

spects himself can freely respect others. Certain kinds of Chris¬

tian altruism spring from an often unconscious self-disparagement

which in turn arises out of a wrong understanding of human sinful¬

ness and Christian humility. This sort of altruism is rooted in

insecurity; it is not love freely given out of strength and whole¬

ness. It is done as compensation or expiation; hence it never be¬

lieves it has done enough, and nervously smothers the other person

"""In Gesammelte Schriften II, pp. 375-376.
Letters and Papers, p. 127. My translation. German ed., p. 186.
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with solicitude. Self-disparaging altruism is not free, and

therefore it does not let the object of it3 love bo free. Its

solioitous attentions are 30 many subtle claims on the recipient,

since he is in a certain sense an instrument in the altruist's

efforts to expiate his sins—and an instrument is expected to do

what the usor wants it to do. Henoe self-disparagement is

selfish, while genuine self-love is selfless. The mature Chris¬

tian loves his neighbor freely as himself, allowing him to exist

as a human being in his own right.

The theme of "selfless self-love" is to be linked closely

with Bonhoeffer's abiding concern for a healthy reserve among

persons for the 3ake of mutual freedom in Christ. A healthy

self-respect is a basic element in the recognition of the neigh¬

bor's right to integrity and privacy. The mode3t reserve which

characterises authentic I-Thou relationships springs, not from

prudery or indifference, but precisely from a passionate zeal for

human freedom grounded in the liberating word of Christ. Humanly

speaking, such zeal finds one of its poles in the insight gained

through mature self-love, which is a manifestation of strength.

The obverse 3ide of the strength of the religionless Chris¬

tian is Bonhoeffer's conviction that the sins worthy of real con¬

cern are precisely the sins of strength, not the sins of xfealaiess:

It i3 not W1® sin3 of weakness, but the sins
of strength, which matter....It is not in the
least necessary to spy out things. The Bible
never does so. (Sins of strength: in the genius,
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hybris, in the peasant, the breaking of the order
of life—is the Decalogue a peasant ethic?—in
the bourgeois, fear of free responsibility....). (l)

Here is an important theme in Bonhoeffer's thought which we ex¬

plored in the sections on "The failure of Christian apologetics

and its secular counterparts" and "Biblical foundations" of re-

ligionleos Christianity. It is completely xirong of Christianity

and its "secular counterparts" to prey upon men's weaknesses, to

"spy out" the secrets of their inner life in order to expose their

wretchedness. That is unbiblical; the Bible is concerned with the

whole man in the fullness of his life. In biblical faith the root

sin of man is not his weakness but his bold, defiant rebellion

against God—his desire to "be as gods." The "big" sins are there¬

fore the sins of strength, the "spiritual" (rather than "carnal")

sinss pride, the hunger for power, disobedience. It is these

"satanic" sins which are the vigorous negative counterpart to the

"pneumatic" graces of the mature Christians both are characterised

by strength. Part of encountering "cone-of-age" man in his strength

rather than in his weakness is being willing to call him from

strength to strength, not to demand his spiritual emasculation.

Bonhoeffer regards the sins of weakness as frequently more

destructive to our humanity:

we are often told in the Hew Testament to "be
3trong" (I Corinthians 16.13: Ephesians 6.10:
II Timothy 2.1: I John 2.14). Is not the weakness

1Ibid.. pp. 159-160.
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of men often more dangerous than deliberate
malice? I mean ouoh things as stupidity, lack
of independence, forgetfulness, laziness, idle¬
ness, corruption, "being easily led astray, etc.
Christ does not only make men goods he makes
them strong too. The sins of weakness are the
real human sins, the deliberate sins are dia¬
bolical, and no doubt strong as well! (l)

Notice that Bonhoeffer considers the sins of weakness to be the

truly "human" sins, while the sins of strength are "demonic" in

character, to match the supra-human Power who enables the goodness

of strength.

There are hints in the prison x*ritings that Bonhoeffer, him¬

self an extremely strong person, tended to be impatient with weak¬

ness: "There,3 a kind of weakness Christianity will not stand for,
2

but which everyone seems to expect Christianity to tolerate." A

man's weaknesses are what drag him down and prevent him from at¬

taining to his full humanity; they are his childish and adolescent

features which linger on and arrest the development of his matur¬

ity. Weakness is worse than the 3ins of pride and power, because

it prevents or erodes strength, while they are manifestations of

strength, however diabolical. "It is weakness rather than wicked¬

ness that degrades a man," Bonhoeffer 3ays, "and it needs profound

sympathy to put up with that.""* In the section on "Christian

apologetics" we mentioned 33onhoeffer's reaction to the weakness

1Ibid., p. 184.
2Ibid., p. 101.

3Ihid., p. 182.
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and fragmentation of some of his fellow prisoners, which came to

light dramatically during bombing raids. He did not at all ap¬

prove of the way they talked so freely of their fear after the

"all clear" had sounded. Fear is a human weakness, he maintained,

and should be included theologically under the pudenda, the things

a person should be ashamed of, keep to himself, and try to over¬

come. Bonhoeffer would probably have classed human weakness gen¬

erally tinder the theological category of shame: they are the aspects

of our fallen condition which the strong person will overcome with¬

in himself through self-disoipline, for the 3ake of the neighbor

whom he is called to serve.



6. Freedom

Bonhoeffer's thoughts on the freedom of the mature Chris¬

tian have "been treated in detail in the sections on "Luther,"

"The Church," and "Christian ethics." In his words and in his

deeds he affirmed again and again that freedom is one of the cen¬

tral hallmarks of the Christian. In the Incarnation man has "been

liberated to "be a full human being by being returned to his "trans-

moral" union with God through forgiveness and justification. As

one empowered by God himself, beyond the relativities of human

good and evil, the Christian is freed for creative, spontaneous,

responsible action in the world. As a 3inner who knows that in

Jesus Christ he has been both condemned and forgiven, the Christian

receives the freedom to "sin boldly," to risk bold, decisive words

and deeds on behalf of his neighbor.

Among the prison writings is an essay entitled "Civil Cour¬

age," in which Bonhoeffer 3peaks of the responsibility of the

citiaen in terns of Luther's peoca fortiter:

Civil courage...can only grow out of the free
responsibility of free men. Only now are we Ger¬
mans beginning to discover the meaning of free
responsibility. It depends upon a God who de¬
mands bold action a3 the free response of faith,
and who promises forgiveness and consolation to
the man who becomes a sinner in the process, (l)

"^Letters and Papers, pp. 16-17*
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Another essay entitled "Sympathy" speaks of the Christian as one

who, like his Master and empowered by his Master's ministry and

cross, does not stand back in passive sympathy when others suf¬

fer but takes the risk of acting here and now on behalf of suf¬

ferers :

We are not Chri3ts, but if we want to be Chris¬
tians we must show something of Christ's breadth
of sympathy (der i-Jeito des worsens Christi) by-
acting responsibly, by grasping our "hour", by
facing danger like free men, by displaying a
real sympathy which springs not from fear, but
from the liberating and redeeming love of Christ
for all who suffer....The Christian does not have
to wait until he suffers himself} the sufferings
of his brethren for whom Christ died are enough
to awaken his active sympathy, (l)

Bonhooffer'o Mensohliohlceit shines through his thoughts on

freedom in the following passage:

Marriage, labor, the state, and the church
are concrete divine mandates. But what of cul¬
ture and education? I don't think they can be
classified under the ooncept of labor, tempting
though that may be from many points of view.
They belong not to the sphere (Bereich) of obe¬
dience but to the broad area (Spielraum) of
freedom, which surrounds all three spheres of
the divine mandates. The man who is ignorant
of thi3 area of freedom can be a good father,
citizen, and worker, indeed even a Christian}
but whether he is a complete man (and insofar
also a Christian in the fullest sense of the
concept) is questionable to me. Our "Protes¬
tant" (not Lutheran) Prussian world is so
strongly determined by the four mandates that
the area of freedom has been pushed into the
background. It almost seems today as though it
is the concept of the church alone which can

Ibid., p. 24. See also the following: "It is infinitely easier
to suffer in obedience to a human command than to accept suffering
as free, responsible men....Christ suffered as a free man". (P. 24)
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provide a basis for the recovery of real appre¬
ciation of the area of freedom (art, education,
friendship, play); thus Kierkegaard's "aesthet¬
ic existence" would not be excluded from the
sphere of the church, but newly established in
it. I am convinced of the truth of this, and it
would help us to a new understanding of the Mid¬
dle Ages. What man is there among us for in¬
stance who can give himself with an easy con¬
science to the cultivation of music, friendship,
games or happiness? Surely not "ethical" man,
but only the Christian. Just because friend¬
ship belongs to this sphere of freedom (the
"freedom of the Christian man?J") it must be
confidently defended against all the disapprov¬
ing frowns of "ethical" existence, though with¬
out claiming for it the "necessitas" of a divine
commandment, but only the "neoessitas" of free¬
dom! (l)

Here we encounter the contrast between the true liberation of the

mature Christian and the "moralism" of the purely ethical. The

Christian should be precisely the person who can affirm the full¬

ness and spontaneity of life, the importance of art, play, real

education (in which learning is an intensely human, exciting ex¬

perience of growth rather than a mechanical parroting), and

friendship. Ordinary human happiness, says Bonhoeffer, i3 a le¬

gitimate sphere of Christian interest and involvement—in fact,

it should find its foundation and rationale in a true understand¬

ing of the church. "Come-of-age" man is not alone in his genuine

Ibid., pp. 94-95* My translation. German ed., pp. 135-137*
Bonhoeffer developed the concept of the "four divine mandates"
of marriage, labor, state, and church in the Ethics (pp. 73-73,
252-267). The passage is obscure in the official English trans¬
lation, perhaps because the translator was not at that time
familiar with the writings which Bethge edited and published as
Bonhoeffer's Ethics.
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affirmation of these activities as authentic and vital human con¬

cerns; he is joined by the religionless Christian, who 3tands

"beside him on the basis of the liberation and reconciliation of

all reality in the man Jesus.



7. Action/submission

The German title of Bonhoeffer*s prison writings is Wider-

stand und 1 .r^ebun,?—"resistance and submission." This title ex¬

presses the dialectic of his own existence as a prisoner, a dia¬

lectic which found theological expression in his letters and pa¬

pers written in prison. A dialectical existence which knows when

to act and when to endure emerges as an integral part of Bonhoef-

fer's portrait of the religionless Christian. He describes the

whole matter succinctly in a letter of 21st February, 1944s

Resistance and submission are both equally
necessary at different tines....I am cure we
must rise to the great responsibilities whioh
are peculiarly our own, and yet at the same tine
fulfil the commonplace tacks of daily life. We
must sally forth to defy fate...with just as
much resolution as we submit to it when the time
coraes. One can only 3peak of providence on the
other side of this dialectical process....It is
impossible therefore to define the boundary be¬
tween resistance and submission in the abstract.
Faith demands this elasticity of behaviour. On¬
ly so can we stand our ground in each situation
as it comes along, and turn it to gain. (1)

This passage contains familiar elements which we have encountered

previously in Bonhoeffer*s thought. It is the freedom of the

Christian whioh enables him to deal with each situation concretely,

on its own terms; he possesses "elasticity of behavior." As the

"^Letterc and Paners, pp. 104—105 •
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justified sinner, he risks bold, specific action in the world

for the sake of others. As one who participates in the messianic

sufferings of Christ, he also knows how to submit to the inevi¬

table when the time ooraes.

Bonhoeffer felt that Christians too often interpret Christi¬

anity entirely on the side of passivity and submission: "There

is a false kind of inertia which is quite un-Christian. Be Chris¬

tians need not be ashamed of showing a little impatience, longing

and discontent with an unnatural fate, nor with a considerable

amount of longing for freedom, earthly happiness and opportunity

for -work."'1' He saw this quietistio attitude in abundance in the

Christianity of his fellow German Lutherans, with their tradition

of a radical separation between Gospel and Law, spiritual and

political, internal and external. Elsewhere he speaks of a

2
"false, premature, pious submission"" which is not fully Christian.

In his poem "Stations on the Road to Precdom," Bonhoeffer

gives lyrioal expression to his belief in strong action on the

part of tho Christian:

To do and dare—not what you would, but what
is right. Never to hesitate over what is within
your power, but boldly to grasp what lies before
you. Not in the flight of fancy, but only in the
deed there is freedom. Away with timidity and
reluctance! Out into the storm of event, sus¬
tained only by the commandment of God and your

^"Ibid., p. 66.
2Ibid., p. 94.
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faith, and freedom will receive your spirit
with exaltation, (l)

Notice here the contrast "between the abstract "flight of fancy"

and the concrete "deed?" the all-sufficiency of "the commandment

of God" for responsible action? and the link between aotion and

freedom.

The mature Christian, then, does not prematurely give in to

"fate" or the force of circumstances. He leaps into the histori¬

cal fray and tries to alter events in the name and the freedom of

the Lord of history, Jesus Christ. He even chafes tinder many forms

of inactivity, and tries to break out of them rather than "piously

submitting."

Yet there are times when the Christian is bound and con¬

strained by events bigger than himself—by "fate" or "necessity."

In these circumstances the mature Christian possesses the faith,

the strength, and the "polyphony" of self-possession, to endure

patiently. If he is lucky he may be granted the insight to see

that his "fate" is the providence of God? but he i3 called im¬

mediately simply to endure in the name of his suffering Lord and

perhaps for the sake of others. Addressing his remarks to his

friend Bethge in his dangerous situation as a combat soldier,

Bonhoeffer articulates the relation between action and submis¬

sions

It is always more difficult to adapt oneself

1Ibid., p. 170.
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to something which might have heon altered than
it is to the inevitable. But onoe facts have
taken shape they must simply be accepted....you
too will soon be facing faots which will be
really hard for you, probably harder than for
me. I think we ought to do all in our power to
alter these facts while there is still time, and
then when all our efforts have proved fruitless
it becomes much easier to endure them, (l)

It is precisely the knowledge that one has done all he could to

alter events through action which gives him the strength to en¬

dure the "givenness" of his situation—even to relax a bit about

it: "don't you find it a relief to know that some things are un¬

avoidable, and have just got to be endured, even though we can't
2

see the purpose behind it all?"

Bonlioeffer distinguished between submission—what he was

experiencing as a prisoner—and real suffering. Submission is

simply a general resignation to events beyond one's control. Suf¬

fering is something far more serious:

People sometimes suggest in their letters
that I am suffering here. Personally, I shrink
from such a thought, for it seems a profanation
of that word. These things mustn't be drama¬
tised....Of course, there's a great deal here
that's appalling, but isn't it the same every¬
where? Perhaps we have tended to exaggerate
the whole question of suffering, and have been
too solemn about it....I believe for instance
that all real suffering contains an element of
physical pain (koroerliche Leiden). We are al¬
ways too much inclined to emphasise the suffer¬
ings of the soul (seelische Leiden). Yet that

1Ibid., p. 34.
2Ibid.t p. 131.
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is just what Christ is supposed to have removed
from us, and I cannot find anything in the New
Testament about it, or in the acts of the early
martyrs. There i3 all the difference in the
world between the Churoh's own suffering and the
untoward experiences of one of her servants....
real suffering must be quite a different matter
and have a quite different dimension, from any¬
thing I have experienced hitherto. (1)

The first thing to be observed in Bonhoeffer's remarks is his

personal unself-consoiousness and modesty. He was subjected to

intense, exhausting ill-treatment when he was first arrested, and

underwent long, grueling interrogations throughout his incarcera¬

tion. He was cut off almost completely from his family and friends

and suffered deep loneliness. He had little freedom of movement,

and had to take exercise by walking around his cell. He experi¬

enced a number of bombing raids in which fellow prisoners were

killed. After the first year he knew that his chances of release

were increasingly hopeless. With the failure of the plot of

20th July, 1944, to assassinate Hitler, Bonhoeffer realized that

his own death was simply a matter of time, since he was implicated

deeply in the resistance movement and Hitler was bent on an orgy

of revenge. Yet Bonhoeffer shrank from applying the word "suffer¬

ing" to himself.

The second thing to note in the passage above is Bonhoeffor's

belief "that all real suffering contains an element of physical

pain," with the corresponding suggestion that "we are always too

1Ibid., pp. 110-111.
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much inclined to emphasise the sufferings of the soul." Here is

Bonhoeffer's hihlical anthropology, his utter seriousness about

the whole man—"body" and "soul"—as the experiencing subject

and the object of God's reconciling love in Christ. Protestant¬

ism, Bonhoeffor contends (the "we" refers to Protestants in con¬

trast to Catholics), talks too much about purely "spiritual" suf¬

fering. That is a manifestation of inwardness, of the isolation

of the "inner life" of the soul from bodily, external existence

which is one of the marks of religion. In real suffering the

whole person suffers.

Yet suffering must at the same time be seen as an intense

form of submission—as a profounder "station" on the "road to

freedom" which is the Christian's pilgrimage:

not only action, but also suffering, is a
way to freedom. With suffering the deliverance
lies in being able to give up a problem out of
one's own hands and to place it in the hands of
God. In this sense death is the crowning of
htuaan freedom. Whether human action is a mat¬
ter of faith or not depends upon whether or not
man understands his suffering as an extension
of his aotion and as a perfecting of freedom, (l)

I quoted this illuminating passage in our discussion of metanoia

in section three. It is central to an understanding of Bonhoef¬

fer 's dialectic of action and submission to reaffirm that both

are "contingent upon a divine ordinance." neither aotion nor

submission is a "religious" end in itself; both are simply ways

^Ibid., p. 173. My translation. German ed., p. 254.
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of putting ourselves entirely at the disposal of the God who is

Jesus Christ in differing concrete situations in the midst of life.

Of significance is Bonhoeffer's suggestion that suffering is

"an extension of...action and...a perfecting of freedom." Some

light i3 shed on his meaning by a passage from the essay on "Sym¬

pathy" which serves to ground the idea christologically: "Christ

avoided suffering until his hour had come, but when it did oome he

seised it with both hands as a free man and mastered it."1 Christ¬

like suffering, like Christ-like submission generally, is the aot

of free persons who out of their oxistenoe-for-other3 willingly

undergo frustration, impotence, weakness, pain, and even death.

Freedom exercised to its farthest extremity in a fallen world is

paradoxically freedom constrained and suffering. Freedom consum¬

mated by fire is freedom perfeoted by God into something more glo¬

rious than anything previous which we call freedom. Bonhoeffer

gives voice to this theme again in "Stations on the Road to Free¬

dom," where "Suffering" appears as the next-to-the-last station:

0 wondrous change! Those hands, once so
strong and active, have now been bound. Help¬
less and forlorn, you see the end of your deed.
Yet with a si$i of relief you resign your cause
to a stronger hand, and are content to do so.
For one brief moment you enjoyed the bliss of
freedom, only to give it back to God, that he
might perfect it in glory. (2)

Here again we find the suggestion that the submission and

1Ibid., p. 24.
2Ibid.. p. 170.
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suffering which are the result and the extension of free, re¬

sponsible action in the world are in 30me sense a relief. In

situations of constraint and suffering, the nature Christian

knows that things are out of his hands, and with grateful resig¬

nation he gives his cause over wholly into the hands of God, to

do with as he will.

The very title of Bonhoeffer's poem, "Stations on the Road

to Freedom," indicates that discipline, action, and suffering are

progressive stages in the bringing of Christian freedom to per¬

fection. The final, consummating stage is the human inevitability

which suffering may hasten-—death. In a prison essay entitled

"Insecurity and Death," Bonhooffer describes the kind of death

which is an act of freedoms "It is not the external circumstances,

but the spirit in which we face it, that makes death what it can

be, a death freely and voluntarily accepted."1
But in the final stanza of "Stations" Bonhoeffer speaks of

death in terms of the wider freedom which lie3 on its far sides

Come now, Queen of the feasts on the road to
eternal freedom! 0 death, cast off the grievous
chains and lay low the thick walls of our mortal
body and our blinded soul, that at last we nay
behold what here we have failed to see. 0 free¬
dom, long have we sought thee in discipline and
in action and in suffering. Dying, we behold
thee now, and see thee in the face of God. (2)

1Ibid., p. 26.
2Ibid., p. 170.
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Death is the gateway to the "glorious liberty of the children of

God" (Ron. 8.21), that perfect freedon of complete fellowship with

the God "whose service is perfect freedom," of which the earthly

freedom even of the mature Christian is only a dim foretaste.

This stanza, written just after news of the failure of the 20th

of July Plot which meant Bonhoeffer's own almost certain execution,

is also a moving personal testimony. The last words Bonhoeffer

spoke just "before he was taken away to "be hanged on 8th April,

1945» recorded "by fellow prisoner Payne Best in his "book The Venlo

Incident, expressed precisely and tersely the sane unshakeable

belief: "This is the end. Per me the beginning of life.""*"
It may seem odd that a discussion of the religionless Chris¬

tian should end on a note of "other-worldliness." The answer is

quite simply that Bonhoeffor himself and the nature, "worldly"

Christian believe unashamedly in the resurrection hope of eternal

life—but not in an "other-worldly" sense. Life beyond death is

the rich fulfillment of the fullness of life on this earth, not

its negation. In earlier sections %*e noted Bonhoeffer's highly

realistic understanding of the Christian hope beyond death as the

transformation of the entire created order, both "bodily" and

"spiritual." His conviction that death is the final stage in

man's pilgrimage to freedom and the entrance to the perfection of

earthly freedom is part of this vivid 3ense of eternal life as

^"Quoted by Bethge in the Xditor'3 Foreword to Letters and Papers,
p. 12.
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the real fulfillment—the perfecting—of earthly life.

Furthermore, aa we saw in the section on "Biblioal founda¬

tions," Bonhoeffer affirmed (following Qoheleth) that

we ought to love God in our lives and in all the
blessings he sends us. We should trust him in
our lives, so that when our time cones, but not
before, we may go to him in love and trust and
joy....We ought to find God and love him in the
blessings he sends us. If he pleases to grant
us some overwhelming earthly bliss, we ought
not to try and be more religious than God him¬
self. ...Once a man has found God in his earth¬
ly bliss and has thanked him for it, there will
be plenty of opportunities for him to remind
himself that these earthly pleasures are only
transitory, and that it is good for him to ac¬
custom himself to the idea of eternity....But
everything in its season, and the important
thing is not to get a step or two in front of
him (nor for that matter, a step or two behind
him either)* It is arrogant to want to have
everything at once—matrimonial bliss, and the
cross, and the heavenly Jerusalem, where there
is no longer marriage, nor giving in marriage.
"To everything there i3 a season" (Ecclesias-
tos 3). (1)

Like the dialeotic of action/submission, the dialectic of

earth/heaven is to be lived by taking life as it comes, facing

each situation simply as a responsible person living wholly for

others here in the midst of the world. The religionle33 Chris¬

tian lives in the light of eternity most faithfully simply by

living as a human being for the sake of his neighbor. He best

proclaims the coming redemption of all creation by participating

in the renewal of this present world which was initiated by the

^"Letters and Papers, p. 86.
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resurrection of Jesus. When the Christian is oalled to endure,

to suffer, and to die, then the time will have come to contem¬

plate eternal life; but he will never prematurely write off this

earthly life out of a false piety which is asoetioal and world-

despairing.



chapter seven

tic: church in a world come op age

In his first letter dealing with the subject of religionless

Christianity Bonhoeffer raises a number of questions which he be¬

lieves are posed for Christianity by a non-religious world. Among

the most disturbing of these questions are those which have to do

with the existence and life of the church:

if we had finally to put down the western pat¬
tern of Christianity as a mere preliminary st^ge
to doing without religion altogether (einer vol-
ligen Religionslosigkeit), what situation would
result for us, for the Church? (l)

The questions needing answers would surely be:
what is the meaning of a church, a parish (Ge-
meinde)« a 3erraon, a liturgy, a Christian life,
in a religionless world?...in what way are we
ex-xVr)crfa , those who are called out, without un¬
derstanding ourselves religiously as specially
favored, but as belonging wholly to the world?
...What is the meaning of worship and prayer in
a religionless situation? (2)

In this chapter we shall loolc first at Bonhoeffer's criticisms of

the church as it presently exists; and secondly at the dialectical

form of the church which he envisages for a mature secular world.

^Letters and Papers, p. 122,
o

Ibid., p. 123. My translation. German ed., p. 130.
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1. Pietism, Orthodoxy, and

the Confessing Church

Phe title of this section contains the three forms of Prot¬

estant Christianity which existed in Germany during Bonhoeffer*s

lifetime. Pietism and orthodoxy represent theological and eccle¬

siastical attitudes within all the evangelical (Lutheran, Reformed,

and United) churches of Germany, rather than separate churches.

Only the Confessing Church, the anti-Uazi Protestant body of which

Bonhoeffer wa3 so active a member, can be labelled "church," since

it \*as explicitly organized as a church, with a confession of

faith and a list of members, and claimed against the pro-Nazi

"German Christians" to be the legal evangelical church of Germany.

It transcended Lutheran, Reformed, and to a certain extent intra¬

mural, theological divisions, however, in the name of confessional

unity and opposition to Ilitler, and therefore it can be seen as a

"position" as well as a church. Although Bonhoeffer's remarks

are confined to these three forms of Protestantism which existed

in his own country, the same outlooks appear within Protestant

churches everywhere.

In his "Outline for a Book" Bonhoeffer describes pietism as

"the last attempt to maintain evangelical Christianity as a re¬

ligion."* German pietism, which began in the eighteenth century

1Ibid., p. 178.
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as part of the great international religious revival which in¬

cluded Wesleyanisn in Britain and the Great Awakening in Anerica,

was a radical internalising of Christianity in protest against

the sterile objectivism of Lutheran orthodoxy. The pietist move¬

ment, whose leaders were men such as Spener, Francke, and Zinsen-

dorff, emphasised definite, dramatic conversion, the power of the

Holy Spirit, strict morality and personal holiness of life, and

the affective side of religion. Through Schleiermacher pietism

became a formative element in the liberal German theology of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and its influence can be seen

in liberals like Karnack and Herrmann. Hence there are both the

older conservative and the nex/er liberal forms of pietism in

Germany.

Pietism has been an incalculable force for good in modern

Christianity, witnessing again and again to the importance of

personal belief (which Bonhoeffer himself keenly prised) and the

reality of life in the Spirit over against a lifeless, official

orthodoxy. Yet Bonhoeffer puts his finger directly on the funda¬

mental weakness of pietism when he calls it "the last attempt to

maintain evangelical Christianity as a religion." For pietism

individual religious experience is everything: religious experi¬

ence replaces the church and validates the Gospel. It is Prot¬

estantism interpreted as pure religion, with all that that im¬

plies of intense inwardness, asoetical tendencies, and visible
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religiosity. In an increasingly non-religious world pietist

Christianity makes contaot with only a few persons of a certain

psychological or temperamental inclination, since it has made

psychological manifestations the decisive mark of Christian

faith. Bonhoeffer's words about Christian apologetics generally

are especially applicable to pietism: "for Christ himself is be¬

ing substituted one particular stage in the religiousness of man".*
The nihilist man of the "come-of-age" world is no longer capable

of being religious. The inwardness and piety which characterise

religion are alien to him, because they are vestiges of an era in

human history which is irrevocably past—an era which he cannot

and should not try to recapture.

Bonhoeffer's criticisms of the pietist form of the church

recur throughout the prison writings, and have been presented in

various connections in this thesis. In "Biblical foundations" we

examined hi3 own reticence about invoking the holy name of God and

his concern over the way Christians speak of God too easily and

apply the ultimacy of his name too hastily to penultimate situa¬

tions. His remarks in this connection ore especially applicable

to pietism. Bonhoeffer's vigorous criticisms of religion for

olaiming man's "inner life" as the last domain of God, which we

studied in ohapter four, seotion three, apply quite explicitly

to pietism. Bonhoeffer himself refers to "pietism avid methodism"

*Ibid., p. 147.
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in his discussion of this "modern" approach to Christian apo¬

logetics. His rohust plea for hold action by the Christian in

the world must be seen as an implied rejection of the ciuietism

and passivity which have been a mark especially of Lutheran

pietism."*" The asceticism of religion, in which life in the world

becomes all cross and no blessing and everything is "spiritualized,"

is also a theme of Bonhoeffer's which strikes particularly at the

pietist form of Christianity.

Orthodoxy, in Bonhoeffer's usage, means traditional, insti¬

tutional Lutheran confessionalism. He describes it as "the at-

tompt to rescue the church as an institution for salvation (Heil-
2

anstalt)." In his criticisms of fellow theologians, Bonhoeffer

seems to consider Paul Althaus a modern representative of Lutheran

orthodoxy: "Althaus, carrying forward the modern and positive

line with a strong confessional emphasis, endeavotired to wring from

the world a place for Lutheran teaching (ministry) and Lutheran

worship, and otherwise left the world to its own devices."^
*"3ee also Bonhoeffer's essay "Optimism," in which ho observes that
"some Christians think it is irreligious to hope and prepare one¬
self for better things to come in this life. They believe in
chaos, disorder and catastrophe. That, they think, is the meaning
of present events, and in 3heer resignation or pious esoapism
they surrender all responsibility for the preservation of life and
for the generations yet unborn." (Letters and Papers, p. 26)
2 „
Letters and Papers, p. 17o.

"^Ibid., p. 147* See Althaus, Cornmunio Sanctorum: Die Gemeinde
im lutherischen Kirchengedanken, Munich, 1929* It is interesting
to note that A1thaus published his study of the church after the
submission for the degree but before the publication of Bonhoef¬
fer's thesis Sanctorum Communio. The difference in the
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Bonhoeffer's remarks on orthodoxy, though "brief, indicate his

basic objections: orthodoxy retreats from real encounter with the

world come of age behind the church conceived as an institution

and its confessional documents interpreted as changeless symbols.

The same criticism applies to all forms of orthodoxy, both Prot¬

estant and Catholic (Catholicism, of course, would be for Bonhoef-

fer the apotheosis of orthodoxy), as the following passage from

his "Outline for a Book" suggests:

Antiquated controversies, especially those be¬
tween the different confessions. The Lutheran
versus Reformed, and to some extent, the Catholic
versus Protestant controversy. These divisions
may at any time be revived with passion, but they
no longer carry real conviction. Impossible to
prove this, but necessary to take the bull by the
horns. All we can prove is that the faith of the
Bible and Christianity does not stand or fall by
these issues. (1)

Ecumenical Christian faith transcends institutionalisra and con-

fessionalism, taking its stand instead as the I-Thou community of

those who believe as a matter of personal faith that the Christ of

the Scriptures is the center of life. The church is always at the

heart of Bonhoeffer's thought, but, as we saw especially in chapter

two, section two, he never conceives of its essence in institu¬

tional but rather in personalist terms. Institutionalism and

arrangement of the Latin expression for "communion of saints"
arose from a conclusion of Bonhoeffer's made on the basis of his¬
torical usage; see Sanotorum Conmunio, n. 1, p. 220. Of passing
interest is Bonhoeffer's correspondence with his research super¬
visor Seeberg concerning the appearance of Althaus'3 book and
preparations for the publication of Bonhoeffer's thesis; 3ee Ho
Rusty Swords, pp. 34-36.

"^Letters and Papers, pp. 179-lSO.
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oonfessionalisn are an inevitable and integral part of the

church's dialectical existence, hut precisely "because that exis¬

tence in a dialectic of holiness and sinfulness, they oust never

he elevated into fixed absolutes.*
Most of Bonhoeffer's criticisms of the existing forms of the

church are directed towards the Confessing Church of which he had

been so active a member, and we can see in his special attention

the same concern born of close association that we 3aw in his

criticisms of Karl Barth. The Confessing Church, born out of the

early Christian resistance to Hitler, was at its inception the

churchly expression of a vigorously biblical, christocentric

theology inspired overwhelmingly by Barth. The Barmen Declaration

of 1934 was the confessional crystallization of this theological

basis. Furthermore, the Confessing Church was in the early years

an informal, deeply interpersonal brotherhood, created and sus¬

tained by a new outpouring of the Spirit in the face of crisis.

On both counts it was highly congenial to Bonhoeffer's own theo¬

logical and eoclesiological outlook.

Bonhoeffer took an active role in the Confessing Church

during the 1930's, pressing vigorously for it3 ecumenical recog¬

nition as the true evangelical church of Christ in Germany and

V
Bonhoeffer'3 reconstructive remarks on the church in the prison
writings, which we shall examine throughout the rest of this
chapter, suggest a view of the church similar to that of Emil
Brunner in his The Hisundorstanding of the Church, trans. by
H. Knight, London, 1952.
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directing one of its seminaries. With the outbreak of the war

and his own totally secular involvement in the double life of a

German Intelligence employee and a German Resistance worker, he

became largely cut off from the church's life. When he had time

to reflect on the state of the Confessing Church while in prison,

he was able to speak from the standpoint of a devoted Confessing

Christian who for three years had been completely immersed in

"the world." Prom this perspective he levelled two fundamental

oriticisms at his church.

The first charge was that the Confessing Church had lapsed

from being a true community under the word of God into the in¬

stitutionalise! of orthodoxy J "The Confessing Church has to a

great extent forgotten all about the Barthian approach, and lapsed

from positivism into conservative restoration.The Confessing

Church, increasingly on the defensive in a hostile environment,

had oome to fall away even from the half-way house of Barth's

"revelation-positivism" (in which the church's structure is still

an open and dynamic affair subordinated to the scriptural word)

into a Protestant traditionalism which sou$it to shore up its

institutional form and its confessional orthodoxy as ends in

themselves.

In his projected book on religionless Christianity Bonhoeffer

planned to analyse the failure of the Confessing Church. His

^"Letters and Papers> p. 143.
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"Outline" again directs remarks against the church's ecolesias-

ticism: "The over-all achievement of the Confessing Church:

championing ecclesiastical interests, hut little personal faith

in Jesus Christ."The decisive factor: the Church on the de-

/ "
fensive. Unwillingness to take risks for others (Kein Wagnis fur

\ 2
andere jBonhoeffer makes two points here which should he not¬

ed. The first is his accusation that the Confessing Church re¬

presents "little personal faith in Jesus Christ." The ohvorse

side is what Bonhoeffer earlier calls "a 'factual' (..saohliohes")
3

interest in Christianity": a corrupted Barthian positivism in

which the true objectivity of the biblical revelation is fossi¬

lised into the false objectivism of the "facts of faith" as en¬

shrined in the Creeds and Confessions. Christianity becomes a

fixed world-view, a set of propositions, a battle cry, to which

the church can point quite externally as its ground and its stance

over against the world. We saw in the section on metanoia in

chapter six that Bonhoeffer sought to call the Christian and the

church to personal sincerity and intellectual integrity of be¬

lief. The objectivity of God in his revelation is not the "facts

of faith" but the person Jesus Christ. Without faith which is not

only assensus but more essentially fiducia in correlation with the

1Ibid., p. 178.
2
Ibid., p. 179* My translation. German od., p. 259*
3Ibid., p. 178.
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objectivity of God. in Jesus, we are left with the objectivism

which is the confessional dimension of ecclesiasticism or ortho¬

doxy.

The seoond point to be noted is Bonhoeffer's portrayal of

the Confessing Church as "unwilling to take risks for others."

Authentic churohly oxistenoe is boldly risking concrete words and

actions on behalf of the world. The Christian community i3 the

dialectical reality of forgiven sinners who have been liberated

from timidity and defensivenesn for full service to humanity. As

we saw in chapter two, for Bonhoeffer the church is essentially

outward-looking, the presence in the world of the Man whose very

being is being-for-others.

Bonhoeffer's other basic charge against the Confessing Church

was its failure to interpret the Gospel, to translate it into

non-religious terms for a world come of age. In the "Outline" he

speaks of the church's "great burden of difficult, traditional

conceptions."*" And in the letter of 3th June, 1944s

The important thing about that Church /the
Confessing Church/ is that it carries on the
great concepts of Christian theology, but that
seems all it will do. There are, certainly, in
these concepts the elements of genuine prophetic
quality (under which head cone both the claim to
truth and the mercy you mention) and of genuine
worship, and to that extent the message of the
Confessing Churoh meets only with attention, hear¬
ing and rejection. But they both remain unexplained
and remote, because there is no interpretation

Ibid., p. 179» My translation. German ed., p. 259*
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of them. (1)

Such a criticism, of coarse, reflects Bonhoeffer*s central object

in seeking a religionless Christianity, a "non-religious interpre¬

tation of biblical concepts"—the translation Of the Gospel into

terras which do not require a religious precondition. The situa¬

tion created by the rise and development of secularity demands a

radical approach to the herraeneutical task which the church, Bon-

hoeffer believed, has so far failed to appreciate.

Ibid., p. 148. Italics nine.



2. The new form of the church

Theologically the ohurch i3 the very form, the body, of Jesus

Christ in the world; yet its present human forms are woefully in¬

adequate to the challenge of a mature world. The "religionless"

Bonhoeffer is driven to raise the question whether perhaps the

real form of Christ in a secular world does not require a radical

overhauling of existing ecclesiastical structures. In the "cover

letter" to his "Outline for a Book," Bonhoeffer says to Bethge:

The ohurch rau3t get out of its stagnation. We
must get out again into the open air of intellec¬
tual discussion with the world. We must take the
ri3k of saying controversial things, if in this
way we can stir up essential questions, (l)

Once again we see Bonhoeffer's call for risk, boldness, action,

over against the church's usiial defensiveness. The new form of

the ohurch will take the initiative with the world; it will in¬

augurate vigorous and sympathetic dialogue with secularity. The

renewed church will not fear upsetting people in the name of the

Christ who turned the whole world upside down.

In an essay written for his nephew and godchild on the oc¬

casion of his baptism, Bonhoeffer portrays the church of the pres¬

ent, adrift and confused in a world which it does not understand,

and projects a vision of the mature, religionless form of the

^Ibid., p. 177. My translation. German ed., p. 257.
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church of the future!

we...are being driven back to first principles.
Atonement and redemption, regeneration, the Holy
Ghost, the love of our enemies, the cross and re-
surrection, life in Christ and Christian disci-
pleship—all these things have become so problem¬
atic and so remote that we hardly dare any more
to speak of them. In the traditional rite and
ceremonies we are groping after something new and
revolutionary without being able to understand it
or utter it yet. That is our own fault. During
these years the Church has fought for self-
preservation as thou^i it were an end in itself,
and has thereby lost its chance to speak a word
of reconciliation to mankind and the world at
large. So our traditional language must perforce
become powerless and remain silent, and our Chris¬
tianity to-day will be confined to /only two
things (nur in zueierlei)7j praying for and doing
right by our fellow men. Christian thinking,
speaking and organization must be reborn out of
this praying and this action. Ey the time you are

fawn up, the form of the Church will have changedgreat deal (sehr)Z• We are not yet out of the
melting pot, and every attempt to hasten matters
will only delay the Church's conversion and purga¬
tion. It is not for us to prophesy the day, but
the day will come when men will be called again
to utter the word of God with such power as will
change and renew the world. It will be a new
language, /perhaps wholly unreligious, tut liber¬
ating and redeeming, like the language of Jesus
(vifflleicht ganz unreligios. aber befreiond und
erlosendt wie die Sprache Jesu),/ which will hor-
rify men, and yet overwhelm them by its power.
It will be the language of a new righteousness
and truth, a language which proclaims the peace of
God with men and the advent of his kingdom, (l)

Ibid., pp. 140-141. I have followed the official Fnglish trans¬
lation, except for two additions and one change indicated in
brackets. The translator renders "wird sioh die Gcstalt der
Kirohe sehr verandert haben" as "the form of the Church will have
changed beyond recognition" (my italics). The Gorman text does
notj, it seems to me, indicate such a strong translation of "sehr
verandert haben." The point i3 an important one, since there are
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Central to Bonhoeffer's remarks is the contrast between the

church's "traditional language" and the "new language"—the

language which, like Jesus* own words, will speak directly and

liberatingly to non-religious men—of the renewed and reborn

church of the future. Here again he suggests that the church's

"new language" will shock the worlds it "will horrify men, and yet

overwhelm them by its power."

Until the new re-formation of the church its traditional

religious language will be "powerless"—ineffective—and must "re¬

main silent." The church must humbly stop talking for awhile.

Its old words are useless; what is more, it has forfeited the

right to speak to the world by its defensivenes3 and inactivity:

"During these year3 the Church has fought for self-preservation as

though it were an end in itself, and has thereby lost its chance

to speak a word of reconciliation to mankind and the world at

large." The inseparability of word and action, so basic to Bon¬

hoeffer's outlook, appears here in his negative assessment of the

church of todays incomprehensible words and self-centered inac¬

tivity.

The present church may not and oannot speak to a world come

of age. It must be modestly content with silent actions "our

interpreters of Bonhocffer who treat his exaggerated propheoy as
even more exaggerated than it really is. The translator's com¬
plete omission of the important phrase about the non-religious
character of the church's "new language" and tho comparison with
"the language of Jesu3" must be regarded as a very unfortunate
oversight. See the German ed., pp. 206-207•
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Christianity to-day will he confined to only two thingsi praying

for and doing right by our follow aon." Secret prayer by the

individual Christian and within the church, and active, unassum¬

ing concern for the neighbor: that is all the church, has left.

But it is preoisely the case that "Christian thinking, speaking

and organization must he reborn out of this praying and this ac¬

tion." Out of the quiet, unostentatious, secret fellowship of

the Christian community and responsible "worldly" existence by

individual Christians in their public life the new form of the

church will emerge.

This purgatorial tine of transition for the church has al¬

ready begun: "We are not yet out of the melting pot, and every

attempt to hasten matters will only delay the Church's conversion

and purgation." It is very important to observe that Bonhoeffer

is opposed to hurrying the renewal of the church in artificial

ways. The new form of Christ in the world will truly emerge only

out of the quiet and thorough inner renewal of the life of today's

Christians through prayer and "metanoic" action in the world.

Bonhoeffer docs not wish to prophesy how long the process will

take5 but he firmly believes that the church's reshaping must and

will become a reality some day.

Interestingly enough, Bonhoeffer incautiously contradicts

himself when he does in fact prophesy that by the time his nephew

(then an infant) is grown up, "the form of the Church will have
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changed, a great deal." As Alec Vidlor has commented of this pre¬

diction: "It is consistent with accepting Bonhoeffer as a prophet

for our time to acknowledge that, like other prophets, he saw

things too much in blaok and white and also that he foreshortened

the realisation of what he expeoted, as when he told his godohild

that, by the time he was grown up. the form of the church xfould

have changed beyond recognition.As I have suggested, Bonhooffer

does not prophesy an "unrecognizable" new form of the ohuroh, but

rathor a marked change in its present form, by the time his nephew

reaches maturity. Nevertheless, Vidler is correct in interpreting

Bonhoeffer's prophecy as a visionary compression of the church's

"new reformation" into the space of a few years.

Bonhoeffer's godohild and namesake, Bethge's son Dietrioh,

is now a grown man. The form of the church looks to many depres-

singly the same. The failure of the church to shatter and signi¬

ficantly reconstitute itself in twenty years, however, after 1600

years of "Christendom," should surprise nobody living under normal

conditions. We oan only surmise that Bonhoeffer, himself at the

very center of the holocaust which consumed Western civilization

in the 1940's, thought that the destruction and chaos would be so

great and so final that nothing would survive without dramatic

alteration. Despite decisive changes wrought by the war, especial¬

ly in political life throughout the continent of Europe, Bonhoeffer

"^A. H. Vidler, "Religion and the National Church," in Soundings.
P. 253.
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failed to reckon with the tenacious ability of human beings to

return as rapidly as possible to "business as usual," to restore

the secure symbols of the past and oultural continuity—of which

the chief symbol is the church.

Ecumenists of the present day, however, would maintain that

Bonhoeffer's prediction was only slightly premature and exagger¬

ated. They would point to the dramatic renewal of the church,

both Protestant and Catholic, which has begun to occur during the

last twenty years. While the form of the church has not perhaps

changed "a great deal," it has changed in ways whioh people before

the war would not have thought possible. In Germany itself much

of the renewal of the church has grown directly out of the Chris¬

tian rebirth whioh the Confessing Church (for all its faults) re¬

presented,"'' and from the powerful impact of the war on the lives

of Christians and the structure of the church. Significantly,

too, ohurch renewal is being seen to a large extent in terms of

"praying for and doing right by our fellow men." The ohurch has

increasingly come in humility to understand itself as the servant

of its suffering Lord in the midst and on behalf of the world.

Bonhoeffer's own prison thoughts on the church and the mature

world have beoone a basic inspiration for new appreciation by

Christians of both the true meaning of the church's mission and

1

See, e.g., E. H. Robertson, ot>. cit.% and Stewart Herman, The
Rebirth of the German Church, London, 1946.
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the status and integrity of secular existence.

At the sane time, we must ask whether Bonhoeffer would have

been entirely pleased with certain central aspects of ecumenical

renewal today. In the light of his ecclesiology and his radical

suggestions for church reform (which we shall examine in the next

section), there is a strong likelihood that he might be quite im¬

patient with the interpretation of unity in terras of church mergers

which is so prevalent at the present time. Would Bonhoeffer per¬

haps have seen in this simply a new form of the old ecclesiasti-

cisin, and not an authentically new form of the church? As his

participation in the early years of the ecumenical movement shows,

he was passionately devoted to the concrete unity of the church5

but it was a unity grounded solely in mutual obedienoe to the

truth of the word of God revealed in Scripture and constituted

simply ty recognition of Christ in the Christian brother. There

is always an informality about ecclesiastical structure per so

in Bonhoeffer^ thou^it, a conviction that it is distinctly sub¬

ordinate to the essential reality of communities of neighbors-

in-Christ.

Prayer within and responsible human (not "churohly") action

without, secret discipline and public discipleships that is the

dialectical form of Christian existence out of which the reform¬

ation of the church will emerge. Not the religiousness of pie¬

tism, the eoclesiasticism of orthodoxy, or the neo-occlesiasticism
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of the Confessing Church, "but simply the hidden community of

neighbors in Christ and the responsible this-worldliness of the

individual Christian. In the opening letter containing his ex¬

plicitly religionless proposals, Bonhoeffer says: "The outward

aspect of this religionless Christianity, the form it takes, is

something to which I am giving much thought"In the two sec¬

tions which follow, we shall examine the few remarks he was able

to make on the new form of the church, firstly on its outward or

public side and secondly in its inner or secret life.

•^Letters and Papers, p. 124



3. The servant communityJ the church scattered

The church's impaot on a mature world will be supremely the

leaven of mature Christian lives permeating the life of the world.

What was said in chapter six about the religionle3s Christian is

the best guide to understanding how Bonhoeffor conceives of the

public life of the churoh. His remarks about the individual

Christian in the world apply without modification, it seems to me,

to the church as a whole. The public church is the church "scat¬

tered" as individual members rather than "gathered" as the wor¬

shipping, teaching, praying community.

Bonhoeffer makes specific proposals for the radical reform

of public church life in a significant but all-too-brief sootion

of his "Outline for a Book"s

The church i3 truly the church only when it
exists for others (fur andere da ist). In order
to make a new beginning, it must give away all
its endowments to the poor and needy. The clergy
must live exclusively from the free—will offerings
of their congregations, or possibly engage in a
secular calling. The church crust participate in
the secular tasks of living in human society—
not dominating, but helping and serving. It must
tell people of every calling what life with Christ
is, what it means to "exist for others" („fur
andere dazusein"). In particular, our own ^Ger¬
man/ churoh must oppose the vices of hybris,
the worship of power, envy, and self-deception,
which are the roots of all evil. It will have to
speak of moderation, purity, oonfidenoe, loyalty,
steadfastness, patience, discipline, humility,
contentedness, and modesty. The church must not

476
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depreciate the importance of human "example"
(..Vorbildes") (which has its origin in the hu¬
manity of Jesus and i3 so important in connec¬
tion with St. Paul). Not through concepts, hut
through "example," does the church's word take
on emphasis and power. (I will write particular¬
ly on "example" in the New Testament later. Me
have almost totally forgotten this notion.)
Furthers the question of revising the "confes¬
sion" (the Apostles* Creed)5 revision of Chris¬
tian apologetics; revision of training for the
ministry and the conduct of clerical life, (l)

At the outset vre are confronted with Bonhoeffer'3 central religion-

less concept of "being-for-others": "The church is truly the

church only when it exists for others." Being one's true self is

being conformed to the man Jesu3, the one whose whole being is

being-for-others. Being-for-others in a world come of age means

the most responsible secular existenoe possible: an existence de¬

fined by wholehearted response to the claim of the neighbor in the

midst of the xrorld.

The church must make "a new beginning," a convincing and

quite oonorete public demonstration that it exists only for human¬

ity. Bonhoeffer recommends that the Christian oommunity give away

all its endowments-—a symbol of "Christendom" with its heritage of

ecclesiastical privilege—to those in need. Pastors should be

supported totally by their congregations; it may even be that

they should work during the week at a secular job. Bonhoeffer's

remarks on the dispensing of church property and the desirability

of congregations being fully responsible for their minister's

1Ibjd., pp. 180—181. My translation. German ed., pp. 261-262.
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salary reflect the church situation in Germany, which has a form

of establishment in which the ohurches benefit as property holders

from long-standing endowments and are supported in part by a tax

on everyone within the parish boundaries who wishes to claim the

benefits of the local church. Similar situations exist in other

countries which have an established church. Bonhoeffer seems to

favor here a definitely "free church" concept, similar perhaps to

that which obtains in the United States—a concept which he had

toyed with but rejectod earlier in his life."'" His desire that the

church turn its back completely on its traditional privileges and

become simply the confessing congregation living wholly in and

for the world is a manifestation of his strong conviction that the

church mast be radically re-formed. The form of Jesus Christ in

the world is not ecclesiastical or religious, but simply human.

For the ohurch to remain tied to tho religious and ecolesiastical

privileges which a wholly secular society still deferentially al¬

lows it is to perpetuate "Christendom"—an historical phenomenon

with form "but no real content in a secular world, ^he Christian

oommunity must have the courage to live in the world like anyone

else, taking its plaoe humbly alongside its secular neighbors who

cheerfully make their own way without special assistance.

Bonhoeffer's suggestion that perhaps the clergy should "engage

■*"See Sanctorum Coaaunio, pp. 151-152, 187—190; ll£L busty Swords,
pp. 230-234» 282-284. For Bonhoeffer, the ohuroh was always es¬
sentially the gathered congregation; but prior to and during the
church struggle of the 1930's he also sought to affirm the value
of a national ohurch both theologically and pragmatically.
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in a secular calling" is more radical still. Interestingly

enough, however, it represents simply a return to the praotice

of Judaism and primitive Christianity, in which every man had a

"worldly" trade and in addition might also "be a rabbi or a

presbyter or deacon. In modem times the Mormons have revived

this praotice, and Baptist ministers who were part of the trest-

ward movement of settlers in the United States worked as farmers

as well as tending to spiritual needs. French Roman Catholicism

has tried something of the same idea in the worker-priest move¬

ment. The practice is not uncommon among sectarian groups with

predominantly working-class or rural memberships. Bonhoeffer's

willingness to entertain the idea is further evidence of his de¬

sire that the church cut itself loose from its established status

as an institution for the preservation of "religion" and be re¬

newed by the Gospel alone.

Obviously Bonhoeffer's very brief proposals for the struc¬

tural reshaping of the church raise a host of questions and prob¬

lems. Nevertheless, they must be taken seriously as reflections

of his passionate belief that the present forms of the church are

simply not effectively conformed to the Christ who is Lord of the

world come of age. Bohhoeffer is joined in his concern by an
1

increasing number of contemporary churchmen.

^"See, e.g., Harvey T♦ Cox, The Secular City; Secularisation and
Urbanisation in theological /'erspeotive, London, 19^5» Gibson
Winter",* Th*e Suburban Captivity of the Church, Garden City, New
York, 1961; and Peter L. Berger, The Noise of Solemn Assemblies,
Garden City, I96I.
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Bonhoeffer points explicitly to the servant role of the

church when he says that it "must participate in the secular

tasks of living in human society—not dominating, hut helping

and serving." The ohurch has presumed to 3tand over society hy

a kind of divine right; now it must simply stand within society

as servants by divine commission. The church scattered still has

a word to speak, but that word is an unpretentious and non-religious

sharing with others "what life with Christ is, what it means to

*exi3t for others.*" It is a word which will be only as strong

as the concrete oxistenoe-for-others of the one who speaks it.

An exhortation specifically to the German ohurch appears

among Bonhoeffer's proposals: "In particular, our own church must

oppose the vices of hybris, the worship of power, envy, and self-

deoeption, which are the roots of all evil." The vices which

Bonhoeffer lists are of course the basic sins which enabled Hit¬

ler to come to power and to mesmerize the German people for twelve

tragic years. Notice that they are "spiritual" sins, the "demon¬

ic" sins which Bonhoeffer, as we saw in the section of chapter

six on "Strength," regarded as the 3ins of strength. They must

be combatted by the Christian graces of strength: "moderation,

purity, confidence, loyalty, steadfastness, patience, discipline,

humility, contentedness, and modesty." These are qualities which

we have encountered again and again in Bonhoeffer himself and in

his portrait of the religionless Christian.
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The decisive aspect of the new form of the publio life of

the church appears in Bonhoeffer's plea that the church "must

not depreoiate the importance of human 'example' (which has its

origin in the humanity of Jesus and is so important in connection

with St. Paul)." Here is the very heart and soul of religionless

Christianity on the side of action. The mature, non-religious

Christian life is simply the fully human life, conformed to the

pattern of the Man whose whole being is being-for-others. The

difference between the Christian and other secular men is that he

believes that the meaning of what it is to be a human being has

been given us in the man Jesus. To be a human being according to

the Chris t-pattem is above all to be an I for a Thou, one who

is ethically responsible for his neighbor in every area of life."*"
Such responsibility demands persons who, like Christ, live wholly

in and for the world; who are 'integrated within themselves, dis¬

ciplined, and truly free; who in all things simply put themselves

at God's disposal, whether in strength or weakness, joy or suffer¬

ing, life or death. At the beginning of chapter six we discussed

the inseparability of word and action in Bonhoeffer's life and

thought, and specifically in his religionless Christianity pro¬

ject. In the section of his "Outline" on the reformation of the

"^Sorae of St. Paul's teaching on human example, including its ori¬
gin in the example of Christ, the Apostle's commending of his own
example, and love of neighbor as the whole of the law, is con¬
tained in the following passages: Rom. 13.8—10, 15.1-3; II Cor.
4.10-11, 8.9; Gal. 5-14; Eph. 5.2; Phil. 2.5-9, 3.17? Col. 1.24;
II Thess. 3.7-9.
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church's public life, he hini3elf speaks succinctly of the funda¬

mental importance of action—human example—as the embodiment of

the church's wordst "Not through concepts, but through •exam¬

ple,* does the church's word take on emphasis and power." Too

often the traditional Lutheraniora of Bonhoeffer's Germany had

retreated to the quietism of "cheap grace" and the Neo-Reformation

theology of the Confessing Church degenerated into an external,

"facts of faith" justification of the Gospel. In both oases a

one-sided fear of "works righteousness" had caused them not only

to depreciate but largely to forget about the integral place of

human example—concrete obedience—in authentic biblical faith.^
The passage we have been considering concludes with three

specific but unexplained suggestions for church renewal: (1) re¬

vision of the church's confessions (Bonhoeffer specifies the

Apostles' Creed); (2) revision of Christian apologetics; and

(3) reform of "training for the ministry and the conduct of cleri¬

cal life." We can only speculate as to what may have been in

Bonhoeffer's mind. If he was seriously proposing the revision of

the church's ancient and Reformation creeds and confessions, then

his frame of mind on the religionless Christianity project may

have been even more radical than we might have expected in the

lifht of his own classical belief and conservative Lutheran

^As we have seen, Bonhoeffer goes on to tell Bethge, "I will write
particularly on 'example* in the Net* Testament later." Either he
was prevented from doing so, or his exposition appeared in letters
which wore lost or destroyed.
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liturgical and devotional outlook (see ohapter eight).

In the sections on "The failure of Christian apologetics and

its secular counterparts" and "Paul Tillich," xfe examined Bonhoof¬

fer's profound dissatisfaction with and even animosity towards

traditional apologetics, as well as his rejection of the more con¬

temporary apologetical theology of someone 3uch as Tillich. Clear¬

ly Bonhoeffer "believed that Christian apologetics needed a complete

overhauling as part of the non-religious renewal of the church.

As we have 3eon, even his own "non-religious interpretation of

biblical concepts" cannot be called "apologetics" in the strict

sense. Like Barth, Bonhoeffer believed that theology was simply

dogmaticsi the obedient exposition of the biblical revelation.

Religionlesa Christianity was simply a radioal understanding of

the herneneutical task involved in obedient exposition of the

biblical message in a non-religious world. It is intriguing,

therefore, to speculate about what he may have had in mind in even

using the word "apologetics" in proposing revisions in church life

and thought. Perhaps he was 3imply using the word loosely to mean

"the way the church presents its message to the world," but it is

impossible to say with any confidence.

Borihoeffer's proposal for the reform of training for the

ministry is highly significant in the light of the way his theo-

logioal development has come to be understood by some interpreters.

The period of his directorship of a Confessing Churoh seminary
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(1935-39)t during which he called for the retrenchment and inner

strengthening of the church in the face of a hostile environment,

has "been seen as a kind of pietistic or fundamentalist diversion

from the main "non-religious'* direction of Bonhoeffer'a thought.1
As we saw in the section on "Christian ethics," Bonhoeffer fash¬

ioned the life of the seminary community at Pinkenwalde around

his 3trong conviction that traditional German theological educa¬

tion, which took place entirely within the universities, was ut¬

terly lacking when it came to equipping pastors with spiritual

discipline for the whole of their life. In a letter of 11th

September, 1934, to his friend Frwin Suta, he wrote;

I no longer have faith in the university....
The whole ministerial education today belongs to
the church—to churchly-raonastic (kirchlich-
klosterliche) schools in which pure doctrine,
the Sermon on the Fount, and the liturgy are
taken seriously. Precisely in the university
all three are not taken seriously, and it is
impossible to do so under present conditions. (2)

The tone of Life Together, the literary product of Bonhoeffer'o

Finkenwalde experience, with its almost raonastio attention to

strict discipline and detailed organization of the Christian's

»

Marxist interpreters such as Hanfried Muller in Yon der Kirche
aur Uelt and Western interpreters such as William Hamilton in
The How Essence of Christianity play down the role of the church
generally in Bonhoeffer's thou^it in order to make of his reli-
gionless Christianity simply an undialectical call to participate
fully in the building of a Marxist or a democratic secular society.
p
Gesammelte Sohriften I, p. 42. For accounts of the structure and
life of the seminary at Finkenwalde, consisting of correspondence
and reoorts by Bonhoeffer, see Gesammelte Sohriften II, pp. 283-
291,447-522.
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life, is unpalatable to those who read, the prison writings in an

undialectioally this-v/orldly sense.

What must be said is simply that the Finkemralde experiment

is in no sense a detour from the main course of 'Bonhoeffer's the¬

ological development. I submit rather that it became the basis

of his "religionless" proposals for the reform of ministerial

training and the inner life of the church. We shall look in the

next seotion at the way Bonhoeffer's view of Christian community

in 1935—39 influenced his later thoughts on the need for a "socret

discipline." At present we are concerned with his brief mention

of the need to reform the training of the church's ministry. This

proposal must be seen to belong integrally with his plea for a

"free church" existence for the Christian community: "In order to

make a new beginning, the church must give axray all its endowments

to the poor and needy. The clergy must live exclusively from the

free-will offerings of their congregations, or possibly engage in

a secular calling." Earlier in this section I interpreted Bon¬

hoeffer to mean by these remarks the rejection by the church of

"Christendom" and all the privileges which that entails. The

community of brothers in Christ must be content to live indepen¬

dently of all favored relations xriLth society? it crust be the ser¬

vant church, living side by side and not above its secular nei$i-

bors. Although Bonhoeffer merely mentions the reform of the

training of pastors, he can only have had in mind essentially
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the pattern of training which he had developed at Finkenwaldei

seminaries run entirely by the church which train men not only

in "pure doctrine, the Sermon on the Mount, and the liturgy,"

but also in rigorous Christian discipline of life. ¥e saw in

chapter six that the mature, religionless Christian is liberated

and integrated precisely because he is thoroughly self-disciplined.

Only the strong, disciplined Christian is up to the task of par¬

ticipating fully and "metanoioally" in secular life. There is no

evidence to indicate that Bonhoeffer ever changed his mind on

the matter of training for the ministry? on the contrary, as we

have seon, what little evidence there is points to a reinforcement

of his previous outlook. The servant church in a world come of

age must live solely by the word of God? it must be stronger and

more disciplined than ever before in order to be both fully Chris¬

tian and radically secular.

Bonhoeffer's almost monastic conception of theological educa¬

tion is perhaps the appropriate context in which to make brief

mention of his relation to Roman Catholicism. There is little

doubt, it seems to me, that especially in the latter part of his

life Bonhoeffer found much to admire in Catholicism. Even in his

earlier years, during a sojourn in Rome at the age of eighteen, he

was deeply impressed by the Roman liturgy. Above all, I think,

Bonhoeffer appreciated Catholic discipline. The Finkenwalde ex¬

periment was greeted with shock and protest by members of the

Confessing Church who thought that Bonhoeffcr was secretly engaged
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in "catholicizing."

Furthermore, Borihoeffer believed that Catholics by and large

had a healthier, more authentically Christian attitude towards

suffering than Protestants, a point which we touched on in the

section of chapter six entitled "Aotion/submission." Protestants,

he felt, were too inclined to see suffering in "spiritual" rather

than in bodily terms, which was neither anthropologically nor

soteriologically biblical.^"
There is also an intriguing passage in Letters and Papers

where Bonhoeffer writes:

I am finding 'Pertullian, Cyprian and others of
the Fathers extremely interesting. In some ways
they are more relevant to our age than the Re¬
formers, and another thing about them is that they
provide a common platform between Protestants and
Catholics. (2)

What he may have in mind here with regard to relevance is that

the Fathers, like the church of 1943 j were writing in a time of

persecution, and therefore had some idea of the utterly basic

issues in Christian faith and discipleship which the Reformers,

writing in the midst of a triumphant Christendom, could regard

as peripheral.

It is not at all without significance that Bonhoeffer did

some of the writing on hi3 Ethics while he was living at the

^"Letters and Papers, pp. 110-111.

2Ibid., p. 73.
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Roman Catholic monastery at Ettal.1 As letters to Bethge from

Ettal show, Bonhoeffer was taking advantage of the opportunity to

read in Catholic ethics and moral theology, and was in oonsclous
p

dialogue with the Catholic position at certain points. Although

he clearly opposed Catholic ethics at fundamental points, his at¬

tempt, in the Ethics, to revive the concept of natural law in

fully christological terras, with his concepts of the penultimate

and especially of the "natural," reflects a deep-eeated apprecia¬

tion of the reality to which Catholic natural law theory points."^
In the concrete working out of the categories of natural life,

Bonhoeffer showed a large measure of agreement with Catholic ethics

on such issues as euthanasia, suicide, and particularly abortion.^
Having pointed out Bonhoeffer*s appreciation of Catholicism

at several points, I must go on to say that he remained to the end

a thoroughly evangelical theologian, as I trust the discussion of

his theology in this thesis has overwhelmingly indicated. His ad¬

miration for certain aspeots of Catholicism was a manifestation of

his largeness and ecumenicity of spirit, of his oonviction that

Catholicism as well as Protestantism (and in some cases better

than Protestantism) had preserved vital aspeots of a fully biblical

*3ee Gesanmelte Sohriften II, pp. 373-427.
"Ibid., esp. pp. 394-395» 403-406.
^Ethics, pp. 101-141.

^Ibid., pp. 116-121, 122-128, 130-131. On the other hand, Bon¬
hoeffer disagreed with Catholicism quite explicitly on issues
ouch as the nature of marriage (pp. 129-130), contraception
(pp» 131-135)» and sterilization (pp. 135-137).
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Christianity. This is borne out in his decisive transmutation of

Catholic emphases into fully evangelical terms, as if to call

Protestantism to a deeper and richer scriptural faith. Among

these emphases are the Christian's and the church's intimate and

concrete union with the living Christ, which we examined in con¬

sidering Bonhoeffer's eccle3iology and his ethical concept of man's

"trans-moral" union with his divine origin through Christ; the

place of aotive obedience in Christian life, whioh Bonhoeffer

spelled out in vigorously evangelical terras in The Cost of Dis-

oipleship; the central significance of the church's "arcane dis¬

cipline" of liturgy, prayer, ins truetion in the faith, and regulated

life to authentic Christian witness in the world, whioh Bonhoeffer,

as we have seen, inculcated in the Finkenwalde community and ar¬

ticulated in Life Together; and the vital relevance of the ethic¬

ally "penultimate," of attention to the specific problems of the

"natural life," which Bonhoeffer sought to give a purely christo-

logical and biblical foundation in the Ethics.



4 • Arkandisaiplin: the church gathered.

The public church is the servant church, scattered through,

individual Christians participating fully in the life of the

world. But what of the church's inner, corporate existence?

"What is the meaning of worship and prayer in a religionless

situation?" Bonhoeffer included an item on "Cultus," the prob¬

lem of worship and prayer, in his "Outline for a Book," but it

wa3 3imply listed without comment.

Bonhoeffer made very few remarks in the prison wrltings on

the role of the church "gathered" as the preaching, teaching,

worshipping, and praying community. What he did have to say,

however, is sufficient to indicate that a vigorous "secret dis¬

cipline" (Arkandisaiplin) is an integral element in "Christianity

without religion."

The clearest statement which we have on the churoh's secret

discipline appears a3 part of Bonhoeffer's criticism of Birth's

"revelation-positivism." While criticizing Barth for presenting

Christian dogma as a "law of faith," Bonhoeffer nevertheless re¬

cognized the important need for the preservation and constant

renewal of the great historical affirmations of Christianity in

the inner life of the church. On the reconstructive side of his

^"Letters and Papers« p. 179*

490
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critique of Barth, he asserts that "a secret discipline must he

re-established whereby the mysteries of the Christian faith are

preserved from profanation.""*"
Bonhoeffer's underlining of the word "mysteries" (Geheia-

nisse) reveals his own apprehension of the historical realities

of revelation over against what he believes to be Barth's legal¬

ising. The word "mysteries" connotes both the transcendence and

the elusiveness to human understanding of encounter with the

biblical witness to Christ. In the intimate and secret fellow¬

ship of the church in the world oome of age, as in its very earli¬

est days, the mysterious activity of God for our redemption is

appropriated, shared, worshipped, and meditated upon* The church

has for its task the perpetual "veneration of these sacred mys¬

teries", the transmission of their meaning from age to age, and

the living of its life in their power. This Arkandisoiplin would

exist to preserve the faith of the church from profanation. To

understand the beliefs of Christians as a "law of faith" is to

open wide the door to profanation, for it sets them before both

ohurch and world as an alien thing—"facts of faith"—to be at¬

tended to, hoard, and rejected in a quite external way. His¬

torically, all forms of positivism lay themselves open to pro¬

fanation beoause of their tendency to erect into an absolute

standard a particular human formulation. By speaking of

1Ibid., p. 126.
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revelation in terras of mystery, Bonhooffer seeks sensitively to

recognise "degrees of perception and degrees of significance" in

the church's and the individual Christian's understanding of their

faith and the profoundly personal (more preoisely, the "christo-

personal") character of the self-disclosure of God. These can

be preserved best in the I-Thou fellowship of neighbors in Christ,

meeting together for worship, prayer, Bible study, and teaching.

Bonhoeffer's statement on the arcane discipline is concerned

specifically with the church's teaching, with the preservation of

"pure doctrine"; but, as in the community of seminarians at Pink-

enwalde and in the book Life Together, Arkandisziplin must defi¬

nitely he assumed also to embrace the whole internal activity of

the church, as I have already suggested. Bonhoeffer seems to be

calling for a renewal of the churoh along the lines of the primi¬

tive pattern. That whioh belongs to the inner fellowship of the

church is to be secret, "hidden in the catacombs," as it were.

Bonhoeffer's statement, "our traditional language must perforce

become powerless and remain silent, and our Christianity to-day

will be confined to only two thingss praying for and doing right

by our fellow men," bears out this interpretation. The church's

impact upon the world, as we have seen, will be largely the

leaven of its members' lives, serving their secular neighbors

humbly and silently alongside them. The inner life of the Chris¬

tian community will be "a silent and hidden affair." The former

pattern, wherein the church sought to adorn its Lord by
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embellishing and displaying publicly its corporate life, must

be abandoned in a rcligionlesa world.

Yet it is precisely in thi3 "catacomb" situation that all

the strength and power for renewal lies for Christianity in a

secular world. We looked at the cruciality of the inner disci¬

pline for the reform of the training of pastors. The same remarks

apply to Christians as a whole. Only from rigorous discipline of

life—thorough instruction in the Bible and the church's teach¬

ing, regular worship together, and constant prayer—-will Chris¬

tians be made mature and fully equipped to live as secular persons

and to serve responsibly and intelligently in a secular world.

Congregations of Christians mu3t become "cell groups," fellowships

of committed disciples grounded solely in the word of God pro¬

claimed in Jesus Christ according to the Scriptures. Here is

where "secular Christianity" is born and nurtured. The idea that

in the religionless Christianity project Bonhooffer set the church

to one side is simply without foundation. However problematic

the church's forms had become, however radical Bonhoeffer's pro-

sals for its renewal, the Christian community remained to the end

of his days at the center of hi3 thought. The form, the body, of

Christ in the world was still the I-Thou community of forgiven

sinners called together in his name. Vie oan see the Arkandis-

ziplin, in fact, as the radicalising or intensification of Bon-
1

hoeffor's doctrine of the church.

V "
One of the most unusual and arresting interpretations of
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Bonhoeffer's "Christianity without religion" project is that of
Martin Thornton in The Koclc and the River: An ' ncounter "between
Traditional Spirituality and Modern Thought~TLondon, 1965).
Thornton, an Anglican priest and authority on ascetical and pas¬
toral theology, i3 concerned to try to spell out, in terns of the
Catholic tradition, the practical implications of Bonhoeffer's
thoughts on the church for everyday Christian discipline of life.

Thornton distinguishes the "mature" or "religionless" Chris¬
tian from the "immature" or "beginning" Christian, the church in
a world come of age from the infant church of ancient and medieval
civilization, by means of the ascetical distinction between "habi¬
tual recollection" and "actual recollection." (it should be added
parenthetically that Thornton regards the classical meaning of
"ascetical"—simply "disciplined" or "regulated"—to be fully con¬
sistent with Bonhoeffer's portrait of mature Christianity, and re¬
jects Bonhooffer's own negative characterization of asceticism as
an attack only on false or perverted asceticism.)

Actual recollection is the immature, affective, "psychological"
apprehension of God, "the equivalent to Bonhoeffer'3 'religion',
it is 'looking for God in the gaps', pietism". (P. ^0) The faith
of the new or immature Christian and the pre-seoular ohurch tends
to depend on self-conscious "religious experiences"-—emotional
states, miracles, mystery, drama, eto. In habitual recollection,
on the other hand, "faith settles down to a recollected and stable
routine....the affective excitements and shallow desolations of
spiritual adolescence give way to a deeper love of God expressed
in obedience more than emotion....corporate worship leads into a

continuity of Christian living, and becomes integrated into the
whole life, without reference to 'edification* and 'uplift'. In
all the ordinary aspects of Christian living...the 'actual' gives
way to, and fuses into, the 'habitual'." (Pp. 60-61) "Habitual
recollection," Thornton concludes, "....explains the only way in
which a Christian can be both fully committed to Je3U0 Christ,
fully dedicated to God, and at the 3ame time wholeheartedly im¬
mersed in the secular affairs and problems of the world, and its
whole basis is the regula of orthodoxy." (P. 68)

The Rook and the River is not a careful study of Bonhooffer.
Thornton makes some egregious errors in interpreting religionless
Christianity. Nevertheless, his work points the way forward to
the importance of doing more serious work along this line, and his
own analogy of "habitual" and "actual recollection" contains very
useful insights. For Thornton, an Anglican, the framework and
foundation of the religionlesa Christian's regula for "habitual
recollection" is the euoharist and the daily offices. Other tra¬
ditions (as Life Together itself shows) would have varying patterns
of "secret discipline." Yet the reality is the same-—a reality
which is an essential and formative element in the dialectical ex¬
istence of the Christian and the ohuroh as conceived by Bonhoeffer.



CHAPTER EIGHT

TRADITIONAL THEMES IN THE PRISOH WRITINGS

Thi3 final ohapter is little more than a thematic collation

of references to classical orthodox Christian beliefs and prac¬

tices whioh oocur in Letters and Papers from Prison. My purpose

in bringing them together i3 to document what I have argued from

the beginning: that Bonhoeffer's religionless Christianity project

is not liberal reduotionism or purely secular humanism, but rather

the translation of a fully biblical and theological faith into

terms which do not require religion as a precondition. The ma¬

terial to be presented in the sections which follow is the clas¬

sical background to Bonhoeffer*3 radioal proposals, and appears

side by side with the "religionless" remarks in the prison writings.

1. God

Perhaps the most striking thing about the prison writings,

in the light of our present concern, is the juxtaposition of the

non-religious interpretation of God as Jesu3' being-for-others

with graphic statements affirming the ganz andere transcendence,

the sovereignty, and the wrath of God. What is often forgotten

about Bonhoeffer's extreme christocentricity is that to confess

that all we know of God is to be found in Jesus Christ is to

495
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say a great deal. If in Jesus Christ we behold God supremely as

the one who suffers beside us and for us, it is nevertheless God

whom we behold—the one who infinitely transcends us, the Creator

of all being, the Lord of all history, the Judge of all men. In

a secular, "de-diviniaed" world, however, it is only by attending

first to the sacrificially human, weak, powerless, dying Christ

that we are able to "come out on the other side," to see into the

real (rather than the spuriously religious) meaning of God*s trans¬

cendence, creatorship, historical sovereignty, and judgment.

Bonhoeffer wrote a sermon for a wedding in his family which

his imprisonment prevented him from attending. Here he speaks of

the transcendence of God: "God is infinitely higher than man".^"
Of the sovereignty of God over human history Bonhoeffer wrote

quite explicitly in one of the brief essays which comprise "After

Ten Years." It is entitled "A Pew Articles of Piaith on the Sov¬

ereignty of God in History."

I believe that God both can and will bring good
out of evil. Por that purpose he needs men who
make the best use of everything. I believe God will
give pis all the power we need to resist in all time
of distress. But he never gives it in advance, lest
we should rely upon ourselves and not on him alone.
A faith as strong as this should allay all our fears
for the future. I believe that even our errors and
mistakes are turned to good account. It is no hard¬
er for God to cope with them than with what we im¬
agine to be our good deeds. I believe God is not
just timeless fate, but that he waits upon and an¬
swers sincere prayer and responsible action. (2)

"^Letters and i'aoers, p. 36.

2Ibid., p. 21.
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Of intercut in this essay is the importance of human obedience

and "responsible action" in Bonhoeffer's theology of grace, an

emphasis which we have seen again and again in his thought. An¬

other essay entitled "Sympathy" reminds the reader that "We are

not lords, but instruments in the hand of the Lord of history."*
And in one of the last of Bonhoeffer's letters whioh have been

preserved (10th August, 1944) he affirms s

God does not give us everything we want, but
he does fulfill his promises, i.e. he still re¬
mains Lord of the earth and still preserves his
Church, constantly renewing our faith and not
laying on us more than we can bear, gladdening us
with his nearness and help, hearing our prayers
and leading vis along the best and straightest
road to himself. In this way, God creates in us
praise for himself. (2)

Bonhoeffer's personal experience of the privations and deva¬

stations of the war gave him an especially deep sense of the wrath

of God, and at the same time of the grace of which even God's

wrath is the sign: "llever have we been so conscious of the wrath
3

of an angry God, and that is in itself a sign of his grace."

Speaking of the air raids which the prisoners frequently endured,

Bonhoeffer wrote; "While the bombs are falling all round the

building, I oannot help thinking of the divine judgment, of the

outstretched arm of his wrath (Isaiah 5«25* 9*H~10«4), and of my

own unpreparedness."4 In his "Thoughts on the Baptism of B. W. R.,"

1Ibid., p. 24.
2Ibid., p. 183.
3Ibid., p. 76.
4Ibid., p. 96.
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written for his godson, Bonhoeffer contemplates the ohaos around

him in strongly biblical terms:

Never have we realized, as we do to-day, how
the world lives under the wrath and grace of God.
In Jeremiah 45 we read: "Thus saith the Lord:
Behold, that which I have built will I break down,
and that which I planted I will pluck up; and thi3
in the whole land. And seekest thou great things
for thyself? seek them not: for behold, I will
bring evil upon all flesh, saith the Lord: but
thy life will I give unto theo for a prey whither
thou goest." If we can save our souls unscathed
from the debris of civilization, let us be satis¬
fied with that. If the Creator destroys his own
handiwork, what right have we to lament over the
destruction of ours? (l)

Here Bonhoeffer can even speatc of "soul-saving," although clearly,

from what we have seen of his thought as a whole, he does not mean

it in the individualistic, quietistic sense of religious escape

from history. He is probably saying something like this: "If

we can come through this destruction of civilization alive and

Christian, let us be thankful."

F-ven within the explicit context of Bonhoeffer's non-religious

reflections, it is orucial, as I have pointed out earlier, to re¬

member that in no sense is religionless Christianity the substi¬

tution of a purely human Jesus for a God who is "dead" or "absent."

The sovereign Lord of history is precisely the one who allows him¬

self to be weak and powerless in Christ; he is the one who shatters

all religion; he is the one who has led man to historical, secular

maturity. In a profound sense, the whole process of the world's

1Ibid., p. 137
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coming of age is the will of God, the fruition of a purpose which

began with the oalling of Israel and received its full expression

in Jesus Christ. That purpose is the raising up of man to the

full humanity, the "mature manhood" which is "the measure of the

stature of the fullness of Christ" (Eph. 4.13). Hence the dis¬

appearance of religion, with its boundary-dependence on the meta¬

physical "God of the gaps," i3 the work of God himself in leading

man from adolescence into maturityi

God is teaching us that we must live as men
who can get along very well without him. The God
who is with us is the God who forsakes us (Hark
15.34). The God who makes lis live in this world
without using him as a working hypothesis is the
God before whom we are ever standing. Before God
and with him we live without God, (l)

^Ibid.. pi I64. Italics mine.



2. The world.

We have seen abundant evidence that from beginning to end

onhoeffar's world-affirmation was strongly dialectical and Chris¬

tians even the "oorae-of-age" world is both radically fallen and

radically redeemed, when seen in the light of Jesus Christ. Bon-

hoeffer was an optimist, but by no means in the progressivest,

Enlightenment sense. His sober optimism was grounded solely in

faith in the Lord who brings about his purpose in history and calls

men into responsible partnership in fulfilling that purpose.

The coming of age of the world in no sense raises earthly

life to the status of an absolute. Man is still under God; earth

is still in an equipoise of struggle with heaven. Speaking of

the tensions existing in life, Bonhoeffer remarks:

Let us...rejoice when something affects U3
deeply, and regard the accompanying pains as an
enrichment of soul. High tensions produce big
sparks—is that not a physioal fact? If I'm
wrong translate it into the appropriate jargon.
I have long had a special affection for the
season between Easter and Ascension Day. Here
is another great tension. How can men endure
earthly tensions if they know nothing of the
tension between earth and heaven? (1)

The resurrection of Christ means the transformation of this

earthly life; but the risen Lord must return to the Father from

whom he was sent forth, the source and goal of all earthly life.

1Ibid.« p. 118.
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The Hew Creator is also the Judge who reigns from heaven.

One day after a bombing raid the previous night, Bonhoeffer

reflects on how his own reactions during air raids quite in¬

stinctively manifest human sinfulness:

It is absurd how one can•t help hoping when an
air raid is announced, that it will be the turn of
other places this time. The principle is the same
as that of "Holy St. Plorian, spare my house, and
set others on fire". "Perhaps they won't get any
further than Magdeburg or Stettin this time"—how
often have I heard that pious wishI Such moments
bring home to one the corruption of human nature
and the truth of original sin, and to that extent
it is probably a salutary experience. (1)

The world's maturity and the world's sinfulness do not cancel

each other out as contraries? that can only happen when the church

insists on psychologizing the theological affirmation of the ob¬

jective state of the world as fallen ax*ay from God. Man's fallen

condition manifests itself psychologically, to be 3ure. But the

full apprehension of original sin is known only by faith, which

sees the world in the light of Christ. As \re saw in discussing

Bonhoeffor's remarks on the failure of Christian apologotios and

its "seoularized off-shoots," psychotherapy and existentialism,

to try to show secular, nihilist man that in his "inner life" he

is really wretched and helpless and therefore desperately in need

of "God, " as if original sin and the Gospel were thereby vindi¬

cated, is nothing but "religion"-—the attempt to claim God as the

Deus ex maohina who comes to our aid in the private, individual

^bid., p. 114.
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sphere. "Come-of-age" nan is really a sinner, a participant in a

godless world? "but he is not weak, helpless, "base, and xfretohed.

As Bonhoeffer remarked on one occasion, "man is oertainly a sin¬

ner, "but not mean or common".

As if anticipating the superficial objections which are some¬

times voiced about the concept of a "world come of age"—the ohar-

ges of over-optimism and an inadequate awareness of the full depths

of human sinfulness—Bonhoeffer expressly wrote to Bethge: "When

we wish to speak of God 'non-religiously,* we must speak of him in

suoh a way that the Godlessness of the world is not in any way

concealed thereby, but rather revealed? and precisely in this way

an unexpected light falls on the world. The world come of age is

more godless, and perhaps for that very reason nearer to God than
2

the world before its coming of age." To be a Pollyanna in a

prison cell in the midst of a war one would have to be almost

psyohotically self-deluded. To acknowledge fully man's radical

corruption and at the same time to affirm clearheadedly nan's

coming of age, as did Bonhoeffcr, is the nark of Christian maturity.

1Ibid., p. 159.

2Ibid.t p. 167.



3- Christ

At the center of religionless Christianity is the Christ of

the Scriptures and classical theology, a point which has "been

demonstrated in detail throughout thi3 thesis. In the present

section I wish merely to indicate traditional christological ma¬

terial which appears in Letters and Papers from Prison.

The doctrine of the Incarnation—that in Jesus Christ God

has become man—is of course the unshakeable foundation of Bon-

hoeffer's thought. In discussing the "polyphony" of the mature

Christian life, Bonhoeffer sees it as an analogy of the two na¬

tures of Christ as set forth by the Council of Chalcedon in 451s

"Both ground bass and counterpoint are 'without confusion and yet

distinct,' in the words of the Chalcedonian formula, like Christ

in hi3 divine and human natures. Perhaps the importance of poly¬

phony in music lies in the fact that it is a musical reflection

of this Christological truth".^
In the essay "Contempt for Humanity?," Bonhoeffer concluded:

"Even God did not despise humanity, but became man for man's
2

sake." The strongly Lutheran character of Bonhoeffer's under¬

standing of the Incarnation comes out in his refleotions on the

■^Ibid., p. 131.
2Ibid., p. 20.
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Nativity at Christmas time of 1943» and in the decisive emphasis

on the suffering and death of Jesus in his non-religious christo-

logical interpretation. He wrote to his parents on 17th December,

1943» his first Christmas in prison:

That misery, stiffering, poverty, loneliness,
helplessness and guilt look very different to the
eyes of God from what they do to man, that God
should come down to the very place which men usu¬
ally abhor, that Christ was born in a stable be-
oause there was no room for him in the inn—these
are things which a prisoner can understand better
than anyone else. (1)

And in the following passage, part of Bonhoeffer's non-religious

reflections, notice that he does not simply say "Jesus," but rather

"God," when he speaks of weakness, powerleosness, and the cross:

"God allows himself to be edged out of the world and on to the

cross. God is weak and powerless in the world, and that is ex¬

actly the way, the only way, in which he can be with U3 and help

us..

The atonement, as the objective reconciliation of man to God

in the cross of Christ, is absolutely integral to the theology of

"Christianity without religion." The death of Jesus is God's

aotual, universal judgment, forgiveness, and liberation of the

human race. In the essay on "Sympathy," Bonhoeffer writes:

"Christ, the Scriptures tell us, bore all our human sufferings in

^"Ibid., p. 59*
2Ibid., p. I64. R. G. Smith is one of the few Bonhoeffer inter¬
preters who explicitly emphasize this. See Secular Christianity,
pp. 190-191: "Everything that Bonhoeffer says brings us clearly
before the mesoage concerning Jesus; but equally, it brings us be¬
fore the possibility of a relation to God."
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his own "body as if they were his own—a tremendous thought—and

submitted to them freely.

In a letter written on the fourth Sunday in Advent, 1943,

Bonhoeffer writes briefly hut movingly of the Irenaean christo-

logical idea of anakephalaiosis—recapitulations "nothing is

lost, everything is taken up again in Christ, though of course it

is transfigured in the process, becoming transparent, clear and

free from all self-seeking and desire. The doctrine of the re¬

storation of all things...which is derived from Ephesians 1.10,

reoaoitulatio (irenaeus), is a magnificent conception, and full
2

of comfort."

We have noted Bonhoeffer's remarks on the lordship of God

in human history. In a letter to his parents of 4th June, 1943,

he wrote likewise of the kingship of Christ in the world as the

risen, exalted, and reigning Lord: "To-day is Ascension Day, and

a day of great joy for all who can believe that Christ rules the

world and our lives.

One of Bonhoeffer's finest summary statements of his full

incarnational faith in Christ as "the Word made flesh" appears

in one of his last published letters:

All that we rightly expect from God and pray

^Letters and Papers, p. 24.

2Ibid., p. 87.
^Ibid., p. 40.
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for is to be found in Jesus Christ. The God of
Jesus Christ has nothing to do with all that we,
in our human way, think he can and ought to do.
We must persevere in quiet meditation on the life,
sayings, deeds, sufferings and death of Jesus in
order to learn what God promises and what he ful¬
fils....God in Jesus has given his Yea and his
Amen, and that is the firm ground on which we
stand....the truth is that if this earth was good
enough for the Han Jesus Christ, if a man like
him really lived in it, then, and only then, has
life a meaning for us. If Jesus had not lived,
then our life, in spite of all the other people
we know and honour and love, would be without
meaning, (l)

Of particular interest here is Bonhoeffer's call to "persevere

in quiet meditation" on the person and work of Christ, another

reminder of the "secret discipline" of prayer and Bible study

which is to be the foundation of the religionless Christian and

the church in a secular world. The Arkandisaiplin, like every

single aspect of Christianity, is to be absorbed wholly in the

biblical Christ who is at the same time the present, living Christ

pro me; for it is ty attending to him that the Christian and the

church will again and again "learn what God promises and what he

fulfils".

1Ibid., pp. 183-184.



4. The Holy Spirit, the church,

and the sacraments

Bonhooffer had little to say about the Holy Spirit in the

prison writing, but it is clear that the reality of the Spirit

was a constant source of strength and comfort to him. For !3on-

hoeffer, of course, the Spirit of God was linked indissolubly

with the existence and life of the church. In a letter to his

parents written on Whitsunday, 1943, he reflects on the Day of

Pentecostt

T-very hour or so since yesterday morning I have
been repeating to myself the words» "Thou art a
Spirit of joy", and "Grant us strength and power".
These words are a great comfort—from Paul Ger-
hardt's Whitsun hymn, which I love so much, and
then the wordss "If thou faint in the day of ad¬
versity, thy strength is small", from Proverbs 24J
and "God gave us not a spirit of fearfulness, but
of power and love and discipline", from II Timothy 1.
The strange story of the first Whitsunday, with its
miraculous gift of tongues, has once more provided
a good deal of food for thought. At the tower of
Babel all the tongues were confounded, and as a
result men could no longer understand one another
as they all spoke different languages. This con¬
fusion is now brought to an end by the language of
God, which is universally intelligible and the only
means of mutual understanding among men. And the
Churoh is the place where that miracle happens.
—Truly, these are noble and inspiring thoughts, (l)

Notice in this passage Bonhoeffer's personal praotioo of a

1Ibid., p. 41.
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Scripture-centered discipline of meditation and prayer. We shall

examine Ms devotional practices while in prison in section six.

Of special interest are the biblical and hymnodioal references,

all but one of which have to do with strength and discipline. We

have seen in chapter six how important strength or discipline was

to Bonhoeffer*s understanding of mature Christianity.

References to the church are also few, but again, Bonhoeffer

was more keenly aware of its reality than ever before, cut off as

he was from the physical contacts of corporate worship and fellow¬

ship. When he wrote Life Together he was remarkably prophetic of

his own later experience as a Christian in prison. There he main¬

tained that the opportunity for Christians to worship, pray, live,

and work together was sheer grace, because until the consummation

of all things "God's people remain scattered, held together solely

in Jesus Christ, having beoone one in the fact that, dispersed

among unbelievers, they remember Him in the far countries." "So

between the death of Christ and the Last Day," Bonhoeffer continued,

it is only by a gracious anticipation of the last
things that Christians are privileged to live in
visible fellowship with other Christians. It is
by the grace of God that a congregation is permit¬
ted to gather visibly in this world to share God's
Word and sacrament. Hot all Christians receive
this blessing. The imprisoned, the sick, the
scattered lonely, the proolaimers of the Gospel in
heathen lands stand alone. They know that visible
fellowship is a blessing, (l)

Life Together, p. 8.
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Bonhoeffer goes on to soy of Christians who are cut off from the

community that "what is denied them as an actual experience they

seise upon more fervently in faith. Thus the exiled disciple of

the Lord, John the Apooalyptist, celebrates in the loneliness of

Patraos the heavenly worship with his congregations 'in the Spirit

on the Lord's day' (Bev. 1:10).""*" In the Whitsun letter to his

parents from which I have quoted, Bonhoeffer remarked: "When I

heard the church "bells ringing this morning, I felt how I should

have loved to go to church, hut instead I followed St. John's ex¬

ample on the isle of Patmos, and held a nioe little service of

r.2
my own."

In Life Together Bonhoeffer wrote that "The Christian in

exile is comforted hy a "brief visit of a Christian brother, a

prayer together and a brother's blessing} indeed, he is strength¬

ened by a letter written by the hand of a Christian."^ Bonhoeffer

came to know the full meaning of this sentence during his imprison¬

ment, when the frequent letters and an oooasional visit from his

dearest friend Fberhard Bethge meant so much to hira.^
As a prisoner, then, Bonhoeffer was able to affirm quite con¬

cretely that the communion of saints is "a fellowship transcending
5

the bounds of time and space". He realized this even with

1Ibid., p. 9.
2
Letters and Papers, p. 41.

^Life Together, p. 11«

^See Letters and Papers, pp. 92, 130-131.

5Ibid., p. 59*
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regard to the sacraments, those supremely visible 3igns of Chris¬

tian community. In his first letter to Bethge after being im¬

prisoned (18th November, 1943), Bonhoeffer wrotej "I xvas...dis¬

appointed not to be able to reoeivo the sacrament with you...but

I know that although we have not been able to receive it physical¬

ly, we have shared spiritually in the gifts of confession and ab¬

solution and oommunion"

Bethge'a son Dietrich was baptized while Bonhoeffor was in

prison. As godfather to the boy, Bonhoeffer was deeply concerned

about the baptism, both as to arrangements for the ceremony and

the theological significance of the act. He sets forth some of
4

his views on baptism, and they reveal his patient attention to this

traditional aspect of the ohurch*s life. Bethge has decided to

postpone the baptism until he himself can be present, despite the

uncertainty of things brought about by the war. Bonhoeffer

oomments:

We often vised to say that children ought to be
baptized at the earliest possible moment, even xtfhen
the father cannot be present. The reasons for thi3
are clear enough. Yet I cannot but think you are
right to wait. For though I still think an early
baptism is a good thing, and very desirable (es¬
pecially as an example to the parish, provided you
do it with a sincere faith in the efficacy of the
sacrament), there is something to be said for the
father waiting until he can be present at the ser¬
vice and take part in the prayers for his child.
And when I examine my own feelings on the subject,
I must confess I am chiefly influenced by the

"^Letters and Paners. paperbound ed. (London, i960), pp. 40-41.
The olothbound ed. does not follow the Gorman text at this point.
See German ed., p. 93.
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consideration that God loves the unbaptised child
who is intended for baptism. The Hex? Testament
lays down no law about infant baptism, and it is
in fact a gift of grace which has been granted to
the Church. Hence it can be a striking testimony
of faith for the parish. But to force oneself to
proceed with it without feeling the compulsion of
faith is certainly not biblical. Regarded purely
as a demonstration, infant baptisn cannot be jus¬
tified. God will undoubtedly hear our prayers for
the ohild when we a3k him to send the day soon
when we can bring him to the font. So long an
there is every prospect of this day ooraing soon,
I cannot believe that God is particularly concerned
about the exact date. Hence we can trust in a

merciful providence and wait until we can do with
sincerity what for the moment we should feel an
oppressive burden....I am sure it will be better
for the actual baptism: it will make the whole
thing more sincere, which is a much more important
consideration than the outward performance of
the rite. (1)

Hotioc here how Bonhoeffer oombines a traditional Lutheran un¬

derstanding of infant baptism with his own passionate concern

for sincerity and personal faith, which for him is grounded solid¬

ly in Scripture.

^Letters and Papers (clothbound ed.), p. 113.



5 • 'The kingdom of God

Despite his deoisive emphasis on the actual, ontological

reconciliation of all things in the Incarnation, Bonhoeffer

never compressed the coming of the kingdom of God into an entire¬

ly "realised" esohatology as Bultmann has. Perhaps his preoc¬

cupation with the ethically penultimate is one of the best evi¬

dences of the tension between past, present, and future in Bon¬

hoeffer *s theology of the kingdom. He speaks vividly of the

kingdom of God as present and future in a letter written on

21st May, 1944, the day of his godson's christening*

What times we live inI What a baptism! And
how much we shall have to look back on in years
to oomet All that matters is that we should make
proper use of these memories and turn them to
spiritual account. That will make them harder,
clearer and more defiant, which is a good thing.
There is no place for sentimentality on a day like
this. If in the middle of an air raid God sends
forth the gospel summons into his Kingdom in Holy
Baptism, that will be a olear sign of the nature
and purpose of that Kingdom. For it is a Kingdom
stronger than war and danger, a Kingdom of power
and might, signifying to some eternal terror and
judgement, to others eternal joy and righteous¬
ness, not a Kingdom of the heart, but one as wide
as the earth, not transitory, but eternal, a King¬
dom which makes a way for itself and summons men
to itself to prepare its way, a Kingdom worthy of
our life's devotion. (1)

In these remarks of Bonhoeffer's appears his consistent biblical

1Ibid.. p. 132.
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objectivity, his sober realism about the reality of the kingdom.

The infant Dietrich's baptism is no occasion simply for the "sen¬

timentality" of religion, but much more a time for rejoicing and

thankfulness that the mighty God, Lord of heaven and earth, is

oalling this child by his grace and power into his kingdom. And

that kingdom is not merely an "inner" reality, "a Kingdom of the

heart," but an historical, oorporate reality "as wide as the

earth". At the same time, the kingdom of God is not just temporal

but eternal, the transformation of this transitory world into an

everlasting place of "joy and righteousness."



6. Bonhoeffer's spirituality

Bonhoeffer's own life of prayer, meditation, liturgical ob¬

servance, and pastoral work while in prison i3 the most impres¬

sive testimony of all to the "secret discipline" which is the

inner foundation and sustenance of religionless Christianity. He

even remarks, in the midst of a non-religious discussion of the

this-worldliness of the Christian: "It's true these theological

problems are always occupying my mind, but there are times when I

am just content to live the life of faith without worrying about

its problems. In such moods I take a simple pleasure in the text

of the day."^
Although he experienced "arid" periods, which he spoke of

quite frankly, when he wa3 unable to make himself read the Bible,

daily Scripture reading and meditation following the Lutheran lec-

tionary was at the heart of Bonhoeffer's spiritual discipline.

In the letter which initiated hi3 remarks on religionless Chris¬

tianity, Bonhoeffer mentions his practice of reading the Bible
2

"every morning and evening". There can be no doubt that his

continued practice of grounding his daily life in fche word of God

was an incalculable source of strength to him throughout his

1Ibid.« p. 168.
2Ibid., p. 121.

5H
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imprisonment.

Psalms and hymns were an especially prominent part of Bon-

hooffor 's devotional life. In a letter to his parents he says,

"I am reading the Psalm3 daily, as I have done for years."'1' In

another letter, describing his daily routine, he tell3 them that

"I spend the time before I get to sleep saying over to myself the

hymns I have learnt during the day, and when I wake up...I like
2

to read a few psalms and hymns". The hymns of the great Lutheran

hymn-writer Paul Gerhardt were Bonhoeffer's favorites, (interest¬

ingly enough, Gerhardt•s hymns are usually described by commen¬

tators as "pietistio.") In his first letter from prison to his

parents, Bonhoeffer remarked? "What a great comfort Paul Ger¬

hardt *s hymns are! I am learning them off by heart."3 And in

the first letter to Bethge, with whom Bonhoeffor felt he oould

unburden himself more freely concerning the rigors of his first

fortnight in prison, he wrote:

During this time Paul Gerhardt was a wonderful
help, more than I could have dreamed. So were the
psalms and the Apocalypse. They helped to preserve
me from any serious spiritual trial. (4)

In one of the last of the prison letters, written almost a year

later, Bonhoefi'er was still speaking of "Paul Gerhardt • s wonder¬
ed

ful hymns, which never pall." The role of hymns as comfort and

1Ibid., p. 33.

2Ibid., p. 30.
3Ibid., p. 28.

Ibid., p. 84.
5Ibid., p. 168.
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help in times of danger and stress appears in the context of Bon—

hoeffer's confession to Bethge that the psychological strain of

prison is at times unbearable: "ay grim experiences often follow

me into the night, and the only way I can shake them off is by

reciting one hymn after another, and...when I wake up it is gener¬

ally with a sigh, rather than a hymn of praise."^
Bonhoeffer set apart regular times for prayer each day, and

during the course of the day ejaculatory prayers must have been

frequently on hi3 lips. Reflecting on the meaning of enforced

separation from loved one3 in a Christmas Eve (1943) letter to

Bethge, he states that "From the moment we awake until we fall

asleep we must commend other people wholly and unreservedly to

God and leave them in his hands, transforming our anxiety for
2

them into prayers on their behalf."

An interesting devotional habit which Bonhoeffer acquired

while in prison is revealed in the following passages

I have found great help in Luther's advice that
we should start our morning and evening prayers by
making the sign of the oross. There is something
objective about it, and that is what I need very
badly here. Don't worry, I shan't come out of here
a homo religiosusl On the contrary ray suspicion
and horror of religiosity are greater than ever. (3)

Significantly, it was precisely the "objectivity" of crossing

himself, not its "religiousness," whioh caused Bonhoeffer to take

1Ibid., p. 82.
2Ibid., pp. 91-92.

3Ibid., p. 73.
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up the practice.

The hazards and strains of prison life made Bonhoeffer pon¬

der the whole natter of prayer in tine of trouble. He believed

that biblical faith advocated it quite unashamedly, and yet he

could not help feeling ashamed at the psychological fact that

it usually took a crisis to force most people to pray at all and

to drive Christians to a deeper life of prayer. He wrote to

Bethges

I want to talk to you some day about prayer in
time of trouble. It is a difficult matter, though
our misgivings about it can hardly be good. In
Psalm 50 we are told quite clearly* "Call upon
mo in the time of trouble* so will I hear thee
and thou shalt praise me." The history of the
children of Israel is one long story of such cries
for help....when all's said and done, it is true
that it needs trouble to drive us to prayer, though
overy time I feel it is something to be ashamed of. (1)

In the "cover letter" whioh he sent to Bethge together with

his "Outline for a Book" on religionless Christianity, Bonhoeffer,

having spoken of the church's need to get out of its intellectual

stagnation and of the responsibility of the theologian, concludes

with a significant remark* "What a lot I oould do with your help!

But even when we have talked things over and clarified our minds,

we still need to pray, for it is only in the spirit of prayer

2
that a work like this can be begun and carried through."" Here

is another impressive testimony to the fully dialectical reality

^Ibid., pp. 9^-97•
2
Ibid., p. 177* Italics mine.
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of "Christianity without religion": radical, non-religious

theological reconstruction must always grow out of the ongoing

"seoret discipline" of the church and the individual Christian.

The deep friendship between Bonhoeffer and Bethge was rooted

firmly and continuously in prayer for each other, which obviously

meant more than ever when they were separated by Bonhoeffer's im¬

prisonment and Bethge's military service. The poignancy of a

tragically fulfilled prophecy as well as the joy of the Christian

hope appears in these words of Bonhoeffor to Bethge:

Let us...promise to remain true and pray for
one another....And if it should be decided that
we never meet again, let us remember one another
to the end with thoughts of gratitude and forgive¬
ness—and may God grant that we may stand together
before his throne one day, praying for one another
and joining together in praise and thanksgiving, (l)

Bonhoeffer did manage to see Bethge on at least two one-day visits,

but their eager plans for real reunion after the war were never

to be realized.

Bonhoeffer's private discipline was oriented quite consciously

around the liturgical Christian year which the Lutheran Church

follows. It was both a way of "praying with the church" and a

fully christological framework for his meditation and prayer

throughout the year. He always dated letters written on or around

the great festivals of the Christian year with the name of the

particular feast. He have already noted his reflections on

^Ibid.. p. 66.
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Ascension Day and Pentecost in letters written on those days.

On Easter Sunday, 1943> Bonhoeffer wrote, very much with reference

to his imprisonments "One of the great advantages of Good Friday

and Easter Day is that they take us out of ourselves, and make us

think of other things, of life and its meaning, and its sufferings

and events.

Bonhoeffer did all he oould to be a Christian example and

even a pastor to his fellow prisoners. Survivors of the war who

shared his imprisonment testify to the remarlcable influence he had

on both the prisoners and the warders. With his self-di.3cipline

and unflagging Christian hope he must have been a tower of strength

to the many who were being hopelessly fragmented by the situation.

Fellow prisoner Payne Best, a British officer, writes in The Yenlo

Incident that "Bonhoeffer...tras all humility and sweetness, he al¬

ways seemed to me to diffuse an atmosphere of happiness, of joy in

every smallest event in life, and of deep gratitude for the mere

fact that he was alive....He was one of the very few men that I
2

have ever met to whom his God was real and close to him." A

friend and fellow resistance worker, Fabian von Schlabrendorff,

occupied the cell next to Bonhoeffer during part of his last months

in prison. He relates the following} "Outwardly, he ^BonhoefferT"
betrayed no sign of what he had gone through! he was always in

"^Ibid., p. 29.
o

Pp. I65-I66. Quoted in Letters and Paperss p. 11.
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good spirits, always pleasant and considerate to everyone—-so

much so, in faot, that very soon and to my complete amazement

even our guards fell under the spell of his personality."

Von Sohlabrendroff goes on to tell of Bonhoeffer's unquench¬

able hopefulness and his selflessness:

As far as our relationship was concerned, he
was always the hopeful one. He never tired of
pointing out that the fight is lost only when you
yourself give up. Often he would smuggle a scrap
of paper into my hands on which he had written
words of oomfort or hope from the Bible.

...With sparkling eyes he told me of the let¬
ters from his fiancde and parents whose love and
care, he felt, surrounded him even in the Gesta¬
po prison. On Wednesdays, when he had received
his weekly package containing clean underwear,
and usually cigars, apples, and bread as well, he
promptly vised the first unobserved moment to share
his presents with me, full of happiness that even
in prison he was still able to give. (1)

An account of Bonhoeffer's "pastoral" concern for those around

him is particularly relevant to our present discussion:

To the very end, even in those dark days when
the Hazi rule was crumbling, Dietrich Bonhoeffor
felt himself the chosen servant of the uord of
Jesus Christ. By that time the prisons had be¬
come so overcrowded that the inmates oould no

longer be segregated. Bonhoeffer took advantage
of this condition by arranging prayer services,
consoling those who had loot all hope, and giving
them fresh courage. A towering rook of faith, he
became a shining example to his fellow prisoners. (2)

The very day on which Bonhoeffer was taken away to Flossen-
It

burg to be executed was a Sunday, and at the prisoners' request

*The Secret War against Hitler, p. 323.

2Ibid., p. 324.
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Bonhoeffer was conducting a service. Bothge's account of the

service reveals Bonhoeffer's deep respect for and sensitivity to

the integrity of both non-Protestant Christians and non-religious

men*

It

In Schonberg Low Sunday was also celebrated in
the school house /to which the prisoners had been
evacuated as the Allied troops drew nearer/". It
occurred to Punder to ask Bonhoeffer to conduct a

morning service. Bonhooffer was reluctant to do
so because the majority of the prisoners were Ro¬
man Catholics. Moreover, there was young Kokorin
/a Russian communist/"> with whom Bonhoeffer had
struck up a close acquaintance—they had exchanged
their Berlin and Mosoow addresses—and it is pos¬
sible that Bonhoeffer did not want to trap him
into a religious service. But then Kokorin was
also in favour of the idea, and so Bonhoeffer
yielded to the general wish and held a service.
He read the Quasimodogeniti passages to his com¬
rades and expounded the texts of the day: "And
with his stripes we are healed" (Isaiah 53*5) and.
"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ who according to his great meroy begat us
again unto a living hope by the resurrection of
Jesus Christ from the dead" (I Peter 1.3). He
spoke of the thoughts and decisions which their
eventful imprisonment together had brought to them
all. (1)

Payne Best, who took part in the service, relates that Bonhoeffer

spoke to us in a manner which reached the hearts
of all, finding just the right words to express
the spirit of our imprisonment and the thoughts
and resolutions which it had brought. He had
hardly finished his last prayer when the door
opened and two evil-looking men in civilian clothes
oanie in and said: "Prisoner Bonhoeffer, get ready
to come with us." Those words "come with us"—
for all prisoners they had oome to mean one tiling
only—the scaffold. (2)

*1

Letters and Papers (paperbound ed.), pp. l80-l8l. The account
from which this passage is taken, "The Last Days," does not appear
in the clothbound edition.

20p. oit.i p. 166. Quoted in Letters and Paperst pp. 11-12.
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Bonhoeffer composed prayers for his fellow prisoners. In

hi3 first letter to Bethge he wrote that "at the moment I am

trying to compile some prayers for use in prison. It's strange

there don't seem to "be any in existence. I hope to have them dis¬

tributed at Christmas."'*" These prayers have been preserved for

2
lis among the prison writings. Interestingly, writing to Bethge

two months later, he commented:

the need for confession...., I am convinced,
is a rarity here. For in the first plaoe people
here aren't worried about sin, whether their own
or anybody else's. I daresay you have noticed
in the prayers for prisoners I sent you how I
soft-pedalled prayer for forgiveness. I thought
it would be a mistake, both pastorally, and be¬
cause of hard facts, to be too rigid about it.
We must talk about that some day. (3)

We are reminded here of one of Bonhoeffer's remarks concerning

the modern non-religious or nihilist man: "Is even death to-day,

since men are scarcely afraid of it any more, and sin, which they

scarcely understand any more, still a genuine borderline /of hu¬
man existence, and therefore a 'contact point' for 'God^?"4

A profound sense of the providence of God was one of the

most striking characteristics of Bonhoeffer's faith. It was the

"submission" side of the vigorous dialectic of action/submission

which typified his own life. He expressed it in "Stations on the

^"Letters and Parsers (clothbound ed.), p. 65•
2Ibid., pp. 67-71.

3Ibid., p. 103.

4Ibid., p. 124.
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Road to Freedom," where he wrote that "not only action, hut also

suffering is a way to freedom. The deliverance consists in plac¬

ing our cause unreservedly in the hands of God.""*" In a letter

to Bethge of 22nd Beoember, 1943, Bonhoeffer says: "I must be

able to know for certain that I am in the hands of God, and not

in men's. Then everything can be easy, even the severest priva-
2

tions....what matters is that I should face everything in faith."

Bonkoeffer's unswerving faith that God i3 there even in the

midst of the blackest events, so reminisoent of Luther and (in our

own day) of Karl Heim, finds expression in a letter of 23rd Jan¬

uary, 1944* Bonhoeffer tells Bethge that

hi3 life has now been placed in better and more
powerful hands....Our greatest task during these
coming weeks, and maybe months, will be to trust
in these hands. Whatever weakness, self-reproach
and guilt we oontribute to these events, in the
events themselves is God. If we survive all this
we shall be able to see quite clearly that all has
turned out for the best. (3)

Elsewhere he makes the same affirmation even more vividly, when

he states: "not everything that happens is the will of God, yet

in the last resort nothing happens without his will (Matthew 10.29),

i.e. through every event, however untoward, there is always a way

through to God."4

1Ibid., p. 173.
2
Ibid., p. 90.
3Ibia., p. 93.

4Ibid., p. 84.
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A ouro sense that his life, despite the deprivations of war

and imprisonment, had "been guided at every point "by God sustained

Bonhoeffer during his last two years. "It never occurs to me,"

he wrote to Bethge, "how different everything would be to-day if

only I had acted differently in the past. I can't help feeling

that everything has taken its natural ooursej it has all been in¬

evitable, straightforward, directed by a higher providence."^
Speaking of his decision to return to Germany from America in

1939* turning his back on safety and security to face danger and

uncertainty, Bonhoeffer commented:

JJ have never regretted^ my decision in the
summer of 1939» and strange as it may seam, I an
convinced that my life has followed a straight
and even course, at any rate so far as its out-
%*ard circumstances are concerned. It has been an

uninterrupted enrichment of my experience, for
which I can only be thankful. If I should end
my days here like this, that would have a mean¬
ing I could understand. (2)

And a month later he wrote to Bethge:

I'm sure everything that happens to me has a
purpose, even if it cuts right across our own
wishes. As I see it, I am here for some purpose,
and I only hope I'm living up to it. In the light
of our supreme purpose all our personal privations
and disappointments are trivial. (3)

Perhaps the most fitting oonolusion to this final ohapter is

words of Bonhoeffer from his last two letters to Bethge. In

1Ibid.. p. 120.

^Ibid.. p. 119*

3Ibid., p. 128.
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direct contrast to current interpretations of religionless Chris¬

tianity as "death, of God" theology, Bonhoeffer discloses his own

intimate and vivid awareness of the near presence of God in his

lifes

I am so sure of God's guiding hand, and I hope
I shall never lose that certainty....My past life
is replete with God's goodness, and my sins are
covered by the forgiving love of Christ crucified.
I am thankful for all those who have crossed my
path, and all I wish is never to cause then sor¬
row, and that they like me will always be thankful
for the forgiveness and mercy of God and sure
of it. (1)

One thing is certains we must always live close
to the presence of God, for that is newness of
life5 and then nothing is impossible for all things
are possible with God; no earthly power can touch
us without his will, and danger can only drive U3
closer to him. He can claim nothing for ourselves,
and yet we may for everything. Our joy i3 hidden
in suffering, our life in death. (2)

Religionless Christianity as Bonhoeffer conceived it is a radical

interpretation of Christian faith and life in secular terms for a

world which has truly oorae of age; but it is an interpretation

rooted and grounded in "the faith once delivered to the saints,"

the traditional "secret discipline" of worship, prayer, instruc¬

tion in the faith, Bible study, and honest Christian fellowship.

There is no better concrete example of "Christianity without reli¬

gion" than Dietrioh Bonhoeffer himself.

^Ibid., p. 185.
2Ibid., pp. 183-184•
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The task of this thesis has been simply to elucidate, whol¬

ly and sympathetically from within, the background, development,

and fruition of the themes in Dietrich Bonhoeffer's theology which

went to make up his "Christianity without religion" project. I

have sought above all to landerstand and present Bonhoeffer's thought

on his own terms, because of what I believe to be the need at the

present time for nothing more nor less than an exhaustive basic

"text—book" of all the elements in this revolutionary vision of

Christian faith and the modern world which is so profoundly influ¬

encing contemporary theology and ecumenical church life. Eence my

exposition deliberately refrains from critical comment, and above

all seeks to construe Bonhoeffer's thought at all points in an af¬

firmative and wholly favorable light.

I have sought primarily to expound and secondarily to inter¬

pret? I have not considered it my task to criticise. Excellent

critical work on various aspects of Bonhoeffer's theology has been

going on for some time in Germany, of which Gerhard Ebeling's es¬

says specifically on non-religious interpretation will serve as

an example. Happily, wo are also beginning to see sound critical

studies of Bonhoeffer appear in the English-speaking world, chiefly

in the United States. The essays which comprise the symposium

527
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The Place of Bonhoeffer are truly a milestone in non-German ana¬

lysis of Bonlioeffer• s thought, and take their place alongside the
It

sort of material which makes up the volumes of Pie mundige Welt.

It is likely that future work on Bonhoeffer will take this serious,

scholarly, critical direction, now that we are passing "beyond tho

high tide of popularization of the German martyr.

At the same time, as I indicated in my introductory remarks

to this thesis, there remains widespread ignorance and misinforma¬

tion about the development of the religionless proposals out of

Bonhoeffer's whole theology, and in particular about the details

of those proposals. There simply can no longer be any excuse for

the serious student or oritio of Bonhoeffer to comment learnedly

on his "Christianity without religion" without the kind of basic

knowledge of which my thesis is an elaboration. If what I have

done has any merit, I believe that it lies chiefly in the organi¬

zation and systematization of Bonhoeffer's thou£$it which I have

tried to achieve. Much valuable work of this sort has been done

on the theology of Rudolf Bultnann and Paul Tillich, but not on

Bonhoeffer. It is my belief that before we go any further in

critical work on Bonhoeffer, this organization of his theology as

a whole, and of the religionless proposals in particular, is ne¬

cessary.

Although in the course of my research I have come increas¬

ingly to a substantial agreement with Bonhoeffer's position, I

have also become ever more keenly aware of areas which are open
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both to criticism and to a great deal of further exploration.

There are three of these areas which I believe to be absolutely

central in the criticism and development of Bonhoeffer's "Christi¬

anity without religion" projects (l) theological presuppositions

and methods} (2) the concept of a world come of age} and (3) the

definition of religion. In each of these spheres serious work i3

being done at the present time.

1. Obviously it is possible to raise fundamental objections

to Bonhoeffer's Barthian understanding of the nature and method of

theology: his "Christomonism," biblicisra, and rejection of natural

theology or philosophical "pre-understanding." Gerhard Ebeling,

from a Bultmannian perspective, is "troubled by the question whether

he ^ionhoeffer/ is not sometimes too hasty, too uncritical, too

massively dogmatic in speaking of Jesus Christ, whether he does

not indeed even cover up theological problems by using this name

as a formula, and largely fail to supply the explanation that is

here of all places so badly needed."^" In an essay entitled "Bon-

hoeffer and the Bible," Walter Harcelson sharply criticizes Bon-

hoeffer for forcing the Old Testament into a christological mould
2

in hi3 exegetical writings.

While Bonhoeffer's biblicism is accepted as a matter of

course by German theologians, it runs into criticism among

^"Word and Faith, p. 106.
^In Marty, ed., The Place of Bonhoefferf pp. 115"~139*
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English-speaking commentators in the light of the tradition of

philosophical theology in British and American religious thought.

John MaoQuarrie criticizes the "theology of the Word," in which

he includes Bonhoeffer, for an "arbitrary narrowing of the field

of revelation to the biblical revelation, thus denying any genuine

knowledge of God to philosophy or the non-Christian religions.""*"
The Bultmannian critic would not so much dispute Bonhoeffer's

biblicisra per se as the character of hi3 biblicism* his non-

religious interpretation fails completely to come to grips with

the problem of biblical mythology; Bonhoeffer's highly conserva¬

tive outlook on the historical reliability of the New Testament

presents "oome-of-age" nan with a false stumbling block.

Closely linked with Bonhoeffer's biblicism is his rejection

of the natural theology of Catholicism and the "pre-under3tanding"

of some contemporary Protestant theology. Again, Anglo-Saxon

theology has special difficulties on thi3 score. Edgar P. Dickie

states that "The dismissal of natural theology, general revela¬

tion, and the ethnic religions a3 idolatry is ultimately unohris-

tian pessimism which fails to believe in the universal love of
2

God for all His children." Radical or "left-wing" Bultmannians

such as Sohubert Ogden and Fritz Buri, speaking more directly out

of the German theologioal tradition itself, would insist that the

"'"Twentieth-century Religious Thought, London, 1963, pp. 335-336.
2
The Father Everlastings Studies in Christian Doctrine, London,
1964, P. 13.
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revelation in Christ must not "be considered an exclusive event,

"but rather the paradigm of the universal possibility of authentic

existence which is available to men everywhere under God."*" And

of course the deeply philosophical tradition of Christian theo¬

logy represented in our day "by Paul Tillich would speak in terms

of a universal human quest for the Christ (i.e., the bringer of

Hew Being) which Christians believe has found its answer in Jesus
2

of Nazareth.

Even Bohhoeffer's intensely personalistic conceptuality has

been subjected to criticism. Peter L. Berger, in "Sociology and

Ecclesiology," shows the dangers in an extreme personalism from

a sociological point of view:

Bonhoeffer is quite correct in asserting that
only persons can be bearers of ethical values.
But the consequence of this insight is not, as
Bonhoeffer argues, that therefore certain insti¬
tutions /e".g., the church^ must be conceived in
personal terms. It is rather that no institutions
can be of ethical significance in and of them¬
selves, but only insofar as they 3erve and pro¬
tect real persons—that is, real and individual
human beings. (3)

Inspired directly by Bonhoeffer's liberating vision of secularity,

Harvey E. Cox defends the anonymity of secular urban life against

an excessive theological emphasis exclusively on the intimacy of

^See, e.g., Ogden, Christ without Myth, pp. 170-192.
^Significantly, in volume two of his Systematic Theology (London,
1957)t entitled "Existence and the Christ," Tillich precedes his
discussion of "Jesus as the Christ" by delineating man's univer¬
sal quest for the "New Being" and hence for the Christ* see pp.
91-111.
"^In Marty, op. oit., p. 78*
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the I-l'hou relation. He suggests the need for an intermediate

category between "I-Thou" and "I-It," the category of "I-You,"

whioh would include those human oontacts which are "decidedly

human even though they remain somewhat distant."* Cox goes on to

show that such a recognition is not only realistically "but theo¬

logically and ethically creative.

Bonhoeffer can he defended on all these basic theological

points, and in general I would \*ish to do so. His intense christo-

centricity 3eems to me to be compellingly supported by the Hew

Testament witness. Furthermore, here as in other areas of the

Barthian approach to theology, the objections often spring from

misunderstanding of all that is implied in what seems ostensibly

to be an exclusivist position. What greater "universalism of re¬

velation" could there possibly be than the message that in this

particular man Jesus Christ God has actually judged and forgiven

all men?

As for Bonhooffer's biblicism, it is striking that contem¬

porary work in linguistic analysis, from a wholly different per¬

spective, can provide support for the view that Christianity is

simply the relating of man to the biblical "language-game" in a

2
quite simply human and non-philosophical way. The question of

*The Secular City, p. 49*

^William Hordem, in the article "Karl Barth*s Theology Today" in
Theologians of our Time (ed. by A. W. Hastings and E. Hastings,
Edinburgh, 19^6), recognizes these possibilities with reference to
Barthj see pp. 84-85. See also Alasdair Maclntyre, Difficulties
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the character of Bonhoeffer *o biblicism is an area where more work

needs to he done, although the differences between "conservative"

and "liberal" exegetes do not seom to be of the sort which can be

resolved on a purely historical-critical basis.

The rejection of natural or philosophical theology, of course,

is by no means new with Bonhoeffer or even with Barth. In the

case of Bonhoeffer and Barth, however, their critics have greatly

over-simplified the issue. Both theologians were deeply and very

knowledgeably involved in philosophical discussion, as we have seen

in the case of Bonhoeffer's early years. It is not sufficiently

appreciated that their rejection of analogia entis and anthropo¬

logical "pre-understanding" was a matter of what they believed to

be the proper limits of theological methodology—not an arrogant

attempt to exclude anyone from salvation. Barth himself stated;

He speak of revelation outside the Bible as

well, and there is no reason for describing that
a3 absolutely impossible....But we lay no stress
on these side-issues. Our only interest is the
positive one that in the Biblical witness...God's
lordship...is the...decisive mark of revelation. (1)

The defender of philosophical theology must, it seems to me, de¬

fend the aotual lose fulness as well as the theological validity of

the enterprise; what is really gained in the understanding of

philosophy, the non-Christian religions, and Christianity itself

by insisting upon an independent approaoh to theology via

in Christian Belief, London, 19595 T. R. Miles, Religion and the
Scientific Outlook, London, 1959l and I. f. Ramsey, Religious
Lamgua,'?ei London, 1957*

"^Church Dogmatics I, 1, p. 381.
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philosophy? Does real communication, explanation, and discussion

of the Gospel with reference to, say, the secularist or the non-

Christian religionist demand a philosophical framework, or does it

move on quite another level? Bonhoeffer's rejection of the "meta¬

physical" in favor of the ooncretely human and ethical needs less

justification in this anti-metaphysical "world come of age" than

does philosophical theology. To "be sure, a particular "ontologi-

cal" view of man and the world emerges from the Bible and Chris¬

tian theology, as Bonhoeffer's own thought makes clear? tut that is

a different natter from natural theology or philosophical presup¬

positions . Early in his career Bonhoeffer could speak of "Chris¬

tian philosophy"; but what he meant was a concept of man derived

entirely from revelation."'"
Bonhoeffor's personalism is indeed intensely •'personal," but

both his theological acumen and his realistic human outlook save

him, I believe, from the distorted, quasi-my3tioal image which

I-Thou thought often conjures up. His repeated insistence that

I-Thou relationships are purely mediate (the Mediator, of course,

being Christ), guaranteeing the freedom and integrity of the in¬

dividual, is an important defense of the validity of his I-Thou

coneeptuality. Bonhoeffer would probably have concurred in Harvey

Cox's conoern for modern man's right to a certain anonymity (which

"'"Sanctorum Communio, p. 31. Some interesting work is going 011 at
the present time in the area of "Christian philosophy" in Bonhoef¬
fer's sense. See Roger Mehl, The Condition of the Christian Phil¬
osopher, a Barthian approach; and Maurice Hedoncelle, Is There a
Christian Philosophy? (trans, by Trethowan, London, 1960), a Roman
Catholic inquiry.
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for Bonhoeffer would have taken the form of a right to privacy),

hut he oould have based it soundly on the mediated character of

the I-Thou relation. Furthermore, we saw in the first section of

this thesis how in the Ethics Bonhoeffer explicitly rejected the

excessive personalism of Otto Dilochneider.1 It is true, however,

that the "I-fhou" language of the whole personalist-existentialist

movement lends itself too readily to raisunderstanding, and needs

considerable reworking. What is meant only to convey the central-

ity of human relationships to our deepest understanding of reality

too often sounds abstract, "mystioal," and unattainable.

Whatever criticisms are to be levelled at Bonhoeffer*s theo¬

logical outlook per se, the critic must realize that it is not

accidental but essential to his peculiar conception of the roli-

gionless Christianity projeot, as I have tried to show from be¬

ginning to end of my thesis. In particular, his "christomonisra"

and his biblicism lie at the very heart of his non-religious

proposals. If we wish to reject any one of the key aspects of

his theologioal methodology and at the same time retain his "Chris¬

tianity without religion" suggestions as basically valid, then

we must stop and examine the whole matter again in the light of

our altered presuppositions, to see if it still hangs together.

It is perfeotly conceivable, of oourse, to hold, as I think a

Buitmann-inspired critic would hold, that Bonhoeffer's form of

^Ethics, pp. 286-296.
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christoraonism and biblicism, far from affording an adequate basis

for a Christianity for non-religious men, presents insuperable

obstacles to suoh a Christianity by its basic "conservatism."

2. Turning now to the second major area of criticism and

further development, Bonhoeffer's concept of a world cone of age:

Happily, 3omc very serious and positive elaboration of Bonhoeffer's

analysis of the rise and nature of modern secularity is going on

today, particularly among the Dutch. Cornelius A. van Peursen

analyses world history in terms of three stages. The first is the

period of myth, the primitive world in which "man makes no clear

distinction between his life and the life forces permeating the
1

world." The world of primitive man is alive and magioal, full

of gods. In the second stage, the ontological period,

The gods retire to some supernatural abode and
leave the world to man. The sacred is separated
from the profane. An interest develops in the
"nature of things" and objects are slowly organ¬
ized into a hierarchy, a "great chain of being."
Things are viewed as essences, having a kind of
substantial being. (2)

The world is now in a period of transition from the ontological

period (epitomized by tho Middle Ages) to the third stage, the

functional period, a process initiated by the technological re¬

volution of the West. The functional period now emerging is the

era of secularization:

^From the summary of van Peursen's scheme by Colin Williams in
Faith in a Secular Age, London, 1966, p. 22.
p
Summary by Harvey Cox in The Secular City, p. 64»
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In a secularized world, there is no longer an
ontoiogical way of thinking, a thinking about
higher...metaphysical beings....Mow we are liber¬
ated from all these unreal supernatural entities}
...Only that which is directly related to us is
real. Things do not exist in themselves} they are
no longer substances, but they exist in and for
the sake of what they do with us and what we do
with them. (1)

In terms of Bonhoeffer'o analysis, "religion" is a vestige of the

ontoiogical period, the period when man sees himself as related

to "higher...metaphysical beings". Van Peursen summarizes his

threefold scheme in the following statements

In the period of myth, the main issue was that
something is} in the period of ontoiogical think¬
ing, it was what something is} in the period of
funotional thinking, it is how something is, how
it functions. (2)

Van Peursen, far from seeing this functional, secularized world

as a threat to biblical faith, recognizes that it is in large

part a product of that faith. Does the biblical faith require

metaphysical assumptions? Van Peursen argues that it does not}

that the Scriptures themselves demand a "funotional" interpreta¬

tion. Colin Williams admirably summarizes Van Peursen's view¬

point as follows:

When we read the Bible without raetaphysioal
assumptions, he says» we are free to see that the
word "Cod" has no meaning in itself. It is a
funotional word that acquires its meaning in

Van Peursen, "Man and Reality—the History of Human Thought,"
The Student World, LVI, First Quarter, 1963, P* 13} quoted in
Cox, op. cit.. p. 65*———

ibid., p. 17} quoted in Cox, op. oit., p. 65.
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history. In mythical or ontological periods it
ac(iuire3 its content from the way in which man
thinks about his relation to the world; hut in the
functional period, this mythological or ontologi-
oal content dissolves. Now when we read the Bible
in the light of that fact, we gain a new under¬
standing of why the Jews were so hesitant to speak
the name of God. They knew that the name does not
stand for a separate thing or an entity. God is
known in his acts; and for that reason the name
God is truly a functional word given its content
in history. For that reason, too, God i3 truly
known not in the world of rational abstraction,
but in the world of historical encounter. Hyth
and metaphysics are not his worlds; history is. (l)

The God whom secular, functional man may understand is the God

who oomes to us as an historical man whose whole being is a

being-for-others, a man who calls us into responsible action for

the neighbor's good.

Another Dutch theologian, Arend Th. van Leeuwen, has written

a highly contemporary, creatively provooative interpretation of

the whole of world history in the light of biblical-Christian

faith entitled Christianity in World History. He sees present

history as emerging out of the ontooratic era into the techno¬

cratic era. In the age of ontocracy, whioh is virtually all of

the history of civilization until fairly recently, life is viewed

as a harmonious cosmic totality, an ontological whole in which

the divine and the human intermingle. All outlooks ultimately

merge into a religious frame of reference, and the social order

Williams, op. cit., pp. 23-24. Bonhoeffer's appreciation of
the Jewish refusal to speak the name of God will be remembered
in this context. He recognized more clearly, however, the dis¬
tinction between the name and the word "God." The Jews relati¬
vized the word because they knew the name of the true and living
God, and his name was holy.
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is conoeived as sacred and essentially unalterable. The techno¬

cratic era, "brought about by the technological revolution of the

West, is marked by the breakup of static views of life and socie¬

ty, the assertion simply of man qua man and not as a fixed point

in the oosmic order, the "de-religionization" and secularization

of life.

The actual rise of a technocratic world, however, is simply

the third stage in a long development which took place amidst

universal ontooracy. The first stage was the theocracy of ancient

Israel, which took over the ontooratio mythology of its neighbors

and transformed it in the light of faith in the God who is "wholly

other" than the world, relativizing and shattering all earthly

pretensions to religious or political ultimacy* The second stage

was the spread of Christianity throughout the oikumene, the in¬

habited world. Christ himself is the victory of God over onto¬

oracy, but it is a victory which had to take concrete form in the

spreading influence of his Gospel. The "ooming of age" of the

world, in van Leeui/enfs view, is inaugurated and prefigured de¬

cisively by the Inoarnation, a view held, as we have seen, by

Bonhoeffer .■*"
The American theologian Harvey E. Cox analyzes history in

terms of the emergence of the modern city—in his words, the

"technopolis." The first stage is the period of the tribe. This

^See Christianity in World History, e3p. pp. 399-407*
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corresponds to van Peursen's period of myth. As society becomes

more settled, the tribal period gives way to the period of the

town, which also marks a shift in world-view from the mythologi¬

cal to the ontological: "Tribal man's gods whirl with him in the

night of sensual ecstasy. Town man's God calls him from an in¬

finite distance to work soberly in the daylight of self-

discipline." The Greek polis symbolises the emergence of the

period of the town; the bourgeois town culture of the post-

medieval West represents its full flowering. The third stage,

now emerging, is the period of the city or technopolis. The rise

of technopolitan culture is called "urbanization." Urbanization

is simply the social form which secularization takess "If secu¬

larization designates the content of man's coning of age, urban-
2

ization describes the oontext in which it is occurring." The

two components of the "shape" of the secular technopolis are

anonymity and mobility; its "style" is characterized by pragma¬

tism (the equivalent of van Peursen's "functionalism") and pro¬

fanity ("profane" here meaning, of course, "having to do with

this world").

Cox firmly roots the rise of secular urban civilization in

the biblical faith. He describes the Old Testament doctrine of

creation as "the disenchantment of nature," the Exodus from Egypt

as "the desacralization of politics," and the Sinai Covenant as

i1
The Secular City, p. 13.

2
Ibid., p. 4*
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"the deconsecration of values."^" Cox's discussion of these

points, while much less detailed, is reminiscent of the sorts of

themes with whioh van Leeuwen deads. It is important to empha¬

size the attention of van Leeuwen and Cox to the Old Testament

in the light Qf the large significance of the Old Testament to

Bonhoeffer's non-religious thought. Cox finds the Hew Testament

source of a theology of technopoli3 in Jesus' teaohing about and

living of the kingdom of Godj "Our struggle for the shaping of a

secular city represents the way we respond faithfully to this re-

2
ality in our own tines."

These brief outlines will perhaps suffice to indicate the

sort of serious historical examination of the concept of the mod¬

ern world as "come of age" which is going on at the present time.

All three analysts we have mentioned conclude with a vigorous call

for a Christian style of thought and life which will transcend

traditional religion as an historical vestige."*
Bonhoeffer's notion that the world has oome of age, in the

sense of outgrowing the religious need for other-worldly trans-

oendenoe ("metaphysics") and piety ("inwardness"), is of course

rejected outri^xt by large numbers of Christians. We have seen

1Ibid., pp. 17-36.
2Ibid., p. 112.

"*It would be a kind of "filial ungraciousness," to put it in terms
of Bonhoeffer's outlook on the nineteenth century, not to point out
that "three-stage" analyses of world history such as van Petersen's
and Cox's have a remarkable nineteenth-century forebear in Auguste
Comte's progressive division of history into the theological, the
metaphysical, and the positivi3tic.
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that Barth regards modern "nihilism" as simply another form of

religious idolatry. Contemporary theologies which lean very

heavily upon certain aspects of the existentialist analysis of

human life, such as those of Rudolf Bultmann and Paul Tillioh,

emphasise—for all their "modernity"—precisely such things as

a personal sense of ultimate meaninglessness or despair and a

thirst for transcendence (however redefined) as definitive char¬

acteristics of modern man. Traditionalists point to the continued

prevalence of radical evil and sinfulness, the statistics showing

an increase in divorce and crimes of violence, and the general

breaking up of traditional familial and moral structures, as clear

signs that the world, far from "being "come of age," is nearer to

perdition than ever before and therefore in reality hungry for

the old Gospel.

The phenomena to which the traditionalist points have serious

significance, but they are entirely beside the point in a consider¬

ation of Bonhoeffer's conception of a world come of age. (Bonhoef-

fer never denied that secular man had sins and problems aplenty;

it was just that he could no longer accept religious solutions for

them.) In short, the traditionalist rejection rests upon a mis¬

understanding of the idea as a form of Enlightenment progressivism.

The explioit criticism of Barth and particularly the implied cri¬

ticisms of Bultmann and Tillioh, however, are to be taken more

seriously, since they represent what seems to me to be the basic

attitude of contemporary theology on the question of the nature
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of man. Here is an area where detailed comparison and contrast

between their outlooks and that of Bonhoeffer needs to be done.

One of the most intriguing aspects of the discussion is Bonhoef¬

fer's implied suggestion that existentialism (in the sense of a

pessimistic, individualistic, introspective philosophy of man) is

passing out of date.^" The close alliance of neo-orthodox theology

T/ith certain aspects of existentialism may prove to have been at

best a temporary one. Interestingly enough, Bonhoeffer's soberly

optimistic view of "corae-of-age" man seems to have more in com¬

mon with the pragmatic outlook of Anglo-Saxon thought than with
2

the more "metaphysical," existentialist tenor of Germanic thought.

It is possible, of course, to oritioize his analysis of secular

man as psychologically and existentially naive, which may be an

important area of criticism and at least in part a vindication of

the existentialist outlook. Any suggestion of Bonhoeffer's naiv¬

ete, however, must take into account that his "optimism" emerged

out of his experience of the most widespread human depravity which

our oentury has witnessed.

"4larvey Cox deals with this issue provocatively and incisively in
The Secular City? see pp. 249-253. Bonhoeffer's "existentialism,"
of course, is a personalistic analysis of reality, not a philo¬
sophy of despair or ontologioal need.
p
Both Cox and Paul M. Van Buren (The Secular Meaning of the Gos¬
pel) have seen this, albeit the former more satisfactorily than
the latter. See also William Hamilton, "The New Optimism—From
Prufrock to Ringo," Theology Today, vol. xxii, no. 4, Jan. 1966,
pp. 479-490.
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3. The third major area of Bonhoeffer's theology which in

undergoing both criticism and development is his definition of

religion. In a certain sense this is the knottiest of the throe

issues to -unravel. Bonkooffer*s concept of religion is inextri-

oably rolatod, of course, to his apprehension of modem secularity

as its obverse or negative side. Obviously the basic issue is

whether or not Bonhoeffer was operating with an adequate under¬

standing of the nature of religion. On this point English-3peaking

theologians would almost unanimously say that he was not. They

would regard his notion that religion is "inwardness" and "meta¬

physics"—"boundary-dependence"—as a definition of bad religion

which entirely misses the essence of religion itself. This is be¬

cause Anglo-Saxon theologians, with their tradition of philosophi¬

cal theology as well a3 for certain historical reasons, tend to

equate religion with faith. Religion (or faith) is at bottom

simply "man's response to revelation"—'whatever form the revela¬

tion and the response take. Edgar Dickie suggests that the Gorman

word Religion has a narrower, more pietistic connotation than its

English equivalent; that therefore Barth and Bonhooffer .are really

attacking "religiosity" as though it were the whole of religion.'*'

*The Father Everlasting, pp. 11-12. See also Alan Richardson's
illuminating historical contrast between the concept of religion
in the Fnglish-opeaking world and in Germany during roughly the
last fifty years, in his recent book Religion in Conten;-crary De¬
bate (London, 1966), pp. 19-21. lie concludess "The /whollynega¬
tive/ Burthian usage of 'religion' is totally unfamiliar to those
who speak the English language." (P. 21)
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The English—apeaking theologian accordingly sees nan as in¬

escapably and in 3ome sense essentially religious, in the sense

of being a creature who under raany forms is responding to the

universal pressure of God in his life. (lb is probably in large

part for this reason that Tillich's thought has a wider following

in Britain and America than in his native Germany.) ITan's sense

of his finitude, his quest for meaning, his conscience—these are

ineradicable evidences that he is a religious being.^ The idea

that man is now or oould ever be "non-religious" is inconceivable.

Walter Harreloon expresses this view aptly when he 3ays :

The nonreligiouo age which the Ties tern world
has entered does of course have it3 important dif-
foroncos from other ages, but it is not so differ¬
ent from other ages as to require, or to allow
for, the break witb religion which Bonhoeffer pro¬
poses. Should the program be realised, we should
soon see another religion—a nonroligiouo religion—
with its new terminology, it3 new cultic acts, its
fresh set of ethical and cultural understandings
and mandates. (2)

Daniel Jenkins, in Beyond Religion, 3tatos that "Religion in the

sense of the search for God and the resnonce to God is inesoap-

able."3 Speaking of the world'3 coming of age, he commentsi

The hnlightenmont and the rise of soience....
mas' affect the way in which the nan of faith ex¬
ercises his responsibility in the world but in

See especially the works of John Baillie cited earlier in this
thesis, Our Knowledge of God and The Sense of the Presence of God,
for a classic statement of the Anglo-Saxon theological outlook on
revelation and religion.
o
Marty, on. cit., p. 133.
3P. 38.
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themselves they do not do away with the necessity
for religion, if only because they themselves can
become the agencies which can foster new religion,
as was very dear in the case of the Enlighten¬
ment. The world's "coming of age" does not abol¬
ish religion. Both sin and faith will conspire to
generate more religion out of this mature world.... (1)

Pwo things neod to be said with regard to this "mainstream"

English-speaking defense of the wider concept of religion. First¬

ly, although it seems to me indisputable that historically coun¬

tries such as Britain and America have had a wider, more positive

view of religion than Germany, too muoh is made of thi3 difference

in the case of Bonhoeffer. What is forgotten is that 3onhoeffor,

second only perhaps to Emil Brunner, was the least parochial of

German-speaking theologians. Ee lived for periods of over a year

in "both Britain and America, not to mention Spain, and he main¬

tained these international contacts until his death. His last

message before being taken away for execution was to the Bight

Reverend G. K. A. Bell, Bishop of Chichester and close friend of

Bonhoel'fer's. Furthermore, Bonhoeffer's busy ecumenical activity

exposed him to a variety of Christian viewpoints. It is highly

significant to me that what appalled Bonhoeffer about the United

States was precisely its "religion," its obsession with various

forms of piety and lack of concern for theology and the Gospel.

He was fully aware of the important social and ethical thrust of

American Christianity? Union Theological Seminary, where he

1Ibid.. p. 35.
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studied in 1930-31, was the center of that thrust on the theo-

retioal plane, and Reinhold Biebuhr's vision of man and society

impressed him. Yet Bonhoeffer considered the American approaoh

to social problems largely "religious" rather than "Christian."

He found questions discussed with little or no consideration of

their basis in or relationship to the Bible and Christian theo¬

logy. Bonhooffer feared that religion, for the socially-oriented

American liberals, was a thin veneer covering a straightforward,

undialectical secularity. fho veneer could be peeled away with¬

out affecting the content of what was 3aid and done, thereby re¬

vealing itself as a psychological matter of a "taste for the in¬

finite" or a "religious outlook" on life.*" I think that Bonhoof¬

fer was well aware of the Anglo-Saxon understanding of religion

as well as the German when he described both Christianity and

modern secular man as non-religious.

Secondly, the quotations from Walter Harrelson and Daniel

Jenkins are representative of the widespread assumption that

non-religious or "come-of-age" man is ideological. "Bon-

religiousness" i3 simply a new ideology which, like all ideo¬

logies, is essentially religious % therefore it will produce a

"new religion." Yet it is preoisely Bonhoeffer's contention

^For Bonhoeffer's profound grasp of the American historical, theo¬
logical, and religious situation, see his essay "Protestantism
without Reformation," Bo Ru3ty Swords, pp. 92-118. His remarks
on American religiousness appear in letters printed in Gesamaolte
Schriften I, pp. 76-78, 82, 299-301, 307-308, 310-311? see also
No Rusty Swords, pp. 88, 117•
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(as we saw in chapter four) that modem secular man is non-

ideological. "Corae-of-age" man lacks the "religious interest"

even of the Marxist or nationalist ideologue? he is pragmatic,

i\motionalistic-—nihilistic. Ideologies are a foim of religious

idolatry. "Idols," says Eorihoeffer, "are objects of worship, and

idolatry presupposes that people in general still worship some¬

thing. But we worship nothing at all any more, not even idols.

In this we are truly nihilists."^" It is this very concept of

seoular nan (which Van Peursen and Cox share with Bonhooffer) that

is so diffiouit for present-day theology to grasp. Whether it is

truly descriptive of increasing numbers of people in our "techno¬

cratic era" is a matter for serious debate and examination. But

Bonhoeffer's idea of the real non-religiousness of modern man

is closely bound up with his contention that people today are by

and largely not even idolatrous or ideological—not even falsely

religious.

Clearly, even after clarifying the above issues, there re¬

mains what must in some 3ense be called simply a semantical prob¬

lem. If we accept the wider "Anglo-Saxon" definition of religion

as "response to revelation" (i.e., as essentially the same thing

as faith), Bonhoeffer's position is undermined at the outset,

since he regards faith—.authentic response to the revelation in

Jesus Christ—as essentially non-religious. Doubtless many theo-

^"Bettors and Banem9 p. 153• My translation.
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logians would agree, on the other hand, that if we aooept Bon-

hoeffer's definition of religion, then the modem world is indeed

"religionless"; hut that it is precisely his definition of reli¬

gion which is unacceptable. Questions with which thoy must ser¬

iously come to grips, however, are the following: Is the word

"religion" itself—whatever meaning is given it by theologians—

really usable in our modern secular world? Does it have any value

outside a purely internal theological context? May it not instead

be a hindrance in proclaiming the Gospel to the world? Is not

Bonhoeffer's definition of religion in fact precisely the way re¬

ligion is popularly seen? And does it not thorefore create an

unnecessary obstacle to the person who has rejected "religion" in

the popular sonso to attempt to reintroduce it in a more sophis¬

ticated sense? It seems to me that the very idea of "religion"

is 30 heavily freighted with centuries of associations a3 to be

almost incapable of retranslation. I fully grant that for the

same reason the Gospel may be virtually impossible to dissociate

from its religious clothing. Yet Bonhoeffer's reinterpretation

in terms of the fully human and the ethical offers possibilities,

I believe, of liberating the Christian message for its true scope

in a way which ha3 already been recognized time and again by

perceptive persons both Christian and non-Christian.

The retention and intensification of a traditionally-

conceived "secret discipline," however, as the inner foundation

of a non-religious Christian existence, is a fundamental aspect
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of the project whioh it may he simply impossible to describe as

anything but "religion." It is just here whore Bonhoeffer'3 re¬

jection of the concept of religion becomes very problematic. I

honestly do not believe he saw the arcane discipline as "religion,"

but rather as an objectivo grounding of Christian life in the

Soriptureo and the discipline of worship and prayer. Obviously

it is possible both to describe and to live the "secret disci¬

pline" as something "non-metaphysical" and "non-pioti3tic." Yet

here the critic can turn the tables* In terms of a common-sense

"popular" view, are not worship and prayer "religious" in the high¬

est degree? Would not most people describe Bonhoeffer's own faith

and devotional practice, which we looked at in ohapter eight, as

"religion"? And finally-—and perhaps decisively'—is not the use

of the word "God" per set whatever its content, considered to be

"religion"?^"
Beside current critioisms of Bonhoeffer's definition of reli¬

gion stand equally oogent arguments which assume its substantial
2

accuracy. Among these are Harvey Cox's The Secular City" and re¬

cent essays by William Hamilton."* While Cox continues Bonhoef¬

fer's emphasis on the role of the church by articulating a non-

religious theology of ohurch existence and activity, Hamilton has

"*"In a certain sense Paul Van Buren, in The Secular Meaning of the
Gospel, Has carried out the full secular logio of the matter. lie
resolves the dilemma by declaring the word "God" unusable; see
p. 100.
O

See esp. pp. 19-Ql, a critique of Tillich's theology.

3See, e.g., "The Hew Optimism," o£. oit.i and "Thursday's Child*
The Theologian Today and Tomorrow," Theology Today* vol. xx, no. 4,
Jan. 1964, PP. 487-495.
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gone far "beyond Bonhoeff'er in suggesting that the religionless

Christian is forced to abandon the existing structures of the

church. Phis extremely radical view, which would do away even

with the "secret discipline" as irreformably religious, is echoed

to 3ome degree in the writings of Peter L. Berger, especially in

hi3 book The Iloise of Solemn Assemblies.

Having suggested the three broad areas of criticism and de¬

velopment in Bonhoeffer'o thought, I shall briefly indicate three

more particular aspects towards which criticism is currently being

directed.

a. The first is the intensely dialeotical form of every ele¬

ment in Bonhoeffer's theology. As we have seen, his christology,

ecclesiology, ethics, and biblicisn, as well as his conception of

the basic form of religionless Christian and churchly existence,

are all understood dialectically. Some interpreters, especially

those involved in the undialectical, pragmatic-empirical milieu

of American and British thought, find (either consciously or un¬

consciously) Bonhoeffer's dialectic unnecessarily subtle and dif¬

ficult for modern secular man. In it3 application to eoolesio-

logy, where Bonhooffer asserts simultaneously that the church is

the literal presence of Christ on earth and a pathetically ambig¬

uous religious institution, the more radical find it simply fan¬

tastic or unbelievable in the face of "hard facts."

In the current "death of God" theology in the United States
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what we find is precisely an undialectical extension of Bonhoef-

fer's religionless Christianity project. In the theologies of

William Hamilton and Paul Van Buren the supreme dialectic, that

the reality of J©3us is the reality of God, is collapsed or re¬

duced from full ohristooentricity into "Jesu-contricity." For

"both Hamilton and Van Buron, "God" is no longer an operative con¬

cept? Jesus1 transcendence i3 reduoed to purely human and ethical

terms such as "contagious freedom." While Bonhoeffer translated

the deity of Christ into humanly tinderstandable ethical terms, he

never reduoed Clirist simply to a human reality? that would have

"been "liberalism" and therefore untheological and unbiblical. In

the "death of God" theologians, theological dialectic is flattened

into humanist ethic. It may honestly be that this radical human-

ization of all transcendental elements in Christianity is the only

viable and logical way forward for a fully "religionless" Christi¬

anity. But those who undertake it should realize (as Hamilton

and Van Buren do) that they are not simply interpreting Bonhoof-

for but developing a distinctly revisionary line of thought. Fur¬

thermore, we must raise the serious question whether the elements

of Christian faith—above all, Christian faith itself—are even

conceivable in undialectical terms. If we remove the "yes and no,"

the tension between God and man, does what we have left bear any

^"R. G. Smith has rightly analyzed the difference between Van
Buren and Bonhoeffer in terms of the dialectic of faith? see
Secular Christianity, pp. 186-193.
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resemblance to faith?

b. A second area where more work could be done is Bonhoef-

fer's actual non-religious exegesis of the Bible, as distinct

from his general bibliciso. Here is a sphere where competent

biblical scholars with a taste for theology can render a valuable

service in terms of careful study of central and peripheral ele¬

ments in the faith of both the Old and the ITew Testaments. Two

examples from Bonhoeffer's exegesis may be oited to indicate

points where more detailed and perhaps critical work night be done.

The first is his vigorous rejection of any "other-worldliness" in

the interpretation of Christ's resurreotion and the accompanying

traditional idea of Christianity as the answer (among other things)

to man's quest after the meaning of death and the assurance of im¬

mortality. It can be argued, it seems to me, in the light of the

Hellenistic character of some of the churches founded by St. Paul,

with their context in the thought of the mystery-religions, that

the Apostle's teaching on the resurrection i3 often not particular¬

ly "this-worldly" (see, e.g., I Cor. 15; II Cor. 4.16-5.8, 12,2-4;

Phil. 1.21-24; Col. 3.1-2; I Thess. 4.13-18). As I pointed out

in disoussing Bonhoeffer's non-religious exegesis of the resur¬

rection, hoxrever, his one-sidedness here is probably justified in

the light of the one-sidedly "other-worldly" interpretation which

has prevailed in the church. Furthermore, as Bonhoeffer rightly

emphasized, the Hew Testament teaches firmly that eternal life
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is not the negation but the fulfillment of life on earth: it is

"resurrection of the body," "new creation," the "kingdom of God."

Finally, the New Testament is filled as intensely with the reality

of new life on earth, our foretaste of the new creation, as it is

with the world to come.

The second case is 3onhoeffor's opposition to the idea that

authentic biblical faith is concerned with "inwardness," with per¬

sonal "soul-eaving." Bonhoeffer,s favorite book, the Psalter,

would seem to contain a great deal of individual ooncern for salva

tion.^ In fairness to Bonhoeffer, however, it must be said that

(1) he always interpreted the Psalms ohri3tologically: it is funda

mentally Christ who speaks in the Psalms, and the individual Chris

tian only in him; and (2) quite apart from christological exegesis

the self-concern in the Psalms is almost always in terms of "this-

worldly," not "other-worldly," salvation. Yet there remain pas¬

sages 3uch as Jesus' parable of the rich fool (Luke 12.16-21),

where a healthy, salvific self-concern is contrasted with merely

selfish self-concern.

c. A third and rather important topic within the "Christi¬

anity without religion" framework is the concept of the Arkandis-

Fully one-third of the Psalter touches on thi3 theme; see Psalms
3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 13, 16, 17, 18, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 35,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 51, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 62, 63, 69, 70, 71
77, 86, 88, 102, 109, 116, 119, 130, 131, 138, 139, 140, 141,
142, 143.
P 9t
See Bonhoeffer's Das Gebetbuch der Bibel: line Einfuhrung in die
Poalmen; and Life Together, pp. 34-40.
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ziplin. This has already cone in for some criticism as a poten¬

tially dangerous concept. Walter Harrelson raises the issue force¬

fully, comparing Bonhoeffer and Barth in the processs

I find here a dualism in Bonhoeffer•s program.
He wants to find a way to present Christian faith
"by means of nonreligious equivalents of such
terms as repentance, faith, justification, re¬
birth, sanotification. But he also wants the
Churoh to live a secret life in which the mystery
of Word and Sacrament is secured from profanation.
The Church, on this view, lives two lives—one
public and the other private. This dualism is far
more dangerous, in my view, than the "positivism
of revelation" of Barth (if that view of Barth he
accepted) or the "not far enough" of Bultmann. (l)

Notice that Harrelson calls the two-sidedness of religion-

less Christianity a "dualism" rather than a "dialectic." The

tension between a "seoret" life centered in the traditional "mys¬

teries" of the Christian faith and a public non-religious exis¬

tence wholly in the secular world strikes some interpreters, such

a3 Harrelson, as a dialectic which cannot be sustained realistic¬

ally. Such a widely disparate "double life" for the Christian

and the churoh must break apart on one side or the other; the

dialectic splits up into a dualism and then into a "monism."

Honald Gregor Smith, who is a sympathetic interpreter of Bonhoef¬

fer *s concept of Arkandisaiplin, also recognises that "there are

perils here, on the one hand the peril of irresponsible acquies¬

cence in the way of the world as a self-sufficient entity, and on

the other hand the peril of oomplete invisibility, of the prac-

Tlarty, op. cit., p. 136.
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1tical non-existence of the secret discipline."

Yet it is easy to exaggerate the "secrecy" of Bonhoeffer's

"secret discipline." The idea perhaps suggests the esoteric, as

in freemasonry, or the "underground," as in groups organised for

political subversion. To Bonhoeffer, however, "secrecy" had

simply to do on the one hand with the need for quietness and lack

of ostentation on the part of the churoh, and on the other hand

with the things Christian believers share together which are dif¬

ferent from the things they share with other people (a "secrecy"

obviously not limited to the churoh). Bonhoeffer meant by "secret

discipline" simply the "churoh discipline" of the quiet, modest,

servant community of neighbors in Christ*

Whether the intensification of Christian "life together"

which the Arkandisaiplin idea suggests is the appropriate founda¬

tion of a truly "secular" Christian stylo of life is a serious

issuej as I have indicated in another connection, Bohhoeffer-

in3pired radicals like William Hamilton and Peter Bergor would

deny that it is. Like Harrelson, albeit from a different ("non-

church") viewpoint, they would consider the "arcane discipline"

concept unbearably dialectical and therefore dualistio. The

Christian xfho wishes to be an honestly secular man can no longer

find meaning and help in the religiousness of traditional Chris¬

tianity, even in the form of the "secret discipline"j an inten¬

sified understanding of the church's inner life will simply be

^The Hew Han, p. 106.
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misinterpreted in a pietistio and ecclesiastical way "by moot

Christians and oonfirra them in their irrelevance. Whether tbis

uudialeotical abandonment of the Christian community as the home

of all Christian birth, nurture, and growth, results in secular

Christians, or simply in secularists, is another question.

Putting the matter somewhat differently from tho way Bonhoef-

fer would have wished to express it, John MacQuarrie nevertheless

states Bonhoeffer's case suooinctlyt "the Christian, as he lives

in the world and gives himself for the world, will also have his

secret discipline in which ho looks beyond the world to the trans¬

cendent and the ultimate for the noxtrishing of his life."^ And

David Jenkins, in a brief but very perceptive chapter on Bonhoeffer

in Guide to the Debate about God, sayss "It does no honour to his

name and is entirely out of keeping with his life to suppose that

•religionless Christianity' has anything to do with the casting

aside of strict spiritual discipline, frequent prayer and the moot

rigorous attention to the Christian and especially the Biblical

tradition."^
I shall conclude this thesis by indicating what seem to me

to be the chief misunderstandings of Bonhoeffer*s religionless

Christianity at the present time. I have already touched upon

virtually all of them, either directly or indirectly, in the body

"fwentieth-century lieligious Thought, p. 332.
p "
London, 1966, p. 99*
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of the thesis and in the conclusion. Yet I believe it is impor¬

tant to list them systematically in the light of what I have

tried to do in the present study, bcoauao of the need today to

see Bonhoeffer's project with some sort of reasonably accurate

perspective.

1. The first sort of misunderstanding comes from a conserva¬

tive standpoint. Within this general outlook I would distinguish

two perspectives» traditionalism (what Bonhoeffer characterised

as "orthodoxy") and Barthianiom. The traditionalist view finds

extreme expression in the sincere but amazingly misguided words of

a German pa3tor: "One may still hope that at the very end Bonhoef¬

fer regained his faithTraditional orthodoxy tends to find the

"religionless" reflections either puzzlingly irrelevant or down¬

right wrongheaded and destructive of faith. Bonhoeffer's "non-

religious interpretation of biblical concepts" is misunderstood

as humanism or liberalism and his concept of a world come of age

as a dangerously unrealistic optimism about a godless world.

The Barthian misunderstanding, unlike the traditionalist,

has a full grasp of Bonhoeffer's theological background even in

the prison writings—but there is precisely where the misunder¬

standing begins. Barth himself, as we have seen, regards Bonhoef¬

fer's criticisms of his own position as mistaken and the non-

religious reflections as a puzzling detour from the real business

1 ' " "«*
Die nundige Welt I, p. 19$ quoted in Godsoy, The Theology of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 263.
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of theology. As Godsey says, Barth "is inclined to stress the

enigmatic character of the thoughts from prison, pointing out that

Bonhooffer tended to "be an impulsive, visionary thinker, who would

suddenly become consumed by an idea (in this ca3e an idea grounded

in a particular philosophy of historyJ), only later to stop at

some penultimate thesi3 and turn to another." Barth, and those

theologians who would generally be styled "Barthians," tend to re¬

gard the prison writings as the moving but quite momentary and

private musings of an essentially orthodox theologian cast up in

an unusual and abnormal situation. That Bonhoeffer was an essen¬

tially orthodox Christian and theologian must be an indisputable

conclusion; that the "religionless" thoughts are a "side issue" or

a vagary, however, simply cannot be supported on the basis either

of the prison writings themselves or of the direction of Bonhoef-

fer's thought as a whole, as I have tried to show throughout this

thesis.

A leading Barth-inspired theologian, Thomas P. Torrance, has

given the Barthian-conservative view of Bonhoeffer recent expres¬

sion in a review of the English translation of Bonhoeffor's chris-
2

tology lectures. Professor Torrance attempts to bring Bonhoef¬

fer squarely under the aegis of Barth. He regards Christology

as showing Barth's direct influence on "even the language in page

1Ibid.» p. 263.
O

The Sootaman, 28th Kay, 1966, p. 3.
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after page." Professor Torranoo is so sure that Bonlioeffor's

ohristology was heavily indebted, to Earth that he makes the ser¬

ious accusation that the editor of the lectures (Bethge) has "de¬

liberately suppressed" all mention of Earth in the leotures.

Since Bonhoeffer himself was impeccably honest and would naturally

have referred to Barth whenever he used his ideas, Professor Tor¬

rance can only conclude that those responsible for the publica¬

tion of the lectures are in some sinister way "anti-Barth" and

have systematically expunged his name. Not only does the internal

evidenoe of Bonhoeffer's writings as a whole, which refer to Barth

remarkably seldom and then often critically, fail to substantiate

such a charge; Bethge himself has directly refuted Professor Tor¬

rance's accusation, and we may assume that Bethge knows better

than anyone else whether the manuscripts from which Christology

was compiled do in faot mention Barth.'''
It is possible fully to agree with Professor Torrance that

Bonhoeffer must be understood within the general tradition of

classical theology and the particular tradition of Barth's theo¬

logical conception and methodology without having to go to the

unnecessary lengths of making Bonhoeffer display his indebtedness

at every point. As I have tried to show throughout this thesis,

Bonhoeffer was a quite original and independent "Barthian" who

came to a full material grasp of several of the later, "dogmatic"

'''Letter to The Scotsman, 10th June, 1966. See also Torrance's
reply to Bethge, ibid., 17th June, 1966.
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Earth*3 central themes before Barth himself did—inoluding the

key area of christology. Furthermore, as his modest, non-

speculative attitude to Scripture reveals, Bonhoeffer understood

the truly evangelical limitations of Barth*s biblicisra better

than Barth did.

Professor Torrance is quite anxious to counter what he be¬

lieves to be the growing "Bonhoeffer myth," the olaiming of his

"Christianity without religion" project for all sorts of theo¬

logical viewpoints which Bonhoeffer himself would have rejected—

above all, various forms of "neo-liberali3m" and Bultmann-inspired

existentialism. X fully share Professor Torrance's concern, a3

the whole rationale and development of my thesis have tried to

indicate. But in his anxiety Professor Torrance has gone to the

opposite extreme of a conservative "domestioation" of Bonhoeffer

which is as great a misunderstanding as the existentialist or

the liberal "radicalication." Bonhoeffer is not Bultmannj but he

is not Barth either. Be is simply Bonhoeffer: an independent and

original theologian who stands alongside but not "behind" Bult-

mann and Barth as a major theological figure of our time.

It is extremely important to add, too, that Bonhoeffer

stands there not in spite of but because of the roligionloss

Christianity project. The tragedy is that this last development

of his thought was 30 prematurely nipped in the bud. It is pre¬

cisely the fact that Bonhoeffer's theological reflections from

prison—which, let it be remembered, he was working on in a
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preliminary way in the Ethica some tine "before he was put in

prison—are a "mainstream" development of his theology which the

Barthians are unwilling to acknowledge. Professor Torrance dis¬

misses Bonhoeffer's non—religious interpretation far more peremp¬

torily and superficially than does Barth, by means of what I

would call psychological innuendo—a familiar conservative way of

li^xtly dismissing the prison im?itings.

Professor Torrance describes Borihoeffer's prison reflections

as "stray sentences of an exaggerated kind penned under the stress

of Nazi oppression in Buchenwald."*" A traditionalist (rather than

Barthian) conservative theologian, Eric Mascall, echoes Professor

Torrance when he writes: "It would be perhapB unfair to Bonhooffer

to take au pied de la lettre words written from a ITazi prison camp

2
under conditions of grave physical and emotional distress".

Actually, the correspondence and other writings which make up
Letters and Papers from Prison were va-itten while Bonhoeffer was
in Tegel Prison. He was not removed to Buchenwald until early in
1945t by which time he was forbidden all oontaot with the outside
world.
2
The Secularisation of Christianity, London, 1965, p. 41• Mascall,

who is a very able defender of Catholic orthodoxy from an Anglican
perspective, nevertheless goes on in commenting on the remarks
centering in Bonhoeffer's statement, "Before God and with him we
live without God," to set forth one of the most remarkably mis¬
taken interpretations of Bonhoeffer's words which have come to my
attention. First he suggests that Bonhoeffer's talk about "living
without God" is perhaps Bonhoeffer's "spiritual experience of feel¬
ing forsaken by God." (P. 41) As I hope chapter eight of this
thesis has abundantly shown, Bonhoeffer did not feel God-forsaken
even in prison; in any case, the context shows clearly that he was
speaking theologically and not confessionally. Of Bonhoeffer's as¬
sertion that "The God who makes us live in this world without us¬
ing him as a working hypothesis is the God before whom we are ever
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Severe hardships and privations were Bonhoeffer»s lot as a

prisoner} hut there is absolutely no evidence in the prison writ¬

ings or in the accounts of his friend Eberhard Bethee (who not

only corresponded with him but also visited him on at least two

occasions) and of fellow prisoners to show that the non-religious

reflections are in any way the ecstatic produot of exoessive

psychological 3train. On the contrary: the religionle3s Christi¬

anity project, as this thesis has tried to show throughout, is an

intrinsically reasonable development of Bonhoeffer's theology

which he was hinting at in letters and other writings (notably, of

course, the Ethios) at least two or three years before he was ar¬

rested. His serious intention to write a book on the subject, for

which we have his preliminary outline, can hardly be oalled simply

the random musings of a man living in extreme crisis. Furthermore,

standing," Hasoall says that it "certainly seems to imply that we
must plan our whole lives without any reference to God". (P. 42)
Obviously Mascall thinks that by rejecting God as "a working hypo¬
thesis" Bonhoeffer means to reject any usable understanding of God
at all. Tet the point of all Bonhoeffer's remarks about "living
without God," as we have seen, i3 that in a world whioh has grown
out of false dependencies we must live without the support of the
metaphysical "God" of religion, the Deus ex naohina, the "working
hypothesis"—in order to recognize and to live with the true God
who comes to us in Jesus Christ. Clearly Mascall simply does not
know what Bonhoeffer means by the phrase "God as a working hypo¬
thesis." His misreading is an excellent recent example of the
sort of thing whioh still goes on in Bonhoeffer interpretation: the
lifting of phrases and sentences out of context without knowledge
of the context and presuming to say what they mean.
I agree with Biascall that it is unfair to Bonhoeffer to take his

prison reflections as his definitive word on religionless Christi¬
anity, but not because they were written tinder stress. It is
simply that Bonhoeffer's thoughts on the subject were formative
and therefore tentative; above all, they were unfinished.
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one of the most remarkable tilings about the prison writings is

precisely Bonhoeffer's amazing self-control and inner discipline,

his sanity of outlook and clarity of vision, his ability to read

widely and to write creatively, amidst the rigors of his situa¬

tion. We have noted, in chapter ei^it, the accounts by fellow

prisoners of Bonhoeffer's courage, self-discipline, cheerfulness,

rationality, and "existence for others." What emerges from the

prison writings is a picture of enormous strength, not of psycho¬

logical fixation or disintegration. To bo sure, Bonhoeffer also

recorded his loneliness, his despair, the contrast between his

inner insecurities and his outward confidence; but he clearly as¬

similated these normal experiences of imprisonment into his un¬

wavering faith and strength of mind. To dismiss the "Christianity

without religion" project by psychological innuendo is not only

somewhat irresponsibly facile? it is also an unfair and inaccurate

portrayal of Bonhoeffer himself.

2. The liberal or radical outlook on Bonhoeffer's religion-

less Christianity, at the other pole, is not so muoh a misunder¬

standing as an independent development based squarely, however, on

suggestions in the prison writings. Hadioal Bonhoeffer-inspired

theologians, above all two exponents of the current American

"death of God" school of theology, Paul Van Buren and William

Hamilton, explicitly recognise that their version of "Christianity

without religion" is not necessarily the same as Bonhoeffer's?
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they would simply regard him as the theologian whose seminal

thoughts have provided the "basic inspiration for their own theo¬

logical reconstruction.

At the same time, however, the radical perspective on Bon-

hoeffer may "be regarded as a misunderstanding, insofar as it is

precisely the radical theologians through whose eyes Bohhoeffer

is commonly 3een (as Professor Torrance rightly recognises). In

the serai-porjular literature on the subject Bonhocffer suffers a

kind of "guilt "by association." In this sense the radical point

of view may "be called a misunderstanding. Eric Mascall's brief

ooraraents on Bonhoeffer in the work cited are a case in point. Ee

seems to see Bonhoeffer entirely through the eyes of Van Buren

(and of J. A. T. Robinson, whose presentation in Honest to god

I regard, however, as "mediating," not "radical").

I have already mentioned the transmutation of Bonhoeffer'o

central themes in the thought of Van Buren and Hamilton under the

heading of the intensely dialectical character of Bonhoeffer's

theology. It is in terms of his dialectic that I believe the

"death of God" theology is to bo seen. Bonhoeffer's christology

is collapsed into a one-dimensional "Jesusology," as in Van

Buren's abandonment, on linguistic-empirical grounds, of any mean¬

ing to the concept "God" and his humanistic interpretation of Jesus

as the supremely free man."'' Ecclesiologically, the empirical

^Fne Secular Meaning of the Gospel, pp. 32—105, 121-123.
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churoh, which Bonhoeffer biblically affirms in spite of everything

as "the presence of Christ on earth," is simply abandoned by Ham¬

ilton in favor of a fully secular existence.^" Bonhoeffer's ana¬

lysis of the disappearance of the metaphysical "God" of religion

as the work of the God who in Christ is vividly near is collapsed

into the "absence" or "death" of God per se and our inability even

to use the word. As Van Buren seems clearly to recognise, what

we have here is simple reductionisms the compressing of Bonhoef-
2

fer's ideas into purely "historical and ethical dimensions."

The keynote of the "death of God" theology is a radical version of

Bonhoeffer*8 affirmation of modern 3ecularity. It must be said

of Van Buren and Hamilton, however, that their secularity is op¬

timistic but not unrealistic} like their non-Christian counter¬

part, Bonhoeffer's "come-of-^age," nihilist man, they do not blink

before the realities of evil and suffering. It is simply that they

no longer find the "answers" of religion—including organised

Christianity in any form—"any more compelling than any others."

3. In between the conservative and the radical approaches to

Bonhoeffer's "Christianity without religion" project is what I

would call the mediating outlook. Like conservatism and radical¬

ism, it is open to misunderstandings and misrepresentations of

Bonhoeffer. The mediating viewpoint is adopted principally by

*See, e.g., "Thursday's Child," op. cit., pp. 439-490*
20p. cit.t pp. 197f^*
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theologians who attempt, in varying degrees, to synthesize the

insights of Bonhoeffer with those of Bultnann and of Tillich.

The "Bultraannian synthesis" is probably the most popular cur¬

rent attempt to utilize Bonhoeffer's thought in the ongoing work

of theology. We see it primarily in the writings of Gerhard Ebel-
1 2

ing and Ronald Gregor Smith. Central to the Bultmann-inspired

outlook on Bonhoeffer i3 the twofold assumption, firstly, that

Bultraann has from the beginning fully and explicitly shared Bon¬

hoeffer's intense concern for the oomraunication of the Gospel to

modern secular man; and secondly, that Bonhoeffer's "dereligion-

izing" of biblical concepts and Bultraann's "demythologizing" of the

New Testament are much closer together both in intention and in

execution than Bonhoeffer imagined.

I would not wish to deny the actual similarity between Bon¬

hoeffer and Bultnann in these two areas, a point which I made in

the seotion of the thesis on Bonhoeffer's criticisms of Bultmann.

But there remain actual and quite fundamental differences in terns

of presuppositions which are too quickly glossed over by Bultnan-

nian interpreters. Significantly, Barth's influence on Bonhoef¬

fer tends to be minimized, which softens what are some rather hard

contrasts between Bonhoeffer and Bultmann.^

*See, e.g., Word and Faith, esp. pp. 93-161, 282-237, 333-353.
2 ——— 1
See The Hew Han; "A Theological Perspective of the Secular," The
Christian Scholar, vol. XLIII, no. 1, March, I960, pp. 11-24; and
Secular Christianity.

^To ray knowledge, R. G. Smith mentions the influence of Barth on
Bonhoeffer only once, and there with regard only to Bonhoeffer's
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The basic difference between Bonhoeffer and Bultmann is

christologioal. Prom beginning to end Bonhoeffer, like Bartk,

fooussed on the concrete objectivity of the historical figure of

Jesus Christ, the man proclaimed by the Hew Testament as "God with

us". All reflection on the subjective response of faith was whol¬

ly subordinate to this reality. Bultmann and his students, on the

other hand, have been primarily concerned to translate theology

into anthropology, to interpret the Gospel in terms of human self-

understanding. For Bultmann himself, and especially for his "left-

wing" followers suoh as Pritz Buri and Schubert Ogden, the flesh-

and-blood Jesus of the Gospels becomes simply the occasion of our

faith| in himself he remains historically unapproachable and theo¬

logically non-essential. Significantly, Bonhoeffer's Hew Testament

exegesis was correlatively conservative; Bultmann*s is extremely

liberal. For Bonhoeffer, as for Barth, the historical reality of

Jesus Christ is the sole basis of all ontologioal statements about

God, man, and the world. In the Bultmannian scheme theology must

begin with an independent ontologioal inquiry into the structures

of human existence (of which Martin Heidegger*s is regarded as the

most satisfactory) and then interpret the Hew Testament revelation

in this light. Since Bonhoeffor's "Barthian" christology lies

critique of religion (an influence whioh Bonhoeffer himself ex¬
plicitly acknowledged in Letters and Papers)j see Secular Christi¬
anity. p. 177• Ibeling is considerably more careful at this
point, but he fails to give Barth's influence proper weight in an
overall assessment of Bonhoeffer; see Word and Faith, pp. 100,
106, 134-135.
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peculiarly at the very foundation of his religionless Christian¬

ity project, it seems to me that more serious thought will have

to be given to this basio christological divergence from Bult-

raann than has so far been forthcoming. It is a divergence whioh

affects one's whole utilization of the prison reflections.

Closely linked with the Bultmannian existentialist pre-

understanding is the second differenoe to which I would call at¬

tention. I refer to Bonhoeffer's conception of the world as

"come of age." Despite the fact that Bultmannian theologians are

presently in the vanguard of theological world-affirmation, I can¬

not but believe that their existentialist Weitanschaining, whioh

emerged out of the pessimistic, individualistic, introspective view

of man which characterized Europe .an thought between the two World

Wars, prevents them from fully appreciating what Bonhoeffer meant

by his conception of modem "nihilist" man. "Nihilism" in

Christian existentialist parlance is basically a negative tern

which evokes the image of despair, of man's standing in an alien

universe staring into nothingness. As we have seen, however,

"nihilism" as applied to "eorne-of-age" man by Bonhoeffer has

nothing to do with despair or nothingness; it means rather the

inability to worship anything at all (gar niohts). In Bonhoef¬

fer 's scheme "nihilism" is part of a basically optimistic view of

secularized nan. One of the most striking features of the prison

writings is his excoriation of "existentialism" for refusing to

recognize the adulthood of the world. It must be said that
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existentialist world-affirmation lags behind that of religion-

loss Christianity. The Christian existentialists have committed

themselves to a romantic philosophical view of man as a lonely,

tormented, essentially tragic figure, and then have found vindi¬

cation for this view in the Gospel. Beginning and ending solely

with the Gospel's own version of both the tragedy of man apart

from God and his grandeur in the light of Christ, Bonhoeffer was

liberated for the "empirical" task of taking modem people simply

as he saw and enoountered them. His concept of secular man tend¬

ed accordingly to be a posteriori rather than a priori, and there¬

fore (I would suggest) perhaps more accurate than that of the

existentialists.

There is the further point, which I touched on earlier, that

existentialist theology cannot tear itself away from seeing "prac¬

ticing" seoularity as an ideological phenomenon. R. G. Smith,

for example, describes "modem secularism" (which he distinguish¬

es from authentic or "radical secularism") as "a congeries of

competing ideologies, ...a creeping nihilism which takes various

ideological or Utopian forms.He goes on to describe this

"modern secularism," which he believes to be the predominant form

today, in olassical existentialist terras which could equally well

have been used in the 1930's and 1940's. He speaks of deperson¬

alisation, mass manipulation, ersatz religion, collectivism, and

of course Orwell's 1934. What is truly a fresh and revolutionary

^Secular Christianity, p. 172.
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insist in Bonhoeffer's idea of a world cone of age, however, is

precisely that "ideological man" in all his forms is dying out.

Phe "new man" can no longer really he ideological 5 in terms of

the current interpretations of Borihoeffer*s concept, he i3 func¬

tional, pragmatic, technocratic in outlook. Obviously the ideo-
If II

logical Gotterdanmerung is still very much with us: Marxism and

nationalism are perhaps the hardiest of the dying gods. Large

numbers of people are still prey both to the appeal and to the

oppression of ideologies. What strikes many of today's observers,

however, is the declining hold of ideologies in all areas. An

increasing number of people are suspicious of all promises of

salvation, both religious and political} they are more interested

in day-to-day realities such as work, food, justice, and individual

freedom. Governments, whether democratic or Marxist, are required

more and more to answer to the same basic needs and demands of

human beings 1 sound economics, simple justice, responsible parti¬

cipation, and creative opportunity. Ideologies find themselves

increasingly subordinated to the stubbornly empirical outlook

brought about by the scientific-technological revolution of the

West*

I have already spoken critically of J. A. T. Robinson's

admittedly somewhat informal synthesis of the "religionleas"

Bonhoeffer and Paul Pillioh in the section of this thesis on

Tillioh. At that time I suggested that the attempt to combine

the thought of Bonhoeffer and 'PiHioh might find a following in
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the United States, where Tillioh*s influence is perhaps strong¬

est. I concluded, however, by indicating that the chasm between

the two was too great. There is much better ground for a "Bult-

mannian" than for a "Tillichian" synthesis. The glaring contra¬

diction between Bonhoeffer and Tillich, of course, is that the

former believed "ultimate concern" to be a dying phenomenon, while

the latter believed that secularity (as well a3 every other facet

of human existence) was shot through with it. Bonhoeffor was

christocentric, biblicistic, and non-metaphysical; Tillich was a

mystic and religious ontologist.

Two recent comments on the possibility of synthesizing Bon-

hooffer'a religionless Christianity and the thought of Tillich

seem to me to voice what must be the inescapable conclusion of

those who have examined both theologians* writings carefully.

The first is by Lesslie IJewbigin in his book Honest Religion for

Secular Man. He speaks of the relatively unrewarding attempt of

the Bishop of Woolwich "to squeeze his ^onhoeffer'sT* thought into
a mould of the thought of Paul Tillich who is really saying the

preoise opposite of Bonhoeffer." The second comment is the con¬

clusion to a brief but damning criticism of Tillich by Alan Rich¬

ardson in Religion in Contemporary Debate. Although Riohardson's

attack seems to me to be unnecessarily merciless and cavalierly

unfair in its sweeping generalisations, I cannot but agree with

"^London, 1966, p. 98*
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his final statement: "nothing oould better illustrate the con¬

fusion of some of those who seek to meet the needs of a religion-

less age than their admiration for one who has so diligently

sought to translate sooular philosophical theory into religious

language."^"
Despite their basic incompatibility of outlook, it seems to

me that some of Tillich's very useful cultural insights and termi¬

nological distinctions can be used to shed light on Bonhoeffer's

project—as long as they are strictly subordinated to the theologi-

oal framework within whioh Bonhoeffer develops his religionless

Christianity. I have incorporated certain of these insights, such

as the distinction between bheonomy, autonomy, and heteronomy, in

interpreting Bonhoeffer's thought.

The theology of Dietrich Bonhoeffer is a major contribution

to contemporary Christian thought and life in its own right. His

revolutionary call for a "Christianity without religion" for a

mature secular world vn.ll continue to inspire and to stimulate the

work of succeeding generations of theologians as ue enter ever more

fully upon that world. I have tried in undertaking this thesis

both to deepen my own knowledge and to make some modest contribu¬

tion towards a basic understanding of Bonhoeffer*s religionless

Christianity in the light of his thought as a whole.

1P. 52
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